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CHAPTER 4 

Transderivational Faithfulness and 
Anti -Faithfulness 

The thesis of Root-Controlled Accent clarifies the distinction between two classes 
of morpho-accentual phenomena: root-controlled accent (RCA) and affix
controlled accent (ACA). As in root-controlled vowel harmony, RCA entails that 
the accentual properties of the larger word are predictable from the properties of 
the word-internal root. Therefore, root-control in both phonological systems is 
systematic and applies across the board. Affix-control in accent systems, by 
contrast, is more sporadic and is predictable from the properties of individual 
morphemes. As illustrated in the next section, morphologically conditioned de
accentuation, the result of attaching a so-called 'dominant' affix, is affix
controlled because it requires a lexical specification for this de-accentuation on an 
affix-by-affix basis. The properties of affix-controlled processes will be studied 
in more detail in chapter 5, but, from this first look at the problem, it will be clear 
that ACA forms a class of phenomena that excludes RCA. 

The observed differences between these two phenomena suggest that 
they require a different analysis, and the last two chapters are dedicated to 
developing an integrated theory of affix-controlled accent. The current chapter 
provides the theoretical background for this theory, which has two basic 
components. The first involves a set of mechanisms that encode a formal 
relationship between morphologically related words. In Optimality Theory, this 
relationship is established through a set of Transderivatio~al Faithfulness 
constraints that compare a base form with its related derivative and assess the pair 
for their phonological similarity. Following many recent proposals, I employ this 
basic approach in the analysis of accent-neutral morphology, i.e., cases where the 
derived form mimics the prosody of its base. The nuts and bolts of this theory, 
dubbed Transderivational Correspondence Theory (TCT) in Benua 1997 [1998], 
are presented in §4.2. 

The second main ingredient in the theory of ACA involves a further 
development of Faithfulness in OT, namely the introduction of the related notion, 
Anti-Faithfulness. Anti-Faithfulness demands a phonological change in related 
strings where Faithfulness requires phonological inertness. As will be shown in 
§4.3, Anti-Faithfulness constraints solve a set of formal problems posed by 
morpho-phonological operations. After motivating Transderivational Faithfulness 
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and Anti-Faithfulness, these notions will be employed in chapter 5 in the 
development of a theory of morpho-phonological alternations. Within this theory, 
the properties of affix-controlled accentual processes will be explained as a 
special type of a more general kind of morpho-phonological operation. 

4.1 Morphemic Sources of Accentual Regularity 

The focus of much of the discussion up to now has been on what might 
be called 'culminativity effects' for inherent accent, i.e., the resolution of a 
sequence of lexical accents in competition for a unique word accent. For 
example, in the study of word accent in Cupeno, we have seen a role for edge 
orientation in culminativity effects: in words with a sequence of inherently 
accented affixes, the rightmost accent wins. Another important means of 
resolving this competition is achieved by an ordering of Root and Affix 
Faithfulness. In root-controlled accent systems such as Cupeiio, the competition 
between root and affix accent is resolved as the satisfaction of MAX-PROMRoot 

over MAX-PROMAffix, as predicted by the RCA hypothesis, repeated below from 

chapter 2, section 2. 

(1) Root-Controlled Accent Hypothesis 

In lexical-to-surface mappings of a word with more than one inherent 
accent, if accent is deleted, accent in the root is realized over accent 

elsewhere in the word. 

If a sequence of accented morphemes do not differ in morphological class 
membership, then the thesis of Root-Controlled Accent (RCA) says nothing, and 
additional principles, e.g., edge orientation, may apply. However, if the accented 
morphemes do in fact differ in the relevant way, i.e., some are roots and some are 
affixes, tile universal ordering of Root and Affix Faithfulness eliminates non-root 
accents from the competition. Further, a straightforward extension of this idea is 
to include a position for Stem Faith, or Faithfulness to derivational affixes (as in 
Revithiadou 1997) in the meta-constraint, in which case a more articulated 'chain 
of command' can be established (see the analysis of derived nouns in Russian in 

§5.2.3 for a relevant example). 
The RCA hypothesis is a restrictive claim in that it rules out certain 

logically possible types of culminativity effects, the obvious one being a case 
where accented affixes systematically win out over accented roots. This .result is a 
necessary consequence of the overall theory, because, as emphasized throughout, 
the explanation of predominant root stress is derived directly from the assumption 
that Root Faith is universally ranked above Affix Faith. With this inherent 
ranking, the facts could not be otherwise. A possible challenge to this claim 
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comes from the behavior of certain special affixes, often called 'dominant affixes' 
because they appear to win in competitions with a root accent. For example, the 
adjective-forming suffix -ppo in Japanese is a dominant suffix, as all words that 
contain this suffix have accent on -pp6, even when it combines with an accented 
stem (2b). Another example is the noun-forming suffix in Russian -u.x, which 
likewise ignores the accented ness of the base to which it attaches and is always 
accented (3). 

(2) Dominant Accented Suffix -pp6 in Japanese 
a. labura + pp6 + if ~ abura-pp6-i 

Ikaze + pp6 + if ~ kaze-pp6-i 

b. lada + pp6 + if 
Ikfza + ppo + if 

ada-pp6-i 
kiza-pp6-i 

(3) Dominant Accented Suffix -Ux in Russian 
a. Iskak + ux + a/ ~ skak-ux-a 

Ivos'm + ux + a/ 

b. Is'fv + ux + a/ 
Igolod + ux + a/ 

vos'm-ux-a 

s'iv-ux-a 
golod-ux-a 

'oily' 
'sniffly' 

'coquettish' 
'affected' 

'frog' 
'1/8 pound' 

'raw alcohol' 
'hunger' 

The problem posed by these examples is that a root accent appears to be in 
competition with an affix accent, and so the thesis of RCA predicts that the root 
accent should win, contrary to fact. 

If these examples represent valid cases of culminativity effects, then they 
constitute truly lethal counter-examples to the thesis of RCA, and, accordingly, 
they would lead to a serious re-thinking of the patterns attributed here to RCA. 
However, the behavior of dominant morphemes is not standardly treated as an 
effect of culminativity. Rather, they are typically handled as a morphologically 
conditioned deletion of the accent in the base to which the dominant affix is 
attached. The reason for this assumption is that dominant morphemes often show 
a contrast in accentedness, and dominant unaccented morphemes also show 
evidence of a deletion. Dominant unaccented affixes, as exemplified below in 
Japanese and Russian, trigger a deletion of base prosody and the emergence of a 
default accentual pattern, or no accent at all in the case of Japanese. Thus, when 
the dominant suffix -kko attaches to accented stems, as shown in (4b), the result is 
a deletion of the stem accent and a completely unaccented word, which is a 
default pattern for accent in Japanese. Likewise, when noun-forming -ac attaches 
to accented stems, the stem accent is deleted and the larger word receives default 
ending stress (5b). 
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(4) Dominant Unaccented Suffix -kko in Japanese 
a. ledo + kkol --7 edo-kko 'Native of Tokyo' 

'Native of Nigata' Iniigata + kkol -'i niigata-kko 

b. Ik60be + kkof --7 koobe-kko 'Native of Kobe' 
fnyuuy60ku + kkof --7 nyuuyooku-kko 'Native of New York' 

(5) Dominant Unaccented Suffix -ac in Russian 
a. /borod + ac+ u/ --7 borod-ac-u 

fgorb + ac + u/ --7 gorb-ac-u 

b. Ipuz + ac + u/ 
Itr'uk + ac + u/ 

--7 puz-ac-u 
--7 tr'uk-ac-u 

'man with beard' 
'hunchback' 

'man with paunch' 
'stuntman' 

Returning to the main point, dominant unaccented affixes show that dominance 
effects are clearly not culminativity effects: unaccented affixes cannot compete 
for the realization of an inherent accent. The more general point is that the 
behavior of dominant morphemes does not counter-exemplify RCA because 
dominance effects are not to be attributed to culminativity. 

As will be argued in detail in §5.l, dominance effects are one type of a 
more general class of so-called 'affix-controlled' morpho-accentual processes. 
Some canonical examples of these affix-controlled processes are illustrated below 

with some further examples from Japanese. 

(6) Affix-Controlled Morpho-Accentual Processes in Tokyo Japanese 

a. Dominance effects require a deletion of base prosody 
ledo + kkol --7 edo-kko 'Native of Tokyo' 
Ik60be + kkol --7 koobe-kko 'Native of Kobe' 

b. Pre-accentuation requires an insertion of accent into the base 
fyosida + kef --7 yosida-ke 'the Yoshida family' 
Inisfmura + kef --7 nisimura-ke 'the Nishimura family' 

c. Accent shifts require a shift of base prosody 
fkuzu + ya/ --7 kuzu-ya 
Itoma + ya/ --7 toma-ya 

'junkman' 
'mat seller' 

Affix-controlled processes are so named because they correlate with the 
application of a morphological process, which is illustrated here with affixation. 
Linked to the morphology in a fundamental way, these processes in a sense 
support a contrast between the base of a process and its related derived form. 
Thus, dominance effects induce a deletion of the base accent, which supports a 
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contrast between accented bases and unaccented derivatives, as in k60be versus 
koobe-kko. Likewise, pre-accentuation, shown in (6b) with the suffix -ke, 
supports a contrast between base-derivative pairs by inserting an accent in the 
base of the derived form: nisimuni-ke, cf. nisimura. A different class of affix
~ontrolle~ accent involves a shift in the position of base prosody, as exemplified 
m (6c) WIth the suffix -ya. In this case, a contrast is achieved through a shift of 
the base accent in the derived form. In sum, the three different types of affix
controlled processes form a class in that they serve to mark a contrast between a 
base and the form derived from that base. 

Another important property of affix-controlled processes is that they are 
lexically idiosyncratic and must therefore be specified in the lexical entry of each 
affix. Thus, it is an idiosyncratic property of the morpheme -kko that it conditions 
a deletion of base prosody, which distinguishes this affix from others that do not 
trigger a deletion. Likewise, both -ke and -ya must be set apart from other affixes 
on the basis of the accentual patterns they bring about. This property of affix
controlled processes contrasts sharply with the behavior of roots in accent 
systems, which, as we have seen throughout the case studies in chapters 2 and 3, 
show the systematic behavior of overriding accent in neighboring affixes. While 
the accentual regularities caused by affixes are lexically idiosyncratic, the 
~cce~tual regularities induced by roots are systematic and apply across the board, 
l.e., m all the words containing accented roots. 

The conclusion that can be drawn from this discussion is that affix
controlled processes such as dominance effects have a morphemic source. That 
is, it is an idiosyncratic property of the morpheme -kko that it triggers a deletion 
of base prosody, and the specification of this property is the key to explaining the 
morphological contrast induced in base-derivative pairs. The same holds for the 
morphemes -ke and -ya, which must also be lexically specified for the accentual 
process~s they trigger. In contrast to these morphemic sources of regularity, 
predonunant root accent comes under grammatical control. In particular, the 
culminativity effects found in words with accented roots follow from a general 
property of Universal Grammar, namely that the Faithfulness constraints sensitive 
to roots are ordered above the Faithfulness constraints sensitive to affixes. 

The rest of this thesis is dedicated to arriving at a principled explanation 
~f the propertie~ of affix-controlled accent and an explanation for the properties 
hke those mentIOned above which set ACA apart from RCA. Since a general 
explanation of these properties is sought, i.e., one that applies to non-accentual 
morpho-phonological processes, the next two sections develop and motivate a 
formal theory of morpho-phonological operations. Once this theory has been 
fully developed, then it will be applied to the analysis of affix-controlled morpho
accentual phenomena in chapter 5. 
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4.2 Transderivational Correspondence Theory 

4.2.1 Introductory Remarks 

Morphologically related words may be phonologically similar, even in 
ways that cannot be attributed to the fact that these words share morphemes. A 
brief look at English stress in suffixed words (to be revisited below) will illustrate 
this basic fact. English suffixes fall into two classes concerning their interaction 
with the stress of the base to which they attach (Siegel 1974). Class 2 suffixes 
contrast with class 1 suffixes in that only the former requires preservation of base 
prosody, yielding the surface contrast in the morphologically complex forms 

given below. 

(7) Class 1 versus Class 2 Suffixation 

Class 1 parent parent-al 

Class 2 parent parent-hood 

The first pair shows the regular pattern of stress in English nouns and adjectives, 
i.e., penultimate heavy, otherwise antepenultimate stress, which effectively causes 
a stress shift in the derived form. Yet suffixation of a class 2 affix like -hood does 
not trigger the same stress shift, even when the phonological composition of the 
string predicts penultimate stress. Therefore, for the second pair of words, it is 
said that class 2 suffixes require preservation of the prosodic information of the 
base to which they attach. The complex word parenthood mimics the prosody of 
its base parent, even if this results in an otherwise irregular stress pattern. 

A classical approach to this problem, often called the Cyclic Approach, 
is to derive the similarity effects by embedding the simplex form in the derivation 
of the complex form (Chomsky & Halle 1968, Siegel 1974, Allen 1978). Thus, 
stress sensitive suffixes are attached before Stress Assignment, predicting that 
they are counted in the placement of stress. Stress neutral suffixes, on the other 
hand, are attached after Stress Assignment, and as a result, they do not affect 

stress in the larger word. 

(8) Preservation of Base Prosody with the Cycle 

Class 1 Affixation 
Stress Assignment 
Class 2 Affixation 

/parentl 
parent-al 
parent-al 

[parental] 

/parentl 

parent 
parent-hood 
[ parenthood ] 
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The derived form parenthood is not truly exceptional in this analysis because 
surface stress is the product of a valid application of the stress rules. 

The Cyclic Approach to the preservation of base prosody may be 
characterized as strongly derivational because it relies crucially on the 
interleaving of the stress rules with an ordered set of morphological rules. It is on 
this basis that the Cyclic Approach has been criticized and a fresh alternative has 
been developed. With the advent of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 
1991, 1993) and other non-derivational frameworks (see Goldsmith 1993), the 
role of derivations in phonology has been seriously challenged, leading to a 
growing body of evidence that serial derivations may in fact be unnecessary and 
that the quality of the explanation is enhanced in non-derivational theories (see 
McCarthy 1993, 2000b, Benua 1995, 1997, Alderete 1995, 1997, Kager 1999). 
Against this background, a number of researchers have proposed to derive 
similarity effects via a form of Faithfulness that holds between the 
morphologically related words (Benua 1995, 1997 [1998], Burzio 1994, 1996, 
1998, Kenstowicz 1996, 1997).1 These works differ in many of the formal details 
of encoding Faithfulness relations between words, and so a choice of a specific 
model must be made before applying this idea to stress-neutral affixation. Since 
Benua's Transderivational Correspondence Theory (TCT) employs the basic 
tenets of Correspondence Theory fundamental to this problem and the larger 
thesis, I will employ this model, though many of the same arguments made below 
carry the same weight in the other theories. 

In TCT, morphologically related words stand in correspondence in a way 
that is formally similar to Input-to-Output Correspondence. Class 1 and 2 suffixes 
are then distinguished lexically by the type of correspondence relation they enter 
into: class 1 suffixes like -al trigger the output-to-output correspondence relation 
00r. while class 2 suffixes like -hood trigger the relation 002 (see also 
Urbanczyk 1995, 1996 for a parallel case with mUltiple reduplicative 
morphemes). The differences in phonological behavior may in turn be treated as 
a differences in ranking: 002-Faithfulness is ranked above the Markedness 
constraints which are responsible for the regular stress pattern, call them STRESS, 
effectively requiring similarity in stress where the regular stress patterns predict 
alternation. Class 1 suffixation, in contrast, does not require preservation of base 
prosody because the Faithfulness constraint regulating similarity between 
simplex-complex words of this type is ranked below STRESS. 

1 For further discussion and developments of this notion of Transderivational 
Faithfulness see Buckley 1999, Crosswhite 1998, Duanmu 1999, Flemming 1995, Ito & 
Mester 1997, Kager 1999, 1996, Lin 1998, McCarthy 2000a, 1997, Orgun 1995, 1997, 
and Steriade 1998. 
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(9) TCT Approach to Preservation of Base Prosody (Benua 1997 [1998]) 

OOI-Correspondence (No Effect) 002-Correspondence (Faithfulness Effect) 

parent -7 parental parent -7 parenthood 

i i i i 
Iparentl Iparent + all Iparentl Iparent + hood! 

The transderivational approach does not differ from the cyclic approach 
in the proposed differences between class 1 and class 2 phonology: some measure 
of morpheme segregation is necessary on any analysis. The cyclic analysis needs 
an ordered block of phonological and morphological rules, while the 
transderivational analysis needs a ranking of distinct Faithfulness constraints to 
distinguish the two classes. The two theories differ sharply, however, on other 
matters of the analysis of similarity effects. As argued extensively in Burzio 1994 
et seq., Benua 1997 [1998], and Kenstowicz 1996, the trans derivational approach 
provides a natural account of the fact that similarity effects generally arise when 
the base of affixation is an independently occurring word (an observation 
originally due to Brame 1974). In TCT, this fact is explained by the very nature 
of Transderivational Correspondence - a phonological relation between words. 
This point will be developed directly below in the analysis of stress neutral 
affixation in English. 

A second class of arguments that can be made in favor of the 
transderivational approach is that it provides a cogent explanation of non-uniform 
applications of a phonological process, i.e., the 'do something, except if ... ' 
patterns. Because the constraints responsible for the similarity effects, i.e., the 
Transderivational Faithfulness constraints, are ranked in an aT constraint 
hierarchy, these constraints may interact directly with other constraints in the 
grammar. This constraint interaction describes non-uniform phonological 
patterns in a direct and natural way, which distinguishes it from the rule-based 
approach to non-uniformity (see Prince & Smolensky 1993, Prince 1993, Pater 
1996, and Alderete 1999 for a related set of arguments). This argument will be 
developed below in the analysis of the 'semi-neutrality' of various affixes. 

A third class of arguments presented in detail in Benua 1997 [1998] is 
that the transderivational model of phonological similarity is more restrictive. As 
will be shown in the analysis below, the behavior of both the base and its 
derivative is predicted by the same grammar, which in aT is an ordered ranking 
of universal constraints. Because of this requirement, the grammar puts 
substantive limits on the range of variation between the phonological patterns in 
base-derivative pairs. Derivational approaches to similarity effects such as the 
cyclic approach, on the other hand, allow the possibility that different levels of 
derivation may be drastically different, and, as a result, these theories are less 
restrictive than TCT. 
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Now that we have seen a glimpse of the motivation behind 
Transderivational Correspondence, let us proceed to apply this theory to the 
problem of stress neutral affixation and see how the approach is justified in the 
context of an explicit analysis.2 We will start with a brief review of some familiar 
examples in English as a means of establishing the distinction between class 1 and 
class 2 affixes for stress. This review will then be followed by a presentation of 
the analysis given in Benua 1997 [1998] as an illustration of how TCT applies to 
stress-neutral affixation, a common phenomenon in morphologically governed 
accent systems. 

4.2.2 Transderivational Faithfulness in Stress Neutral Affixation 

4.2.2.1 Theoretical Assumptions 

. Preservation of base prosody presents a nice context for introducing the 
theorettcal t0o.ls of TCT that will be used in subsequent analyses. The following 
set of assumptIOns together comprise TCT. 

(10) Theoretical Assumptions in TCT (Benua 1997 [1998]) 

a. Transderivational (00) Correspondence 

Morphologically related words stand in correspondence; phonological 
similarity is regulated by OO-Faithfulness constraints. 

b. Base Priority 

Recursive constraint hierarchies simultaneously evaluate a word and its 
immediate morphological derivative, giving priority to the former called 
'the base'. ' 

c. Affix Specificity 

Subcategorization frames specify the OO-correspondence relation that 
links the affixed form with its base in a paradigmatic identity relation. 

The first assumption (lOa) forms the crux of the theory. In addition to 
relations between input-output pairs, correspondence relations hold between 
related outputs, e.g., parent "'" parenthood. That is, correspondence relations 
may be 'transderivational' in nature, establishing a bond between two forms that 
share the same base.3 Furthermore, it is upon this correspondence relation that 

2Por further reading on stress neutral affixation, see Crosswhite 1998, Kager 
1996, and Kenstowicz 1997. 

3The notion of transderivational relations between words is not new to ~T' see 
for example Hock 1973, Hooper 1976, and Chung 1983. ' 
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certain Faithfulness constraints are defined which bring about phonological 

similarity through constraint ranking. 
A second basic assumption (lOb) is that morphological derivation is 

accompanied by a recursion of the constraint hierarchy, which is ranked with 
respect to other hierarchies. The innermost input-output mapping establis~es the 
'base' of affixation for derived forms. This base is the form to whIch the 
morphologically complex forms must be faithful (to be elaborated on below).4 
Thus, the first recursion of the constraint hierarchy gives penultimate stress on the 
monomorphemic form parent, establishing this form as the base for more com~lex 
words. Attachment of a class 2 suffix like -hood is derived in a second recurSIOn, 
and it is on this input-output mapping that Faithfulness to the base becomes 
active, yielding preservation of base prosody in parenthood. 

Finally, since the phonological behavior of affix-controlled phenomena 
is idiosyncratic, it must be lexically specified. In Benua's theory, this effect is 
achieved through subcategorization of the output-to-output correspondence 
relation that links the derived form with its base. Thus, class 1 suffixes like -at 
subcategorize for the correspondence relation 0010 while a class 2 suffix such as 
-hood selects a base specified for OOz-Correspondence. An important point is 
that the notion of subcategorization here is different than the notion commonly 
used in syntax. It is not the case that the affix selects a base with certain inher~nt 
properties of that base. Rather, the affix imposes a property on the ba~e to wh~ch 
it attaches, namely an OO-correspondence relation. The differences m behaVIor 
between these two classes of suffixes are thus modelled as the differences in 
rankings of 001- and OOz-Faithfulness. These effects will be made explicit in 

the analysis that follows. 
In most of the case studies developed below, the base of affixation stands 

in the simplex-complex relation, i.e., the bare stem or root forms the base for 
further affixation. In languages with obligatory inflections, however, the 
characterization of the base is a more subtle matter. Describing a pattern of 
analogy in Sanskrit, Green 1997 posits singular nouns as the base for the 
corresponding plurals; but there is no straightforward sense in which t~e inflect~d 
singular is the morphological base for the plural. A related case IS found m 
Russian (§5.2.3) where the singUlar forms the base for a shifting pattern of stress 
in the plural, e.g., kolbas-e versus kolbas-am 'sausage (singular/plural)'; yet 
again, the obligatory inflections show that the base-output relations go beyond the 
usual simplex-complex relation. What principles are at work in predicting the 

base in these cases? 
The answer to this question, I believe, involves considering traditional 

notions of markedness in morphology. It is common in linguistic studies to come 

4See also Benua 1995,1997 [1998], Urbanczyk 1996, Kager 1999, Odden 1996, 
Ito & Mester 1997, Alderete 1997a, and Steriade 1998 for more discussion on this notion 
of a 'base' for other morphological processes. 

T 
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across statements like 'the singular is the unmarked number' or 'the masculine is 
the unmarked gender', observations that are sometimes based on elicitation data 
but also rooted in the linguistic processes of a given system. Interestingly, the 
base of an OO-correspondence relation is often the unmarked member of the pair 
in precisely this sense. In the Russian and Sanskrit examples given above, it is the 
singular which forms the base for the plural, where the former is less marked than 
the latter. Extending the case of Russian, masculine nouns form the base for 
corresponding feminine forms (see §3.2 for discussion), a fact that follows the 
same basic principle: the base is the unmarked member of the pair. Clearly, the 
key to these cases is to make more precise the role of markedness in determining 
the base. 

The problem posed by obligatory inflecting languages is analogous in a 
way to the problem posed by language learners when more than one input-output 
pair converge on the same output. Which of the inputs is learned as the one to 
which the actual output is faithful? Compare this problem with the situation in 
obligatory inflecting languages: various base-output relations are conceivable, but 
only one is operative in a given coupling of output forms. Prince & Smolensky 
1993 (see also Tesar & Smolensky 1998) propose that constraint-based 
optimization has a role in solving this problem. According to the principle of 
Lexicon Optimization, the learned input is the one which leads to the most 
harmonic mapping relative to the language particular constraint hierarchy (see 
§ 1.2.2.3 for a definition and application of this principle). In other words, the 
input of the input-output pair that fares the best with respect to the grammar is the 
one that is posited as the lexical form. 

My proposal is that the selection of the base is also the result of 
constraint-based optimization, as defined by the following principle. 

(11) Base Optimization (Alderete 1997a, cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993) 

If a set of words created by some morphological process stands in the 
correspondence relation R, then the base for R is the member of the base
output pair which is most harmonic with respect to the constraint hierarchy. 

The idea is thus that the base is chosen as the word that leads to the best base
output pair, as prescribed by morphological markedness theory. Concretely, the 
observation that the singular is unmarked relative to the plural supports the 
ordering of constraints given below. Furthermore, these markedness relations are 
at work in determining the base for an output-to-output correspondence relation, 
as they are fundamental to establishing harmony relative to the constraint 
hierarchy. The following tableau illustrates this result for the singular-plural 
relations in Russian. The Markedness constraints here assess base-derivative 
pairs as a whole - a paradigm, in effect - and the resulting data structure is an 
ordered pair of the constraint violations incurred by the base and its related 
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output. In evaluating these marks, violations incurred by the base take precedence 
over those of the output, consistent with the ordering implicit in the notion of 
Base Priority in Benua 1997 [1998]. 

(12 h ) Selecting the Base wit Base Optimization 

(Base, Output) *PLURAL *SINGULAR 

(kolbas-ampL, kolbas-esG) (*!,0) (O,*) 

~ (kolbas-esG, kolbas-ampd (0, *) (*,O) 

With this ordering of constraints, the singular is unmarked relative to the plural 
and not the other way around. As a result, Base Optimization chooses the 
singular form as the base because this option leads to better well-formedness in 
the paradigm overall. I speculate that the same principles are also at work in 
selecting other morphological classes, for example the masculine base in 
masculine-feminine pairs in Russian, and the case studies of languages with 
obligatory inflections given in chapter 5 will establish the base with the principle 
of Base Optimization.5 While there are still some details to be worked out 
concerning the evaluation of constraint violations, the important point here is that 
Markedness for morphological structure is what is fundamental, an idea that can 
be formalized in a variety of ways. 

One important difference between the theory of OO-Correspondence 
developed here and that of Benua 1997 [1998] is that the base does not stand in 
correspondence with the entire derived form in the current theory. Rather, only 
the segments of the shared morphemes stand in correspondence. This model, 
which I will call 'Stem-to-Stem Correspondence' is critical in the analysis of 
various patterns of Anti-Faithfulness. Formally, what this assumption entails is 
that only the subconstituent of the derived form that has correspondents in the 
base stands in correspondence. So, if an affix is attached in an output and is not 
also present in the base, then the affix does not stand in correspondence with the 
base. Thus, the plural inflection -am does not stand in correspondence with 
anything in the base form kolbas-e above in (12). In chapter 5, I show how this 
notion of Stem-to-Stem Correspondence is crucial to the explanation of certain 
properties of pre- and post-accentuation and accentual shifts. 

5 Indeed, the same principle of markedness may be at work in deriving the 
simplex-complex relation often found in base-output relations. Affixation categorically 
leads to a mismatch between the edges of the stem and larger prosodic structure like the 
PrW d; simplex forms may thus be chosen as the base for an affixed form by Anchoring 
constraints that evaluate the edge-anchoring properties of a stem relative to a prosodic 
category. 
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4.2.2.2 Application to Stress Neutral Affixation 

. Let us now apply these ideas to the case of stress neutral affixation. In 
Enghsh no~ns and adjectives, primary stress is oriented to the right edge of the 
word, tY~lcally falhng on a penUltimate heavy syllable, otherwise the 
antepe~ultlmate syllable.6 Suffixation may thus give rise to alternations in stress 
dependlllg. on the sensitivity of the suffix to stress. A basic distinction that i~ 
necessary III any treatment of English stress is one between STRESS SHIFTING and 
STRESS NEUTRAL affixes (Siegel 1974). Stress shifting suffixes are typically not 
t~emselves s.tressed but are .counted in the determination of stress and may also 
t~Igger certalll non-auto~atI.c pr~cesses like vowel shortening. The examples 
glV~n below show a ShIft III pnmary stress with attachment of this class of 
suffIxes. 

(13) Stress Shifting Suffixes7 

-alA 
6rigin - original 
medicine - medicinal 
universe - universal 
parent - parental 

-ity 
tranquil - tranquillity 
uniform - unif6rmity 
p6pular - popularity 
continue - continuity 

-ic 
athlete - athletic 
microscope - microscopic 
hygiene - hygenic 
algebra - algebraic 

The second class of suffixes, the stress neutral suffixes, are also 
themselves unstressed, but they differ from the previous class in that they do not 
affect the prosody of the base to which they are attached. 

(14) Stress Neutral Suffixes 

-hood 
parent - parenthood 

child - childhood 

neighbor - neighborhood 

-dom -less 
free - freedom bottom - bottomless 

martyr - martyrdom defense - defenseless 

bachelor - bachelordom expression - expressionless 

heathen - heathendom meaning - meaningless 

60n the principles of English Stress, see especially: Chomsky & Halle 1968 
Hall~ & Keyser 1971, Ross 1972, Goyvaerts & Pullum 1974 part II Hayes 1980 1982' 
~~~~~k 1980, 1984, Fudge 1984, Kager 1989, Hammond 1989, B~zio 1994, and Pate; 

7Two Of. these suffi~es, namely -ity and -ie, also trigger a non-automatic process 
of. vowel shortenlll~, but this fact will be ignored because it is orthogonal to the 
Flllthfuiness effect discussed here. See Myers 1987b for an attractive analysi h . 
terms of prosodic foot structure. s, owever, III 
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Stress neutral suffixes typically attach to independently occurring words (though 
there are some exceptions), and they may not trigger non-automatic processes. In 
summary, there is a fundamental distinction between suffixes which require 
Faithfulness to base prosody (class 2) and suffixes which do not (class 1), and any 
analysis of affixed words in English must recognize and analyze this basic 

distinction. 
Before dealing with the difference between class 1 and class 2 suffixes, 

we require an analysis of stress in monomorphemic words. Assuming what may 
be characterized as the 'standard' analysis, primary stress is assigned by laying 
down moraic trochees from right-to-Ieft, ignoring the final syllable; secondary 
stress is then derived by assigning trochees from the left edge of the word (see 
especially Hayes 1980, 1982, Selkirk 1984, Pater 2000, cf. Burzio 1994). 
Following Pater, this analysis is characterized in the partial ranking of constraints 

given below.8 

(15) Stress in Monomorphemic English Words (Pater 2000) 

FTBIN, TROCH, NONFINALITY » ALIGN-HEAD-RIGHT » ALL-FT-LEFf 

(16) The Operative Constraints 

FTBIN: Feet are binary as some level of analysis ().!, a), (P&S, see also 
McCarthy & Prince 1986, Hayes 1987). 

TROCH: feet are left-headed. 

NONFINALITY: No head of PrWd is final in PrWd (P&S, OT constraint 
deriving extrametricality effects). 

ALIGN-HEAD-RIGHT (ALIGN-HD-RT): The foot head of the PrWd must 
coincide with the right edge ofPrWd (McCarthy & Prince 1993a). 

ALL-FT-LEFf (ALL-FT-LT): The left edge of all feet must coincide with 
the left edge ofPrWd (McCarthy & Prince 1993a). 

Because of the ranking of NONFINALITY, the final syllable is ignored, and so in a 
form like agenda, a moraic trochee is built over the penultimate heavy syllable: 
[a(gen)(da)]. In words with penultimate lights, e.g., Canada, the stress is 
assigned to the antepenultimate syllable, as in: [(Cana)(da)]. In longer forms, a 
second foot is possible, yielding secondary stresses iterated from the beginning of 

8The role of quantity sensitivity is ignored here because it does not bear directly 
on the arguments which follow. 

T 
\ 
I 
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the word, [(Ale)(xan) (der)], which may result in an initial dactyl, e.g., 
[(T<ita)ma(g6u) (chi)], because of low-ranking ALL-FT-LEFf. 

Moving now to the analysis of stress in derived words, we employ the 
notion of Transderivational Correspondence to derive preservation of base 
prosody. To begin, in word pairs like parent-parenthood, the attachment of a 
class 2 suffix like -hood triggers a specific correspondence relation. Further, the 
Prosodic Faithfulness constraints defined upon this relation, an encapsulation of 
OO-MAX-PROM, OO-DEP-PROM, OO-NoFLoP-PROM (see §1.2), require 
similarity in stressY Thus, the output pairs [Cpa) (rent)] "" [(parent) (hood)] match 
in prominence structure in that there are corresponding grid marks in each head of 
the stress foot, and so this pair of words satisfies OO-PRos-FAITH. However, a 
stress shift to improve the overall prosodic well-formedness of the word, as in 
*[pa(rent) (hood)], violates OO-PRos-FAITH because of the mismatch in prosody, 
and so this pairing can be ruled out through constraint interaction. 

The distinction between class 1 and class 2 suffixes may now be 
modelled in terms of familiar kinds of constraint interaction. The stress
shifting/stress-neutral behavior of various affixes may be modelled by the 
interspersing of the OO-Faithfulness constraints relative to the constraints also 
active in underived words, as shown in (17). As Benua makes clear, it is 
significant that the ranking of the two Alignment constraints, ALIGN-HEAD-RIGHT 
and ALL-FT-LEFf, must be consistent with their ranking in (15). On the 
assumption that the grammar of English stress is a total ordering of constraints, 
the rankings could not be otherwise. 

(17) Stress in Derived Words (Benua 1997 [1998]) 

002-PROS-FAITH » ALIGN-HD-RT » OOI-PROS-FAITH » ALL-FT-LT 

Running through the ranking here, the Faithfulness constraint for class 2 suffixes, 
002-PROS-FAITH ranks above ALIGN-HEAD-RIGHT, with the effect that the 
attachment of a class 2 suffix will not affect the prosody of the base. However, 
the corresponding Faithfulness constraint for class 1 affixes, OOI-PROS-FAITH, is 
dominated by the constraint responsible for the placement of main stress, and 
therefore class 1 suffixes like -al will not induce preservation of base prosody. 
Finally, OOI-PROS-FAITH does dominate the constraint responsible for secondary 
stress assignment, namely ALL-FT-LEFf, and this ranking yields preservation of a 
base prosody in a non-primary stress foot, a typical kind of 'non-uniformity' 
effect. These results will be illustrated in a tableau given below. 

9In Benua's analysis, the Faithfulness constraint responsible for preserving base 
prosody is a Prosodic Anchoring constraint (after McCarthy 2000b), but for the sake of 
consistency with the analyses developed elsewhere in this thesis, I employ the Prosodic 
Faithfulness constraints argued for in § 1.2. 
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Moving next to the individual affixes, consider the differences between 
class 1 and class 2 suffixes encoded in the lexical entries sketched below. Class 1 
suffixes may differ from some class 2 suffixes in that they may attach to a bound 
stem, which, following Chomsky & Halle 1968, is represented with different 
boundaries: '+' is used with bound stems and '#' with free stems. More 
importantly, however, the two classes of suffixes are ?~stinguished by t~eir 
subcategorized correspondence relations, which are speCIfIed by the numencal 
index. So, class 1 suffixes trigger a OOI-Correspondence relation between the 
base and the derived form containing the suffix, while class 2 suffixes trigger a 

002 correspondence relation. 10 

(18) Lexical Entries for Class 1 Suffixes 
-al [ +Noun+ 001 _] ~ Non-Gradable Adjective 
-ity [ +Adjective+oOl _] ~ Noun: 'State/Quality of Adjective' 
-ic [ +Noun+OOl _] ~ (Non-Gradable) Adjective 

(19) Lexical Entries for Class 2 Suffixes 
-hood [ #Noun#002 _] ~ Abstract Noun: 'Status of Noun' 
-dom [ #Noun#002 _] ~ Abstract Noun: 'Domain/Condition of Noun' 
-less [ #Noun#002 _] ~ Adjective: 'Without Noun' 

The index on the host of the affix is the subcategorized correspondence relation, 
which indicates the type of Faithfulness that relates the base to the derived form. 
Thus, consistent with other idiosyncratic features of the affix, subcategorizat~on 
frames are used as a means of encoding the specific correspondence relation 

triggered by a given affix. 
All of the basic assumptions inherent to TCT are illustrated in the 

following OT tableau. The prosody of the monomorphernic form parent is 
computed in the first recursion, yielding [Cpa) (rent)] as the base for further word 

derivation. 

lOThe interpretations and morphological restrictions ~n these .affi~es are base.d 
on the description given in Quirk & Greenbaum 1973, but nothing CruCIal hinges on this 
information. 

T 
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(20) Preservation of Base Prosody with Class 2 Suffixation 

i. Recursion (a) 

/parentl NONFINAL 002-P-FAlTII ALN-HD-RT » 

a. (parent) *! :« 

b. pa(rent) *! 

c.--7 (pa)(rent) * 
ii Recursion (b) 

» Base Iparent + hood! NONFINAL 002-P-FAlTII HD-RT 

a. (pa)(rent) pa(rent)-(hood) *! 

b.~ (pa)(rent) (parent)-(hood) ** 
On the second recursion, the class 2 suffix -hood is attached, triggering the 
Faithfulness constraint 002-PROS-FAlTII. Base-derivative pairs are therefore 
compared for their prosodic faithfulness, and the output pair that preserves the 
prosody of the base wins because of the rank of 002-PROS-FAlTII in the system. 

Class 1 suffixes, on the other hand, subcategorize for 001-

correspondence, and as a result they are only sensitive to the Faithfulness 
constraints defined on this correspondence relation. Together with the constraint 
hierarchy in (17), this lexical property accounts for their non-neutral behavior in 
relation to base prosody. Thus, because the Alignment constraint responsible for 
the rightward orientation of stress outranks OOl-PROS-FAlTII, the regular pattern 
of heavy penultimate stress is assigned in a form like parental, as illustrated in the 
following tableau. 
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(21) Stress Shift with Class 1 Suffixation 

i. Recursion (a) 

/parentf NONFINAL , ALIGN-HD-RT OOl-PROS-FAITH » 

a. (parent) *! * 
b. pa(rent) *! 

c.-7 (pa)(rent) * 

i" R (b) l. ecurslOn 

» Base /parent + all NONFINAL HD-RT I OOI-P-FAITH I 

a.-7 (pa)(rent) pa(ren)(t-al) * ... 

b. (pa)(rent) (paren)(t-al) **! I 

While a form like parent receives initial stress, in the second recursion, 001-

PROS-FAITH has no force because of its rank in the system. As a result, parent 
cannot influence the prosody of the derivative, and we predict regular penultimate 
stress. 

Now that the basic analysis of stress-neutral affixation in TCT has been 
illustrated, we can make the first argument in favor of this approach more 
forcefully. This argument is based on the empirical observation that cla~s 2 
suffixes in English only exhibit base identity effects for stress when the affIxed 
word stands in correspondence with an independently occurring word. Thus, 
while many class 2 suffixes only attach to free stems, some suffixes may also 
attach to bound stems (this tendency often correlates with different phonological 
behavior). For example, the suffixes exemplified below are stress neutral when 
they attach to a free stem, but counted in the placement of primary stress when the 
base to which they attach is not an independent word. 

(22) Stress Neutral Suffixation with(out) Base Identity Effects 

-age 
parent - parentage 
broker - brokerage 
hermit - hermitage 
baronet - baronetage 

advantage 
verbiage 
camouflage 
cf. espionage 

-or 
confess - confessor 
govern - governor 
prosecute - prosecutor 
cf. contribute - contributor 

ambassador 
warrior 
interlocutor 

-ist 
extreme - extremist 
separate - separatist 
modern - modernist 
propaganda - propagandist 

Baptist 
recidivist 
ventnloquist 
opportunist 
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Drawing on the classification system of Fudge 1984, these suffixes are stress 
neutral when they attach to words, but 'Pre-Stressed 112' (pre-stressing when they 
follow a strong syllable, otherwise pre-pre-stressing) if they attach to a bound 
stem. In other words, the regular pattern of 'penultimate heavy, otherwise 
antepenultimate stress' takes effect in the latter case. 

The analysis of stress-neutral affixation in terms of Transderivational 
Faithfu!ness explains this split effect with the same basic premises of the theory. 1 1 

Assummg that these suffixes are class 2, they will trigger 002-correspondence, 
and as a result, the preservation of base prosody in base-derivative pairs such as 
parent-parentage is fully consistent with the analysis of this same fact in 
parent-parenthood. Moreover, in derived words that do not have an 
independently occurring base, 002-PROS-FAITH does not have an effect because 
there is no word for the derived form to be faithful to. The decision in a case like 
advantage falls to the lower ranking constraint, ALIGN-HEAD-RT, which gives the 
observed Latin-like stress pattern, as in [ad(van)(tage)]. In sum, one of the 
fundamental tenets of the theory, namely that Faithfulness relations specifically 
hold between related words, explains the curious dual behavior of these class 2 
suffixes. 

A second argument in favor of the transderivational approach can be 
constructed by considering the mixed behavior of class 1 suffixes. As noted in 
both Burzio 1994 and Benua 1997 [1998], while class 1 suffixes do not affect the 
placement of main stress, they may bring about an apparently exceptional pattern 
of secondary stress as a Faithfulness effect. As exemplified below, the prosody of 
the base may be preserved as a secondary stress in a derived form with a class 1 
suffix, yielding irregular second syllable stress in words like originality. 

(23) Preservation of Base Prosody in Class 1 Paradigms 
original originality cf. TMamag6uchi 
aristocrat aristocratic 
theatrical theatricality 

The analysis of this fact in TCT is again established through constraint 
ranking. While OOI-ANcHOR is dominated by some constraints, it is ranked 
above the constraint responsible for positioning secondary stress feet, namely 
ALIGN-FT-LT. If we give OOl-PROS-FAITH intermediate rank in the system, the 
no~-uniform application of prosodic faithfulness is achieved simply and directly, 
as Illustrated below (from Benua 1997 [1998]). 

11 This argument was first put forth in Burzio 1994 though it is couched in a 
different theoretical framework. ' 
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(24) Non-Uniform Preservation of Base Prosody with Class 1 Suffixes 

i. Recursion (a) 

loriginl NONFIN HD-R OOl-P-FAITH ALL-FT-LT » 

a. o(rigin) *! * 
b.-+ (6ri)(gin) ** 

ii Recursion (b) 

» Base lorigin + all NFIN HD-R OOI-FAITH ALL-FT-LT. 

a. (6ri)(gin) (6ri)gi (n-al) ***! 

b.-+ (6ri)(gin) o(rfgi)(n-aJ) ** * * 
i .. Recursion (c) ll. 

» Base loriginal + ityl NFIN HD-R OOI-FAITH ALL-FT-LT 

a. o(rfgi)(n-al) ( ori)gi(n-al-i)(ty) * *! *** 
b.-+ o(rfgi)(n-aJ) o(rigi)(n-al-i)(ty) * * *** 

As with the case of parental, when -al is attached on the second recursion, the 
prosody of the base is not preserved, and we find regular penultimate stress (24ii). 
However, when a second class 1 suffix is attached on the third recursion, the base 
prosody is matched in the derivative by a shifting of the secondary stress foot 
away from its canonically left-aligned position (24iii). Again, this result follows 
from the interleaving of OOI-Faithfulness with the constraints responsible for 
primary and secondary stress, ALIGN-HD-R and ALIGN-FT-LT respectively. To 
summarize, the non-uniform application of OOI-PROS-FAITH derives directly 
from a basic assumption in OT, namely that constraints are ranked and violable. 

The theory of Transderivational Correspondence developed in Benua 
1997 [1998] was introduced as a formal theory of Faithfulness to prosody 
between morphologically related words. It was also shown that the principles 
inherent to this theory go a long way towards explaining the preservation of base 
prosody. First, some suffixes exhibit mixed phonological behavior, showing 
stress neutrality with a free stem but regular stress with bound stems. This fact 
follows from the nature of Transderivational Correspondence because this is a 
relation that only holds between independently occurring words. Second, the 
transderivational approach offers a cogent account of class 1 suffixation which 
shows a different species of non-uniform base identity effect, namely the 
preservation of base prosody only with secondary stresses in cases like original
originality, but not with primary stress, e.g., origin-original. This fact follows 
from the parallelist interpretation of TCT in which Faithfulness constraints 
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evaluating ou~put pairs i.nteract directly with the other constraints in the grammar. 
When OO-FaIthfulness IS ranked between two constraints responsible for a given 
pattern, non-uniformity in base identity may result. 

4.3 Tranderivational Anti-Faithfulness 

. In this section, the theory of Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness (T AF) 
IS developed as a cross-linguistic model of morpho-phonological alternations. 
The secti?n begins .with a discussion of a set of problems posed by morpho
phonologIcal operatlOns. The theory of T AF is then motivated as a means of 
~escribing morphologically motivated phonology, and subsequently, the 
Importance of T AF to explaining the properties of morpho-accentual processes is 
brought to the fore. 

4.3.1 Morphologically Motivated Phonology 

4.3.1.1 On the Diversity of Morpho-Phonological Operations 

Phonological alternations may have a morphological function in that they 
support an opposition between two word types (Clark 1987, Carstairs-McCarthy 
1994, Spencer 1991, 1998, Anderson 1992). Morpho-phonological operations 
(MP?s) such as these are crucial to the analysis of morpho-accentual processes, 
as wIll be explored in some detail in chapter 5. Stankiewicz 1962, for exatnple, 
o.bserves that stress has an important role in marking the distinction between 
smgular a~d plural forms in Russian. Moreover, MPOs are equally important in 
the analYSIS of segmental morpho-phonology. Segmental phonological processes 
are often called upon to mark morphological distinctions, as illustrated below. 

(25) Segmental Morpho-Phonological Processes 

a. Slave (Rice 1988): possessed nouns are marked with voicing on stem
initial fricatives 

b. Ch.aha (McCarthy 1983, Rose 1997): verbs with objects (third person 
smgular accusative) are distinguished from other verbs with 
labialization of a stem segment 

c. Terena (Bendor-Samuel 1960): first person and third person possessive 
forms in Terena are distinguished only by nasalization, e.g., Uiyo] 'my 
brother', cf. [ayo] 'his brother' 
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Indeed, it seems that every type of phonological feature can be exploited by 
morphological systems to mark contrast (as argued in Spencer 1998). . 

A common approach to morphologically-motivated phonology IS to 
specify the alternating feature as (part of) the lexical entry of a morpheme 
(Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994, Akinlabi 1996, Zoll 1996a, Rose 1.997). In the 
examples above, the morphological function of the inserted feature IS a~parently 

like any other affix: lexically specified [+voice] marks possessed nouns m Slave, 
[+nasal] signals first person in Terena, etc. Of course, theories of featural 
affixation require additional principles to describe the location o~. t?e 
phonological alternation, e.g., that [+voice] surfaces specifica~ly on stem-mitIal 
segments, but independently needed theories of feature ahgnment and co
occurrence seem to accomplish the task (see especially Akinlabi 1996 and Zoll 
1996a). 

It turns out that morpho-phonology encompasses a much wider range of 
phonological processes than simple feature insertion. In addition to the ins~rtion
type MPOs in (25), morphologically motivating phonology may take a vanety of 
forms, as exemplified below. This fact has led a number of researchers to ar~ue 
that morpho-phonology involves more than lexical specification of an alternatmg 
feature (Anderson 1992, Spencer 1991, 1998, cf. Stonham 1994). 

(26) Morpho-Phonological Operations 

a. Deletion: pre-shortening suffixes in Slovak (Rubach 1993); subtractive 
morphology (Martin 1988, Horwood 2000); accent-deleting affixes, 
AKA dominance effects 

b. Ablaut/Consonant Mutation: stem vocalism in Arabic (McCarthy 1979 et 
seq); Irish consonant mutations (Gnanadesikan 1997) 

c. Spreading: [+nasal] spread as a marker of first singular in Terena (Bendor
Samuel 1960); tone spread with masculine and diminuative suffixes in 
Ifiapari (Parker 1999) 

d. Metathesis: as a marker of 'actual' in Saanich verbs (Montier 1986); 
vowel metathesis in verbs and definite adjectives in Latvian (Halle 1987) 

e. Exchanges: length inversion as a marker of plural verbs in Diegueiio 
(Walker 1970, Langdon 1970); voicing exchange in plural and 
appertentive nouns in Luo (Gregersen 1972, Okoth-Okombo 1982) 

While some examples of ablaut and consonant mutations can be treated as feature 
insertion, it is not clear how such an analysis would apply to cases like stem 
vocalisms in Arabic (26b), which implies that such alternations require a separate 
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process. Likewise, insertion with automatic spreading of [+nasal] handles Terena, 
but cases like tone spread in Iiiapari and Limburgian Dutch (discussed in §5.4.2) 
involve non-automatic spreading of an existing feature, which clearly goes beyond 
feature insertion (26c). Sprawling out further, MPOs can involve the deletion of a 
cir~umscr~bed segment, i.e., subtractive morphology, or the deletion of a timing 
umt, as WIth pre-shortening suffixes (26a). Segments can also switch their linear 
order, as in the well-documented cases of morphological metathesis (26d).12 And 
lastly, feature values can be exchanged for an opposing value (26e), as in the 
famous case of voicing polarity in Luo discussed below. What is strikingly clear 
from these cases is that morphological systems exploit a wide range of processes 
to mark oppositions between word classes, processes that go beyond feature 
insertion. 

4.3.1.2 Some Formal Problems 

Phonology for morphological reasons is quite diverse, and it involves 
processes that do not reduce to a lexical specification for phonological structure. 
In OT terms (though this issue is not specific to OT), MPOs cannot be modelled 
~traight~orwardly as the realization of lexically specified structure through the 
mteractlOn of Markedness and Faithfulness constraints. Such an endeavor leads 
to a set of formal problems that are either intractable as Markedness-Faithfulness 
interactions or require ad hoc devices that undercut a unified account of MPOs. 
The argument, presented below as a series of formal problems, is thus that 
morphologically-motivated phonology must be motivated by constraints other 
than Markedness and Faithfulness. As we shall see, this argument will serve as 
important impetus for the notion of Anti-Faithfulness. 

. .The first problem is that MPOs may introduce strucmre that is generally 
aVOIded m the language; in the parlance of 1980's Lexical Phonology, they may 
be 'non-structure preserving'. For example, the elative construction in Javanese 
a type of intensive adjective, is formed by raising the rightmost vowel of the ste~ 
(27). Importantly, this morpho-phonological process produces exceptions to an 
otherwise general constraint in the language that prohibits tense vowels in closed 
syllables. 

12S 
ee also Thompson & Thompson 1969, Anderson 1992: 66 ff., cf. McCarthy 

1989, for further discussion. 
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(27) Javanese Elatives (Dudas 1975) 
Plain Adjective Elative 

lalusl alus alys 'refined, smooth' 
lrosa/ roso rosy 'strong' 

labot! abot abgt 'heavy, hard' 
laIJell aIJd aIJ!1 'hard, difficult' 

Two additional non-structure preserving MPOs are nasal spread in Terena, which 
produces nasal vowels in contexts that are pr~dic~ably oral elsewhere, and [ATR] 
spread in Montafies Spanish count nouns, WhICh IS the only source of lax vowels 
in this language (McCarthy 1984). 

Non-structure preserving MPOs pose a problem because the 
constructions in which they are found apparently suspend the effects of general 
well-formedness constraints in the language. In the Javanese example, the 
markedness differential between elatives and other Javanese word.s. shows. that 
vowel raising is more than simply being faithful to a lexically specIfIe~ [+hl~h]. 
Additional principles are needed to overcome the Markedness constramt a~amst 
closed syllables with tense vowels. Such markedness disparities. are the pnmary 
motivation for Samek-Lodovici's 1993 MORPH-REAL, WhICh overpowe~s 

Markedness with an imperative to realize morphemes overtly in the phonology, m 
this case the lexical [+high], despite the consequences this has for Markedness 
(see also Akinlabi 1996, Gnanadesikan 1997, Kurisu 2000, Rose 1997, Walker 
1998,2000). . 1 

The need to supplement featural affixation and Faithfulness IS a so 
apparent from the neutralizing nature of MPOs. Most MPOs neutralize a contrast 
in that they suppress a structure that is present in a rel~t~d form; for ~xample, 
insertion of [+voice] in Slave (25a) neutralizes the vOlcmg contr~sts m stem
initial fricatives. This neutralizing effect of MPOs also poses a ra~~g ~roblem. 
On the one hand, the existence of contrast in the language, e.g., vOlcmg m stem
initials in Slave, entails that Faithfulness dominates Markedness. ~~t the 
neutralization of this contrast requires the opposite ordering, to prohIbIt the 
contrast in a particular corner of the morphology. .. 

Augmenting the standard Markedness-Fait~fulness inte~actIOns agam, 
this pattern of neutralization looks like an effect of Falthfuln~ss, gIven ~ boost ?y 
MORPH-REAL, since an obligatory realization of the [+vOlce] assOCIated .~Ith 
possessed nouns will naturally have a neutralizing effect. Ho~ever, neutrahzmg 
MPOs cannot always be handled in this way for the SImple .reason that 
neutralization is not always predicated on the realization of ~ leXIcal ~eature. 

Dominance effects provide a clear example of the problem. As lliustra~ed m §~.l 
for Japanese, dominant affixes involve a deletion of accent, and yet thIS de~etIOn 
is not due to the presence of accent in the surface form because o,f th~ behaVIOr ~f 
dominant unaccented affixes, e.g., /koobe + kkol ~ koobe-kko native of Kobe. 
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In OT terms, the presence of an accentual contrast requires Faithfulness to 
outrank Markedness for accent. But in constructions that induce dominance 
effects, the rank order of Markedness and Faithfulness must be switched, resulting 
in a ranking paradox. Beyond deletion-type MPOs, neutralization by ablaut, 
metathesis and non-automatic spreading (26) also show that the loss of contrast is 
not just a consequence of the realization of lexical structure. 

For the cases discussed above, the ranking problems are such that a 
given construction demands a different rank order than that which is necessary for 
the language on a whole. Some MPOs, however, pose ranking paradoxes that are 
independent of the grammar of the larger language. These are the exchange 
processes exemplified in (26e). For example, in Luo, plurals are marked by a 
reversal of the lexical [voice] specification of the stem-final obstruent. This 
reversal entails a two-part change, where voiceless obstruents are voiced (28a) 
and voiced obstruents are devoiced (28b).13 

(28) Consonantal Polarity in Luo (Gregersen 1972, Okoth-Okombo 1982) 
Singular Plural 

a. bat be[d]-e 
lue lu[o]-e 

b. cogo co[kJ-e 
owadu owe[t]-e 

'arm' 
'walking stick' 
'bone' 
'brother' 

As discussed in detail in Moreton 1996 and Prince 1997, exchange processes, and 
circular chain shifts in general, cannot be described in terms of rankings of 
Markedness and Faithfulness constraints alone. Roughly speaking, if grammars 
are rankings of just these constraints, input-output mappings will either be faithful 
to the input or improve on Markedness. Exchanges like that found Luo have two 
parts, and both parts cannot both improve on Markedness. Concretely, any 
ranking of Markedness and Faithfulness that changes one obstruent class A to 
another B entails a markedness scale where B is less marked than A; in such a 
constraint system, it is impossible to produce a mapping in which B also goes to 
A, since B does better on Markedness than A. Certain MPOs therefore produce 
ranking paradoxes that are intrinsic to the construction under examination, 
revealing a problem that stems from the very way grammars are constructed. 

The conclusion that can be made from these observations is that 
phonological alternations can be motivated by constraints other than Markedness. 
That is, Universal Grammar may have a set of constraints that trigger alternations 

13This process also extends to the singular/singular appertentive alternations (a 
construction similar to the Semitic construct state): [got] 'mountain', [god-e] 'mountains', 
[god] 'mountain of, which demonstrates that the process is truly morphologically 
governed, and not, for example, a dual process of intervocalic voicing with (opaque) final 
devoicing. 
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for reasons other than Markedness. Interestingly, this conclusion has been arrived 
at on the basis of other phonological phenomena: Bakovic 1996 proposes a 
constraint, FOOT-HARM, that requires permutation of lexically specified quantity 
for a three-way quantity alternation in Yupik, Yip 1998 employs a set of identity 
avoidance constraints to account for morphologically motivated alternations in 
reduplicative constructions, Crosswhite 1999 employs a similar notion of identity 
avoidance for blocking accidental homophony, and Hayes 1999 sketches a 
constraint formula for morpho~phonological rules as a way of solving certain 
problems which arise in learning adult grammars. All of these constraints trigger 
phonological alternations, but they are clearly not motivated by Markedness. It 
seems, therefore, that converging sources of evidence require a constraint type 
that is formally distinct from Markedness and Faithfulness constraints. In the next 
subsection, the notion of Anti-Faithfulness constraints is developed as a way of 
meeting this need. Furthermore, it is shown that the notion of Anti-Faithfulness 
provides a unified analysis of the problems outlined above, i.e., non-structure 
preserving and neutralizing MPOs and exchange processes, a result which 
distinguishes T AF theory from the available alternatives. 

4.3.2 Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 

4.3.2.1 Theoretical Assumptions 

Morpho-phonological alternations may support a contrast between 
morphologically related words. The theory of Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 
works in tandem with other independently motivated principles to derive the 
observed morphological oppositions. In line with Transderivational Faithfulness, 
this theory builds on the existing notion of Output-to-Output Correspondence 
(29a). As will become clear in the applications below, the T AF constraints 
compare a base and its related output, like the Transderivational Faithfulness 
constraints. The principal difference between these two classes of constraints is 
that the T AF constraints require a violation of Faithfulness, yielding the observed 
contrast between related words. 

Another aspect of the theory, to be developed more explicitly below, 
concerns the analysis of locality effects sometimes observed in morpho
phonological alternations. It is often the case that the affected element is 'close' 
in some sense to the affix triggering the alternation. Following Lubowicz 1998, I 
treat this type of locality effect with the same tools used to account for locality in 
so-called derived environment effects (29b). The principle of Local Conjunction 
provides the descriptive framework for deriving a range of locality effects, all of 
which are attested in the morpho-accentual processes discussed in chapter 5. 

T 
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(29) Morpho-Phonological Alternations as Anti-Faithfulness 

a. Output-to-Output Correspondence (Benua 1997 [1998), Kenstowicz 1996, 
Burzio 1996; see §4.2 for background) Morphologically related words 
may stand in correspondence. 

b. Constraint Activation Through Local Conjunction (Lubowicz 1998, see 
also Smolensky 1993, 1995) Derived environment effects are explained 
as the Local Conjunction of a Faithfulness constraint with a Markedness 
constraint: violation of a Faithfulness constraint activates the 
Markedness constraint in a local context. 

c. Anti-Faithfulness 

Anti-Faithfulness constraints are the negation of the corresponding 
Faithfulness constraints, encouraging dissimilarity where Faithfulness 
constraints require similarity. 

These independently necessary principles work to further refine a new 
type of constraint, Anti-Faithfulness. Anti-Faithfulness, as stated below, is the 
negation of Faithfulness, instantiated through wide scope negation of the 
proposition expressed by the corresponding Faithfulness constraint. 

(30) Anti-Faithfulness 

Given the Faithfulness constraint F, -,F is the related Anti-Faithfulness 
constraint that is satisfied in a string S iff S has at least one violation of F. 

To see how a Faithfulness constraint is converted to a corresponding Anti
Faithfulness constraint, let us consider some logical statements of the two classes 
of constraints. 
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(31) The Logic of Faithfulness Constraints 

MAX-X: Vx :lx' [ x E Sl ~ x' E Sz & xRx' ] 
'Every X in Sl must have a correspondent in SZ·' 

DEP-X: Vx :lx' [ x E S2 ~ x' E Sl & xRx' ] 
'Every X in S2 must have a correspondent in Sl·' 

IDENT(F): Vy Vy' VF [ yRy' ~ Y =F y' ] 
'Correspondent segments must be identical for the feature F.' 

By introducing a simple negation to the Faithfulness constraints above, and giving 
the negation highest scope, we arrive at the following Anti-Faithfulness constraints. 

(32) The Logic of Anti-Faithfulness Constraints 

-,MAX-X: -, [Vx :lx' [ X E Sl ~ x' E S2 & xRx' ] ] 
'If there is one, delete (at least) one X in the Sl ~ S2 mapping.' 

-,DEP-X: -, [Vx :lx' [ X E S2 ~ x' E Sl & xRx' ] ] 
'Insert (at least) one X in S2 not present in S 1" 

-,IDENT(F): -, [Vy Vy' VF [ yRy' ~ Y =F y' ] ] 
'(At least) one pair of correspondent segments must differ in feature F.' 

Working through the first 'Anti-MAX' constraint, the logic spelled out here entails 
the following: 'it is not the case that, for all X in the input, there is a 
corresponding X in the output', which in effect requires at least one violation of 
MAX-X. In general, by introducing a negation that takes scope over the 
proposition expressed by a given Faithfulness constraint, Anti-Faithfulness 
constraints demand at least one breach of the corresponding Faithfulness 

constraint. 
The relative scope of the negative operator is actually an empirical issue; 

an alternative to giving the negation wide scope is clearly to give it narrow scope 
with respect to the quantifiers by introducing it at the beginning of the consequent 
of the implication. The latter formulation of Anti-Faithfulness would require a 
total lack of Faithfulness, forcing a complete reversal of the linguistic properties 
of the base. The morpho-phonological alternations discussed here, however, do 
not involve such a rampant breach of Faithfulness, and so it seems that giving the 
negation wide scope is best supported by the data. 

Another empirical issue concerns the claim that there is an Anti
Faithfulness constraint for every Faithfulness constraint. This assumption predicts 
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that affixes will bring about a change in a particular aspect of linguistic structure, 
e.g., the change of the [voice] specification through the negation OfIDENT(voice). 
A plausible alternative to this approach is that the oppositions like those in Luo 
derive from a general Anti-Faithfulness constraint that simply requires an overt 
contrast, regardless of what aspect of linguistic structure yields the opposition. 
This approach also seems to be empirically unmotivated, as it makes the 
prediction that there can be more than one way of satisfying the Anti-Faithfulness 
constraint in a given construction. While the present chapter is not an exhaustive 
study of segmental morpho-phonology, the affix-controlled accentual processes 
studied in the next chapter are generally limited to a single aspect of accentual 
structure. For example, there are accent-deleting affixes and accent shifting 
affixes, but there appear to be no cases where an affix triggers either a deletion or 
a shift of accent. The proposed symmetry between Faithfulness and Anti
Faithfulness constraints therefore seems to be on the right track too. 

If there is an Anti-Faithfulness constraint for every Faithfulness 
constraint, then this assumption also predicts that Faithfulness reversals will be 
found III other correspondence relations, not just transderivational 
correspondence. In particular, Anti-Faithfulness is also implicated in base
reduplicant and input-output correspondence. It would appear that this prediction 
runs counter to the finding in Anderson & Browne 1973, and supported further in 
Moreton 1996, that segmental exchange rules are always morphological. The 
T AF constraints are needed to account for exchanges between morphologically 
related words, but a completely unconstrained theory predicts non-morphological 
exchanges as well. Are all types of Anti-Faithfulness empirically motivated? 

In support of the general approach taken here is the fact that Faithfulness 
reversals are quite prevalent in base-reduplicant relations. As pointed out in 
McCarthy & Prince 1986, and explored further in McCarthy & Prince 1995, Yip 
1992, 1998, and Alderete et al. 1999, reduplicative constructions and echo words 
frequently require an overt phonological difference between the base and the 
copied part. For example, echo words in English formed with shm- are blocked 
when the base word also begins with this sequence, as in *shmuck-shmuck. 
Reduplication of adjectives in Turkish likewise shows an avoidance of repetition 
between base-reduplicant pairs: the coda may be one consonant from the set /p s 
m rl, but certain consonants are blocked when they would mimic the 
consonantism of the base, e.g., kap-kara 'jet black', not *kar-kara. And as 
argued in detail in Yip 1998, the mutations observed in Javanese elatives also 
involve repetition avoidance. In sum, there seems to be ample cross-linguistic 
support for phonological mutations in reduplicative constructions as well, and this 
observation can be captured by extending Anti-Faithfulness to base-reduplicant 
correspondence. 

An unconstrained process of constructing Anti-Faithfulness constraints 
also yields input-to-output Anti-Faithfulness, a set of constraints that would yield 
purely phonological mutations. In contrast to the two types of Anti-Faithfulness 
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examined above, there is not much support for this type of Anti-Faithfulness. 
Indeed, if Anderson & Browne's generalization is correct, then segmental 
exchanges in lexical-to-surface mappings should ~e completely ru~ed ?ut. For 
these reasons, it appears to be necessary to stipulate that Anti-Faithfulness 
operates exclusively in surface-to-surface correspondence, defined in a w.ay to 
include base-output and base-reduplicant correspondence but to exclude mput
output correspondence (see Benua 1997 [1998], McCarthy & Prince 1~95, 1?~9). 
Such a move would not be unprecedented, as Faithfulness to syllabIC posItions 
appears to be limited to surface-to-surface correspondence as well. While 
Faithfulness to a segment appearing in the onset or coda of a syllable appears to 
be crucial in the analysis of blocking effects in re-syllabification, it is never a 
contrastive feature in the syllable inventory of a given language, which would 
require input-output correspondence (see McCarthy & Prince 1994a) .. T~us, as 
with Faithfulness to syllabic positions, Anti-Faithfulness appears to be luruted to 
structures which have an overt surface realization in both members of the pair. 

There may be a deeper reason for this fact, however, stemming from the 
properties inherent to Optimality Theory and the way morpho-phonol.ogy is 
learned generally. The parallelist inclination in Optimality Theory entatls that 
there are no intermediate steps or levels in the mapping from the lexical to the 
surface form. With this assumption, a purely phonological exchange is in fact 
indistinguishable from a fully faithful mapping from input to output. Thus, if I AI 
goes to [B] and fBI to [A], and there is not an intermediate step which can furt~er 
apply to the output of this exchange, then the result is an i~ventory that contams 
both [A] and [B]. This result is of course the same ill the absence of a 
phonological exchange: a fully faithful mapping of I AI and fBI yields the same 
inventory. Further, the same result holds for circular chain shifts as well: as long 
as candidate forms are evaluated in parallel, the result of a shifted series of sounds 
will have the same consequences for the inventory as if they were unshifted. The 
question one must ask at this point is, why would a child learning a language 
bother to reverse the specification of a given segment class? If there are no overt 
alternations showing that the lexical form has changed, why would the learner go 
to the trouble of undoing an exchange by positing lexicill forms when a far more 
simple alternative is available, namely to assume that the overt structure is the 
actual input? These questions need to be answered in a specific model of 
language acquisition, but the basic point is clear: in the absence of overt structure 
showing an exchange, there is little, if any, incentive to learn a purely 
phonological exchange, which may explain the apparent gap in the generality of 
Anti-Faithfulness constraints observed here. 

4.3.2.2 Application to Morpho-Phonological Operations 

Let us return now to the facts of Luo and see how Anti-Faithfulness 
applies to the morphological pattern of [voice] exchange. In the plural, voiceless 
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~onsonants become voiced and voiced consonants become voiceless. This pattern 
IS accounted for by negating the garden variety IDENT(voice) constraint (see 
~cCar~y & Pri~ce 1995) and restricting its application to the output-to-output 
dimenslOn of FaIthfulness. As with the analysis of stress neutral affixation in 
§4 .. 2.2, affixes may impose on their base the OO-correspondence relation upon 
whIch. the? AF constraint is defined. Thus, the constraint given below is only 
op~rat1Ve ill the plural and the appertentive because only these categories are 
leXIcally specified for this OO-correspondence relation. 

(33) ..,OO-IDENT(voice) 

If a pair of words stand in an OO-correspondence relation, at least one pair of 
correspondent segments must be non-identical for the feature [voice]. 

The next step in the analysis is to say that the singular forms the base of the 
plural, which is a straightforward case of the simplex-complex relation in the 
case of the plural. Lastly, ..,OO-IDENT(voice) is ranked above the 00-
Faithfulness constraint for voicing, which in turn yields both sides of the [Voice] 
exchange. This result is depicted below. 14 

(34) Consonantal Polarity in Luo as Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 

a. bat f. bede 

Base /bat + el ..,OO-IDENT(voice) OO-IDENT(voice) 
bat bet-e *! 

---; bat bed-e 
i * 

.cogo co e 

Base /cogo + el ..,00-IDENT( voice) 00-IDENT( voice). 
cogo cog-e *! 

---; cogo cok-e 
* 

It is important to emphasize that the result here is quite uncharacteristic of the 
gen~ral treatme~t of phonological processes in OT. Phonological processes are 
unfaIthful mappmgs that are typically modelled as the domination of Faithfulness 
constraints by Markedness constraints. In this case, there is no Markedness 
constraint that compels a different [ voice] specification in the stem-final 
consonant. Rather, it is the negation of Faithfulness that derives this result, and, 

. ~4!he first recursion of the constraint hierarchy is left out of the tableau here 
because It IS Irrelevant to the result being illustrated. 
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because of this approach, the circular nature of the alternation is directly 
explained. Said another way, since the Markedness constraints attract a particular 
target, they are unidirectional. Since Anti-Faithfulness constrain~s, .on ~he other 
hand, simply demand a phonological difference, they may be bI-directlOnal, as 
observed in Luo. 

Returning to the problems outlined in §4.3.1.2, TAF theory solves the 
formal problem posed by exchange processes: they are handled as logical 
reversals of IDENT-type constraints. It turns out that each additional type of MPO 
surveyed in §4.3.1.1 also has an analysis in TAF theor~. Insertio.n~style ~orpho

phonology follows from a negation of DEP constramts,. requmn~ obhgatory 
insertions of the features specified by a given DEP constramt. Deletton, even of 
the neutralizing type, falls out as negations of MAX constraints, as explored in 
section 3 in some detail for dominance effects and in Horwood 2000 for 
subtractive morphology. Metathesis is an effect of the Anti-Faithfulness 
constraint related to LINEARITY, the Faithfulness constraints for segmental 
precedence relations (see McCarthy and Prince 1995, 1999), and spreading and 
shifting MPOs are due to negations of the variety of constraints :vhich regulat.e t~e 
migration of a feature from its lexical sponsor (see the analysIs of ~one ShIft ~n 
Limburgian Dutch in §5.4.2 as a paradigm case). Each type of mappmg fo~nd m 
morpho-phonological alternations can be modelled as a reflex of the negatlOn of 
an existing Faithfulness constraint. IS 16 

Moreover, T AF theory solves the ranking problems outlined in §2.1.2 
posed by construction-specific phonology. The assumption that MPOs ~e 
triggered by constraints, as opposed to lexical specifications, frees up certam 
ranking possibilities that lead to a resolution of these pr~blems. . Th.us, n~n
structure preserving morpho-phonology is due to a constramt ranking m wh~ch 
otherwise general markedness constraints are dominated by a T AF constramt, 
effectively supplanting the role of MORPH-REAL. So the case of Javanese follows 

15 As discussed in §4.3.1.1, the complexity of C- and V-mutations precl~des ~ 
analysis in terms of the insertion of a single feature; for example: the reg~l~ relatIOnship 
between active CaCaC and passive CuCiC perfective stems m ArabIC IS st~dardly 
analyzed as the replacement of the entire vocalic melody (McCart~y 1979) .. ~le these 
MPOs cannot be straightforwardly approached as the effect of a. smg~e Anti-Fa:thfulne~s 
constraint, their complex nature may be accounted for by the conjunction of vanous Anti
Faithfulness constraints with possibly different locality effects. Replacement of fa! for lu
iI, for example, may be adduced to the combined force. of DE~( +high) and DEP( -back), 
where the former applies to the entire stem, and the latter IS restncted to the final s~llabl~. 

16n remains to be shown that the more 'exotic' faithfulness constramts lIke 
UNIFORMITY, INTEGRITY, and CONTIGUITY have anti-faithfulness analog~es. 
Suggestive patterns which would motivate ~uch TAF co.nstraints include: morphologIcal 
fusion or coalescence via ..,UNIFORMITY (lIke the mergmg of valence prefixes and st~m
initials in Athabaskan languages (see Rice and Lamontagne 1995)): ~orp~OIOglCal 
diphthongization via ..,INTEGRITY, or ~o~canonical.deletion or epenthesIs SItes m MPOs 
as an effect of forced violations of contigUIty constramts. 
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from a ranking in which ,DEP(high) dominates the constraint prohibiting tense 
vowels in closed syllables. Furthermore, neutralization by deletion does not 
depe~d ~n an~ lexical or surface structure; it is predicated on the activity of the 
deletlOn-mducmg ,MAX. Therefore, this constraint may bring about non
phonological deletion. This point will be made more explicit in the analysis of 
dominance effects proposed in §5.2. 

4.3.2.3 Locality Conditions 

. The theory of T AF as yet does not describe which segments of the string 
wIll be affected by the Anti-Faithfulness constraint. To return again to the case of 
Luo, as far as ,OO-IDENT(voice) is concerned, the plural form of [bat] could 
either be beg-e, or the non-occurring *Qet-e - both incur a violation of 
IDENT(voice), and so both equally satisfy ,OO-IDENT(voice) as it is construed. 
There is a wide range of choices in approaching this problem. One idea is to 
employ Positional Faithfulness constraints (see Beckman 1997 [1998]) as a means 
of predicting the target of the process. For example, in Luo, the fact that the 
w~rd-initial consonant is inert to the mutation could be handled with high-ranking 
FaIthfulness for root-initial segments. Another possibility is to let the 
independently attested well-formedness constraints dictate the target of the 
phonological change. In the analysis of pre- and post-accentuation and accentual 
shifts in §5, I will show how Alignment constraints play a role in deriving 
accentual changes close to a designated edge of a word. 

I will not explore these approaches at this point in the discussion because 
I be.Iiev~ there is ~ more basic ~act to be accounted for, namely that the target of 
Anti-FaIthfulness IS often local m some sense to the triggering morpheme. Thus, 
in the pair of candidates [beg-e] versus *[Qet-e], the changed consonant in the 
good form is 'closer' to the plural suffix, and this fact seems to be rather common. 
The problem of predicting the locality of target and trigger is of course a very 
general one, as a great deal of research in generative phonology has been 
concerned with the issue of explaining locality effects in phonological processes. 
Indeed, many developments in metrical and autosegmental phonology may be 
understood as a means of solving certain problems that arise in a strictly linear 
approach to stress and tone systems (see Hayes 1995, Odden 1995, and Goldsmith 
1990 and references therein).17 In this line of research, however, the central focus 
is on the observed closeness between two phonological objects. The issue faced 

17Building on these results, a number of researchers have worked towards a set 
of conditio~s governing the proximity of various formal objects in a phonological process 
(Ar~hangeh.& Pulley~lank 1987, Selkirk 1988, Myers 1987a, Odden 1994, Suzuki 1998), 
leadmg to hIghly restnctive claims on spreading processes (Nf Chiosilin & Padgett 1997 
Gafos 1996a, Walker 1998). See also Frisch, Broe, & Pierrehumbert 1996 for the use of 
probabilistic functions in the analysis of locality effects and Bailey 1995 for various 'edge 
biases' in stress rules. 
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in Luo, by contrast, concerns the proximity of the affected element with a 
morphological entity, e.g., the base-mutating plural ,suffix. In s~, Luo sho~s 
that phonological units like segments may interact w1th morphologIcal ca~egones 
like affixes; we therefore require a notion of locality between morphologIcal and 
phonological categories. " . 

This qualification invites a companson w1th so-called denved 
environment effects (DEE) of the morphological type (Kiparsky 1982b). In 
morphological DEE, the application of a morphological process Pm feeds a 
phonological one P , which entails that they be local in some sense. Concretely, 
since the elements lntroduced by Pm must be in the structural conditions of P p' 

and, further, since there are substantive restrictions on the distance between t~e 
target and trigger of P , it follows that the introduced morphological category w1ll 
be 'close' enough to ~he element affected by the process. To make thi~ lo~ic 
explicit, consider the morphological conditions on First V ~lar Pal~tahzatlOn 
(FVP) in Polish. FVP turns velars into post-alveolars before hIgh ~ocOlds. FVP 
only applies in heteromorphemic words, however, because Its structural 
conditions must be met by morpheme concatenation, as shown below. 

(35) Morphologically Derived Environment Effects in Polish (Rubach 1984) 

a. Tautomorphemic: FVP does not apply 

/xemik/ 
.!. 

[xemik] 

b. Heteromorphemic: FVP applies 

Ixemik + ek/ 
.!. 

[xemic-ek] 

It is the velar's closeness to the affix that allows palatalization in (35b), showing 
the importance of a locality condition relative to morphological category. Whi~e 

it is difficult to see consonantal polarity in Luo in precisely these terms, as there IS 

no straightforward sense in which the conditions for the voicing exchange are met 
through rule prior application, the fundamental ideas are still at w~rk. In Luo, ,the 
voicing exchange is predicated on the presence of morphological categones, 
namely the plural and appertentive, Further, the affected element, appears to be a 
neighbor to these morphological categories (though the appertentIve has no overt 
realization). It seems fruitful, therefore, to approach these two types of morpho
phonological alternations with the same basic toolbox. 

I will not pursue this connection within Lexical Phonology (LP) for th,e 
following reasons. The LP approach to DEE is inherently ~erivational, as 1t 
involves an interleaving between morphological and phonolog1cal processes; as 
such LP is inconsistent with the program set forth in TCT for cyclic effects. 
Furthermore, an analysis of Luo in LP is inherently problematic because the 
phonological alternation must be described in terms of a possible rule in a cross
linguistic theory of rule types. But no language has phonological exchange ru!es 
of the type encountered in Luo. While it is common in the early generative 
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literature to encounter alpha-switching or 'flip-flop' rules in descriptions of 
thorny problems, Anderson & Browne 1973 (see also Anderson 1975, 1991 and 
Moreton 1996) argue convincingly that such exchanges always mention a 
morphological or morpho-syntactic environment. For Luo, therefore, the LP 
theory requires a phonological rule that is otherwise unmotivated in the world's 
languages. 

A new approach to DEE has recently been proposed in Lubowicz 1998, 
which provides a non-derivational alternative to LP and provides the principles 
needed to account for the observed locality restrictions on morpho-phonology. 
Roughly speaking, the idea is that DEE, of both the phonological and 
morphological type, involve a 'piling up' of the constraint violations in a local 
context (with obvious functional benefits for recoverability). In particular, 
morphological DEE involve the combination of an Anchoring constraint and a 
Markedness constraint through a process of Local Conjunction (37). When 
affixation triggers a violation of Anchoring, this violation leads to the activation 
of the Markedness constraint in the neighboring environment of the Anchoring 
violation, In essence, DEE can be characterized as avoiding 'the worst of the 
worst' (Prince & Smolensky 1993) by bundling two constraints and limiting their 
application to a local environment. 

These ideas are applied to DEE in Polish in Lubowicz 1998 in the 
following way. The constraint VPAL, which prohibits dorsals before high 
vocoids, is locally conjoined with a constraint demanding stem-to-syllable 
anchoring at the right edge of the stem (38). The formula for Anchoring 
constraints given in (36) below entails that the right edge of the syllable has a 
correspondent in the right edge of the stem (see McCarthy & Prince 1993a,b for 
motivation of such a constraint and McCarthy & Prince 1995 for subsequent 
reinterpretation of Alignment constraints in terms of Anchoring). 

(36) Formula for Anchoring Constraints (McCarthy 2000b. McCarthy & Prince 1995) 

ANCHOR(Catr. Catz, P), where P is one of {Initial, Final, Head}. 
If ~I E Sr. and ~z E Sz, and ~IR~z, and ~I stands in position P of CatJ, 

then ~z stands in position P of Catz. 

(37) Local Conjunction ofC I and Cz in Domain D (Smolensky 1993.1995.1997) 

CI &1 Cz is violated when there is some domain of type D in which both C
1 &1 Cz are violated. 

Following Smolensky's formulation of Local Conjunction, the conjoined 
constraint has the effect of shunning the banned sequence specifically at the stem 
+ affix juncture, as it is only in this context that stem-to-syllable Anchoring is 
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violated. The local context here is characterized in terms of the notion of Root 
Adjacency (RA), i.e., adjacent root nodes or segments. 

(38) (VPAL & ANCHoR(Stem, cr, Final»RA == VPALAdj Seg 
Avoid dorsals before high vocoids (VPAL) & a violation of stem: syllable 
anchoring in adjacent segments. 

As depicted below, when the attachment of a suffix yields a dorsal followed by a 
high vowel, faithful treatment of this sequence leads to a violation of the 
conjoined constraint in adjacent segments (39a), thereby motivating the 
alternation. In monomorphernic words, however, there is no violation of 
Anchoring, and therefore VPAL is inactive (39b). 

(39) D . dE enve nVIronment Efti ects as L IC oca onJuncbon (L b u OWlCZ 1998) 

Input Output VPALAdi Seg IDENT(cor) VPAL 

a. Ixemik + ek/ ~ xe.mi.[c-i]k * 
*xe.mi.[k-i]k *1 * 

b./xemik/ ~ xe.mik * 
*'Se.mik *! 

In sum, the approach taken in Lubowicz 1998 is a fully non-derivational approach 
to DEE, achieved as an effect of constraint activation through Local Conjunction. 
Furthermore, this theory gives the required type of locality effects, i.e., a notion of 
locality between morphological and phonological categories. 

A related approach can be applied to the analysis of the morphologically 
conditioned exchange in Luo, though the Markedness constraint must be 
substituted by an Anti-Faithfulness constraint. IS Thus, while morphological DEE 
derive from the conjunction of M & A. (for M a Markedness constraint and A. an 
Anchoring constraint), morphologically conditioned exchanges derive from the 
conjunction ..,IF & A.. Both types of constraint conjunction lead to the piling up of 
Faithfulness violations in discrete domains. With affixation, for example, the 
attachment of a suffix will incur a violation of ANCHOR(Stem, PrWd, Final) 
because suffixation entails that the stem-final element is no longer final in the 
prosodic word. Conjunction of an Anti-Faithfulness constraint with 
ANCHoR(Stem, PrWd, Final) therefore correctly predicts the application of an 
exchange process in the local environment of the affix, as spelled out in the 
following constraint. 

18The inadequacy of the treatment of Luo as a morphological DEE driven by 
Markedness follows from Moreton's theorem (Moreton 1996): no ranking of just 
Markedness and Faithfulness constraints will yield the exchange. 
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(40) ("'O~-IDENT(voi) & ~CHOR(Stem, PrWd, Final»seg 
= ..,OO-IDENT(VOl)Pin Seg 

In morphologically related words, attachment of an affix must be 
accompanied by a violation OfIDENT(voice) in the stem-final segment. 
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Working through the complex constraint, the Anti-Faithfulness constraint "'00-
IDENT(~oice). requires a violation of Faithfulness. The conjunction of this 
constramt WIth ANCHOR(Stem, PrWd, Final) entails that a violation of Anti
F~ith~ulness is not tolerated in the same local domain, namely the segment, as a 
v~olat~on of Stem: PrW d Anchoring. Since suffixation generally induces a 
v~olat~on of the Anchoring constraint, the attachment of a plural suffix will trip a 
v101at1~n o.f ANCHOR(Stem, PrWd, Final), thereby activating the Anti-Faithfulness 
constramt m the stem-final segment.19 This effect is illustrated below. 

(41) L I't fA' F . oca lly 0 ntl- althfulness Effect through Local Conjunction 

Base !bat + e/ ..,00-IDENT( voice )Pin Seg IDENT( voice )10 

bat 12e[t]-e *! * 
bat 12e[Q]-e **! 

~ bat be[d]-e * 

In the above tableau, all of the derived words incur a violation of ANCHoR(Stem 
PrWd, Final) because all of them have the plural suffix -e, which leads to a rnis~ 
ma~ch bet~een the right edges of the stem and the PrWd. But only the last two 
S~bsf~ Antl-~ai~fu.lness by mutating the segment that also incurs the Anchoring 
vlOl.at~on (WhICh IS m square brackets). The first candidate, therefore, violates the 
conJ?I.ned co.nstraint because it violates both of the constraints in the conjunction 
speCIfIcally m the stem-final segment. Underlining here indicates a mutated 
consonant, which therefore leads to the satisfaction of the T AF constraint. 
Furthermore, the doubly mutated candidate, ped-e, with a total reversal of 
cons?nant .voicing, is ruled out because it has a gratuitous violation of low
ranking Faithfulness. With the characterization of Anti-Faithfulness in which the 
negatio~ takes wide scope over the Faithfulness requirement, satisfaction of the 
co?stramt simply involves a single violation of Faithfulness' additional 
Fa~thfulness violations do not help in any way and are therefore ;uled out by 
Faithfulness. To summarize, the conjunction of an Anti-Faithfulness constraint 

191 .. 
. t IS Important ~o ?e clear that the role of ANCHOR(Stem, PrWd, Final) is not 

a morphologIcal one - ~his IS ~e function of the T AF constraint. The conjunction of 
ANCHO~(Stem, PrWd, Fmal) WIth the TAF constraint, in this case, simply accounts for 
the localIty effects observed in the exchange. 
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and Stem-to-PrWd Anchoring correctly defines the locality requirements on the 
exchange process. . 

This theory of the locality conditions on morpho-phonologl~al 

alternations leads to an interesting question: since the Anti-Faithfulness constramt 
is activated by the attachment of an affix (which results in a violation of 
Anchoring), how are morpho-phonological alternat~on~ m~delled that d? .~ot 
involve affixation at all? For example, eclipsis mutatIon m Insh affects the mlt1al 
consonant of words appearing in certain morpho-syntactic enviro.nments .. These 
words do not reliably receive a set of affixes, and yet the mutatIOn conslste~tly 
appears on the initial consonant of the word.20 ~ow is ~he tar~et of ~he mutatl?n 
process to be localized in this case, where there IS no nelghbonng. affIx t~ predIct 
the locus of the mutation? The current theory affords several optIOns. Ft~st, one 
obvious tack is to assume that some mutations of this kind s~mply mvo~ve 
Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness, unconjoined with an Anchonng constramt. 
Thus the Anti-Faithfulness constraint requires an overt difference in the form, 
and ~ther constraints in the grammar ensure that it is the initial syllable that 
undergoes the process. While several examples examined below are. approac~ed 
in precisely this way, this line of analysis does not look so attractIve for. Insh 
word-initial mutation, as it is common for languages to actually be more faIt~ful 
for word-initial segments (see especially Beckman 1997 [199~]). An?ther optIOn 
is to posit a non-overt affix in the neighborhood of the mutatIon, whIch, ~ough 
the means described above, incurs a Faithfulness violation and thereby .actIvates 
Anti-Faithfulness. This approach is clearly not highly explanatory, given that 
there is no independent means of testing the position of the ~ffix .(beyond 
historical studies), but it appears to be a prudent approach to Insh, gIven the 
bizarre nature of the initial mutation. . 

A third option, more in line with the first, is to assume that the A~t1-
Faithfulness constraint is likewise unconjoined, and that the target of the. m~tatlon 
is achieved through the negation of a Positional Faithfulness constramt m .the 
sense of Beckman 1997 [1998]. In this theory, a set of Faithfulness constramts 
target specific locations in a form, effectively accounting for the fact that th~se 
positions generally license a wider range of contra~ts .(and therefore reqUlre 
higher-ranking Faithfulness). Taking the null hypothes~s gIven above, na~ely that 
there is an Anti-Faithfulness constraint for every Faithfulness constramt, ~ON 
will also have Anti-Positional Faithfulness constraints, which in effect reqUlre a 
mutation in the privileged position targeted by the Positional Faithfulness 
constraint. As for Irish eclipsis, the mutation in the initial segment can be 

20The set of meaningful phonological processes described in Woodbury. 1987 
for Central Alaskan Yupik may also be cases of 'affix-free' Anti-Faithful~~ss. While. the 
expressive aspect of these processes is rather different than the truth-condlt~onal meanm~s 
typical of the cases examined here, the observed ch~ges are correlated WIth a change m 
meaning, and yet there is no consistent set of affixes mvolved. 
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explained straightforwardly as a response to the negation of the word-initial 
segment Faithfulness constraint, i.e., ...,FAITH-SEGI' Indeed, such mutations may 
even have the same functional basis as Positional Faithfulness: if the phonological 
change is required to be in a phonologically salient position, the coding properties 
of the mutation will be more reliably heard. This line of analysis may prove very 
useful in the analysis of spreading from an affix to a stressed syllable, as found in 
languages like Chamorro and Montafies Spanish (see Chung 1983 and McCarthy 
1984 and references therein). The motivation for the process in these cases 
involves, by hypothesis, the negation of Faithfulness in stressed syllables, 
effectively requiring an alternation in this salient position in the word. 

To summarize these ideas concerning mutation without affixation, there 
are several possible approaches to this type of mutation within the theory 
developed here. Such mutations can be modelled in one of the three following 
scenarios: (i) pure unconjoined Anti-Faithfulness where the other constraints in 
the grammar give the target of the mutation, (ii) Anti-Positional Faithfulness, or 
more conservatively, (iii) an abstract segment may be posited to predict the 
location of the change. Each option of course has different empirical predictions, 
and so each case will require careful study before choosing among these 
alternatives. 

4.3.3 Implications of Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 

There are a number of predictions that T AF theory makes that 
distinguish it from plausible alternatives to morphologically governed phonology. 
These predictions will be reviewed here, in abstract form, before they are 
confronted in real life examples in subsequent discussions. 

The first kind of pattern predicted in the T AF model developed here has 
to do with the target of the structural change in the morpho-phonological process. 
One general prediction, codified in the following thesis, is that mutation processes 
specifically affect the 'base' of the morphological process, i.e., the root or stem. 

(42) Thesis of Strict Base Mutation (SBM) 

Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness may only affect the base of affixation. 

To see this effect, consider the following hypothetical example. With simple 
suffixation, the bare root forms the base for the derived form [root + at]. If the 
affix is changed, indicated here with capitalization, then the base of affixation is 
no different than the simplex base, and therefore Anti-Faithfulness is violated. On 
the other hand, if the root is mutated, as in the first candidate, it does incur a 
violation of OO-Faithfulness, and, as a result, Anti-Faithfulness is satisfied. 
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(43) III ustratlOn 0 f Str' t Base Mutation Effect IC 

Base Derivative ,OO-FAITH OO-FAITH 

~ root ROOT-af * 
root root-AF *! 

SBM effects such as these are very general, and this result hol~s regardles.s of the 
character of the Faithfulness constraint. Thus, if ,OO-FAITH IS the .neg~tlOn of a 
Featural Identity constraint, as with the case of Luo, then the AntI-FaIthfulness 
constraint will demand lack of Faithfulness in the segmental make-up of the. base. 
Likewise, if ,OO-FAITH is a constraint of the MAX variety, then the .negatlOn of 
OO-FAITH will necessarily bring about a deletion of some elemen~ m .the base. 
Finally, if ,OO-FAITH is a DEP-type constraint, then ~he Ant1-Fa1thf~lness 

constraint is only satisfied by the insertion of some feature tn t?e base. ThIs last 
point follows from the assumption that only the base stands m co~esponden~e 
with the base subconstituent in the derived form (see §4.2). ~hus.' If a feature IS 

inserted into the affix, as in the loser above, then ,OO-FAITH IS vIolated because 
the segments that stand in correspondence with th~ bas.e have not .cha.nged. 

This result is by no means trivial, and It wIll be crucIal tn the ~or:nal 
analysis of various types of morpho-accentual processes. .For exa~ple, It IS a 
common finding that pre- and post-accentuation are properties of affIxes an~ not 
of bound roots and stems.21 Also, dominant morphem~s see~ to be exclusIvely 
base-mutating. Thus, it is common to find accent-deletmg af~Ixes, but I know of 
no language with roots which idiosyncratically cause the d~letlOn of a~ acce~t of. a 
neighboring affix (see Inkelas 1998 for a consistent v!ew) , a pomt w?Ich IS 

returned to in §5.3.4. Also, affix-controlled accentual shifts are alw~ys triggered 
by an affix and have the effect of shifting the base accent. A~fIx-con~olled 

accentual processes are manifestly base-mutating, and this observatlOn receIves a 
natural explanation in T AF theory. 

A second important prediction also concerns the target of ~e morpho
phonological process. All things being equal, the structural change mduced by 
the process should be towards a language particular default structure (see Ald~rete 
et al. 1999 on the characterization of default structure). For example.' dorrnnant 
affixes in Russian cause a deletion of the stress of the base, and If they are 
themselves unaccented, the result is default ending stress. In other word~, the 
output of this type of dominance effect is the same as the vo~tP,ut of a ,:ord With n? 
underlying accent: /puz + aCDom + uI ~ puz-ac-u man WIth paunch , 

21 An apparent counterexample to this claim is the existenc~ of so-c~le~ post
accenting stems in Russian. As argued in chapter §5.3, ho:vever, there IS a more lllslght~l 
analysis of these stems as unaccented bases, and so RUSSian does not counter-exemplIfy 
this claim. 

T 
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cf./stol + uI ~ stol-u 'table (dative singular)'. Dominance effects in Russian are 
thus grammar dependent in the sense that they are governed by the independently 
attested constraints on accent, in this case POST-STEM-PROM (see §3.2 for the 
definition and motivation of this constraint). 

Grammar dependence follows directly from the assumptions inherent to 
TAF theory. The TAF constraints require a change in the base, in this case a 
deletion of base prosody, but they do not specify the result of this deletion. The 
rest of the constraint system predicts how the change is accommodated. Thus, the 
attachment of the dominant suffix -ac triggers the activation of the T AF constraint 
,OO-MAX-PROM, but the stress pattern resulting from this deletion is due to an 
additional constraint in the system, namely POST-STEM-PROM (PSP), as illustrated 
below. 

(44) D orrnnance Ef£ . hL ect wIt an guage P . I Df I artiCu ar e au t 
Base /puz + ac + uI ...,OO-MAX-PM OOcMAX-PM PSP 

a. puz-u [puz-ac]-u *! 
b. puz-u [puz-ac]-u * *! 
c. ~ puz-u [puz-ac]-u * 

In this way, the direction of the mutation is predicted to be towards a 
language particular default pattern. In Russian, the default pattern is for words to 
have ending stress. Dominance effects also bring about default ending stress 
because their output is governed by the same constraint system. Several 
additional examples can be explained in this way. Pre-accentuation in Cupeno, 
for example, yields an accent on the rightmost syllable of the root. The rightward 
orientation of the inserted accent is consistent with the general trend for rightmost 
accent in the language, as evidenced by the fact that in words with more than one 
accented affix, the rightmost one realizes its inherent accent. Another interesting 
example, studied in §5.4, is accent shift in the Jivoroan language Aguaruna. In 
this language, certain suffixes cause a shift of the stem accent one mora to the 
right. Moreover, bounded rightward accent shift is in fact the default pattern, as 
the accent of vowels that are deleted by a regular rule of syncope also shift one 
mora to the right. In sum, a wide range of morpho-accentual alternations involve 
a change towards a language particular default pattern. This fact is explained here 
with the assumptions intrinsic to T AF theory: the negation of Faithfulness 
requires a change, yet the independently active constraints in the language dictate 
how the change is realized. 

A third important prediction of this approach is not inherent to T AF, but 
rather a general prediction in Optimality Theory. The prediction is that Anti
Faithfulness effects may apply non-uniformly across types of strings. Anti
Faithfulness constraints are well-formedness constraints that are ranked relative to 
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a whole ensemble of constraints in a language particular grammar. When the 
Anti-Faithfulness constraint has high rank in the system, the result is 
morphologically triggered phonological processes. In contrast, when .Anti
Faithfulness is low ranking, no such process is predicted, and morphologIcally 
related forms are phonologically similar. However, some grammars will rank the 
Anti-Faithfulness constraint between two sets of constraints, as shown below, 
which results in a different type of grammar dependence where Anti-Faithfulness 

is blocked in certain contexts. 

(45) Non-Uniformity of Anti-Faithfulness 

Cl » Anti-Faithfulness »C2 

With a word type which is not subject to C1, Anti-Faithfulness will get its way 
and induce a mutation. But Anti-Faithfulness will not have an effect in forms 
where C1 is relevant, which yields the non-uniform morpho-phonological pattern. 
Put differently, the above ranking results in 'structure-preserving' grammar 
dependence: a mutation is predicted, but not if it would result in structures or 
mappings that are prohibited in the language as a whole. . 

As will be shown in the next chapter, morpho-accentual rules abound m 
such patterns of non-uniformity. An example that is observed in la~guages ~s 
different as Cupeno, Russian, and Basque is pre-accentuation that applIes only m 
words with unaccented stems. In Cupeno, for example, when a pre-accenting 
suffix is attached to a root with no inherent accent, the suffix posits an accent on 
the root, e.g., Iwena + nUkprd -t wena-nuk 'having put in'. However, when a 
pre-accenting suffix attaches to an inherently accented ro?t, the root ac~ent t~kes 
precedence over the accent contributed by the pre-accentmg suffi~, as ~n: Imeme 
+ yke / -t meme-yke 'to the ocean'. This pattern of non-umforrruty can be 

pre • Th . 
explained if we simply substitute MAX-PROMRoot for Cl m (45) above. us, m 
words with unaccented stems, Anti~Faithfulness causes the insertion of accent 
because MAX-PROMRoot is irrelevant. Anti-Faithfulness is kept in check, 
however, in words with accented roots, because it is dominated by Root 
Faithfulness. The heterogeneous behavior of these pre-accenting suffixes is 
therefore derived directly through constraint domination. 

A further important implication of the theory of morpho-phonological 
alternations developed here is that it predicts that said alternations may be subject 
to locality conditions that are specified in terms of different prosodic (and 
potentially morphological) categories. The T AF constraints that bring about a 
mutation of the base may operate independently, in which case there are no 
locality restrictions and the target of the morpho-phonological. operation. is 
towards a language particular default (discussed above). Or, followmg LubowlCz 
1998, the T AF constraints may be locally conjoined with an Anchoring constraint, 
which has the effect of 'activating' the T AF constraint in a unit which appears at 
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the edge of the base that borders the base-affix juncture (see §4.3.2 for details). 
The prediction of this theory is that different specifications for domain of Local 
Conjunction may result in different locality domains for the pattern of Anti
Faithfulness. For example, in contrast to the segment-based locality restriction 
found in Luo, if the conjunction of the T AF and Anchoring constraint is defined 
for the syllable, then the mutation must be in an edgemost syllable of the base. 
The examination of morpho-accentual phenomena in the next chapter shows that 
this prediction is indeed borne out, as the full range of locality domains is 
attested. All of the prosodically defined locality restrictions (excluding the 
segment)22 are integral to the analysis of specific affix-controlled processes. 

(46) Locality Effects in Affix-Controlled Accent 

a. Mora-based locality: the dominant enclitic no in Japanese (§5.2.4) 

b. Syllable-based locality: pre- and post-accentuation in Japanese (§5.3.3.1), 
dragging tone mutation in Limburg Dutch (§5.4.2) 

c. Foot-based locality: pre-accentuation in Cupeno (§5.3.2), accent shift in 
Aguaruna (§5.4.4) 

As discussed in detail in Poser 1984, the dominant morpheme no in Tokyo 
Japanese is subject to a locality restriction, namely that it only causes the deletion 
of accent in a neighboring mora. Moving up the Prosodic Hierarchy, ACA may 
also have syllable-based locality restrictions, essentially entailing a mutation of 
the base prosody in the stem syllable which is adjacent to the relevant affix. In 
addition to the syllable-based locality in Japanese post-accenting prefixes and pre
accenting suffixes, there is the striking case of the dragging tone mutation in 
certain Dutch dialects where a retraction of the (non-stress) accent is only 
observed in stem-final syllables that abut the accent-shifting suffixes. Finally, two 
other affix-controlled accentual processes seem to be limited to the final foot of 
the stem that shares the base + affix border with a special suffix. Taken together, 
these cases present a strong case for the proposed theory of locality used in 
restricting the application of morpho-phonological operations, because they attest 
to the full range of locality domains predicted by Smolensky's theory of Local 
Conjunction. 

22The absence of segment-based locality in ACA is not at all a surprise, given 
that segments do not typically sponsor accentual categories like stress and tone. 
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The following list summarizes the implications of T AF theory fleshed 
out above. 

(47) Predictions of Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 

a. Strict Base Mutation Effects: T AF constraints encourage dissimilarity 
specifically in the base of the morphological process. 

b. Outputs as Language Particular Defaults: in cases where Anti-Faithfulness 
is not decisive, other constraints in the system dictate the direction of 
structural change to a language particular default structure. 

c. Non-Uniformity Effects: Anti-Faithfulness effects may be non-uniform, 
applying to only a subset of the range of possible word types. 

d. Locality Effects: Anti-Faithfulness effects may be required to be 'close 
enough' to the base-mutating affix. 

The theory of Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness has a number of properties that 
make it special and distinguish it from alternative approaches to morpho
phonology. First, T AF constraints induce changes to the base of a morphological 
process - this result stems from the basic premise of the theory, namely that T AF 
constraints operate in base-derivative pairs. Second, all else being equal, the 
direction of the change triggered by T AF constraints will be towards a language 
particular default structure. For example, dominance effects in Russian require a 
deletion of stress, and the independently needed constraint, POST-STEM-PROM, 
dictates the stress pattern resulting from this deletion, namely stress on the first 
vowel of the inflectional ending. Third, Anti-Faithfulness may apply non
uniformly across word types. That is, one class of words may undergo the 
mutation, while certain others may not, and the dividing line between the two 
classes of phonological behavior is negotiated through constraint ranking. For 
example, pre-accentuation in many languages is only observed in words with 
unaccented roots; pre-accentuation is blocked in words with accented roots 
because this accentual process stands in the way of realizing a root accent. As 
shown in §2.4.3, this blocking effect is due to a ranking in which Root 
Faithfulness dominates the constraints responsible for pre-accentuation. 

The last two effects fall under the general rubric of grammar 
dependence. Grammar dependence describes a scenario in which the 
independently needed constraints in the grammar interact with the Anti
Faithfulness constraint, predicting, for example, the locus of the mutation, the 
patterns resulting from deletion, or whether or not the morpho-phonological 
operation is blocked in a specific context. Finally, Anti-Faithfulness effects may 
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be subject to locality requirements. These requirements entail that the mutation 
occur in a position that is in the proximity of the base-mutating affix. 



CHAPTERS 

The Role of Transderivational 
Anti-Faithfulness in 
Morpho-Accentual Phenomena 

In chapters 2 and 3, the phenomenon of root-controlled accent was studied and 
analyzed in terms of the interaction of Faithfulness constraints in Optimality 
Theory. This analysis draws on an important development in OT, namely the 
notion of Root Faithfulness, and explains the very common pattern of 
predominant root accent in terms of a universal ordering of Root and Affix 
Faithfulness constraints. 

This approach to root-controlled accent also clarifies an independent 
body of facts that might be dubbed 'affix-controlled accent', i.e., morpho
accentual processes which correlate with the attachment of an affix. Root
controlled accent and affix-controlled accent (RCA and ACA respectively) are 
clearly different phenomena because they exhibit strikingly different formal 
properties. As brought to the fore in §4.1, a basic difference is that RCA is 
systematic and applies across the board, while affix-controlled phenomena are 
non-systematic and triggered by particular morphemes. This distinction, among 
several others examined here, leads to the conclusion that the two types of 
morphologically governed accentual phenomena must receive separate 
treatment. This conclusion is further supported directly below with a review of 
some basic properties of affix-controlled phenomena. In the following sections, 
I will develop a theory of affix-controlled morpho-accentual processes that 
shows a clear role for Prosodic Anti-Faithfulness constraints in each case. This 
theory explains the properties of affix-controlled accentual processes and unifies 
ACA as a class that distinguishes itself from RCA. 

5.1 Towards an Integrated Theory of Affix-Controlled Accent 

5.1.1 Properties of Affix-Controlled Accent 

(A) Lexically Idiosyncratic To begin where I left off in §4.1, it is an 
idiosyncratic feature of a given affix whether or not it induces an affix-controlled 
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accentual process. Because idiosyncratic features such as these are gen~rally 
encoded in the lexicon, it follows that the properties of ACA must be lexIcally 
listed. For example, the dominant/recessive distinction in Russian suffixes ~ust 
be lexically specified, because this distinction does not always correlate wlth a 
given phonological or morphological property. ~he accent~d1una~cented 

contrast is orthogonal to the distinction between dommant/recessive affixes, as 
shown by the fact that in Tokyo Japanese and several Indo-Eu~opean langua~es 
there are both dominant accented and dominant unaccented affixes. Also, whtle 
dominant affixes are sometimes derivational, this morphological property is not 
a reliable predictor of dominance. In Russian, for example, the plural suffix -a 

used in technical jargon is dominant, and yet it is clearly inflectional. 
Furthermore, many derivational suffixes in Russian are recessive, showing that 
dominance is not always a property of category-changing affixes. 

Other common affix-controlled processes such as pre- and post
accentuation are likewise lexically idiosyncratic. In Cupeno, accented suffixes 
are either auto-stressed or pre-stressing, requiring a lexical distinction between 
the two classes of accented suffixes. Moreover, the fact that there are both 
dominant pre-accenting and recessive pre-accenting suffixes in Japanese shows 
that this contrast is orthogonal to the dominant/recessive distinction. The same 
point holds for processes of accentual shift: in languages like Japanese and 
Aguaruna, accent-shifting suffixes must be distinguished from auto-accented and 
accent-neutral suffixes, and this contrast is clearly a lexical property. 

(B) Morphologically Triggered A second important p~operty of. af~ix
controlled accentual processes is that they always correlate with the applicatIOn 
of a morphological process, and, as a result, these processes may serve as an 
important cue for 'derivedness'. While affix-controlled processes are often 
correlated with the attachment of an affix, the morpho-accentual phenomena 
examined here may also correlate with non-affixal morphology, such as 
compounding and root-and-pattern morphology. . St~ted. diff~rently, . a 
relationship is established between the base and its denvatIve m ~hich .certam 
prosodic patterns obtain; different affix-controlled processes speclfy different 
types of prosodic requirements. . 

The dominant/recessive distinction in affixes may be captured m terms 
of this relationship between a base and its related derived form. Dominance 
effects cause an obligatory deletion of the base prosody, which yields an 
opposition in base-derivative pairs when the base itself has an accen~. ~ompare 
this requirement to the Faithfulness effect by stress-neutral affixation that 
enforces preservation of the base prosody in derived forms. Also: pre- and pos~
accentuation and accentual shifts are described straightforwardly m terms of thiS 
morphological relationship. Pre-accenting suffixes, for example, require the 
insertion of an accent on a nearby syllable in the derived form, thereby 
distinguishing the derivative from its base with an epenthetic accent. Likewise, 
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accent-shifting affixes require an overt shift in the derived form, again 
instantiating a morphological contrast between a base and its derivative.l 

(C) Base Mutating A third important property, which is a general property of 
many morpho-phonological alternations, is that the affected element in an affix
controlled process is always the base of the morpho-accentual process, i.e., the 
basic formative to which the process applies. Since roots and stems are 
generally the bases for these operations, they are always the target of the 
phonological change. Thus, as observed in Inkelas 1998, the dominant/recessive 
contrast cross-classifies affixes that induce a change in the base to which they 
attach, but there are no roots which idiosyncratically cause the deletion of an 
accent in a neighboring affix. Furthermore, while pre- and post-accenting affixes 
abound in the case studies examined in this thesis, pre- and post-accenting stems 
are far less COmmon and perhaps completely unattested. In Cupeno, for 
example, many suffixes are pre-accenting, but no roots trigger the insertion of 
accent on a neighboring affix. Finally, the morphologically triggered accent 
shifts in Tokyo Japanese and Aguaruna always affect the base of affixation, and 
so they pattern with the other two types of affix-controlled accentual processes. 

(D) Grammar Dependent Fourth, the output of affix-controlled processes is 
often constrained by the independently necessary constraints on accent. While 
these processes appear to give rise to otherwise exceptional accentual patterns, 
the affected element is not completely outside the bounds of the system. Indeed, 
there are often components of the processes that are directly predicted by the 
independently needed constraints on the distribution of accent. Thus, dominant 
morphemes idiosyncratically trigger de-accentuation, but the pattern that 
emerges from this process is invariably a default pattern. In Russian, for 
example, the grammar of accent characterizes ending stress as a default position. 
Further, when dominant suffixes delete the stem accent, default ending stress 
emerges. 

Pre- and post-accentuation and accentual shifts are also grammar 
dependent in that the output of these processes is often governed by the 
independently required constraints on accent. In Cupeuo, for example, the 
accent introduced by the pre-stressing suffixes is preferentially aligned with the 
right edge of the stem. This fact accords with the general rightward orientation 

l~f course there are numerous accentual shifts, typically involving a pitch 
accent, which are purely phonological, as exemplified in Kikuyu (Clements & Ford 
1979), Shona (Myers 1987a), Winnebago (Miner 1979), and various Micronesian 
lan~ag~s (Rehg 1993), and these processes are in fact crucial to the synchronic 
descnptIon of the surface prosody. As phonological shifts, however, these cases can be 
straightforwardly treated through the domination of Faithfulness by Alignment 
constraints which favor accent at a given edge (see Myers 1997a and Bickmore 1996 for 
some leading ideas). 
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of stress in the language, as evidenced by the fact that in words with two 
inherently accented affixes, the rightmost affix wins. Accent shift in Aguaruna is 
particularly interesting in this light: accent-shifting suffixes cause a shift of the 
base accent one mora to the right. Furthermore, there is a general pattern of 
rightward bounded shift in the language, as shown by the fact that the accent of a 
deleted vowel typically follows the same pattern, shifting one mora to the right. 
The same pattern of grammar dependent accent shift is found in Tokyo Japanese, 
where accent-shifting suffixes induce a rightward shift in accent, which, as I 
argued in §3.3 on the basis of compound accent, is the default edge orientation 
for accent in the language. 

(E) Subject to Locality Requirements A final important property of morpho
accentual processes is that there may be locality conditions on the triggering 
affix and the element undergoing the structural change of the process, though 
this is not a necessary condition for ACA. For example, pre- and post
accentuation often have locality requirements. Thus, pre- and post-accenting 
affixes in Tokyo Japanese only insert an accent on an immediately adjacent 
syllable (see Poser 1984 for discussion of the bounded nature of morpho
accentual rules). Locality conditions are also in effect in morphologically 
triggered accent shifts. In Aguaruna, there is a threshold on the triggering effect 
of the accent-shifting suffixes noted in Payne 1990, namely the stem accent must 
be 'close enough' to the accent-shifting suffix in order to trigger the process, 
showing the need for locality in morphologically triggered shifts as well. A 
similar restriction is found in Limburg Dutch where the retraction of certain 
tonal types is limited to the syllable directly preceding the base-mutating suffix. 

As for dominance effects, such locality requirements are perhaps less 
common, but there is one clear example in Tokyo Japanese that is subject to a 
condition on the distance between the mutating morpheme and the accent to be 
deleted. The genitive particle no triggers de-accentuation specifically in the final 
mora of a disyllabic stem; non-final accents are left alone. Thus, this particle 
clearly induces a dominance effect that is limited to the mora closest to no. In 
sum, while locality effects are not a necessary condition for diagnosing an affix
controlled accentual process, they constitute a property of ACA that unifies a 
heterogeneous set of patterns as a class. 

The following list summarizes the properties of affix-controlled 
phenomena discussed above. 

Anti-Faithfulness in Morpho-Accentual Phenomena 

(1) Formal Properties of Affix-Controlled Accent 

a. Lexically idiosyncratic: the application of affix-controlled processes is 
unpredictable and must be specified in the lexical entry of individual 
morphemes. 
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b. Momhologically triggered: affix-controlled processes correlate with the 
application of a morphological process. 

c. Base-mutating: affix-controlled processes affect the base of a 
morphological process. 

d. Grammar dependent: the output of an affix-controlled accentual process 
may be predicted by the independently attested grammar of accent. 

e. Subject to locality requirements: in some affix-controlled processes, 
the target ofthe process must be 'close enough' to the triggering 
morpheme. 

. Before d~ve~oping the theory of these phenomena, it is important to 
emphasIze that thIS Itst of features shows that affix-controlled accent forms a 
class that is distinguished from root-controlled accent. Thus, while ACA is 
lexically idiosyncratic, RCA is fully predictable from the morphological 
structure of the word. In contrast to affix-controlled accent, which must be 
lexically listed, root-controlled de-accentuation applies across the board in all 
words containing accented roots. 

F~rthermore, ACA is clearly associated with the application of a 
morphologIcal process, which is not necessarily the case with RCA. As clarified 
above, affix-controlled processes have a morphological function in that they 
create oppositions in base-derivative pairs. RCA clearly works against this 
press~re to realize morphological contrast, bringing about uniformity within a 
paradIgm. Indeed, one of the basic predictions of the RCA hypothesis is that 
root accentedness results in fixed accent within a paradigm (see §3.1). 
Therefore, the underlying functions of these two types of morpho-accentual 
processes underscore the fundamental difference between RCA and ACA. A 
related difference between the two is that ACA specifically requires mutation in 
the base of affixation, while RCA actively suppresses such mutations because the 
bas.ic constrai~ts involved in RCA assert special Faithfulness privileges to roots, 
WhICh ~e typIcal bases o~ affixation. Thus, the basic function of RCA is again at 
odds WIth the morphologIcal function of ACA. 
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The properties of grammar dependence and locality effects also 
distinguish ACA from RCA. Grammar dependent affix-controlled processes 
trigger a change that often leads to a default or unmarked accentual pattern. This 
improvement of the overall markedness of a form in AC~ is to be contra~ted 
with the greater markedness resulting from RCA. Succmctly, RCA aSSigns 
special Faithfulness properties to roots, which allo~s mark~~ struc~r~s to 
emerge. Moreover, while ACA may be subject to locahty condItIons, thIS IS not 
the case with RCA. Predominant root accent, like that found in Cupefio, affects 
all accented affixes, regardless of their proximity to the root accent. 

5.1.2 Affix-Controlled Accent as Prosodic Anti-Faithfulness 

Affix-controlled accent behaves in a way that sets it apart from RCA. 
The explanation of this finding is that the constraints responsible for these 
different types of morpho-accentual phenomena are completely di~ferent. RCA 
is due to the effects of high-ranking Prosodic Faithfulness constramts for roots, 
which are generally felt in the input-output dimension of Faithfulness. ACA, on 
the other hand, derives from constraints that have a very different character, 
namely Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness constraints. However, before 
implementing these constraints, it is instructive to point out an interesting 
parallel between ACA and another affix-controlled phenomenon that we have 
already examined in detail, namely accent-neutral affixation. 

As illustrated in chapter 4, section 1, there is a basic difference between 
stress-neutral and non-neutral affixes in English, and this difference must be 
lexically represented. Moreover, the Faithfulness effects induced by stress
neutral affixation (SNA) may be characterized as a relationship between base
derivative pairs: these affixes require that the prosody of the base be the same as 
the prosody of the derived form. Comparing this type of affix-controll~ 
phenomenon with dominance effects, the differences between the two are read~ly 
statable in terms of a base-derivative coupling: dominance effects reqUire 
deletion of base prosody, while stress-neutral affixation requires preservation of 
base prosody: Thus, consistent with other affix-controlled phenomena, the 
differences lie in the statement of the prosodic requirement. 

The explanation for these related facts, namely that ACA differs 
formally from RCA but resembles stress-neutral affixation, I argue, lies in the 
analysis of ACA in terms of Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness (T AF). To 
begin, the fact that affix-controlled processes are lexically idiosyncratic follo~s 
from the assumption that they are a response to T AF constraints. On a par WIth 
stress-neutral affixes, affixes that trigger a morpho-accentual. process 
subcategorize for a specific surface-to-surface correspondence relation, and the 
T AF constraints defined on this relation bring about the observed pattern of 
Anti-Faithfulness. The lexical idiosyncrasy of both ACA and SNA derives from 

subcategorization in the lexicon. 
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The fact that both ACA and SNA are morphologically triggered also 
follows from the general theoretical assumptions in Transderivational 
Correspondence Theory. Both Transderivational Faithfulness and Anti
Faithfulness operate between morphologically related words. From this basic 
premise, therefore, it follows that the effects derived from these constraints are 
associated with morphological processes. Moreover, as will be demonstrated 
shortly, the various phonological patterns observed in ACA can be directly 
described in terms of the negation of the already existing Prosodic Faithfulness 
constraints, and so there is a symmetry in the theoretical mechanisms used to 
describe both Faithfulness and Anti-Faithfulness effects. The observed 
symmetry is significant because the premise that there is an Anti-Faithfulness 
constraint for every Faithfulness constraint predicts this very outcome. 

Two of the remaining properties of ACA follow from the basic 
principles of the theory of Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness. Thus, the fact 
that ACA is generally base-mutating follows from Strict Base Mutation (spelled 
out in chapter 4). Affix-controlled processes generally affect the base of a 
morphological process, because ACA is a special type of morpho-phonological 
operation, and such operations generally affect the base. Furthermore, the 
locality effects observed in ACA are again a consequence of the general fact that 
morpho-phonological operations may be subject to locality constraints. 
Therefore, in regard to these two last properties, ACA is just a special kind of 
morpho-phonological alternation. 

Lastly, the fact that the output of an affix-controlled process is grammar 
dependent follows from the nature of Anti-Faithfulness and the basic tenets of 
Optimality Theory. On par with the morpho-phonological operations discussed 
in §4.3, the T AF constraints generally induce a phonological change in base
derivative pairs, but other constraints active elsewhere in the system will often 
have a say in how this change is realized. This result, where the entire system of 
constraints conspire together to achieve a larger result, is a direct consequence of 
the basic assumption in OT that constraints are ranked and violable. Thus, in the 
analysis of dominance effects presented below, we will see that a high-ranking 
T AF constraint triggers de-accentuation of base accent, but it is the low-ranking 
Faithfulness and Markedness constraints which determine the accentuation of a 

. de-accented word. Furthermore, the outputs of pre-fpost-accentuation and accent 
shifts are likewise governed by dominated constraints, which explains the fact 
that these morpho-accentual processes are also grammar dependent. Finally, 
undominated constraints may also influence the direction of the structural 
change, as we will see in the analysis of the dragging tone mutation in Limburg 
Dutch. In this dialect of Dutch, certain suffixes condition a flop of the high tone 
in the preceding syllable, but this mutation never results in a rising tone 
structure, because it is ruled out in the tonal inventory of the system as a whole. 

To recapitulate the above discussion, the theory of Transderivational 
Anti-Faithfulness explains the basic properties of ACA in a way that shows how 
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ACA is similar to accent-neutral affixation but different from root-controlled 
accent. A very important point here is that this accomplishment is achieved 
without appeal to mechanisms or constraints that are specific to the theory of 
accent. That is, the formal properties of ACA are explained in exactly the same 
way as the affix-controlled segmental processes discussed in chapter 4. The 
theory provides the necessary constraints for describing morpho-phonological 
alternations, namely Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness constraints, and when 
these constraints are applied in the domain of prosody, the result is a fully formal 
theory of morpho-accentual processes. In the remainder of this section, I will 
present the Prosodic Anti-Faithfulness constraints which define this theory, 
giving structure to the analyses that will be proposed throughout the rest of the 
chapter. 

An important assumption made in §4.3 is that there is an Anti
Faithfulness constraint for every Faithfulness constraint. Anti-Faithfulness 
constraints involve wide scope negation of the proposition expressed by the 
corresponding Faithfulness constraint. With these two assumptions, the theory 
proposed here predicts the following Prosodic Anti-Faithfulness constraints. 

(2) Prosodic Anti-Faithfulness 

...,MAX-PROM -7 Obligatory deletion of prominence 
It is not the case that every prominence in S1 has a correspondent in S2. 

...,DEP-PROM -7 Obligatory insertion of prominence 
It is not the case that every prominence in S2 has a correspondent in S1. 

...,No-FLOP-PROM -7 Obligatory shift in prominence 
It is not the case that every corresponding prominence must have a 

corresponding sponsor. 

The three Prosodic Faithfulness constraints argued for in §1.2.2.1, MAX-PROM, 
DEP-PROM, and No-FLOP-PROM, each have a negated counterpart, and these 
negated constraints, when defined for the correct correspondence relation, give 
the basic ingredients for describing the phonological patterns observed in ACA. 

To sketch how these constraints will be employed in subsequent 
analyses, consider the following schematic rankings, which characterize the 
constraint hierarchies used below. 

T 
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(3) Schematic Rankings for Affix-Controlled Accentual Processes 

...,OO-MAX-PROM » OO-MAX-PROM - Dominance Effects 

...,OO-DEP-PROM » OO-DEP-PROM - Accent Insertion 

...,OO-No-FLOP-PROM »OO-No-FLOP-PROM - Accentual Shifts 

With the obligatory deletion constraint, ...,OO-MAX-PROM, ranked above the 
corresponding Transderivational PROS-FAITH constraint, OO-MAX-PROM, a 
d~letion of prominence in the base of affixation is predicted, and so this ranking 
WIll be at the core bf the analysis of dominant morphemes. Likewise, when 
...,OO-DEP-PROM is ranked above OO-DEP-PROM, the result will be the 
obligatory insertion of accent in base-derivative pairs, which is the morpho
accentual pattern observed in pre- and post-accentuation. Finally, with the Anti
Faithfulness constraint ...,OO-No-FLOP-PROM top-ranked, an accentual shift is 
predicted in morphologically related words. In §5.3.3, a wider range of 
constraint permutations will be illustrated, and a predictive factorial typology 
will be given. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, the 
problem posed by dominant morphemes will be studied in more detail and a 
theory of dominance effects will be proposed that reveals a fundamental role for 
TransderivationaI Anti-Faithfulness. This theory will be applied in an analysis 
of dominant affixes in Tokyo Japanese and Modern Russian, which will 
distinguish the TAP theory of dominance effects from other plausible 
alternatives. In §5.3, I will consider the affix-controlled process of pre- and 
post-accentuation from various angles, focusing in particular on pre-accenting 
suffixes in Cupefio, and I will also conclude in favor of an analysis in terms of 
TAP. The discussion in §5.4 extends the scope of TAP constraints to 
morphologically triggered accent shifts, arguing that this approach again has 
some major advantages over the available alternatives and that this last body of 
facts discloses a pervasive role for Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness in 
morpho-accentual processes. 

5.2 Dominance Effects as Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 

In this section, the problem posed by morphologically induced 
dominance effects is studied and analyzed in terms of Transderivational Anti
Faithfulness. Following a brief introduction to the problem, an analysis of 
dominant suffixes in Tokyo Japanese is presented in §5.2.2 as an illustration of 
the basic theory, which is followed in §5.2.3 by a case study of dominant 
morphology in Russian as further empirical support for the overall approach. 
Next, some important implications of the basic approach are examined in §5.2.4, 
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which will enable me to contrast the T AF analysis of dominance effects with 

some plausible alternatives in §5.2.5. 

5.2.1 The Problem 

Dominant, or accent-deleting, affixes are very common in accentual 
systems. Dominant affixes trigger the deletion of an accent in the base to which 
they attach, and if they are themselves unaccented, they bring about a default, or 
unmarked, accentual pattern. To begin with a now familiar system, dominant 
suffixes in Tokyo Japanese are of two basic types. As exemplified in (4) below 
with the adjective-forming suffix -ppo, dominant accented suffixes are always 
accented, regardless of the accentedness of the base to which they attach. 
Dominant unaccented suffixes, on the other hand, trigger a de-accentuation of 
the stem and create default unaccented words. This behavior is illustrated in (5) 
with the suffix -kko, which forms words with the meaning 'indigene of X', where 

X stands for the base toponym. 

(4) Dominant Accented Suffix 
a. labura + pp6 + if --t abura-pp6-i 'oily' 

Ikaze + ppo + if --t kaze-ppo-i 'sniffly' 

b. lada + pp6 + if --t ada-pp6-i 'coquettish' 

lkiza + pp6 + if --t kiza-ppo-i 'affected' 

(5) Dominant Unaccented Suffix 
a. ledo + kkol --t edo-kko 'Native of Tokyo' 

Iniigata + kkol --t niigata-kko 'Native of Nigata' 

b. Ikoobe + kkol --t koobe-kko 'Native of Kobe' 

Inyuuyooku + kkol --t nyuuyooku-kko 'Native of New York' 

The two suffixes, therefore, have in common the property of causing a deletion 
of base prosody, often referred to as a 'dominance effect', and differ only in 
whether or not they carry their own inherent accent. 

A basic property of dominance effects is that they are grammar 
dependent: the structures resulting from the process are governed by 
independently attested constraints in the accent system. Grammar dependence is 
most perspicuous in structures resulting from dominant unaccented affixes, 
because the affix itself does not have an accent of its own to realize. For 
example, the suffix -kko creates completely unaccented words, which, as we 
have seen in §3.3, is the accentual default in Japanese, i.e., the structure assigned 
by the grammar to unaccented words. Thus, the anti-insertion constraint, DEP
PROM, which is responsible for default unaccented words, is in full force here, 

f 
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ensuring that de-accented words are likewise unaccented at the surface. This 
pattern of deletion plus default accent assignment is in fact a very general 
property of dominant morphemes, as exemplified in several cases throughout this 
dissertation. For example, dominant (unaccented) affixes in Russian yield words 
with stress on the inflectional ending, as shown by the behavior of -at in /puz + 
ac + uI --t puz-ac-u 'man with paunch (dative singular)'. That stress on the 
ending is the default position is supported by the fact that words with unaccented 
stems generally receive stress in this position (see §3.2 for detailed 
argumentation) . 

To summarize this discussion, the following two questions are central in 
the treatment of dominance effects: 

1. How is the morphologically conditioned deletion achieved? 

2. How is the default accentual pattern predicted as the result of this 
deletion? 

The proposal I will argue for here is that dominance effects are 
explained as a response to the Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness constraint 
..,OO-MAX-PROM, which specifically requires a deletion of base prosody in 
morphologically related words. When properly integrated in an OT grammar, 
the TAF constraint ..,OO-MAX-PROM predicts the observed deletion, but the 
independently necessary constraints in the grammar give the accentual default, as 
illustrated in the following tableau.2 

(6) Dominance Effects as Transderivational Anti Faithfulness -

Base 1k6obe + kko/ ..,OO-MAX-PM OO-PR-FAITH DEP-PM 
, 

a. k60be k6obe-kko *! 

h. k60be koobe-kko * *! 

c. -tk6obe koobe-kko * 

The TAF constraint ..,OO-MAX-PROM is transderivational; it evaluates base
derivative pairs in a way similar to ~O-Faithfulness constraints, with the 
important difference that ..,OO-MAX-PROM requires a deletion in derived forms. 
The first base-derivative pair is faithful to the prosody of the base, and it 
therefore incurs a fatal violation of the T AF constraint. The remaining two 

. ~In th: tableaux throughout this chapter, base-derivative pairs are arranged 
:vertIcally m a sI?gle complex tableau, as shown here. While these tableaux clearly 
Illustrate th.e relatIonship between the base and its related output, they obscure the role of 
the ~onst!amt s~stem in ?e~ermining the base fonn. To clarify this role, each case study 
begms With a bnef descnptlOn of the formal account of the base (underived) words. 
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candidates satisfy this constraint by mutating the base through deletion of the 
base accent. Only the last candidate, however, achieves the required deletion 
without a violation of the independently motivated constraint, IO-DEP-PROM, 
and so the derived word is unaccented by default. 

While there are still some formal issues to be addressed here, it is clear 
from this brief sketch how the T AF theory of dominance effects accounts for the 
observed grammar dependence. A Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 
constraint requires a change in the derived form, in effect nullifying the force of 
the otherwise undominated Faithfulness constraints. The ultimate result of the 
phonological change, however, is dictated by the independently necessary 
constraints on the distribution of accent, resulting in the observed accentual 
default. Moreover, it should be clear how the analysis of dominance effects in 
T AF theory will explain additional properties of dominant morphemes in a way 
that relates this phenomenon to other kinds of affix-controlled accentual 
processes. Highlighting three important properties, affix-,controlled acc~ntual 
processes are morphologically triggered, base-mutatmg, and leXIcally 
idiosyncratic. Dominance effects are morphologically triggered on this theory 
because the Anti-Faithfulness constraints that bring about the change are 
transderivational, and thus they necessitate a change specifically in base
derivative pairs. Furthermore, dominance effects are base-mu~atin~ bec~use 
T AF constraints can only bring about a change in the base, WhICh IS a dIrect 
consequence of the thesis of Strict Base Mutation (see §4.3.3). Fina~l~, th~ fact 
that dominance effects are lexically idiosyncratic, i.e., must be speCIfIed m the 
lexicon, will follow from the assumption that dominant morphemes 
subcategorize for a OO-correspondence relation upon which a h~gh-ranking T ~ 
constraint is defined. In short, the proposed analysis of dommance effects IS 
quite on a par with the analysis of stress-neutral affixation in English and, as we 
will see, all other affix-controlled phenomena. 

The theory of dominance effects developed below represents the first 
step towards the larger goal of providing a general theory of affix-controlled 
accentual processes: it explains the behavior of dominant affixes with the same 
machinery used in the analysis of other affix-controlled morpho-accen~ual 
phenomena like pre- and post-accentuation and morphological a~cent shIfts. 
This unification of the treatment of dominance effects and other affIx-controlled 
phenomena will be made more explicit in the analysis of dominance effec~s in 
Japanese and Russian, which is presented in the ne~t t:-v~ SU?S~ctlOns. 
Furthermore, the unified analysis of ACA will be central m dlstmgUlshmg the 
analysis of dominance effects in terms of T AF from other possible alternatives, 

which is discussed in the last subsection. 
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5.2.2 The Proposal: Dominance Effects as the Negation of MAX-PROM 

We return now to the facts of dominant morphemes in Tokyo Japanese 
to illustrate the analysis of dominance effects within T AF theory. The analysis 
builds on the constraint system developed in §3.3 and explains grammar 
dependent dominance effects by incorporating a set of Transderivational Anti
Faithfulness constraints into this system. The discussion below starts with a 
brief recap of accent in underived words and then moves to the analysis of the 
distinction between dominant and recessive affixes. 

Accent is contrastive in two ways in Japanese: the position of accent 
may introduce contrast in otherwise identical words, and further, lexical accent 
distinguishes accented and unaccented words. Therefore, in words with n 
number of syllables, the number of possible contrasts is n + 1, e.g., a three-way 
contrast in disyllabic words: hdsi 'chopsticks', has[ 'bridge', hasi 'edge'. 
Ignoring certain irrelevant ranking details, the following partial ordering of 
constraints accounts for the basic facts. 

(7) Japanese Word Accent 

a. MAX-PROM, No-FLOP-PROM » Alignment, NONFINALITY 

b. DEP-PROM » HEADEDNEss(PrWd) 

The first ranking accounts for the fact that Faithfulness to lexical prosody 
outweighs the constraints effecting a left or right edge bias for accent and the 
constraint disallowing final accent. Together with these rankings, the second 
ranking accounts for the accented/unaccented contrast in underived words by 
requiring unaccented morphemes to remain unaccented, despite pressure from 
HEADEDNEss(PrWd), which requires every prosodic word to have a head foot, 
and thus an accent. This last ranking is important for the discussion which 
follows because it shows how the grammar of accent in Japanese treats words 
which are totally unaccented: they are left unaccented by default. 

Moving next to derived words, affixes may be either accented or 
unaccented, and when an accented affix or particle combines with an accented 
stem, stem accent typically prevails (except with dominant morphemes, 
discussed below) because of the general pattern of root privilege. Thus, when 
the accented suffix -tara combines with an inherently accented verb stem, it 
loses its inherent accent, e.g., /y6m + tara! ~ yon-dara 'if he reads', cf. /yob + 
tara! ~ yon-dara 'if he calls'. Likewise, inherently accented enclitics such as 
kara 'from' may only realize their accent when they combine with an unaccented 
stem in the same minor phrase, as in /miyako + kara/ ~ miyako kara 'from the 
city', cf. /fnoti + kara/ ~ [noti kara 'from life'. Lastly, as argued extensively 
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in §3.3, prefix + stem sequences are consistent with this pattern of root-control, 
as most prefixes are either the first member of a compound or create their own 
minor phrase. 

Accented suffixes and enclitics are therefore recessive in that they lose 
to an accented stem in a competition for the unique word accent. This behavior 
contrasts with that of the dominant affixes that cause deletion of a stem accent. 
Dominant affixes are typically suffixes or enclitics in Japanese, and they can be 
either accented or unaccented. Dominant accented morphemes are generally 
accented in every word or phrase that contains them (except, of course, in words 
with more than one dominant accented affix). Thus, the adjective-forming suffix 
-ppo mentioned in the introduction always takes the accent of the word, even 
when it attaches to inherently accented stems (8b). 

(8) Dominant Accented Suffix: -ppo (Poser 1984: 49) 
a. labura + pp6 + iI ~ abura-pp6-i 'oily' 

Ikaze + pp6 + iI ~ kaze-pp6-i 'sniffly' 
Ikodomo + pp6 + iI ~ kodomo-pp6-i 'childish' 
lmizu + pp6 + iI ~ mizu-pp6-i 'watery' 

b. lada + pp6 + iI ~ ada-pp6-i 'coquettish' 
Inetu + pp6 + iI ~ netu-pp6-i 'zealous' 
Ihone + pp6 + iI ~ hone-pp6-i 'bony' 
lkiza + pp6 + iI ~ kiza-pp6-i 'affected' 

Other dominant accented morphemes include: -mas 'politeness marker', 
-rasi 'seem', gurai 'as much as a X', rasfi 'like a X' (see McCawley 1968: 140 
ff. and Poser 1984 for more examples). 

Dominant unaccented morphemes, on the other hand, do not carry an 
inherent accent, and as a result, they bring about a default pattern, which in 
Japanese means forming unaccented words. The suffix -kko shows this behavior, 
as all words with this suffix are unaccented. 

(9) Dominant Unaccented Suffix -kko 'indigene of X' (Poser 1984: 72) 
a. ledo + kkol ~ edo-kko 'Native of Tokyo' 

Iniigata + kkol ~ niigata-kko 'Native of Nigata' 
loosaka + kool ~ oosaka-kko 'N ative of Osaka' 
Itookyoo + kkol ~ tookyoo-kko 'Native of Tokyo' 

b. Ik60be + kkol ~ koobe-kko 'Native of Kobe' 
lky60to + kkol ~ kyooto-kko 'Native of Kyoto' 
Inagoya + kkol ~ nagoya-kko 'Native of Nagoya' 
Inyuuy60ku + kkol ~ nyuuyooku-kko 'Native of New York' 
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Another dominant unaccented suffix is -teki which forms adjectival nouns (see 
Martin 1975 for the details). 

The chart below summarizes the main facts of relevance here. Accent 
is root-controlled in Japanese, and as a result, stem accent wins out over accent 
in a recessive suffix (lOb). Dominant accented suffixes run counter to this 
pattern, as their inherent accent beats the accent of an accented stem (lOc). 
Dominant unaccented suffixes likewise steal stem accent, but since they are 
themselves unaccented, they yield unaccented words by default (lOd), cf. (lOa). 

(l0) Summary of the Facts 

a. Bare stems without lexical accent are unaccented at surface: 
Ihasil ~ hasi 

cf. Ihasil basi 

b. Stem accent precludes realization of accent in a recessive suffix: 
Iyob + daral ~ yon-dara 
ly6m + daral ~ y6n-dara 

c. Dominant accented suffixes are always accented: 
labura + pp6Dom + iI ~ abura-pp6-i 
lada + pp6Dom + iI ~ ada-pp6-i 

d. Dominant unaccented suffixes create words that are unaccented: 
ledo + kkoDoml ~ edo-kko 
Ik60be + kkoDoml ~ koobe-kko 

While the contrast between (lOb) and (lOc) appears to pose an empirical 
challenge for the analysis of Japanese as a root-controlled accent system, it is 
clear from the comparison of dominant accented and unaccented suffixes that 
once we have a good understanding of the pattern of deletion in (lOd), the 
analysis of (lOc) will come for free. 

The phonological operation put into effect by dominant affixes (both 
accented and unaccented) is the deletion of an accent in the base to which they 
attach. If we ignore for the moment how the base is targeted for this 
phonological deletion, dominance effects may be explained as the negation of 
MAX-PROM, the anti-deletion Prosodic Faithfulness constraint. This result is 
shown below with the logical statement of ...,MAX-PROM, consistent with the 
formulation of Anti-Faithfulness constraints developed in chapter 4. 

(11) ...,MAX-PROM 

For x a prominence, ..., [\;Ix 3x' [ X E Sl ~ x' E S2 & xRx' ] ] 

'It is not the case that every prominence in Sl has a correspondent in S2.' 
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The negation of MAX-PROM therefore has the effect of requiring deletion of (at 
least) one prominence. When this obligatory deletion constraint is defined on a 
transderivational correspondence relation, the deletion is required in the 
mapping from a base form to its derivative, which is exactly the phonological 
pattern observed in Japanese. The dominant/recessive distinction can therefore 
be straightforwardly modelled in terms of the following constraint rankings. 

(12) DominantlRecessive Distinction through Constraint Ranking 

a. Dominant affixes: "OO-MAX-PROM » OO-MAX-PROM 

b. Recessive affixes: OO-MAX-PROM» .,OO-MAX-PROM 

When "OO-MAX-PROM is high-ranking, specifically ranked above MAX-PROM 
defined for OO-correspondence, this ranking will require deletion of the base 
prosody, as observed in the base-derivative pair [koobe] '" [koobe-kko], where 
the base of affixation for -kko, namely the stem koobe, loses an accent in the 
derivative form. On the other hand, if the Prosodic Anti-Faithfulness constraint 
is ranked below OO-MAX-PROM, then stem stress is not deleted, as in the 
mapping from [yon-da] to [yon-dara]. This last point assumes that the inflected 
form yon-da forms the base of affixation for derived words, but as discussed in 
§4.2, in contexts where inflections are obligatory, inflected forms may serve as 
the base. 

Assuming multiple OO-correspondence relations (see §4.2), the 
schematic rankings can be conflated into a total ordering of constraints, as shown 
below. 

(13) Conflating the Schematic Rankings 

.,OODom-MAX-PROM » OO-MAX-PROM » .,OORec-MAX-PROM 

I use the subscripts 'Dom' and 'Rec' to differentiate the correspondence 
relations referred to by the different .,OO-MAX-PROM constraints. The top
ranked T AF constraint .,OODom-MAX-PROM is defined on OODom
correspondence, which, as indicated in the lexical entries in (14b-c), is the 
correspondence relation subcategorized for by dominant affixes. Likewise, the 
recessive affixes trigger OORec-correspondence (14a), and therefore words with 
these affixes are governed by .,OORec-MAX-PROM. It should be emphasized that 
the subscripts are simply handy mnemonics whose only formal role in the theory 
is to link up the individual affixes with the T AF constraints which are sensitive 
to them. The dominant behavior of the different affixes is predicted purely on 
the basis of the inherent rank of their T AF constraint; thus, the real work in the 
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analysis of ~ominance effects derives from a fundamental premise in OT, namely 
that constralllts are ordered with respect to each other. 

(14) Lexical Entries for Dominant and Recessive Suffixes 
a. -tara VCond [Verb]OORec _ ]MWd [Recessive] 

kara P [ Noun]OORec _ ] 

b. -ppo 
-mas 
rasii 

c. -kko 
-teki 

A 

VPolite 
Comp 

[ [ Verb]OODom -]stem 
[ [Verb]OODom_]Stem 
[ [Noun]OODom_] 

[Dominant Accented] 

[[ Noun]OODom_]MWd [Dominant Unaccented] 
[ [Stem]OODom -]MWd 

To su~ up, the li~ between the individual affixes and the Anti-Faithfulness 
constralllts responsIble for the dominance effects is achieved in the lexicon 
through the subcategorization of OO-correspondence, very similar to Benua's 
199~ [1998J. approach to class 1 versus class 2 affixation in English. The 
do~nant affIx~s are evaluated by the top-ranked T AF constraint, while recessive 
affIxes are subject to the relatively low-ranking T AF constraint. The results of 
these assumptions will now be illustrated with a series of tableaux. 

Starting first with -ppo, when dominant accented suffixes attach to 
unaccented stems, as in labura + ppo + if ~ abura-ppo-i, their behavior is 
unr~markable as there is no stem accent to be deleted. On the other hand, when 
-ppo. attaches to an accented stem, this suffix triggers deletion of the stem accent, 
as Illustrated below, because this suffix subcategorizes for 00 _ 
correspondence, and the T AF constraint which operates on this rela~~~ 
"~ODom-MAX-PROM, is high-ranking in the system. Thus, a base-derivativ~ 
patr that pre~erves t~e base prosody, as in (l5a), incurs a fatal violation of the 
T ~ constralllt, whIch rules out this option. The remaining candidates here 
satt~fy :,OO~om-MAX-PROM by losing the accent of ada, but since the dominant 
suffIX Itself IS accented, the winning candidate is the pair of outputs which 
preserves accent in -ppo, namely (l5c). 3 

1) 3The d~rr?nant su~fix -p~6 is attached simultaneously with the inflection -i here 
or e~e of expo~ItIO.n; th~ IllflectIOn could trigger an additional recursion. It turns out 

that this assum~tI?n IS of lIttle consequence here, as the dominance effect is predicted in 
both cases .. This Issue, ~owever, raises the question of what the predictions of the T AF 
mode! ru:e III words WIth sequences of dominant and/or recessive affixes and this 
questIOn IS addressed in detail in §S.2.4. ' 
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15) Dominance Effect with Dominant A ccente d -ppo-

Base fada + pp6 + if -,OODom-Mx-PM OO-MX-PM IO-Mx-PM 

a. ada ada-ppo-i *! * 
b. ada ada-ppo-i * **! 

e.~ada ada-pp6-i * * 

The application of T AF theory to dominant accented enclitics i~ direct1~ 
parallel with this result. For example, when the dominant accented partlcle ram 

combines with an accented stem, e.g., inoti rasfi 'like a life', the correct results 
are obtained by extending the application of the T AF constraints to s~em + 
enclitic structures. Thus, -,OODom-MAX-PROM is active in the mappmg of 
[fnoti] to [inoti rasfi], which results in the observed deletion here. Impor~antly, 

the dominance effect observed here cannot be attributed to the accentuatIon of 
compounds, as sometimes suggested, because compounds never preserve accent 
in the final syllable of the second member, which runs counter to the examples 
with rasii. 

Moving next to the behavior of recessive morphemes, becaus~ ~hese 
morphemes subcategorize for OORee-correspondence, they d~ not condItIon a 
deletion of base prosody: the T AF constraint defined on thIS correspondence 
relation is ranked below OO-MAX-PROM. As shown below, therefore, 
derivatives formed with the recessive suffix -tara lose to the accent of the stem 
because of high-ranking OO-Prosodic Faithfulness. 

(16) L k fD . a ce Effect with Recessive Accented -tara4 ac 0 omm n 

Base /yom+ tara! OO-MAX-PM -,OORec-MAX-PM 

a. y6n-da yon-dara *! 

b. ~ yon-da yon-dara .. 
In short the distinction between dominant and recessive morphemes is 
determin~d by the rank of the T AF constraint assessing the An~i-Faithfulness 
properties of base-output pairs. Dominant suffixes such as -pp6 trIgger OODom
correspondence, so they induce a dominance effect because of the rank of 

41 assume that the base of formation of words with -dara is the past tens~ form, 
as this form has the same allomorph as the one found in the conditi~nals here. USl1~g the 
notion of Base Optimization developed in §4.2, this assumption entmls that the past IS the 
unmarked tense in the system. Other bases, however, such as the present tense form, 
would achieve the same effect, as they preserve the lexical accent also and so would 
require preservation of the accent in the base of the larger form. 
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-,OODom-MAX-PROM. In contrast, suffixes such as -tara do not condition 
deletion of base prosody because they select OORee-correspondence, and the 
T AF constraint operating on this dimension of Faithfulness is too low-ranking to 
have an effect. 

To complete the analysis, let us consider how the assumptions laid out 
so far apply to dominant unaccented morphemes. These morphemes are 
dominant, and therefore they subcategorize for OODom-correspondence, which 
in turn accounts for the observed deletion of the accent of the base with these 
suffixes. As discussed above, the words resulting from this de-accentuation are 
always unaccented, which shows that the dominance effect is grammar 
dependent. This default pattern is therefore not the responsibility of the T AF 
constraints but that of the larger constraint system as a whole. The accentual 
default therefore follows from the same ranking which is responsible for 
unaccented words in the inventory of underived words, namely IO-DEP-PROM 
» HEADEDNESS(PrWd), as shown in the following tableau. The fully faithful 
base-output pair in (l7a) is eliminated from the candidate set because it fails to 
delete the base accent and therefore violates top-ranked -,OODom-MAX-PROM. 
The candidate in (l7b) satisfies the T AF constraint by deleting the base accent 
and inserting an epenthetic accent in the derived form, but this option leads to a 
violation of IO-DEP-PROM by inserting an accent not present in the input. 
Because IO-DEP-PROM dominates the constraint which would encourage such an 
insertion, i.e., HEADEDNESS(PrWd), the base-derivative mapping in (17c) is 
chosen as the winner. 

(17) Dominance Effect with Dominant Accented -kko 

Base 1k60be + kko/ -,OODom-MAX-PM DEP-PM HEAD(PrWd) 
a. k60be k60be-kko *! 
b. k60be koobe-kko *! 
e.~k60be koobe-kko >10 

In sum, the T AF constraint induces a deletion of base prosody in derivatives with 
accented bases, and since the suffix itself is unaccented, the default structure for 
words without a lexical accent is predicted, which is a completely unaccented 
form at the surface. 

As summarized in the following chart, dominance effects in Japanese 
exhibit many of the formal properties characteristic of other affix-controlled 
morpho-accentual processes. 
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(18) Dominance Effects in Japanese 

Lexically idiosyncratic: ~ Subcategorized correspondence 

Morphologically governed: ~ Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 

Grammar dependent: ~ Unitary grammars 

Base-Mutating: ~ Strict Base Mutation 

The de-accentuation triggered by the dominant suffixes was observed to be 
lexically idiosyncratic, and the analysis of this fact involved the specification of 
various correspondence relations in the subcategorization frame of individual 
affixes. Furthermore, the dominance effects observed here are morphologically 
governed, and this fact is explained in the above analysis as an effect of the T AF 
constraint ...,OODom-MAX-PROM, which operates exclusively between a base and 
its derivative. 

Another very significant property of dominance effects in Japanese is 
that they are grammar dependent, meaning that the independently attested 
constraints on the distribution of prominence dictate the structure of the output 
resulting from de-accentuation. Grammar dependence is most clearly attested in 
structures with dominant unaccented morphemes, as the accentual default can be 
independently verified by examining underived forms that lack a lexical accent. 
Concretely, the accentual default for lexically unaccented words is to remain 
unaccented at the surface, and this pattern is exactly the observed pattern in 
words with the dominant unaccented suffix -kko. Dominance effects brought 
about by dominant accented morphemes are also grammar dependent in that the 
independently necessary IO-Faithfulness constraints demand realization of the 
accent in the affix itself. The main difference between these two types of 
grammar dependence is that only the type governing dominant unaccented 
morphemes predicts a correlation between the result of de-accentuation and the 
accentual default in the language as a whole. Grammar dependence with 
accented dominant affixes simply shows the emergence of an accentual contrast 
in affixes, which also has independently testable predictions, i.e., that dominant 
affixes will have a contrast in accentedness if recessive ones do as well. 

This basic fact of grammar dependence is explained in the above 
analysis by assuming that there is one and only one constraint system governing 
accent. Thus, the fact that the accentual default is the same in derived and 
underived words follows from the assumption that derived and underived words 
are governed by the same grammar, i.e., the same language particular ranking of 
constraints. In Japanese, therefore, the ranking DEP-PROM » 
HEADEDNESS(Ft) holds in both morphological contexts, and asa result, 
unaccented words, either underlyingly or as an effect of Anti-Faithfulness, 
remain unaccented at the surface. If, on the other hand, this ranking of 

r 
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constraints w~s permuted in the analysis of the different word types, this result 
does not obtam. 

. Lastly, a final important property of dominant morphemes in Japanese 
~s that they ~e always base-mutating. Thus, there are dominant suffixes that 
mduce deletIOn of a stem accent but no analogous dominant roots or stems. 
~o~cre~ely, w~at the latter state of affairs would entail is a dOminanUrecessive 
dIstmctlOn WhICh .actuall.y cross-classifies roots or stems, e.g., some roots steal an 
accent fro~ a neIgh~o~mg affix (even a dominant affix), while others do not. 
Contrast thIS type of IdIOsyncratic dominance with the systematic dominance of 
roots observed else,:here in t~e system. This observation is, in fact, a very 
general one, as I WIll argue m some detail in §5 2 4 Thus R . h d" . . . , us SIan as a 
OJru~anUr~essive contrast for suffixes but not for roots. Likewise, in Spokane 

(Intenor Sal~sh), certain types of suffixes may be dominant or not, but roots do 
not show thIS contrast. This fact lends strong support to the overall approach 
her~, b~cause on the analysis that dominance effects are due to Transderivational 
AntI-FaIthfulness constraints, the facts could not be otherwise. 

We have seen how the TAF theory of dominance effects accounts for 
the observed prope~ti~s of ~ominant morphemes in Tokyo Japanese. 
Furt~ermore, a peculIarIty of thIS morpho-phonological system, namely that 
~on~llla~t unaccented affixes create unaccented words, is consistent with a 
fmdmg ~n the larger phonological system, as unaccented words are the accentual 
def~ult m bare sub~tantives. This same correlation between default patterns in 
denved and undenved words is also found in Modern Russian. As further 
support for the bas.ic approach taken here, the next subsection studies the 
phenomenon of dommant affixes in this language. 

5.2.3 Case Study: Dominance Effects in Russian 

To. begin ~ith a recap of the basic facts of Russian stress, accent is root
controlled m RUSSIan, which means that underived words with inherently 
accented stems have fixed stem stress throughout the paradigm, as illustrated in 
(19a). !f t~e word has an unaccented stem, on the other hand, the canonical 
pattern IS fIxed.stress.on .the first vowel of the inflectional ending, as in (l9b). 
Also, wh~n the mflect~on IS null, words with unaccented stems receive stem-final 
stress, as Illustrated WIth the nominative singular form in (l9c). 
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(19) Basic Patterns of Russian Stress 
a. fnik+ u! ~ rak-u 'crayfish (dative singular)' 

frak + am'if ~ rak-am'j 'crayfish (instrumental plural)' 

b. /stol + u! ~ stol-u 'table (dative singular)' 
Istol + am'if ~ stol-am'i 'table (instrumental plural)' 

c. ftopor + 0f ~ topor 'axe (nominative singular)' 
Itopor + u! ~ topor-u 'axe (dative singular)' 
ftopor + am'if ~ topor-am'i 'axe (instrumental plural)' 

The analysis of these patterns given in §3.2 is characterized with the following 
ranking. 

(20) Root-Controlled Accent in Russian 

MAX-PROMRoot » POST-STEM-PROM » MAX-PROMAffix 

With MAX-PROMRoot top-ranked, the accentuation of the basic constituent of the 
stem, namely the root, determines the stress patterns observed in paradigms. 
Thus, if a form has an accented root, then MAX-PROMRoot requires realization of 
the lexical accent in all words with that root. In words with unaccented roots, by 
contrast, MAX-PROMRoot has no force, and therefore the next highest constraint 
in the hierarchy, POST-STEM-PROM, which requires stress on the first vowel of 
the inflectional ending, yields default ending stress. Furthermore, this constraint 
has a role in mappings like ftopor + 0f ~ topor, where the absence of an overt 
ending leads to stem-final stress as a best attempt at satisfying gradient POST
STEM-PROM.5 

Extending the discussion now to derived words, one finds that certain 
suffixes require special attention because they run counter to the pattern of root
controlled accent just described. I will argue, however, that these special 
suffixes are dominant suffixes in the sense that they are sensitive to high-ranking 
TAP constraints. By incorporating the schematic rankings for dominance effects 
employed above into the constraint system for root-controlled accent, the 
properties of dominant suffixes in Russian can be explained in a natural way. 
Much of the data and analytical insights into word derivation in Russian 

5This brief sketch of stress in paradigms does not account for the mobile stress 
patterns, but as argued in §3.2, these minor patterns are best understood in connection 
with constraints which require an opposition between singular and plural forms; the 
Prosodic Anti-Faithfulness constraints employed here make this connection in the 
analysis developed below. 
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discussed here derive from two key works on the subject, namely Halle 1973a 
and Melvold 1990. I depart from these works, however, concerning certain 
under~ying analytical assumptions that are very much a part of their descriptions, 
especially Melvold's characterization of the accented/unaccented contrast in 
dominant suffixes. These empirical issues will be made clear in the analysis 
presented below. 

The first suffixes to be examined are recessive in the same sense as 
discussed above in connection with the inflectional endings. The behavior of 
recessive suffixes is exemplified below in words derived with the feminine noun
forming suffix -ie, which are compared with an underived form to determine the 
accentedness of the stem. This suffix is unstressed when it attaches to an 
inherent accented stem (2Ia) but realizes its inherent accent when it combines 
with an unaccented stem (2Ib). This behavior is further supported in (22) with 
nouns derived from adjectives (the feminine plural predicative or 'short' form of 
the adjective is given here), where we again observe stem stress with an accented 
stem (22a), otherwise suffix stress (22b). 

(21) Diminutives with Recessive Suffix -ic 

a. luz-a luz-ic-a 'puddle (diminutive), 
ryb-a ryb-ic-a 'fish (affective), 

b. cast' 
vesc 

cast' -fc-a 
vesc-fc-a 

'particle' 
'thing (diminutive)' 

(22) Derived Nouns, with Recessive Suffix -ic 
a. lenfva,lenfvy lenfv-ic-a 'lazy/lazy woman' 

b. gala, goly 
moloda, malady 
tupa, tupy 

gol-fc-a 
molod-fc-a 
tup-fc-a 

'naked/unlined leather mitten' 
'young/married peasant woman' 
'dull/dimwit' 

The augmentative suffix -isc behaves similarly, in that it does not affect inherent 
accent on a stem, e.g., kntZ-isc-a 'book (augmentative)', cf. kniga 'book', but 
with an unaccented stem, it receives stress, as in gor-lsc-a 'big mountain', from 
goni 'mountain'. An important empirical point here is that not all recessive 
suff~xes are themselves accented. For example, Melvold 1990: 50 ff. argues in 
detaIl. that the suffix -ost', which forms abstract nouns from adjectives, is 
receSSIve and unaccented. This fact shows that stem-forming suffixes actually 
support a contrast in accentedness. To sum up then, derivational suffixes in 
Russian may be either accented or unaccented, but these suffixes behave like 
most of the inflectional suffixes in not causing deletion of the stem accent. 

The behavior of the recessive suffixes contrasts with the behavior of the 
dominant suffixes, so-called because they dictate a particular stress pattern in the 
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words that contain them. The dominant suffixes in Russian are of two basic 
types: those which are themselves stressed, or 'auto-stressing', and those which 
require stress on the following vowel of the inflectional ending, hence th~ term 
'post-accenting'. The first type is exemplified below with words for~ed .WIth the 
derivational suffix -0:, which typically forms nouns from verbs or adJectIves. 

(23) Auto-Stressed Dominant Suffix -ux 

a. Accented Stem + ux 
Ig610d + ux + a/ -t golod-ux-a 'hunger' 
Irfi + ux + a/ -t ryz-ux-a 'redhead' 
Is'tv + ux + a/ -t s'iv-ux-a 'raw alcohol' 
Igr'azn + ux + a/ -t gr'azn-ux-a 'slob' 
Iknisn + ux + a/ -t krasn-ux-a 'German measles' 
Istr'ap + ux + a/ -t str' ap-ux-a 'cook' 

b. Unaccented Stem + ux 
Ivekov + ux + a/ -t vekov-ux-a 'spinster' 
Imolod + ux + a/ -t molod-ux-a 'young married woman' 
Iskak + ux + a/ -t skak-ux-a 'frog' 
Ivos'm + ux + a/ -t vos'm-ux-a '1/8 pound' 
Ivoln + ux + a/ -t voln-ux-a 'type of mushroom' 
Iserp + ux + a/ -t serp-ux-a 'type of weed' 

As with dominant accented -ppo in Tokyo Japanese, words with auto-stressing 
-0: have stress on this suffix, regardless of the accentedness of the base to which 
it attaches. Other suffixes showing this behavior include the suffix -an, which 
creates nouns denoting a type of person (cf. -anin, used in describing a person's 
nationality), and the suffix -jag. Lastly, the prefectivizing prefix vi- 'out' is al.so 
dominant and accented, as it causes deletion of the stem accent and surfaces "':Ith 
stress (see §3.2.3 for discussion); thus, it patterns with the above noun-formmg 
suffixes. 

The behavior of the auto-stressing suffixes contrasts with that of the 
post-accenting suffixes, such as the suffix -ac, wh~ch gen~rallYform~ masculine 
nouns denoting a type of person. As a post-accentmg suffIX, -ac reqUIres a stress 
on the following inflectional ending, as illustrated with the examples below. In 
these examples, I distinguish between the so-called 'oxytone' (class 1 
unaccented) and 'circumflex' stems (class 2 unaccented) to show that the 
dominance effect with consistent ending stress illustrated here is independent of 
this division employed in the traditional three-way classification of stems (in 
which 'oxytone' stems also give ending stress). 
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(24) Post-Accenting Dominant Suffix -ac 

a. Accented Stem + ac 
Ipuz + ac + u/ -t 
Irffm + ac + u/ -t 

Itr'uk + ac + u/ -t 

puz-ac-u 
rifm-ac-u 
tr'uk-ac-u 

b. Unaccented Stem (Class 1) + ac 
lizb + ac + u/ -t 

Itrub + ac + u I -t 

Igorb + ac + u/ -t 

c. Unaccented Stem (Class 2) + ac 

izb-ac-u 
trub-ac-u 
gorb-ac-u 

/borod + ac + u/ -t borod-ac-u 
Igolov + ac + u/ 
Inos + ac + u/ 

golov-ac-u 
nos-ac-u 
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'man with paunch' 
'poetaster' 
'stuntman' 

'village librarian' 
'trumpeter' 
'hunchback' 

'man with beard' 
'man with big head' 
'man with big nose' 

The mildly productive or unproductive suffixes -un (which forms masculine 
nouns), -ez (which forms masculine nouns) , and -ak, -jak (which form 
diminutives) behave similarly, inducing deletion of the stem accent and 
consistent ending stress. 

An important factual point, which will be directly relevant for the 
discussion of alternatives in §5.2.5, is that, while most dominant suffixes are 
derivational, this is not always the case. For example, the plural suffix -a, often 
used in technical jargon, is a dominant suffix, as shown by the examples below 
formed with inherently accented stems, and yet this suffix is clearly inflectional. 

(25) Dominant Nominative Plural Suffix -a 
lrukav + a/ -t rukav-a 'sleeves' 
Imaster + a/ -t master-a 'foremen' 
Ijakor' + a/ -t jakor'-a 'anchors' 
lobslag + a/ -t obslag-a 'cuffs' 
16krug + a/ -t okrug-a 'regions' 
Ist6roz + a/ -t storoz-a 'watchmen' 

That this suffix is dominant is further supported by the fact that stems which take 
both -a and the standard first declension plural ending -i have ending stress with 
-a but stem stress with -i, as in promysl-i 'trade, business (nominative plural)" 
cf. promysl-a. Thus, the pattern of 'stem stress in the singular, ending stress in 
the plural' observed in words with -a cannot be attributed to a mobile stress 
pattern (i.e., 'pattern C' stress discussed in §3.2), because the standard forms 
have fixed stem stress. Moreover, I have suggested that pattern C mobile stress 
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in §3.2 is in fact a dominance effect, arising out of a need to realize a 
morphological contrast between singular and plural case forms. If this analysis 
is indeed correct, then the standard plural endings also trigger a deletion, which 
further substantiates the claim that inflectional suffixes may be dominant. To 
sum up, dominant suffixes in Russian are of two types: auto-stressing, as in -Ux, 
or post-accenting, as exemplified by -ac. Furthermore, there is no correlation 
between dominant suffixes and derivational suffixes: there are recessive 
derivational suffixes, such as -lC, and there are inflectional dominant suffixes, as 
exemplified above by the plural ending -a. 

Concerning the distinction between auto-stressed and post-accenting 
dominant affixes, it would appear that the most natural assumption would be to 
treat this contrast like the related pattern observed in Japanese, namely in terms 
of a contrast between accented and unaccented dominant suffixes, and this is the 
tack I will take here.6 Thus, auto-stressing suffixes such as -Ux, are dominant 
accented, and thus, because they bring about a deletion of the stem accent, they 
are always themselves accented. In contrast, the post-accenting suffixes, such as 
-ac, are assumed to be unaccented, and they bring about default ending stress as 
a consequence of deletion. 

The following chart summarizes the facts of derived and underived 
words in Russian, including the underlying analytical assumptions concerning 
the accentedness of dominant suffixes. As shown in (26a), accent in Russian is 
root-controlled. That is, the accentuation of the basic formative in underived 
words determines the accentuation of the larger word: words with accented roots 
have fixed stem stress, while words with unaccented roots have default ending 
stress. Certain derivational suffixes, such as -lC, pattern with most of the 
inflectional suffixes in that they also lose to an accented stem in the competition 
for the unique word accent (26b). However, the dominant suffixes 
idiosyncratically trigger deletion of the stem accent, either allowing the suffix to 
realize its own inherent accent, as with -ux in (26c), or bringing about a default 
stress pattern, as exemplified with -ac in (26d). 

6This analytical classification differs somewhat from the one given in Me1vold 
1990, which distinguishes among three classes of dominant affixes: dominant accented, 
such as -ax, dominant post-accenting, as in -aG, and dominant unaccented affixes, .the 
only representative of the latter case being -En'. Since this last suffix is unprod~c.tI.ve, 
and all of the examples seem to involve deverbal nouns from affix-stressed or 11l1tI~
stressed stems (Robert Rothstein, personal communication), it is not clear that there 1S 
robust empirical evidence in support of this third class, and so I will ignore it in the 
present discussion. 

T 
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(26) Summary of the Russian Facts 

a. Underived nouns without a lexical accent receive ending stress by default: 
Istol + uI --t stol-u 
cf. Inik + uI --t nik-u 

b. Root accent precludes the realization of accent in a recessive suffix: 
!luz + fc + a! --t luz-ic-a 
least' + fc + a! --t cast' -fc-a 

c. Dominant accented (='auto-stressed') suffixes are always stressed: 
Is'iv + ux + a! --t s'iv-ux-a 
Iskak + ux + a! --t skak-ux-a 

d. Dominant unaccented (='post-accenting') suffixes create words with 
default ending stress: 

Ipuz + ae + uI --t puz-ae-u 
!borod + ael --t borod-ae-u 

The analysis of this body of facts is the same as the analysis of the 
parallel set of observations in Tokyo Japanese given above, with an additional 
well-motivated assumption concerning the role of stems in the characterization 
of Prosodic Faithfulness (discussed below). The distinction between dOminant 
~nd recessive accentual behavior is derived through the constraint rankings given 
1ll (27a). Also, the top-ranked TAF constraint must also outrank the 10-Prosodic 
Faithfulness constraint for roots (27b), as dominant suffixes can bring about a 
deletion of the root accent. 

(27) DominantlRecessive Distinction in Russian through Constraint Ranking 

a . ...,OODom-MAX-PROM » OO-MAX-PROM» ...,OORec-MAX-PROM 

b . ...,OODom-MAX-PROM » MAX-PROMRoot 

The lexical entries shown in (28) indicate which suffixes are dominant and 
therefore sensitive to ...,OODom-MAX-PROM and which suffixes are recessive and 
sensitive to ...,OORec-MAX-PROM. The distinction between auto-stressed and 
post-accenting dominant suffixes is encoded simply in terms of accentedness: 
auto-stressing suffixes are inherently accented, while the post-accenting suffixes 
are not. 
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(28) Lexical Entries for Dominant and Recessive Suffixes 
7 

a. -Ux N [ [ Adj/V erbOODom _]Stem [Dominant Accented] 

-an NMasc [ [ StemooDom _]Stem 
-jag N [ [ StemOODom _]Stem 

b. -ae NMasc [ [ N/v/AdjooDom _]Stem [Dominant Unaccented] 

-un NMasc [ [ VerbOODom _lStem 
-a NPlural [ [ NounOODom ]Stem - ]MWd 

-ez NMasc [ [ VerbOODom -1Stem 

c. -ic NFem [ [N/AdjoORec -]Stem [Recessive Accented] 

-fie NFemlNeut [ [N/AdjooRec _]Stem 

With these lexical distinctions, the contrast in phonological behavior may now 
be modelled in terms of the rank of the relevant Anti-Faithfulness constraint, as I 

will illustrate below. 
Before presenting the results, however, it is necessary to consider the 

accentual contrast found in stem-forming suffixes, i.e., the derivational suffixes 
examined above, as it is not clear at present which constraints account for the 
Faithfulness properties of these affixes. The Root Faithfulness constraints have 
no role here; derivational suffixes are not roots (at least not synchronically), and 
so the realization of inherent accent in these suffixes is not governed by MAX
PROMRoot. Furthermore, I claim in §3.2 that the inflectional endings do not 
support a positional contrast in inherent accent, which is derived by the ranking 
POST-STEM-PROM » MAX-PROMAffix' So, the accentual contrast found in the 
stem-forming suffixes cannot be due to low ranking MAX-PROM Affix, because 
this ranking would neutralize the observed contrast. Furthermore, we cannot re
rank these constraints, as in MAX-PROMAffix » PSP, to account for the 
contrast, because this tack will not account for the fact that the derivational 
suffixes win out over (possibly) accented endings: these suffixes are of equal 
status by Affix Faith, which incorrectly gives e.g., !Cast' + ic + aJ ~ *cast' -ie-

a, by low-ranking PSP. 
Rather than posing an intractable formal problem, however, the 

presence of an accentual contrast exclusively in the stem-forming suffixes 
provides the crucial evidence for a different set of Positional Faithfulness 
constraints anticipated in chapter 2, section 2. In particular, the presence of a 

7The various morphological restrictions encoded in these entries are based on 
the characterization of these suffixes given in Townsend 1975, but nothing crucial 
depends on these restrictions. 
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contrast in stem-internal suffixes shows that MAX-PROM for stems is sufficiently 
high-ranking in the grammar, as shown in the expanded ranking below. 8 

(29) Prosodic Faithfulness for Roots and Stems in Russian 

MAX-PROMRoot » MAX-PROMStem » PSP » MAX-PROMAffix 

With the appropriate Stem Faithfulness constraint correctly ranked, the analysis 
accounts for the observed 'chain of command' in the resolution of the 
competition for the unique word accent: a root accent beats out a (non-root) 
stem accent, and a stem accent (potentially outside the root), can cause non
ending stress. This result is illustrated in the following two tableaux. 

First, when an accented derivational suffix such as -ic attaches to an 
accented root, the inherent accent in the root is realized: to do otherwise would 
result in a fatal violation of MAX-PROMRoot. 

(30) Root-Controlled Accent in Derived Nouns 

I[ IUz + ic ] + a! MAX-PMRoot MAX-PMStem PSP 

a. [luZ-ic]-a *! "'* 
b. [luz-fc]-a *! '" * 
c.~ [luz-ic ]-a * 

However, when the accented stem-internal suffix combines with an 
unaccented root, it may realize its inherent accent, despite the violation of POST
STEM-PROM this candidate incurs. 

(31) A Role for Stem Faithfulness in Derived Nouns 

I[ cast' + ic ] + a! MAX-PMRoot MAX-PMStem PSP 

a. [cast' -ic ]-a *! 
.' 

b.~ [cast' -ic ]-a ., * 
The presence of an accentual contrast in derivational suffixes differs from the 
behavior of the inflectional suffixes, which do not support a contrast; this 
observation motivates the introduction of an additional Positional Faithfulness 

8 An alternative approach is to endow the derivational suffixes themselves with 
special Faith~lness properties, as in Revithiadou 1997. While fully consistent with the 
facts of RUSSIan, I adopt an analysis in terms of Stem Faithfulness because of the clear 
parallels between this notion and Root Faithfulness. 
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constraint for stems. Below, we will see an additional role for MAX-PROMStern 
in the analysis of the dominant accented suffix -ax, which is also ste~-forming .. 

Returning now to the matters at hand, -fc is a recessive suffix, a~d s~ It 
does not bring about a deletion of the base accent, even as a means of satlsfymg 
the T AF constraint ...,OORec-MAX-PROM. This pattern follows from the 
assumption that -lC subcategorize~ for OORec-corresponden~e, a~d so ?~-MAX
PROM dominates the T AF constramt that evaluates words with thIS suffix. 

(32) L k f Dominance Effect with ic ac 0 -

Base 11&+ fc + a/ OO-MAX-PM ...,OORec-MAX-PM PSP 

a. luz-u [luz-ic)-li *! 

[luz-icJ-a ... ** b. ~ luz-u 

The winning candidate is thus the form which preserves the prosody of the base 
in the derived form, despite the violation of low ranking ...,OORec-MAX-PROM 

which results. 
This recessive behavior is to be contrasted with the pattern brought 

about by the dominant accented suffix -ax. This suffix attaches to adjectival and 
verbal roots to form nouns, and so the base for OO-correspondence is the 
corresponding inflected adjective or verb. For concretenes~, I assum~ ~at the 
base is the masculine singular form, which is consistent WIth the pnnclple of 
Base Optimization if the masculine is the unmarked g~nder (as ~isc.usse~,in, §4.2; 
see also Halle 1973a). If the base is accented, as WIth the adJectlve s lV gray 
below, this accent will not be preserved in the derived form, because it will be 
deleted as a means of satisfying high-ranking ...,OODorn-MAX-PROM. The 
pattern resulting from this morphologically triggered d~-accentuation is stress on 
the accented suffix because this is the pattern predIcted by the grammar of 
accent. Specifically, because MAX-PROMS tern dominates PSP, the suffix -ux 
must realize its inherent accent because failure to do so, for example to stress the 
inflection, leads to a fatal violation of MAX-PROMS tern; contrast (33b) with (33c). 

9The base for the derived word here is assumed to be the dative singular, but 
any of the case forms would yield the same result, because str~ss is fixed throughout the 
paradigm when the stem is inherently accented. Thus, there WIll always be a stem accent 
to mutate or be faithful to. 
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(33) Dominance Effect with -ax 
Base Is'iv + ux + a/ ...,OODrn-Mx-PM OO-MX-PM MX-PMStm PSP 

a. s'iv [s'iv-ux)-a *! ** ... 

b. s'iv [s'iv-uxJ-a * **! 

c.~ s'rv [s'iv-ux)-a * * ... 

The same set of assumptions used for dominant accented -ux correctly 
predicts ending stress in words with dominant unaccented -ac. This suffix is like 
-ax in that it triggers OODorn-correspondence, and so ...,OODorn-MAX-PROM 
evaluates words formed with -ac. In contrast to dominant accented suffixes, -ac 
has no underlying accent, and so it does not have a lexical accent to be faithful 
to. When -ac attaches to an accented root, therefore, it causes deletion of the 
root accent, but brings about a default accentual pattern, namely ending stress, as 
shown below. 

(34) Dominance Effect with -ac 
Base fpuz+ac+u/ ...,OODorn-Mx-PM OO-Mx-PM MX-PMStm PSP 

puz-u [puz-acJ-u *! 
~ . a. 

b. puz-u [puz-acJ-u * * *! 

c. ~ puz-u [puz-acJ-u * * 

As with the analysis of dominant accented versus dominant unaccented affixes in 
Tokyo Japanese, both types of dominant suffixes cause a deletion of the stem 
accent. Furthermore, dominant unaccented affixes also bring about a default 
accentual pattern, because the result of the de-accented structure is determined 
by the larger grammar of accent. 

The analysis of dominant suffixes in Russian presented above suggests 
a clear line of analysis for one of the patterns of mobile stress examined in §3.2. 
Recall from this discussion that there are two patterns of singular-plural 
opposition, repeated below. Thus, pattern C stress exhibits an opposition 
between initial stress in the singular and ending stress in the plural, while in 
pattern D, the contrast is between ending stress in the singular and stem-final 
stress in the plural. As noted in §3.2.3, these same patterns of mobile stress are 
also found in verb conjugations, and thus, the ultimate analysis of nouns will 
carryover to the verbal system as well. 
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(35) Stress Opposition between Singular and Plural 

a. Pattern C Singular 6 a ... -v k610kol-u 
Plural aa ... -v kolokol-am 

Singular 
; 

kolbas-e b. Pattern D ... aa-v 
Plural ... a a-v kolMs-am 

Approached in a pre-theoretical vein, these patterns resemble quite closely two 
very common types of affix-controlled processes. First, pattern C looks like a 
dominance effect induced by the plural suffixes: the stem accent of the singular 
forms is deleted in the plural, which results in default ending stress. Russian has 
several derivational suffixes which show precisely this behavior, as we have just 
seen. Furthermore, the nominal plural ending -a also fits this pattern: it deletes 
the accent of the stem (which may be lexical) and gives default stress on the 
inflectional ending. In short, there is a clear parallel between pattern C mobile 
stress and the independently attested dominance effects, and it seems wise 
therefore to establish this parallel in a formal way. 

Moreover, pattern D stress also resembles a different morpho-accentual 
process, namely pre-accentuation. The attachment of an affix often correlates 
with the insertion of an accent on a neighboring syllable, as we will see in 
several case studies discussed in chapter 5, section 3. The plural suffixes exhibit 
precisely this behavior, in that they cause the insertion of an otherwise 
unmotivated accent on the stem-final syllable. It is therefore desirable, as with 
pattern C, to approach this singular-plural opposition as this common morpho
accentual process, and this is exactly the position I take here. 

To give structure to the basic analysis, it appears that certain paradigms 
exhibit sub-regularities in the grammar, perhaps representative of a historically 
prior stage for the inflectional system, and these sub-regularities are dealt with as 
one of two patterns of Anti-Faithfulness. Thus, stems showing pattern C stress 
have an inherent accent, which is realized in the singular (35a). If we assume 
that the singular forms are the base for the corresponding plural forms (which is 
predicted by the principle of Base Optimization, see §4.2), the stem accent will 
be deleted in the plural, because the endings in these cases pattern with the plural 
ending -a, triggering a dominance effect (36a). More concretely, I assume that 
these stems select an allomorph of the same inflections used with other nouns. 
except this allomorph is a dominant suffix and, accordingly, triggers a deletion 
of the stem accent. The fact that plural forms with pattern C stress have ending 
stress therefore follows from the grammar dependent character of dominance 
effects: they receive a default stress pattern, which in Russian is ending stress. 
While the introduction of allomorphy brings additional complexity to the 
analysis, it appears to be unavoidable given the gross differences between the 
statistically important accentual patterns discussed in §3.2 and the minor patterns 
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showing mobile stress. Furthermore, the analysis sketch here brings formal rigor 
to the observation frequently made in the literature on Russian accent (see 
Stankiewicz 1962), namely that mobile stress in these cases is used as a means of 
enhancing the contrast between singular-plural pairs. The analysis of dominance 
effects as Anti-Faithfulness, and of affix-controlled processes in general, entails 
that oppositions such as these are crucially linked to the morphology, requiring 
an opposition in base-output pairs . 

The same pattern of allomorphy in the plural suffix is in effect in 
pattern D stress, except that a different T AF constraint is at work. Assuming 
again that the singular forms the base for OO-correspondence, the presence of 
ending stress in singular forms in (35b) is consistent with an analysis that such 
stems are unaccented and therefore receive default ending stress. As discussed 
above with pattern C stress, certain stems select an allomorph of the plural 
ending that is pre-accenting and, as a result, yield stem-final stress (36b). The 
analysis of pre-accentuation is developed in the next section, and so the analysis 
can only be sketched informally here. But the parallels between pattern C and 
pattern D stress is striking: the only difference between C and D is that the 
analysis of D involves a ranking of a different T AF constraint, ...,OO-DEP-PROM, 
which requires an insertion of accent into the stem. 10 The fact that the inserted 
accent in plural forms is on the stem-final syllable is again a matter of grammar 
dependence: the inserted stress must appear on the stem, and the independently 
motivated constraint POST-STEM-PROM requires that the stress appear as close as 
possible to post-stem vowel, exactly on par with nouns with null inflections. 

(36) Singular-Plural Oppositions as Anti-Faithfulness 

Base Derivative 

a. Pattern C k6lokol-u kolokol-am = Effect of ...,OO-MAX-PROM 

b. Pattern D kolbas-e kolbas-am = Effect of ...,OO-DEP-PROM 

Thus, while the formal details of Anti-Faithfulness in the singular-plural pairs 
involve some additional complexities, it is clear that the same basic ideas used in 
the analysis of affix-controlled accentual processes will apply here as well. 

To summarize the analysis, stress in Russian, both in derived and 
underived nouns, is governed by the following set of constraint rankings. 

lOPre~umably the absence of pre-accentuation (=pattern D) with inherently 
~ccente~ sterns IS a consequence of root-control, which is again independently motivated 
m Russlan. ~f an accented stem selects a pre-accenting allomorph, then the absence of 
pre-accen~uatlOn can ?e analyzed on a par with the same pattern in Cupefio: insertion of 
a non-leXIcal accent mto the base leads to deletion of the stem accent and thus a fatal 
violation of Root Faithfulness (see §2.4 and §5.3.2 for discussion of pre-accentuation in 
Cupefio). 
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(37) Summary Ranking for Stress in Russian 

-,OODorn-MAX-PROM 
I \ 

OO-MAX-PROM IO-MAX-PROMRoot 

I I 
-,OO-MAXRee-PROM IO-MAX-PROMStern 

I 
POST-STEM-PROM 

I 
IO-MAX-PROMAffix 

The top-ranking T AF constraint -,OODorn-MAX-PROM here assesses words 
which are lexically marked for the correspondence relation OODom; as a result 
of its top-ranked position, this constraint can bring about deletion of a base 
accent, even if the base accent is lexically sponsored by a root, because of the 
domination ofIO-MAX-PROMRoot. Affixes which trigger OORee-correspondence, 
on the other hand, are governed by -,OORee-MAX-PROM, and, because this 
constraint is dominated by the OO-Prosodic Faithfulness constraint, such 
suffixes do not condition deletion. Moving to the IO-dimension of Faithfulness, 
the column of constraints on the right describes the observed rank order in the 
Faithfulness properties of different morpheme classes in Russian. Thus, a root 
accent wins out over a non-root stem accent, which are both superordinate to an 
accent in an inflectional ending. Finally, words that are completely unaccented 
(either underlyingly or through de-accentuation) receive default ending stress as 
a consequence of the rank of POST-STEM-PROM, which prescribes stress on the 

first vowel of the inflectional ending. 
To assess the larger set of results established here, T AF theory gives us 

the right set of tools for explaining grammar dependent domi~ance ef~ects in 
Russian. Consistent with the analysis presented in the prevIOUS sectIOn for 
Japanese, the dominant/recessive distinction in affixes is deri:e~ throu~h 
subcategorization in the lexicon, thus accounting for the lexically IdIOsyncratIc 
nature of the dominant morphology. Also, dominance effects here have a 
morphological role; they bring about a morphological contrast between base
derivative pairs that is exclusively base-mutating. This result agai.n follow~ from 
the trans derivational nature of the Anti-Faithfulness constramts. Fmally, 
dominance effects in Russian are also like dominance effects in Japanese in that 
they bring about a default accentual pattern. This fact was explai~ed in the 
analysis above by employing the independently necessary constramt, POST
STEM-PROM. This finding is significant because it lends strong support for the 
T AF theory of dominance effects developed here, and it further supports the use 
of this constraint in the analysis of words with no underlying accent. 
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5.2.4 Implications 

The T AF theory of dominance effects proposed here makes a number of 
restrictive claims, which, as we will see in the next subsection, distinguish this 
theory from the previous approaches. Among these claims, two predictions 
stand out. First, T AF theory predicts that dominance effects are grammar 
dependent, which, roughly speaking, means that the constraint -,OO-MAX-PROM 
demands a deletion of base prosody, but the rest of the grammar determines the 
accentuation of the de-accented structure. Second, T AF theory, because of its 
transderivational character, predicts that dominance effects must be base
mutating. In other words, there are affixes that trigger deletion of base prosody 
but no bases, e.g., roots or stems, that idiosyncratically induce a deletion in the 
affixes with which they combine. The first question one may ask therefore in 
assessing the T AF theory of dominance effects is, how does the theory hold up 
cross-linguistically? I will attempt to answer this question by examining a larger 
set of languages with the predictions of T AF in mind. 

Before proceeding, however, a word of caution is in order. At this 
point, we have examined the accentuation of derived and underived words in two 
languages, Modern Russian and Tokyo Japanese, and a thorough study of these 
systems has permitted a conclusion concerning the properties of the dominant 
morphemes. It is incumbent on the researcher, however, to have an analysis of 
the larger system before making a conclusion about dominance effects in the 
various corners of the morphology, and I do not propose to do so in the present 
discussion for other languages. Thus, while I am confident about the 
conclusions I have made concerning accent in Russian and Japanese, the 
conclusions for the languages discussed below will have to be of a more 
speculative nature, as the present work does not bring all of these systems under 
the scrutiny of a rigorous formal analysis. 

Having made this disclaimer, let us focus on the question of grammar 
dependent dominance effects. In discussions of dominance effects, it is 
sometimes noted that dominant (unaccented) affixes may bring about a default or 
unmarked pattern (see especially HV and Revithiadou 1997). Chapter 4, section 
2 gives a characterization of grammar dependence in morpho-phonological 
alternations generally, but how does this apply to dominance effects? For the 
present purposes, we can be satisfied with the following statement: dominance 
effects are grammar dependent if the behavior of dominant unaccented affixes is 
mirrored in the language as a whole in lexically unaccented words, i.e., words 
which do not have an inherent accent. With this correlation in mind, consider 
the following chart that surveys some well-known accent systems. 
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(38) Grammar Dependent Dominance Effects 

Language [+dom, -acc] affix [ -acc] words 

Japanese unaccented 

Russian ending 

Lithuanian initial accent 

Sanskrit initial accent 

Getxo Basque unaccented 

Moses Columbia Salish accent on root 

unaccented 

ending 

initial accent (stem-final) 

initial accent (?) 

unaccented 

accent on root 

We have already seen in Japanese and Russian that the default behavior 
of unaccented words is reproduced in dominance effects. Enlarging our 
empirical survey, the Indo-European languages Lithuanian and Sanskrit seem to 
by and large pattern with Japanese and Russian. HV's account of Lithuanian 
assigns default initial stress in both unaccented words and words created by 
dominant unaccented affixes. Furthermore, in Blevins 1993, a thorough review 
of the various accentual classes in this language turns up a similar default 
pattern, with the possible exception of a stem-final default in some stem classes 
(compare Blevin's tonal analysis of the Basic Accentuation Principle with her H
Tone Association rule which docks a floating high tone to the stem-final 
syllable). In general, however, it appears that the behavior of the dominant 
unaccented affixes is mirrored in most unaccented words, with the possible 
qualification that some accentual classes seem to have a different accentual 
default. As for Sanskrit, HV characterize this system on a par with Lithuanian in 
positing default initial accent in both derived and underived unaccented words. I I 
Thus, in two additional Indo-European languages, the dominant unaccented 
affixes also bring about a default pattern. 

Turning next to some non-Indo-European languages, Getxo Basque 
presents the same fundamental pattern as observed in Japanese: unaccented 
words are unaccented by default, and dominant unaccented suffixes create fully 
unaccented words (Hualde & Bilbao 1992, 1993). Indeed, Hualde & Bilbao 
1993 present an analysis of de-accentuation that is fully consistent with the 
analysis I have presented above for Japanese (though the formal implementation 
is completely different). A final case is the dominant unaccented affixes found 

11 As noted in Poser 1984: 67, however, the status of initial-accenting 
processes in pitch accent systems (and by extension, descendants of these systems, as in 
the case with these Indo-European languages) is controversial, and Poser cites Kiparsky 
1982c as re-analyzing initial-accenting processes in Sanskrit as a by-product of other 
necessary rules in Vedic. Thus, while there are some previous analyses that have 
analyzed dominance effects in Sanskrit as a grammar dependent morpho-accentual 
process, there is a possible alternative here that should be explored in more detail. 
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in M?ses-Columbi.a Salish, which, according to Czaykowska-Higgins 1993: 235 
ff., Yield w~rds With accent on the root. This fact is of some interest because 
root acce~t IS also the pattern observed in words with so-called weak roots and 
no followmg accented or dominant suffixes. While the analysis of this fact is a 
complex an~ interesting formal problem, the correlation here between default 
structure~ wIth. weak r?ots and the default triggered by dominant unaccented 
suffixes IS consistent With all of the above cases if we analyze the weak roots as 
unaccented, as proposed in Idsardi 1992: 68. Concretely, if weak roots are 
unac~ented they will trigger a process of default accent assignment, in effect 
drawmg accent to the root as observed. 

The conclusion that I draw from this brief survey is that dominance 
effects are quite . generally grammar dependent. That is, the independently 
necessary. constramts on the distribution of accent play a crucial role in the 
accentuatIOn of morphologically de-accented structures. This finding is strong 
support. for the overall approach taken here, because the operative constraint 
responSible for the deleti~n of base prosody, ...,OO-MAX-PROM, says nothing 
abo~t the struc~ures resultmg from the deletion. This T AF constraint simply 
reqUIres a deletIOn of the base accent, and the rest of the grammar predicts the 
obs~rved accentual default structure. When coupled with the assumption that 
denved words are subjected to th~ same grammar that is at work in the larger 
s~stem, ! AF theory directly explams the correlations observed above. As we 
Will se~ m the discussion of alternatives, this result distinguishes the T AF theory 
of dommance effects from other plausible approaches to the problem. 

A second important prediction of the T AF model is that dominance 
ef~ects . are always base-mutating. Thus, the Thesis of Strict Base Mutation 
(given. m ~4.3) en~ails that morpho-phonological alternations only affect the base 
of affIxa~lOn. Smce dominance effects are just a special type of morpho
phonologIcal alternation, this claim makes a concrete prediction, namely that 
base ele~ents, such as roots and stems, never support a dominant/recessive 
contrast lIke that found in Japanese and Russian affixes. In other words roots or 
stems ~ill nev~r idiosyncratically steal an accent from a neighboring ;ffix, and 
so dornmance IS not a feature that distinguishes one base from another one as 
shown below with a hypothetical case. ' 

(39) DominantiRecessive Contrast in Base 

a./rootRec + MRecl -7 [root-af] = Effect of RCA 

b. IrootRec + MDon/ -7 [ root-at J = Dominance effect due to MD om 

c. IrootDom + MDoml -7 [ root-af] = Dominance effect due to rootD om 
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If neither of the morphemes are dominant, as in (39a), the result is predominant 
root accent, consistent with many case studies in chapters 2 and 3. In (39b-c) 
however, the affix is dominant, and therefore the properties of the base become 
crucial. If roots have a dominant/recessive contrast, we would expect to find a 
contrast here: a recessive root loses to a dominant affix (39b), while a dominant 
root will (potentially) win out over a dominant affix (39c). The assumption in 
the last case is that the two dominant morphemes are of equal 'strength', and 
therefore the root stress wins as a consequence of high-ranking Root Faithfulness 
(though other factors could be at work here as well). This type ?f root 
dominance should therefore be contrasted with intrinsic, or systematic, root 
dominance, as observed in Cupeno, because the property of deleting the accent 
in a dominant affix in (39c) is an idiosyncratic property of the root that 

distinguishes it from other roots. 
Interestingly, Inkelas 1998 speculates that this type of root dominance 

is not attested cross-linguistically. That is, there are no accent systems which 
have a dominant/recessive contrast in roots like that described above. In support 
of this conclusion, consider the following list of languages that have a significant 

number of dominant morphemes. 

(40) Base-Mutating Dominance Effects 

Language Contrasts in Roots/Stems Contrasts in Affixes 

Japanese ±accent ±accent, ±dominant 

Russian ±accent ±accent, ±dominant 

Lithuanian ±accent ±accent, ±dominant 

Sanskrit ±accent ±accent, ±dominant 

Interior Salish ±accent, (±extrametricality) (±accent,)12 ±dominant 

Remarkably, every system has a dominant/recessive contrast in affixes but no 
parallel contrast in roots or stems. Thus, in every system, there ~s a four-w~y 
contrast in affixes, but a two-way contrast in roots and stems (subject to certam 

qualifications - see footnote 12). 
A possible anomaly in this otherwise general trend is the presence of a 

contrast in the feature [±extrametricality] documented by Czaykowska-Higgins 
1993 for roots in Moses-Columbia Salish. In this language, certain roots may 
idiosyncratically make the following syllable ineligible for stress, even if the 
following suffix is dominant. While we have not yet seen a locality effect such 

12My reading of Carlson 1989 and Bates & Carlson 1989 does not deJTIa?d a 
contrast in accentedness in variable and dominant suffixes, as they could be exclusively 
accented, but Czaykowska-Higgins 1993 and Idsardi 1992 both distinguish between 
accented and unaccented suffixes. 
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as this on a dominant morpheme (though a parallel case is presented below for 
certain particles in Japanese), this fact could readily be treated as a 
dominant/recessive contrast in roots which is limited to an adjacent syllable. If 
such an analysis is correct, this case would surely counter-exemplify the strong 
claim that all dominance effects are base-mutating: dominant roots (i.e., 
Czaykowska-Higgins' [+extrametrical] roots), in this analysis, affect a non-root. 
Of course, the facts themselves do not directly counter-exemplify this claim, as 
there is at least one alternative analysis that comes to mind. In addition to 
Czaykowska-Higgins' analysis in terms of extrametricality, Idsardi 1992: 70 
suggests that this ineligibility for stress on the vowel following the root is due to 
a minor rule of syncope triggered by certain roots, an attractive idea given the 
intricate interplay between vowel deletion and stress assignment observed 
elsewhere in the language. I tentatively conclude therefore that, in all the 
languages in my survey, dominance effects are exclusively base-mutating. This 
finding will also feature in the comparison of alternatives discussed in the next 
subsection. 

A third prediction, anticipated in §5.1, is that dominance effects may be 
subject to locality requirements. The reason for this is that dominance effects 
are, by hypothesis, derived as effects of Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 
constraints; such constraints can be freely conjoined with Anchoring constraints 
under certain locality relations, which has the effect of limiting the scope of the 
Anti-Faithfulness constraint. Indeed, as we will see in §5.3 and §5.4, this 
application of Local Conjunction plays a crucial role in describing locality 
effects in other affix-controlled accentual processes. How then do dominance 
effects compare to these other types of morpho-accentual phenomena? 

At present, I have not found a robust set of examples which argue 
definitively for locality conditions in dominance effects, but one clear case in 
Tokyo Japanese shows a role for such a locality condition. As discussed in 
detail in Poser 1984: §4.l, two morphemes in Japanese having the segmental 
make-up no trigger de-accentuation of a neighboring stem accent, namely the 
genitive enclitic no and the prenominal allomorph of the copula no. Poser 
argues convincingly that this de-accentuation is a post-lexical phenomenon, 
essentially because this process requires reference to phrasal information. The 
fact of relevance to the present discussion is that no only triggers de
accentuation when the accent of the preceding noun is on a final light syllable 
(subject to certain qualifications discussed below). Thus, contrast the genitive 
forms below in (41a) with those in (41b-c). In (41a), the nominal accent appears 
on a final light, and this accent is lost in the genitive form; in contrast, in cases 
with non-final accent (41b) or accent on a final heavy syllable (41c), the accent 
of t~e ba~e is n~t lost. This descriptive statement is subject to the following 
quahficatIOns: (1) there are some exceptions, e.g., tug! no in (41a), where the 
accent of the final light syllable is not deleted, but in these cases it appears that 
the accent has been shifted to this position, and so it represents an opaque 
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context beyond the scope of the principle given above; (ii) some nouns actually 
lose an accent from a final heavy syllable, as in nihon no in (41c), which simply 
appear to be lexical exceptions; (iii) finally, monosyllabic nouns never lose their 

accent, as shown by the examples in (41d). 

(41) De-Accentuation with no (Poser 1984, Haraguchi 1977, Okuda 1971) 

a. Accent on final light syllable 
Ikawa + nol ~ kawano 'river' 

/atama + no/ ~ atama no 'head' 

/oNna+ no/ ~ oNna no 'woman' 

cf. /tugi + no/ ~ tUgl no 'patch' 

b. Accent on non-final syllable 
/umi + no/ ~ limino 'sea' 

/arasi + no/ ~ arasi no 'storm' 

/utiwa + no/ ~ utiwa no 'fan' 

lir6gami + no/ ~ ir6gami no 'colored paper' 

c. Accent on final heavy syllable 
/eh6N + no/ ~ eh6n no 'illustrated book' 

/seNsei + no/ ~ seNsei no 'teacher' 

huk60 + no/ ~ huk60 no 'misfortune' 

cf. Inih6n + no/ ~ nihon no 'Japan' 

d. Accented monosyllabic stem 
/M + no/ ~ Mno 'teeth' 

/ky60 + no/ ~ ky60 no 'today' 

Ih6n + no/ ~ h6nno 'book' 

To give a brief summary, while there are both lexical and systematic exceptions 
to the process, no generally triggers a loss of accent on the final mora of the 
noun with which it combines. The restriction on the final mora thus accounts for 
de-accentuation in nouns with accent on the final mora (i.e., in a final light 
syllable), while exempting nouns with non-final accent or accent in the final 
heavy syllable (but not the final mora of the heavy syllable, because Japanese 
generally prohibits accent on the second mora of a heavy syllable - see §3.3). 

To re-state the observation above in a more theoretical vein, no triggers 
a dominance effect on the immediately adjacent mora, which therefore presents a 
clear role for locality conditions in dominance effects. Pressing further, T AF 
theory gives us the right equipment to account for this type of observation, as I 
will now sketch. When locally conjoined with the Anchoring constraint, 
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ANCHOR(MWd, MinP, R), which enforces right edge matching between the 
morphological word and minor phrase, the T AF constraint will yield a pattern of 
Anti-Faithfulness only in the final mora of the word (see §4.3 for details of the 
interpretation of Anchoring constraints and Local Conjunction). Thus, by 
locally conjoining these two constraints in the domain of the mora, as shown 
below, the obligatory deletion constraint ...,OO-MAX-PROM will only be active in 
the neighborhood of the Anchoring violation, i.e., in the final mora of a word 
that is separated from the right edge of the minor phrase. 

(42) (..,OODom-MAX-PROM & ANCHOR(MWd, MinP, R)1l 
:; ...,OODom-MAX-PROMPin-W 
If a prominence x in the base stands in correspondence with a 
prominence x' in the related output, and if x' is associated with the 
mora which is final in MWd, delete x'. 

As illustrated in the complex tableau below, when no combines with a noun 
containing an accent on the final mora, as shown in (43a), the conjoined TAF 
constraint is active and conditions a dominance effect. When the accent of the 
base appears on a non-final mora, as in (43b) and (43c), the TAF constraint is 
not active because the accent falls outside of the scope of this constraint. Since 
deletion of the accent in these last two contexts would lead to a gratuitous 
violation of OO-Faithfulness, these genitive forms preserve the lexical accent. 

oca ltv Conditions on Dominance Effects for no (43) L r 
Base Derivative ..,OODoJU-MAX-PMPin-u OO-MAX-PM 

a. Ikawa/ Ikawa+ no/ 

kawa kawano *1 

-? kawa kawano * 
b. /utiwa/ /utlwa + no/ 

-? utfwa utiwano 

utiwa utiwano *! 

c. lhuk601 lhuk60 +nol 

-? huk60 huk60 no 

huk60 hukoo no *! 

This analysis leaves monosyllabic genitive-marked nouns unaccounted 
~or. However, once an additional well-motivated constraint ranking is brought 
mto the picture, this fact will have a principled explanation as well. Following 
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Beckman 1997 [1998], I assume that there is a set of Positional Faithfulness 
constraints which specifically targets root-initial syllables. In particular, 
Japanese has an IO-Prosodic Faithfulness constraint, O"l-MAX-PROM, which 
prohibits the deletion of an accent in the initial syllable of a root. There is in fact 
additional evidence for such a constraint in Japanese, as the honorific prefix 0-

generally deletes a root accent, unless the accent is in the initial syllable (Martin 
1975, Higurashi 1983, cf. Poser 1984). While I will not delve into the ranking 
details which achieve this result, it is clear from these facts that a constraint 
which 'protects' the accent of the root-initial syllable is independently needed. 

The exemption of monosyllabic nouns can be readily explained by 
ranking O"l-MAX-PROM above --,OO-Dom-MAX-PROMFin-I!' as shown below. In 
just those cases where the accent is both on the final mora and in the initial 
syllable, the T AF constraint will carry no force because it is dominated by top
ranked O"l-MAX-PROM. 

(44 lIb ) Positional Faithfulness Effect in Monosy! a ic Nouns 

Base iha+ no/ O"l-Mx-PM -.OODolilll-Mx -PMFiim-u OO-MX-PM II 

a.~M hano * 
b. ha hano *! * 

The interim conclusion I will draw from this analysis is that dominance 
effects may indeed be subject to locality requirements, as such a requirement is 
in fact crucial in the analysis of no constructions in Tokyo Japanese. 
Furthermore, such requirements provide another reason for grouping dominance 
effects with other types of affix-controlled accentual phenomena that show 
locality effects. As for the attestation of this type of effect in other systems, 
further examples are not forthcoming, but this apparent gap may in fact be due to 
the sample of languages in this thesis. Many of the languages studied here, e.g., 
Russian, Tahltan, Salish languages, show a strong preference for monosyllabic 
roots; thus, in underived stems, such locality restrictions are decidedly hard to 
spot because of a lack of crucial evidence showing a distributional gap. 
Furthermore, among the languages with an abundance of longer roots, only 
Japanese has a robust list of dominant affixes (Getxo Basque has only a handful; 
Aguaruna only has one 'accent-attracting suffix'). I speculate therefore that a 
wider survey of languages, specifically including languages with longer roots 
and stems, will turn up some additional cases of interest here. 

The T AF theory of dominance effects also makes predictions 
concerning the behavior of a sequence of affixes, dominant and/or recesSive, and 
as this type of behavior has played a role in forming different theories of 
dominance effects (see Inkelas 1998 for a recent review), it is worthwhile 
considering the implications of T AF on this issue. I show below in §5.2.5 that 
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T ~ theory ~s very much on a par with HV's cyclic approach to sequences of 
~ommant, affIxes. A fundam~ntal notion in the T AF analysis of these sequences 
IS Benua s. 1997. [1998] no.tIOn of ~n 'extended paradigm' (see also Buckley 
199~), WhICh wIll be reVIewed dIrectly below before turning to multiple 
dommance effects. 

In §4.2, Benua's 1997 [1998J analysis of the behavior of class 1 versus 
class 2 suffixes in English stress was reviewed. The finding in this discussion 
was that class 1 suffixes were stress-shifting, and thus that the OO-Prosodic 
Faithfulness constraints sensitive to words with these suffixes are low-ranked in 
the grammar. This assumption accounts for the fact that a class 1 suffix like -al 
typi~ally does not induce a preservation of the base prosody in words with this 
suffIX, as shown below in the mapping from [(6ri)gin] to [o(rfgi)n-al]. However, 
the attachment of a second class 1 suffix, e.g., -ity, does correlate with a 
pre~e~vati~n .of secondary stresses, as shown in the mapping from [o(rfgi)n-al] to 
[o(ngI)(n-al-I)ty]. These doubly derived forms have an irregular pattern of 
secon?ary stress on a non-initial syllable (cf. Tatamagouchi), and this result is 
estabhshed in Transderivational Correspondence Theory (TCT) with the notion 
of an extended paradigm. As sketched below, an extended paradigm is 
composed. of a set of 'sub-paradigms', i.e., base-output pairs of the usual type. 
To ,d.escn,be. the ~oncrete results in the mapping from [o(rigi)n-al] to 
(o(r~gI)(n-al-I)ty], pnmary stress is not preserved here because -ity is a class 1 
suffIX, and OO-Prosodic Faithfulness for this class, i.e. OO-PROS-FAITHI, is 
ranked below the constraints responsible for positing main stress. However, 
secondary stress is preserved, as OO-PROS-FAITHJ is ranked above the 
constraints responsible for predicting secondary stress. 

(45) Extended Paradigm with Class 1 English Morphology (Benua 1997 [1998J) 

(6ri)gin ~ 

i 
/originl 

o(rfgi)n-al 
i 

/origin + all 

o(rigi) (n-al-i)ty 
i 

/origin + al + ityl 

In gen~ral, the behavior of the larger word is dictated by the last affix attached in 
th~ ~trmg. Th~ .rea~on. for this .is that the type of OO-Faithfulness relating 
ongznal and ongmalzty IS determmed by the subcategorization requirements of 
the af~x attached at this recursion. Thus, stress is not preserved as a primary 
stre~s m the last leg of the extended paradigm here, because -ity is a class 1 
suffIX, a~d OO-PROS-FAITHJ is not powerful enough to bring about Faithfulness 
to the p~Imary stress. It is certainly the case, however, that internal affixes may 
h~ve an mfluence on the prosody of the larger word, as indeed we have seen here 
wl~h. t~e. preservation of the main stress of original as a secondary stress in 
ongznalzty. But the Faithfulness properties of the external affix are 
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superimposed on the base established on an intermedi~te recurs~on, giving the 
effect that the external affix has the 'last crack' at enforcmg a partIcular pattern. 

The T AF theory of dominance effects is developed in TCT, and so the 
same basic principles at work in this theory apply to the analysis of dominant 
affixes as well. When a sequence of affixes are attached, the outermost affix will 
superimpose its Anti-Faithfulness properties onto the larger word. Thus, ~ust. as 
~O-Faithfulness relating original and originality is due to the subcategonzatlon 
requirements of -ity, the type of OO-Anti-Faithfulness applied in a doubly 
derived string is determined by the morphologically extern~ affix. Inn~rmost 
affixes may also condition a dominance effect, but thIS effect wIll be 
subordinated to the effect of an external dominant affix, as illustrated below. In 
the following set of schematic examples, all of the morphemes a:e inherently 
accented in order to make the 'power relations' among the subconstltuents of the 
word more perspicuous, but the same patterns are also observed with dominant 

unaccented affixes. 

(46) Predictions for Sequences of DominantlRecessive Affixes 

a. Root + Recessive Affix + Recessive Affix: Root Controlled Accent 
root ~ root + af ~ root + af + af 
t t t 

I root + atRec + atRec / I root I / root + atRec / 

b. Root + Dominant Affix + Recessive Affix: Innermost Dominance Effect 
root ~ root + at ~ root + af + at; root + at + af 
t t t 

I root + atDom + atRec / / root / / root + atDom / 

c. Root + Recessive Affix + Dominant Affix: Outermost Dominance Effect 
root ~ root + af ~ root + af + at 

t t t 
/ root + atRec + atDom I / root I / rooH atRec / 

d. Root + Dominant Affix + Dominant Affix: Inner or Outermost Dominance Effect 

root ~ root + at ~ root + af + at 

t t t 
/ root + atDom + atDom / / root / / root + atDom / 

Starting in (46a) with the behavior of a sequence of recessive suffixes, 
this pattern is somewhat unremarkable in root-contro~led acc.ent systems. 
Because this word type has an accented root and no dorrunant affIxes, the ro?t 
accent always wins, in accordance with the Root-Controlled Accent HypotheSIS. 
We have already encountered this type of behavior in Russian, where the 
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attachment of recessive -fc plus an inflection led to the deletion of affix accent 
with accented roots. 

In the extended paradigm in (46b), the dominant affix in the first sub
paradigm brings about a deletion of the root accent, making possible two 
outcomes in the doubly derived word. Thus, the accent of the innermost affix or 
the accent of the outermost affix could be preserved; the choice here is not 
decided by the Anti-Faithfulness constraint but rather the grammar as a whole. 
This is because the last affix is recessive, and therefore cannot cause a deletion 
of the base [root + at] on its own. The predicted outcome is therefore a 
culminativity effect, governed by e.g., principles of edge orientation or 
morphologically sensitive Faithfulness constraints. The behavior of the 
dominant derivational suffixes -Ux and -ac followed by an inflection ending in 
Russian also pattern in this way (see the conflated tableaux in (33) and (34) 
above). 

The extended paradigms in (46c) and (46d) are fundamentally the same 
in that the outermost dominant affix always dictates the observed pattern. Thus, 
regardless of whether the innermost affix is recessive (46c) or dominant (46d), 
the last affix attached causes a deletion of the base created in the first BO
mapping, resulting in an accent on the dominant affix if it is accented, as shown 
here, or in a default accent pattern if it is unaccented. The hypothetical patterns 
depicted here are consistent with the patterns described for English (Fudge 1984, 
Burzio 1994), Sanskrit (Halle & Mohanan 1985, HV), and Spokane (with some 
interpretation of Bates & Carlson 1989). Thus, it is clear that the T AF theory of 
dominance effects provides the right tools for describing this very common 
pattern in sequences of dominant andlor recessive affixes. 

To summarize the larger results, while an internal dominant suffix may 
induce a deletion, the general principle governing the behavior of sequences of 
suffixes is that the morphologically external affix generally dictates the 
accentuation of the larger word. If the external affix is recessive, then the 
grammar of accent is applied to yield the 'regular' accentual pattern, as in (46a) 
and (46b). If, on the other hand, the external affix is dominant, it causes a 
deletion of the accent in the complex stem, as in (46c) and (46d) , and the 
emergence of affix accent or a default accentual pattern. 

5.2.5 Discussion of Alternatives 

Now that we have a better understanding of the predictions of the T AF 
theory of dominance effects, we may compare and contrast this theory to some 
previous approaches to the problem and also explore some plausible alternatives 
that come to mind in an OT framework. In the review of the literature given 
below, two features of dominance effects separate the T AF theory from the 
alternative approaches. First, the property of grammar dependence, i.e., that the 
result of de-accentuation is predicted by the independently motivated grammar 
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of accent is critical in distinguishing the T AF analysis from its competitors. 
Equally i~portant is the finding that dominance effec~s are base-mutating, as this 

feature too points to a liability of some of the alternative approaches.. . 
An initially attractive theory of dominance effects appears m Pnnce 

1983. Based on certain observations made in Kiparsky & Halle 1977, Prince 
proposes that accented dominant morphemes involve a ~rid mark on the h~ghe~t 
level of the metrical grid, as depicted below for the dommant accented suffIX -ux 
in Russian. In this illustration, both of the lexically accented morphemes here 
project a grid mark at Level 2, but only the dominant suffix. -Ux pro~ects ~n 
additional grid mark at the highest level, thereby accountmg for Its gnd 

prominence in surface forms. 

(47) Dominance Effects as Prominence on the Grid (Prince 1983) 

X X 3 

x x x 2 

x x x x 1 

Is'fv + UX + a/ ~ Is'iv + UX + a/ 

While this theory is attractive for its overall simplicity, a fundamental premise in 
this theory leads to two serious descriptive problems. As acknow~e~ged by.the 
author (p. 91), dominance is equated with accentedness because It IS a leXIcal 
marking made with the same stuff that encodes accent. This ~heory runs into 
difficulty, therefore, in languages like Russian and Japanese whIch have a four
way contrast for affixes, i.e., a cross-classificatio~ of the featur~s 
dominant/recessive and accented/unaccented. Put dIfferently, the Gnd 
Prominence Theory of dominance effects treats dominance as a culminativity 
effect but dominant unaccented affixes show that this is not the case (see §4.1 
for e~plicit argumentation). Another problem with this theory is that, nothing 
else said, it does not account for Strict Base Mutation effects, i.e.: the fact that 
dominance effects always affect the base of a morphologIcal process. 
Succinctly, if dominance is equated with a lexical marking for pr~minence on the 
grid, why are roots not also lexically specified for this prorrunence, thereby 
putting a dominant accented root on a par with a dominant accented affix?13 In 

13Lexical specification for prominence in this theory is of .course d~stinct for 
the intrinsic prominence typical of roots, as found in Cupefio: A~ ~Iscussed III §~.2.4, 
roots systematically take precedence over affixes, which IS dlstmct from l.exlcally 
idiosyncratic prominence found with dominant acce?ted morphe.mes. ~us, the mhere?t 
prominence of root accent is not the type of prormnence that IS predicted by the Gnd 

Prominence Theory. 
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sum, the assumptions inherent to the Grid Prominence Theory confront serious 
empirical challenges when one looks to a wider range of cases. 14 

Another idea, which solves an important problem with the Grid 
Prominence Theory, is that dominance effects are linked to word derivation in a 
fundamental way. In particular, it is sometimes observed that there is a close 
correlation in some languages between dominant morphemes and derivational or 
category-changing morphemes (see e.g. Blevins 1993, fn 26). Revithiadou 1997 
captures this correlation by endowing derivational affixes with special 
Faithfulness properties in an account of dominant accented affixes. Building on 
the insights of Beckman 1997 [1998], Revithiadou proposes a set of Positional 
Faithfulness constraints for derivational affixes, or morphological 'heads' in the 
sense of Williams 1981. With the head-sensitive Faithfulness constraint top
ranked in the hierarchy, accented derivational affixes, such as the Japanese 
adjective forming suffix -ppo-, will realize their inherent accent over other 
competing morphemes, as illustrated below. 

(48) Dominance Effects as Head Faithfulness (after Revithiadou 1997) 

lada + PPOHd + i I PRos-FAITHHead PRos-FAITH I 

ada-PPOHd-i *! 

~ ada-ppOHd-i i * 'I 

The proposal therefore accounts for one of the major problems with the Grid 
Prominence Theory, namely the observation that dominance effects are always 
base-mutating. If only derivational affixes are given special Faithfulness, only 
they will bring about dominance effects. 

While this idea may be well-suited for some languages, the Head 
Faithfulness approach does not seem to provide a theoretical basis for a cross
linguistic theory of dominance effects. One initially troubling fact is that the 
correlation between dominance and derivational morphology captured in this 
theory simply does not hold true in all languages. Thus, as shown in the above 
case study of Russian, there are both dominant and recessive derivational 
suffixes, which leaves the recessive suffixes unaccounted for. Moreover, there 
are inflectional affixes which bring about dominance effects, as for example the 
plural ending -a often used in Russian technical jargon, e.g., Imaster + a/ ~ 
master-a 'foremen'. Finally, in the account of Hausa tonology given in Inkelas 

140ne interesting insight one can make in this theory, however, is that 
dominant (accented) morphemes should have a greater impact on 'local' prominent 
syllables, a point which has been discussed above in §S.2.4. This type of locality effect 
can be strmghtforwardly treated as an effect of Clash A voidance constraints for grid 
pro~nences (though it is impossible to treat Tokyo Japanese no in this way, as it is a 
dormnant unaccented morpheme). 
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1998, there are both derivational and inflectional dominant affixes, which 
presents a second case where the correlation between derivational and dominant 

affixes breaks down. 
A more pressing problem for this theory, however, is the behavior of 

dominant unaccented affixes, which, as shown in detail above, involves more 
than boosting the faithfulness properties of affixes. Concretely, the Head 
Faithfulness theory does not extend to the analysis of unaccented morphemes 
that also produce a deletion in the base of affixation, as we have seen with the 
place name suffix -kko in Japanese. Enhancing the faithfulness properties of 
unaccented morphemes will not help in such contexts, as shown below. 

(49 ) Problem: Dominance Effects are not C I' .. Ef£ t u ffilnatlvlty ec s 

/k60be + kkOHd/ PRos-FAITHHead PRos-FAITH 

koobe + kkOHd *! 

(*)~ k60be + kkOHd 

The general problem here is the same as the one which afflicts the Grid 
Prominence Theory: dominant effects are not culminativity effects, and so a 
theory that models the behavior of dominant morphemes in terms of. a 
competition between morphemes of various types (i.e., through the cons~amt 
interaction shown here) will invariably fail to account for unaccented dOffilnant 

morphemes. 
To give an interim summary, I have discussed two previous proposals 

for dominance effects, namely the Grid Prominence Theory and the Head 
Faithfulness theory, and I have shown that the assumptions inherent to these 
proposals lead to significant problems which distinguish it from.the TAP theory. 
The chief problem with these proposals is that they model dOffilnance effects as 
the competition between two accented morphemes, but domina~ce effects are n~t 
culminativity effects. Next, I will consider two further theones that s~lve t~IS 
problem in different ways and compare the predictions of these theones WIth 

those of the T AF theory of dominance effects. 
Inkelas 1996, 1998 proposes that dominance effects arise as an effect of 

the 'co-phonology' of a dominant affix (see also Inkelas 1999, Inkel~s, ?rgun ~ 
Zoll 1995 on the notion of a co-phonology). What this theory entaIls mOT IS 

that the attachment of a dominant affix induces a re-ranking of Faithfulness and 
Markedness constraints that results in the deletion of accent. The Constraint Re
Ranking theory is illustrated below for Russian with a pair of tableaux that in a 
sense correspond to different levels or strata in the grammar. In the first tablea~, 
PRos-FAITH enjoys a relatively high-ranking position in the hierarchy and IS 

therefore responsible for the realization of contrast at this stratum in the 
grammar. At a different level, Level Y, where derived words are formed, PROS-
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FAITH is demoted below POST-STEM-PROM (the constraint which is necessary to 
derive ending stress in unaccented words), which results in a default stress 
pattern at precisely this level. (The second tableau has dominant unaccented 
affix -ac, which, as shown in §5.2.3, gives default ending stress). 

(50) Dominance Effects as Constraint Re-Ranking 

a L IXC eve onstramt Rnki a ng: P d' F ·thf I roso IC at U ness is Active 

/puz + u/ PRos-FAITH POST-STEM-PROM 

~ puz-u * 
puz-u *! > 

b L IYC eve onstramt Rnki a 'ng: Prosodic Faithfulness De-Activated 

/puz + ac + u/ POST-STEM-PROM PRos-FAITH 

[puz-ac]-u *! 
><" 

~ [puz-ac]-u '" 
It is clear from this brief sketch that the Constraint Re-Ranking theory 

has the descriptive power to bring about a deletion plus a default accentual 
structure. It is fair to say, however, that it differs from the TAF approach in that 
only the latter explains the property of grammar dependence. In T AF theory, the 
fact that the result of de-accentuation goes towards a default pattern is due to the 
de-activation of the relevant Faithfulness constraint and the consequent 
activation of lower-ranking well-formedness constraints. In other words, the 
default pattern is explained by the premise that there is but a single constraint 
system, and so, if a base accent is deleted because of high-ranking -,OODom
MAX-PROM, the result will always be towards the language particular default for 
accent. In the Constraint Re-ranking theory, on the other hand, the result of the 
deletion of base prosody does not automatically go towards the default pattern 
because of the unrestricted nature of the re-ranking operation. Thus, it is not 
clear in this theory why the ranking of Markedness and Faithfulness constraints 
that characterize the default pattern in underived words is left intact in the 
grammar of derived words, and as a result, the Constraint Re-Ranking approach 
does not explain the fundamental property of grammar dependence. IS 

Furthermore, while it is certainly possible to introduce further restrictions on 
constraint re-ranking across levels in order to rectify this situation, e.g., an OT
equivalent to the Strong Domains Hypothesis (Kiparsky 1984b, Myers 1991), 

15See Benua 1997 [1998J for a related criticism of serialist OT approaches to 
cyclic effects. 
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such restrictions come as an additional imposition on the basic theory, and so 
they will not help in explaining the phenomenon. 16 

A second important difference between the two theories is in the 
treatment of strict base mutation effects, i.e., the fact that roots do not 
idiosyncratically trigger the deletion of an accent in a neighboring affix (see 
discussion above). Inkelas 1998 accounts for the lack of dominant roots by 
stipulating that only affixes may be specified for a dominant co-phonology 
without a principled basis for arriving at this result. In contrast, the 
transderivational nature of the T AF theory of dominance effects explains this 
observed gap: it is a direct consequence of the thesis of Strict Base Mutation 
(§4.3), which follows naturally from the Benua's notion of Base Priority. 
Therefore, we again find that the Constraint Re-Ranking requires an additional 
mechanism to account for a basic property of dominant affixes, while T AF gives 
a natural explanation of this property. 

A second alternative to T AF theory that successfully accounts for 
grammar dependence is the proposal for dominance effects given .in. Hal.le & 
Vergnaud 1987a (HV). In this work, dominant morphemes are dlstmgmshed 
from recessive ones through cyclicity. In particular, dominant affixes are 
'cyclic' morphemes (cf. Kiparsky 1982b), which are represented on a metrical 
plane that is distinct from that of other morphemes (to be illustrate~ below). 
Furthermore, cyclic affixation triggers a copying process from one metrIcal plane 
to the plane of the cyclic affix. This copying is governed by the Stress Erasure 
Convention (SEC), given below, which essentially states that stresses generated 
on previous cycles are carried over only if the affixed constituent is not a domain 
for the cyclic stress rules. 

(51) Stress Erasure Convention (Halle & Vergnaud 1987a: 83) 
In the input to the rules of cyclic strata information about stress 
generated on previous passes through the cyclic rule is carried over only 
if the affixed constituent is itself a domain for the cyclic stress rules. If 
the affixed constituent is not a domain for the cyclic stress rules, 
information about stresses assigned on previous passes is erased. 

Applying these assumptions to the case of dominant affixes in Russian, 
a root accent will be consistently deleted when the root bearing this accent is 

16This conclusion raises the question of how other language intemal sub
patterns attributed to constraint re-ranking are accounted f~r, like the ~exical stratificati~n 
in Japanese modelled in Ito & Mester 1995a as constraInt re-ranking. As argued In 
Fukazawa 1998 (see also Ito & Mester 1999), the range of variation found across levels 
can be described as a strict ordering of Faithfulness constraints defined on different 
correspondence relations (compare this idea with the notion of multip!e corr~sp.ond~nce 
in Benua 1997 [1998]). Indeed, this approach explains Ito & Mester s key InSIght Into 
the problem, which is that lexical levels differ only in their Faithfulness properties. 

r 
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combined with a dominant affix, as depicted below, regardless of whether the 
affix is accented or unaccented. 

(52) Dominant Effects as Stress Erasure (Halle & Vergnaud 1987a) 

INPUT 

Cycle 1 

Cycle 2 

SEC 

Default Accent 

OUTPUT 

Stem + Afx[+dom, +accj 

Is'fvl 

x 
s'fv-

x 
s'fv + ux + a 

x 

s'iv + ux + a 
x 

N/A 

[s'iv-ux-a] 

Stem + Afx[+dom, -ace] 

Ipuzl 

x 
puz-

x 
puz + ac + u 

puz + ac + U 

puz + ac + U 
x 

[puz-ac-u] 

In this illustration, the root accent is represented on a distinct metrical tier from 
the accent ofthe dOminant affix -ux (the latter accent is placed directly below the 
relevant form). When information about the make-up of the root is copied at 
Cycle 2, the accent is lost, because the larger constituent forms a domain for the 
cyclic stress rules (i.e., the Basic Accentuation Principle, see §3.1). Thus, the 
SEC neutralizes the accented/unaccented contrast in these roots and allows a 
default pattern to emerge. In the mapping from the second cycle to the output 
form, the inherent accent of the affix is preserved in s'iv-Ux-a, but since words 
derived with -ac are completely unaccented, they receive default ending stress, 
as in the case of puz-ac-u. -

As made clear by this illustration, the Stress Erasure approach 
resembles the T AF analysis in that both theories treat dominance effects as 
formal deletion, and the resulting structure is subject to the same principles of 
accentuation used elsewhere in the system. Thus, HV's theory successfully 
accounts for the fact that dominant morphemes are always grammar dependent. 
The two theories are therefore on a par with each other in this respect. Another 
important empirical domain where the predictions of the two theories intersect is 
in the treatment of sequences of dominant affixes. The cyclic theory with Stress 
Erasure also predicts that the morphologically external affix predicts the 
accentuation of the larger word, a necessary consequence of the serialist 
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approach to affixation and the application of the SEC, which is fully compatible 
with the TAF approach. Indeed, HV: 86 point out that the SEC approach 
renders superfluous certain ad hoc deletion rules which were necessary in Halle 
& Mohanan 1985 for some types of external dominant suffixes. 

While the theory of dominance effects as SEC solves some important 
problems, the bases of this theory do not provide a straightforward means of 
relating dominance effects to other types of affix-controlled accentual 
phenomena. As argued at length in §5.1, dominance effects have a host. of 
properties that put them in a class with affix-controlled processes hke 
morphologically triggered accent insertion and accent shift. Transderivational 
Anti-Faithfulness theory explains the similarities among these accentual 
processes as Faithfulness reversals; T AF constraints compare a base-derivative 
pair, and the different morphological oppositions stem from reversals of the 
independently necessary Prosodic Faithfulness constraints. Moreover, bec.ause 
these processes involve forced violations of Faithfulness, they are all predIcted 
to exhibit grammar dependence, as illustrated in detail in this chapter. Lastl~, 

the assumptions inherent to T AF theory predict that affix-induced processes wdl 
be base-mutating and subject to locality effects, an empirical point that is also 
supported by the case studies here. 

In contrast to this natural grouping of morpho-accentual processes, the 
SEC theory does not predict the clustering of properties, nor even the existence 
of certain accentual processes like the accentual shifts found in Japanese and 
Aguaruna (§5.4). The SEC approach derives affix-triggered deletion through a 
multi-planar representation of prosody and certain restrictions on the copying of 
this prosody from one level to the next. What principles in this ensemble of 
assumptions predict the insertion of accent, or the shift of accent, between 
levels? Further, how do said principles ensure that these processes will have all 
the properties characteristic of affix-controlled accent? Short of stipulat~ng 
analogues to the SEC which yield the desired results, e.g., a Stress Insertton 
Convention, HV's model does not give cogent answers to these questions. 
Therefore, the notion of Anti-Faithfulness makes connections to other morpho
accentual phenomena that distinguish it from the SEC approach. This result is a 
significant point in its favor as it provides a fully integrated theory of a range of 
morpho-accentual processes. . . 

As suggested to me by John Kingston (personal commumcatlOn), an 
alternative to affix-triggered Anti-Faithfulness is for affix-triggered Markedness 
to act directly in base-derivative pairs, conditioning the change as a way of 
improving the overall harmony of the output form with respect to a given 
constraint. In particular, suppose that the deletion observed in the derived form 
is due to a constraint that bans a prominence, *PROM, and that this constraint 
refers to the appropriate correspondence relation to model the dominance effect. 
The best way to illustrate this idea is to consider the force of Affix-Triggered 
Markedness (ATM) as an operation in a two-level mapping, along the lines of 
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the model developed in Lakoff 1993 and implemented in OT in Orgun 1995 
(though the latter model does not encompass two-level Markedness constraints 
of this kind). In the mapping from Levell to Level 2 below, accent is lost 
because this mapping is characterized by an activation of the constraint *PROM, 
which actively suppresses a prominence that appears in a morpheme that is 
present at the two levels. 

(53) Two-Level Approach to Dominance Effects 

1. ptlz-u 

=1= 

2. puz-ae-tl 

The affix-induced Markedness effect here must be relational, assessing the 
Markedness of corresponding prominences in related forms. Otherwise, *PROM 
will simply ban a prominence in the base, contrary to many dOminance effects 
which result in a default accentual pattern within the stem. The formulation 
below achieves the required relational aspect of the constraint through an 00-
correspondence relation. 

(54) OO-*PROM 

For x E prominence, 3x E Sl (=base) --7 ..,3x' E S2 (=output) & xRx' 
'Avoid a prominence in the output that has a correspondent in the related 

base.' 

This constraint is formally distinct from the de-accenting T AF constraint, "'00-
MAX-PROM. Whereas the T AF approach uses Faithfulness reversals the Affix
Triggered Markedness theory simply enhances the power of ~n existing 
Markedness constraint. Furthermore, the teleological purpose of these 
constraints underscores their differences: T AF constraints induce an alternation 
as a means of realizing a morphological contrast. The purpose of ATM 
constraints, on the other hand, is to improve on the overall harmony of a derived 
form relative to a given constraint. 

The tableau below illustrates how the ATM approach accounts for 
dominance effects. The last two base-output pairs are separated from the first in 
that they satisfy OO-*PROM by deleting the lexical accent of the base. The 
winner is thus the form that deletes this accent and also satisfies low-ranking 
POST-STEM-PROM, (55c), cf. (55b). 
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(55 ff T' ) Dominance Effect as A iX- nggere dM k d ar e ness 

Base /puz + ac + UI OO-*PROM OO-MAX-PM PSP 

a. puz-u [puz-ac]-u *! , 

b. puz-u [puz-ic]-u * *! 

c. ~puz-u [puz-ac]-u * 

This example also illustrates the chief advantages of the AT~ approach. First, 
dominance effects are base-mutating in this theory because, hke T AF theory, the 
operative constraints are transderivational in nature. As a resu~t, the em~rgent 
unmarkedness observed in the derivative is dependent on certam properties of 
the base, like the presence of an accent in this case. Second, ATM theory also 
has an angle on grammar dependent dominance effects. As with th~ T AF theory, 
the ATM constraint OO-*PROM requires a deletion and the mdependendy 
needed grammar of accent predicts the result of this de-accentuation (though this 
is not a natural consequence of this theory - see below). 

The advantages of ATM, however, do not outweigh its disadvantages, 
and so it does not represent a viable alternative to T AF. One significant problem 
in this approach to dominance effects is that it appears to require constraints that 
are not independently motivated. Thus, while other morpho-accentual p:oces~es 
may be brought about by beefing up well-motivat~d Markedness con~tramts, like 
Alignment constraints for pre- and post-accentuatlO~ (see ~5.3.4), ~hI.S approach 
to dominance effects requires a Markedness constramt which prohIbits a ~tress, 
*PROM. It is not clear, however, that such a constraint is truly necessary m the 
description of stress. For example, it is sometimes proposed that. word-i.nternal 
clash or line conflation effects (in the sense HV) are due to constramts WhICh ban 
stress or, similarly, a stress foot (see e.g., Baerman 1998). There are plausible 
alternatives to these analyses, however, which use independently necessary 
constraints on the alignment of prosodic categories or the rhythmic distribution 
of prominence structure (Hung 1994, McCarthy & Prince 1993a, ~akovic 1~98; 
cf. Crowhurst 1996). Therefore, the underlying function of thiS theory, l.e., 
improved Markedness in base-output pairs, has not yet been solidly establishe~. 

There is a more basic problem with the ATM theory, however, whIch 
stems from the extension of correspondence to the formulation of Markedness 
constraints. In a way, ATM is a much more radical departure from cl~ssical 
Optimality Theory than T AF theory. T AF theory introduces a new con~tramt for 
every Faithfulness constraint by proposing negated Faithfulness constramts. ~he 
ATM theory, on the other hand, innovates in a different way, allowl~g 

Markedness constraints to refer to correspondence relations. The latter move IS 

clearly a real weakening of the theory because it enables affixes to bring about 
any type of Markedness effect. Thus, while the enhanced Markedness effect 
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with OO-*PROM illustrated above leads to a deletion plus default stress, 
grammar dependent affix-controlled processes are not ensured by ATM theory. 
An activated Markedness constraint may directly dictate the outcome in the 
derivative. For example, the logically possible OO-Markedness constraint 00-
WSP simply requires stress on a heavy syllable in the derivative, regardless of 
whether or not this constraint played any role in the larger system. To conclude 
then, ATM is not a likely theory of dominance effects, because it is less 
restrictive than the T AF theory, and the operative constraint in this theory, 
*PROM, is not well-motivated outside of the analysis of dominant morphemes. 

5.3 Pre-/Post-Accentuation as Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 

In this section, the affix-controlled phenomenon of pre- and post
accentuation (PPA) is examined and analyzed in terms of Transderivational 
Anti-Faithfulness, on a par with the analysis of dominance effects presented in 
the previous section. The discussion begins with an introduction to the problem 
and then moves to an analysis of pre-accenting suffixes in Cupefio in §5.3.2 as 
an illustration of the basic analysis. Next, some further implications of the 
overall approach are examined (§5.3.3) and used as a means of contrasting the 
TAF theory ofPPA with some plausible alternatives (§5.3.4). 

5.3.1 The Problem 

An affix may trigger the insertion of an accent into the stem to which it 
is attached. When this insertion of an accent happens at the same time as 
prefixation, as exemplified in (56), it is referred to as POST-ACCENTUATION. 
When this morpho-accentual process correlates with suffixation, as shown by 
some familiar examples from Cupefio in (57), it is referred to as PRE
ACCENTUATION. The Cupefio examples illustrate a further property commonly 
found with PP A, namely that it may be blocked when the affix combines with an 
inherently accented root, as shown in (57b). (The pre-accenting suffixes in 
Cupefio are lexically marked with a subscript 'pre'; roots are underlined.) 
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(56) Post-Accenting ma- in Tokyo Japanese (Poser 1984) 
a. Ima + futatul -7 ma-pputatu 'exactly half' 

Ima + usirol -7 ma-usiro 'right behind' 

b. Ima + yonakaJ 
Ima + sugul 

ma-yonaka 'dead of night' 
ma-ssugu 'straight ahead' 

(57) Pre-Accenting Suffixes in Cupello (Hill 1967, Hill & Hill 1968) 
a. Iwena + nUkprJ -7 wemi-nuk 'having put in' 

Ine + rna + ciprJ -7 nema-ci 'with my hand(s)' 

b. Imeme + ykeprJ -7 

Itfvii?e + maapre + lei -7 

meme-yke 
tfvi?-me-l 

'to the ocean' 
'small round basket' 

In Item-and-Arrangement-style frameworks, PPA is commonly 
analyzed as a floating auto-segment that is sponsored by the affix with which it 
co-occurs, but for various reasons ends up on a neighboring syllable. Assuming 
that pitch accents in Japanese are represented tonally, post-accenting ma- can be 
treated as a floating H tone in the lexical representation of this prefix. When this 
prefix combines with other morphemes, the result is an association of the H to a 
favored position in the word, for example stem-initially, as shown below. 

(58) Floating Feature Approach to Pre- and Post-Accentuation 

H 

Ima + futatul 

H 

I 
ma-pputatu 

There are, however, some problems with this analysis, which I will 
discuss here in order to highlight some issues that any theory of PP A must 
address. First, an important property of PP A is that the inserted accent tends to 
be placed on a syllable that is 'close' phonologically to the accent-inserting affix. 
The example of Japanese above shows that the inserted accent must be on an 
adjacent syllable, which is common cross-linguistically. There are also cases of 
PPA which involve counting 'by twos', i.e., inserting an accent two syllables or 
moras from the affix in question, as in post-post-accentuation in the Papuan 
language Fore (Pike & Scott 1963, Scott 1978), and pre-pre-accentuation found 
in some contexts in Getxo Basque (Hualde & Bilbao 1993) and in Tokyo 
Japanese (Poser 1984). More often than not, therefore, it seems that the site of 
insertion is at a morphological boundary, assigned either on the unit which 
appears at that boundary, or on a constituent bound to that edge, like a binary 
stress foot (though see §5.3.4 for some interesting opposite-edge insertion sites). 
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At first glance, the Floating Feature approach does not predict such locality 
effects: why should an accent, with no link to its lexical sponsor, be required to 
be close to its sponsor? 

An additional empirical issue for the Floating Feature analysis is that 
PPA is always base-mutating. As discussed in §5.1, there are abundant cases of 
affixes that induce an insertion of accent into the base, but arguably no instances 
?f pre- ~r post-accenting roots or stems. Concretely, if PPA is a property 
lllvested III a root, roots should idiosyncratically cause the insertion of an accent 
on a neighboring affix, but I know of no clear cases where some roots trigger 
PP A, while others do not. (Russian stress is a possible counterexample, 
discussed below.) This fact is important because it foregrounds an important 
similarity between PP A and dominance effects, which are likewise always base
mutating. If PP A involves a floating feature, however, there is no 
straightforward analysis of this fact: why should unassociated auto-segments be 
limited to just affixes?18 Indeed, this assumption would entail a rather bizarre 
!ypological prediction, namely that affixes have a three-way contrast for accent, 
I.e., accented, unaccented, and accented but floating, while roots only have the 
standard two-way contrast. This state of affairs is clearly at odds with the 
important cross-linguistic trend that roots sponsor a wider range of contrasts than 
affixes (see discussion in §2.2). A related problem involves languages, like 
Tokyo Japanese, that have both post-accenting prefixes and pre-accenting 
suffixes. Thus, in addition to post-accenting prefixes like ma-, Japanese has 
several pre-accenting suffixes, e.g., -ke in nisimura-ke 'the Nishimura family', 
cf. nisfmura. The problem with cases like these is that the association of the 
floating feature is determined by rule in this analysis. Therefore, the fact that the 
floating feature has two distinct edge orientations requires two separate rules for 
the docking of the accent at the surface. The Floating Feature analysis thus 
misses the generalization that these affixes are base-mutating and must therefore 
be realized on the base of affixation, a point to which we will return below. 

These problems with the Floating Feature analysis bring to the fore two 
important questions that an adequate theory of pre- and post-accentuation must 
address: 

1. Why is the affected syllable typically a neighbor to the triggering affix? 

2. Why is pre- and post-accentuation always base-mutating? 

The tack taken directly below is to develop an alternative to the Floating Feature 
analysis that makes crucial use of Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 

.... 180ne. clear line of analysis here is to ascribe affixes with the property of 
In~lslblhty, pU.ttlll~ them outside of the domain for accentual processes (Poser 1984). 
This approach IS dIscussed III §5.3.4, along with other plausible alternatives. 
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constraints. As 1 show in this section, the analysis of PP A in T AF theory 
provides principled answers to these questions. .. 

On a par with dominant affixes, pre- and post-a~centm~ aff~xes 
subcategorize for a given correspondence relation, and upon thIS relation, hIgh
ranking Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness constraints are f~rmulated. Furthe~, 

the anti-insertion constraint, DEP-PROM, has a counterpart m the set of AntI
Faithfulness constraints, ...,DEP-PROM, which specifically forces insertion of a 
prominence in the base. The basic featur~s of PP A are. thus explaine~ as the 
negation of an existing Faithfulness constramt, to~ether ~lth the. assumptIOn that 
Anti-Faithfulness effects must be felt in the neighbonng enVIronment of the 
triggering affix. One of the locality requirements defined in §4.3 ~res~ribed an 
alternation on an adjacent syllable, which, when applied to the Anti-FaIthfulness 
constraint demanding an insertion of accent, triggers an epenthetic accent on the 
syllable directly following or preceding the affix involved, as sketched below. 
The square brackets indicate the scope of the Anti-Faithfulness effect. 

(5 h N f 9) Pre- and Post-Accentuation as t e ega Ion 0 fDEP PROM -

Base Ima + futatui ...,00-DEP-PROMcr OO-DEP-PROM 

a. futatu ma-[ppu]tatu *! 

b. futatu ma-[ppu]tatu *! * 
c. ~ futatu ma-[ppu]tatu II * 

The last candidate ma-pputatu is the winner because it alone mutates the base by 
inserting an accent on a syllable close enough to the triggering affix. 

From this brief sketch, it is clear how the T AF approach to PP A 
addresses the two questions given above. First, the locality conditions on P~ A 
are accounted for in a general theory of locality effects, namely the set of locahty 
conditions which are attested in one form or another in all affix-controlled 
processes. Second, PP A is base-mutating because it is affix-controlled, and all 
affix-controlled accentual processes must conform to Strict Base Mutation (see 
§4.3.3). Rather, on a par with the treatment of these same properti~s fou~d in 
dominance effects, therefore, the basic properties of PP A are explamed WIth a 
unified theory of Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness. The overall cohesiveness 
of the theory is a further important advantage and will be used in the final 
subsection as a means of contrasting the T AF theory of pre- and post
accentuation with some previous approaches to the problem. 
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5.3.2 The Proposal: Pre- and Post-Accentuation as Negation of DEP-PROM 

The Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness constraint, ...,OO-DEP-PROM, 
will be employed below in the formal analysis of morphologically conditioned 
accent insertion, or pre- and post-accentuation. Specifically, 1 will argue that the 
symmetric counterpart to ...,OO-MAX-PROM has a role in the analysis of affix
controlled accentual processes. To illustrate the basic features of this theory, we 
examine pre-accentuation in Cupefio in more detail, complementing the analysis 
presented in chapter 2 with a complete account of this important morpho
accentual process. A review of the data Comes directly below, followed by the 
analysis within T AF theory. 

Accent is culminative in Cupefio, and so when more than one inherently 
accented morpheme are combined in word formation, only one of the accents 
can be realized. Like many morphologically governed accent systems, Cupefio 
shows a preference for realizing inherent accent in roots over affixes, as shown 
by the input-output mappings in (60a). Inherent affix accent is therefore only 
observed in words with unaccented roots, as exemplified in (60b). Finally, in 
words with more than one accented affix, the rightmost inherently accented affix 
surfaces with stress (60c). 

(60) Cupefio Accent (Hill & Hill 1968, Crowhurst 1994, Alderete 1996) 

a. Predominant Root Accent 
Ine + illY + qal + i + pel 
Ipe + illY + pi! 

~ ne-illY-qal-i-pe 'When I go away' 
~ pe-illY-pi 'S/he would go away' 

b. Inherent Affix Accent with Unaccented Root 
Ipe + yax/ ~ pe-YM 
Ipe + YM + qall ~ pe-YM-qal 

c. Rightmost Inherent Accent Wins 

IYM + qal + f/ ~ ~-qel-i 
Ine + wen + qall ~ ne-~-qal 

'S/he said' 
'S/he was saying' 

'While s/he was saying' 
'I was putting' 

This last fact illustrates the rightward orientation of inherent accent. In the 
absence of any inherently accented morphemes, however, words receive initial 
stress, e.g., Iyax + emf ~ yax-em 'Speak (2nd Plural),. In chapter 2, this 
pattern of conflicting edge orientations is analyzed in terms of conflicting 
Alignment constraints at different levels of analysis in the prosodic hierarchy. 
Words with no inherently accented morphemes are analyzed as lacking a level 3 
grid mark, and as a result, receive default initial stress. 1 maintain this 
assumption in the assessment of base-output relations, but as explained below, 
this assumption is not crucial to the analysis of pre-accentuation in Cupefio. 
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Cupefio also has a set of pre-accenting suffixes that impose root-final 
stress. For example, the words in (61a) have pre-accenting suffixes (which are 
marked with the subscript 'pre'), and these words all have root-final stress (see 
§2.4.3 for further exemplification).19 Importantly, pre-accentuation is blocked 
in words with accented roots (61b). Thus, consistent with the general pattern in 
the language, inherent accent in roots impedes the realization of accent 
contributed by the pre-accenting suffixes. 

(61) Pre-Accentuation in Cupefio (Hill 1967, Hill & Hill 1968) 

a. Inherent Affix Accent with Unaccented Root 
fne + !!ill + cipref ~ 
fwena +nukpref ~ 

b. Predominant Root Accent 
fmeme + yekepref ~ 

ftfvii?e + maapre-lef ~ 

ne-ma-ci 
wena-nuk 

meme-yke 
tfvi?-mel 

'with my hand(s)' 
'having put in' 

'to the ocean' 
'small round basket' 

While pre-accenting suffixes are abundant in the language, not all of the suffixes 
are pre-accenting. Suffixes may be unaccented, and therefore they do not 
surface with accent, as in the plural imperative suffix -em in yax-em 'Say! (2nd 
Plural),. Alternatively, they may be accented, and therefore surface with stress 
when they attach to unaccented roots, e.g., pe-yax-qal 'He was saying'. In 
summary, the pre-accenting suffixes differ from other affixes in the language in 
that they trigger insertion of an accent into an unaccented stem. 

The analysis of the first body of data given in chapter 2 is that Root 
Faith generally outranks Affix Faith (McCarthy & Prince 1995); as a result, this 
ordering is respected in the MAX-PROM constraints, as shown below. 

(62) Accent in Cupefio 

MAX-PROMRoot » MAX-PROMAffix » ALIGN-R(PK, PrWd) 

The above ranking correctly accounts for the observed patterns: a root accent 
takes precedence over an affix accent because the Prosodic Faithfulness 
constraint for roots is top-ranked. The rightmost inherently accented affix is 
realized only in the absence of accented roots. 

19It appears that these suffixes do not simply require accent on the syllable 
directly preceding them, as Hill 1967 and Hill & Hill 1968 describe a pattern of pre-pre
accentuation in cases where the pre-accenting suffix is separated from the base by another 
affix, e.g., Ine + §!!ill + ?a + iprel --7 ne-~ula-'?~-i. 'my fingernail~ (?bj.), . Bec~use the 
conditions on this pattern are still unclear descnptlvely, I address It ill a speculatlve way 
at the end of this subsection. 
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The pre-accenting suffixes induce an insertion of accent somewhere in 
the root to which they attach. The phonological operation observed in pre
accentuation is therefore the insertion of an accent which is not present in the 
related form. The observed phonological pattern may be explained in terms of 
an Anti-Faithfulness constraint that negates the logical statement of DEP-PROM, 
as shown below. 

(63) -,DEP-PROM 

For x a prominence, -, [\ix 3x', [x E S2 ~ x' E SI & xRx' ] ] 
'It is not the case that every prominence in S2 has a correspondent in SI. 

Satisfaction of -,DEP-PROM entails the appearance of (at least) one epenthetic 
prominence. Formulated as a T AF constraint, -'00-DEP-PROM requires accent 
inse~tion in morphologically related words. On par with the analysis of 
dommance effects, therefore, the contrast between pre-accenting and non-pre
accenting affixes is established through constraint ranking, as shown below with 
two schematic rankings. 

(64) Accent InsertionINo Accent Insertion through Constraint Ranking 

a. Accent Insertion: -,OO-DEP-PROM » OO-DEP-PROM 

b. No Accent Insertion: OO-DEP-PROM » -,OO-DEP-PROM 

With -,OO-DEP-PROM ranked above OO-DEP-PROM, affixation will trigger an 
insertion of prominence in the base, as observed with the attachment of -nuk in 
[wena] ::::: [wena-nuk]. On the other hand, if -,OO-DEP-PROM is ranked below 
OO-DEP-PROM, then affixation does not bring about a change in the base, as we 
have seen with the suffix -em, e.g., [yax(e)] ::::: [yax-em]. Conflating these 
rankings in a single hierarchy yields the following constraint system. 

(65) Pre-Accentuation in Cupefio 

MAX-PMRoot » -,OODom-DEP-PM » OO-DEP-PM » -,OORec-DEP-PM 

In t~is sys~em, the same mnemonics from §5.2.2 are used. The pre-accenting 
suffIxes trIgger OODom-correspondence, and because the Anti-Faithfulness 
constraint defined on this relation is high-ranking, these suffixes will bring about 
ove~t effects in base-derivative pairs. In contrast, words with non-pre-accenting 
suf~I~es ~re assessed by. -,OORec-DEP-PROM, which, because of its low-ranking 
pOSItIon III the constramt system, accounts for the lack of accent insertion. 
Finally, in this ranking, -,OO-DEP-PROM is ranked below the Root Faithfulness 
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constraint, MAX-PROMRoot, and as a result, words with accented roots will 
always be faithful to the accentuation of the root. . 

The following lexical entries distinguish the pre-accentmg suffixes and 
non-pre-accenting suffixes through the subcategorization of correspondence 
relations discussed above. 

(66) Lexical Entries for Pre-AccentingINon-Pre-Accenting Suffixes in Cupefi020 

a. -nuk VPunc [ [ Verb ]OODom _] [Pre-Accenting] 
-Ci NInstr [ [Noun ]OODom _] 
-yeke NDir [ [ Noun ]OODom _] 

b. -qat 
-em 

Vpast-dur 
Vhnper (PI) 

[ [Verb ]OORec _] 
[ [Verb ]OORec _ ] 

[Non-Pre-Accenting] 

With the contrast between the two affix classes established in the lexicon, the 
various patterns of Faithfulness and Anti-Faithfulness for accent may be 
modelled in terms of familiar types of constraint interaction, which I now 
illustrate. 

Words with the suffix -nuk are sensitive to OODom-correspondence. 
Therefore, because of the rank of -.OODom-DEP-PROM in the system, this suffix 
brings about an insertion of accent in the derived for~, specifically in the 
interval of the word which is also present in the base, as illustrated below (see 
§4.2.1 for discussion of the role of Stem-to-Stem correspondence in DEP-type 
constraints).21 

( )P A 'th S ff 67 re- ccentuatlOn Wl u lX -nu k 

Base Iwena + nukprd -.OODom-DEP-PROM OO-DEP-PROM 

a. wena wena-nuk *! 

b. ~wena wemi-nuk I * 

20The morphological restrictions given in these entries are based on the 
grammatical sketch in Hill & Nolasquez 1973. 

21 For ease of exposition, I assume that the bases here are not mark~d f?r a 
word-level accent, i.e., a grid mark at the level on the grid where lexical a~cent IS gIven 
(see §2.4.3 for discussion). While these unaccented words do have a promment sylla?le 
(at level 2), they do not have a stress-accent (at level 3), whi~h is the level u~on which 
the Faithfulness and Anti-Faithfulness constraints operate. If It turns out t~e.r~ IS a better 
analysis in which the bases here are in fact phonologically accented on ~he mltIa: syllabl~, 
this would not affect the ranking argument here because the high-ranking AntI
Faithfulness constraint will still require an inserted accent, different from the one present 
in the base. 
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The winner here is thus the base-derivative pair that achieves an overt opposition 
by inserting a non-lexical accent into the base, similar to the opposition realized 
as a deletion of accent found in words with dominant morphemes. 

Pre-accenting suffixes must affect the base, but if the base of affixation 
is greater than one syllable, how is the site of prominence insertion predicted? 
As noted in §5.3.1, in many cases, the insertion site may be predicted from the 
locality requirements inherent to the process, e.g., Japanese pre-accenting 
suffixes must affect a neighboring syllable, and so these suffixes posit a 
threshold on the scope of Anti-Faithfulness (achieved through Local Conjunction 
in the domain of the syllable - see the analysis in §5.3.3.1 below). In Cupefio, 
however, the locality restrictions are less stringent (see footnote 19), and so the 
precise pattern of base mutation becomes an empirical issue. In such a context, 
lower-ranking constraints in the system, which are needed on independent 
grounds, become active and predict a specific pattern of Anti-Faithfulness as . 
illustrated below. ' 

(68) Gr D ammar ependent Pre-Accentuation 

Base /wena + nukprei -.OODom-DEP-PM OO-DEP-PM ALIGN-R , 
a. wena wena-nuk *! I 

b. wena wena-nuk * **! 
c. -?wena wena-nuk * * 

The fully faithful candidate (68a) is ruled out because the suffix -nuk is 
evaluated by -.OODom-DEP-PROM, and thus words with -nuk must mutate the 
base by inserting a prominence. The remaining two candidates satisfy the 
Prosodic Anti-Faithfulness constraints in this way, and since they both violate 
OO-DEP-PROM equally, a different constraint is needed to separate them. The 
required constraint is the independently needed Alignment constraint, ALIGN-R, 
which favors final accent over non-final accent in the root, as this option better 
satisfies the gradient Alignment constraint. In sum, the inserted accent must 
app~ar in the base because T AF constraints always require base mutation, and 
the mserted accent must be stem-final because of the independently attested edge 
orientation for word accent. 

This last result highlights an important feature of the analysis, namely 
the treatment of grammar dependent morpho-accentual processes. Paralleling 
the treatment of dominant suffixes, pre-accenting suffixes in Cupefio require a 
change in the base, but the independently needed grammar of accent helps, in 
some contexts, to predict the overall character of the accentual change. In 
Russian, for example, the T AF constraint -.OO-MAX-PROM requires a loss of 
accent in the base, but the dominated constraint POST-STEM-PROM determines 
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the stress of de-accented words. Likewise, in Cupeiio, -,OO-DEP-PROM requires 
an insertion of accent in the base, but the lower-ranking constraint, ALIGN-R, is 
responsible for predicting where this epenthetic accent i~ place~ in the bas~. 
Thus, there is a symmetry in the patterns of morphologIcally tnggered AntI
Faithfulness in that they are both grammar dependent. 

Returning to the details of the analysis, a different set of suffixes 
subcategorizes for OOR -correspondence, and as a result of the rank of 

ec . Th 
00 -DEP-PROM these suffixes do not condition pre-accentuatIOn. e -'Rec' ... 

imperative plural suffix -em is one such suffix, and as Illustrated In the folloWIng 
tableau, derivatives with this suffix are like their simplex bases. 

(69) L k fP A centuation with em ac 0 re- c -

Base /yax + emf OO-DEP-PROM -,OORec-DEP-PROM 

a. yax(e) yax-em *! 

b. ~ yax(e) yax-em * 

Because -em is itself unaccented, the larger word surfaces without an accent as a 
means of satisfying the Transderivational Prosodic Faithfulness constraints. 

The next fact of interest here concerns the combination of a pre
accenting suffix with an accented root. As exemplified above,. the i~erent 
accent of the root wins out over the pre-accenting suffix, and thIS fact IS also 
correctly predicted through constraint domination. Thus, employing ~he w~ll
motivated distinction between Root and Affix Faithfulness, the constraInt which 
requires realization of inherent accent in roots, namely. M~-PROMRoot,. is 
ranked above the constraint which calls for pre-accentuatIon In pre-accentIng 
suffixes, i.e., -,OODom-DEP-PROM. As illustrated below, the result of this 
ranking is that it is more harmonic to realize root accent th~n to mutate t~~ base 
with an insertion of accent, even with the suffixes WhICh are senSItIve to 
-,OODom-DEP-PROM. 

(70) BI ki Eft t f RCA oc ng ec 0 

Base /meme + yekeprd 10-MAX-PMRoot -,O°Dom-DEP-PM 

a. meme-t meme-yke *! 

b.~ meme-t meme-yke * 

The loser here satisfies the Anti-Faithfulness constraint, as the accentuation of 
the base is changed in base-output pairs, but this pattern is of little help because 
base-mutation in this context requires being unfaithful to the root accent on the 
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10-dimension. The winner is thus the candidate that fails to change the base as a 
means of satisfying high-ranking Root Faith. 

. . . N~n-uniformity effects such as this were mentioned as a conceptual 
pOSSIbIlIty In chapter 4: the demands placed on an affixed form by a T AF 
constraint can be stymied by the force of a higher-ranking constraint. Pre
acce?~uation. in Cupefio is thus a real life example of such an effect, providing 
emp~ncal eVIdence f~r the approach taken here where constraint ranking plays a 
cruCIal role. Interestmgly, many systems that have pre-accentuation exhibit this 
type o~ blocking effect. For example, in Getxo Basque, there are several pre
accentmg suffixes, but these suffixes only trigger an insertion of accent in words 
with una~cented stems, again showing a role for Root Faithfulness in pre
accentuatIOn. Another relevant example is metatony, or 'pattern D mobile stress' 
in Russia? As argued in §5.2.3, this pattern is best treated as a case of pre
accentuatIOn. If this analysis is correct, it is significant that this pattern of 
mobile ~tress is only ~vailable in words with unaccented roots because only such 
forms wIll be able to Insert a new accent into the stem. 

Returning to the locality restriction on the site of accent insertion noted 
above, as this type of effect is one of the stated goals of this section, it is 
nec~ssary t~ consider how to analyze this restriction. Unfortunately, the 
avaIlable eVIdence is rather inconclusive, so I can only make a speculative 
hypothesis at this time. Starting with my primary source, Hill & Hill 1968: 236 
discuss a morphological restriction on the range of pre-accentuation, namely that 
the. pre-accenting suffix may not be separated from the base by more than one 
affIX. Me~an Cro,:h~rst (personal communication) suggests that this apparent 
morphologIcal restnctIon may in fact be phonological. Given that almost all of 
the suffixes are monosyllabic at the surface, it may be possible to state this 
restriction in terms of a two-syllable window: the accent contributed by the pre
ac~ent~ng suffix ~us.t not be farther than two syllables from the triggering suffix. 
!hIS kind of restnctIOn would not come as a surprise, because, as noted in the 
mtroduction, there are a number of languages with PP A which exhibit a two
syllable threshold. 

The observed disyllabic threshold on pre-accentuation invites a foot
based .interpretation: th~ inserted accent must appear in the foot directly 
precedmg the pre-accentIng suffix. To make' this proposal more concrete, I 
as.sume that there is a relatively high-ranking constraint in the grammar which 
ahg?s a str~ss foot a~ th~ right edge of the stem (excluding the pre-accenting 
suffIX). ThIS constraInt IS of course subordinate to the Prosodic Faithfulness 
constra~nts whic~ may bring about non-right-aligned feet and the Alignment 
c~nstramt governIng the edge properties of affix accent (see §2.4.3). In words 
WIth un~ccented roots, however, this foot will always be right-aligned, providing 
the b~SIS for the following restriction: the accent contributed by the pre
accentmg suffix must be in the foot which abuts this suffix. In a case like the 
one given above, pre-pre-accentuation places an accent on the head of a trochaic 
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, , -'] hile re-accentuation inserts an accent into 
foot, as m: [ne-[~u(la-?a)]Stem I" W P ')] k] However the inserted 

the head of an iambic foo~, a~e l~n ~:e:~mS~:~:;se' such a patt;rn would put 
accent cannot be pre-penultima , ' a -af l, Within the framework for 
an accent outside of the str~ss foot. [,[at (a e ~i res~;iction is described by locally 
locality effects developed l~ §4,~, thIS AYP h ' constraint in the domain of the 

' " th T AF constramt wIth an nc onng h 
conJommg e, P & ANCHOR(Stem, PrW d, R)Poot, In t e d' "' ot Ie (-,OO-DEP- ROM , 'I f 
proso IC 10 , , " '4 3 there a pears to be a suru ar type 0 
case study of Aguaruna presented m

h
§5, h' , h'fted aPccent must be within the foot 

' , t h'ft namely t at t e s I , 
restrIctIon on accen SIS, " ff Thus while there are stIll some 
directly preceding the accent-sh~tt~g :u h~:~ seem t~ pattern with other types of 
formal details to be worked out, t e ac s 

affix-controlled processes, , 'h arizes the ranking arguments 
The following constramt hierarc y su~ _ 

given above in the analysis of pre-accentuation m Cupeno, 

(71) Summary Ranking22 

IO-MAX-PROMRoot 

I 
IO-MAX-PROMAffix -,OODom-DEP-PROM 

I I 
ALIGN-R (PK, PrWd) 

I 
OO-DEP-PROM 

I 
-,OORec-DEP-PROM 

1 's with the IO-Root Faithfulness 
Review,ing the essential features, ~f ~~~e~~:l~~~ts will always be paired with 
constramt top-ranked, w~rds WIt this root accent. However, in derived words 
derived forms that are fmthful to tin suffix such as -nuk, the result is 
with an unaccented root and a pre-accen g tr ' t -,00 -DEP-PROM 

' , h b because the T AF cons am Dom , , 
insertIOn of accent m tease, 't nking here predicts a very speCIfIC O D PROM The constram ra 
outranks 0 - EP- , 't' f accent in the root-final syllable, as b t t' namely mser IOn 0 , 
pattern of ase mu a lOn, , I low-ranking Alignment constramt, 
this pattern fares better on ~e rela~~e ~s -em subcategorize for OORec-
ALIGN-R. Furthermore, suffl:~s l~ti-Faithfulness constraint defined on this correspondence, and because e 

00 DEP-PROM though not apparent from 22The ranking of ALIGN-R above c - th Cact that the base accent is not ' . , u'red to account ,or e" ,. 
the above, dISCUSSIOn, IS req 1, '_ a.xJi e- ax-qat 'He says, was saymg' ~ If the reverse 
preserved m the base-output paIr, pe y p y d in the derivative, mstead of the 

ki held then prefix accent would be preserve ran ng , , t' 
observed pattern of rightward edge onenta Ion. 

T 
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relation is low-ranking, specifically ranked below the Transderivational Prosodic 
Faithfulness constraints, these suffixes contrast with the pre-accenting suffixes in 
not causing insertion of accent into the base, Finally, inherently accented 
affixes, such as -qai, may realize their inherent accent because IO-MAX
PROMAffix dominates the Anti-Faithfulness constraint sensitive to this non-pre
accenting suffix. 

Now that I have constructed an analysis of a particular language, it is 
possible to establish more explicitly the relation between the T AF analysis of 
PPA and the analysis presented in the previous section for another type of affix
controlled accentual process, dominance effects. First, in the analysis of both 
dominance effects in Russian and of pre-accentuation in Cupeiio, the affix
controlled process is lexically specified through subcategorization of 
correspondence relations. Thus, dominant suffixes and pre-accenting suffixes 
select a correspondence relation upon which a high-ranking Anti-Faithfulness 
constraint is defined, and as a result, only these suffixes trigger the process. 
Furthermore, in the T AF analYSis for both types of affix-controlled processes, 
the observed processes are morphologically triggered and base-mutating. That 
is, in both analyses, the observed accentual change is a response to an OO-Anti
Faithfulness constraint, and because of their trans derivational nature, the 
constraints only affect base-derivative pairs. The observed changes always 
affect the base, consistent with Strict Base Mutation. 

An additional parallel between the T AF analyses of these two affix
controlled phenomena is that in both cases the morpho-accentual process is 
grammar dependent. That is, a T AF constraint requires an accentual change 
between a base and its derivative, and other constraints operative in the system 
play a role in predicting the precise nature of the change. In Russian, the 
constraint POST-STeM-PROM was responsible for the fact that de-accented words 
always surface with ending stress. In Cupeiio too, the constraint ALIGN-R had a 
say in the pattern of Anti-Faithfulness observed in derived forms, namely that the 
inserted accent must be rightmost in the root. In both analyses, therefore, 
independently attested constraints on the distribution of accent have a formal 
role in characterizing the outcome of the morpho-accentual process. 

Another important similarity between the T AF approaches to 
dominance effects and PP A, though not made explicit in these particular 
analyses, is that both approaches account for certain locality conditions on the 
range of an Anti-Faithfulness constraint. Thus, in the analysis of phrases with no 
in Tokyo Japanese (§5.2.4), the observed locality condition on de-accentuation 
is handled with the same machinery employed in characterizing locality effects 
in pre-accenting suffixes and post-accenting prefixes (discussed in more detail 
below). In both cases, accent deletion or accent insertion only affects a prosodic 
category that is adjacent to the relevant affix. This fact is described by locally 
conjoining a T AF constraint with an Anchoring constraint within the domain of 

j 
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the relevant prosodic unit. On this count too, therefore, T AF theory gives an 

integrated analysis of a related fact. 
To conclude this subsection, I have shown in the context of a set of 

problems in Cupefio that the T AF theoretic analysis of pre- and post
accentuation accounts for all of the formal properties observed in other affix
controlled processes. This result is significant because it is the second step in 
establishing a fully integrated theory of ACA, a program that is to be continued 
in the next section. Furthermore, this result will also enable us to distinguish the 
TAF approach to PPA from other possible alternatives, which are studied in the 

last subsection. 

5.3.3 Implications 

5.3.3.1 Strict Base Mutation in Pre- and Post-Accentuation 

Before we study approaches to pre- and post-accentuation in a wider 
theoretical context, I would like to flesh out some further implications of the 
T AF approach that will serve to distinguish it from various plausible alternatives. 
The first point involves the treatment of locality conditions and how the account 
in TAF theory extends to languages like Tokyo Japanese that have both pre
accenting suffixes and post-accenting prefixes. As I show below, the apparent 
bi-directional orientation for the accents introduced by these affixes follows 

quite naturally as an effect of Strict Base Mutation. 
As illustrated with the following examples, Japanese has both prefixes 

that give stem-initial accent and suffixes that cause stem-final accent. 

(72) Pre- and Post-Accentuation in Tokyo Japanese (Poser 1984: 54 ff.) 
a. Imapost + futatul ---7 ma-pputatu 'exactly half 

Imapost + yonakaJ ---7 ma-y6naka 'dead of night' 

b. Iyosida + kepr.! 
Inisfmura + kepr.! 

yosida-ke 
nisimura-ke 

'the Yoshida family' 
'the Nishimura family' 

The two patterns above are clearly connected by the fact that they are both base
mutating and subject to a locality requirement dictating that the insertion of 

accent be in an adjacent syllable. 
How are these two related facts to be accounted for? The only 

mechanism for characterizing locality conditions in T AF theory is through Local 
Conjunction, and so the locality conditions on Japanese PPA must fall out from 
this theory. Consistent with the set of assumptions developed in §4.3, therefore, 
the observed locality conditions here may be characterized through Local 
Conjunction in the domain of the syllable, as in the constraint below. 
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(73) (..,OO-DEP-PROM & ANcHoR-RlL(Stem, PrWd»a == ..,OO-DEP-PROM 
I b d'" .. Edge-a 
n ase- envatIve paIrS, a prommence that IS not present in the base 

must be inserted in the derived form in the syllable that is de-aligned 
through affixation. 

..,OO-DEP-PROM is violated in a pair of related words where the derived word 
do~s not have an inserted accent in the base, while ANCHOR-R/L is violated in all 
affixed words because su~h words introduce material which stands in the way of 
perfect Stem-to-PrWd Ahgnment. On a strictly formal level, ANCHOR-R/L is a 
~ombination ~f t~o constraints, so the conjoined constraint here actually 
l~volves a conjUnctIOn of ..,OO-DEP-PROM with an already conjoined constraint; 
~l~ce the two Anchoring constraints have the same overall effect, I refer to them 
Jomtly . as .ANCHOR-~.23 The conjunction of the TAF and Anchoring 
const~aIllts III the domam of the syllable therefore entails that it is not allowed to 
de-alIgn the stem through affixation and at the same time fail to insert an 
epenthetic prominence into the stem at the de-aligned edge. The effect of this 
complex constraint is illustrated in the following two sets of tableaux. 

(74) Po t A s - t f . T k ccen ua Ion m ok:yo Japanese 

Base Output ..,00-DEP-PM Edge-a OO-P-FAITH 

a. futatu ~ ma-[ppu]tatu '" 
*ma-[ppu]tatu *! I 

b.yonaka ~ ma-[y6]naka '" 
*ma-[yo]naka *! 

c. yosida ~ yosi[ da]-ke '" 
*yosi[da]-ke *! 

d. nisimura ~ nisimu[raJ-ke * 
*nisfmu[ra]-ke *! 

In the candidates above, the bracketed syllable identifies the locus of the 
Anchoring violations, and hence, the syllable in which the T AF constraint is 

23perh~ps the combined force of these two constraints can be achieved with 
the Wra~ c~nstramts developed in Truckenbrodt 1995 and applied specifically to word
level umts. m Peperkamp 1997. The idea behind these constraints is the edge of the 
morphologIcal stem must .be 'wrapped' by, or co-extensive with, the edge of the PrWd 
(see also .Mc~art~lY & Pnnce 1994 for a related idea in the analysis of recursive stem 
structure m DIyan). 
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active. As can be seen from each base-output pair, this constraint always rules 
out the fully faithful form in favor of a pattern of Anti-Faithfulness wi~h i~sertion 
in a neighboring syllable. For example, in the losing base-output pam m (~4a) 
and (74b), failure to insert an accent in the first syllable of the stem re~ults m.a 
violation of the Anti-Faithfulness constraint -,OO-DEP-PROM. Sm~e ~hlS 
constraint violation is local to the violation of Anchoring incurred by prefixatlon, 
these pairs are ruled out. The same holds with the pre-accent~ng suffixes shown 
in (74c) and (74d), except the insertion of a suffix in ~e denved ~orm calls ~or 
accent insertion in the final syllable of the stem. As Illustrated WIth the losmg 
candidates, failure to insert an epenthetic accent in this context leads to a 
violation of the conjoined constraint, which effectively eliminates these base-

output pairs as well. . . 
To summarize the results, the conjunction of the two constramts m the 

domain of the syllable requires a breach of Faithfulness in th~ syllab~e. that is 
adjacent to the relevant affix. With this approach to the locaht~ c~ndltlOn,. the 
fact that prefixes are post-accenting and suffixes are p~e-accent~ng IS exp~amed 
as an effect of Strict Base Mutation. Since T AF constramts requITe a mutatIon of 
the base of a morphological process, the directionality effects of the two types of 
affixes are explained by the subcategorization requirements that define the edge 
properties of the individual affixes. In this theory, therefore,. there can be no pre
accenting prefixes nor post-accenting suffixes because, WIthout a rather non
standard morphological analysis, such morpho-accentual p~o~esses ~e n?t ~ase
mutating. The following statement foregrounds this predIctIon, WhICh ~s Just a 
specific instantiation of the thesis of SBM, and so does not need to be Stipulated 

in the analysis of PP A. 

(75) Strict Base Mutation in Pre- and Post-Accentuation 

Morphologically triggered insertion of accent always affects the base of 

affixation. 

This prediction can be counter-exemplified in two logically possib~e scen~~os: 
(i) an affix which causes insertion of an accent into a non-ba.se affIx, and (ll~ a 
stem which inserts an accent into a neighboring non-base affIX. The constramt 
behind the scenario in (i) is at work in the explanation of the two patter~s ~f 
base-mutation in Japanese PPA. Concerning scenario (ii), however, It IS 
interesting to review the stress system in Russian inflected n?~ns, as a co~on 
approach to the analysis of stress in Russian involves reco~mzmg a ~et of post
accenting stems', so-called because they are claimed to tngger a Shift of accent 
to the following vowel in the inflectional ending (see e.g. Melvold 1990. and 
references therein). If such a category was indeed required in the analysts of 
Russian stress, this system would constitute a clear counter-example to ~e 
restrictive claim established above. It turns out that this approach IS 
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unsatisfactory for several reasons, and so it does not refute the application of 
SBM to pre- and post-accentuation, as I will now show.24 

Russian has two productive patterns of stress in nominal paradigms 
(which is mirrored in verbs and adjectives as well, as discussed in §3.2.3). 
These two patterns are exemplified below with two second declension nouns. 

(76) Stress in Russian Noun Paradigms 

a. Fixed Stem Stress 
k6mnat-a 
k6mnat-e 
k6mnat-am 
'room' 

b. Fixed Inflection Stress 
c'erHi 
c'ert-e 
c'ert-am 
'characteristic' 

Nominative Singular 
Dative Singular 
Dative Plural 

The first pattern, which is by far more common, is fixed stress on a stem vowel 
(76a). The second pattern, shown in (76b), constitutes roughly six percent of the 
total noun inventory and has fixed stress on the first vowel of the inflection 
ending (which is disyllabic in instrumental forms). Also, there are two minor 
stress patterns that involve mobile stress, but since they are unproductive, they 
will be treated later. 

The analysis alluded to above, which I will call the Post-Accenting 
Analysis, accounts for these two basic patterns by assuming that the stems which 
form these paradigms are both inherently accented. Further, stems which give 
fixed ending stress are accented on the final syllable and lexically marked for the 
feature [+Post-Accenting], which systematically yields ending stress by 
triggering a rule of stress shift. Thus, a stem like ..Jk6mnat is accented on the 
first syllable and this inherent accent is preserved in the inflected form (because 
this stem is not post-accenting); the stem ..Jc'ert is likewise inherently accented, 
but because it is post-accenting, its inherent accent always ends up on the first 
vowel of the inflectional ending. 

This analysis is of course one among many, and the alternative analysis 
developed in §3.2 has a number of advantages over this approach. This 
alternative analysis is quite simple: paradigms with fixed stem stress have an 
inherently accented stem which is consistently preserved in surface forms 
because of high-ranking Root Faithfulness (on a par with Cupefio); paradigms 
with fixed inflection stress have unaccented stems and receive ending stress by 

24 Another interesting case in regard to SBM is the Hare dialect of Slave, 
which, according to Rice 1989, 1990 has a two-way contrast between unmarked stems 
and stems which trigger the insertion of tone into the preceding syllable in verbs; in 
nouns, the marked tone stays on the stem. Following Rice 1990 (see also Gessner 1999), 
however, the retraction of tone specifically in verbs can be accounted with the special 
prosody characteristic of this word class, whereby the stem tone shifts to the preceding 
syllable to appear in the head of a trochaic foot. 
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default because there is a constraint in the grammar, POST-STEM-PROM, which 
actively requires stress in this position. I will refer to this analysis as the Root
Controlled Accent (RCA) analysis. 

One advantage of the RCA analysis is that the constraint needed in the 
characterization of the default position for stress, POST-STEM-PROM, provides 
the right tool for explaining other stress patterns in which the post-st~m ~owel is 
the default position for stress. First, certain inflectional categones m so~e 
declension classes do not have an ending, e.g., the nominative and accusative 
singular in I and III declension nouns. In such contexts, if the noun has fi~ed 
inflection stress throughout the rest of the paradigm, these inflectional categones 
have stem-final stress, e.g., topor, cf. topor-Ii 'axe (nominative/dative singular)', 
showing that POST-STEM-PROM sets the post-stem vowel as a target that is 
approximated in these forms. 

The second form of evidence for the post-stem vowel as a default 
position involves the analysis of the two patterns of m~bile stres~ in word~ with 
unaccented stems. One pattern, often called 'pattern D , has endmg stress m the 
singular, but stem-final stress in the plural, e.g., kolbas-d 'sa~sa~e (nom .. s~r, 
cf. kolbds-y (nom. pl.). Another mobile pattern ('pattern C) mvolves Imtlal 
stress in the singular, but ending stress in the plural, e.g., kolokol 'bell (nom. 
sg.), cf. kolokol-d (nom. pl.). In §5.2.3, I explain both of these mobile stress 
patterns as an effect of an Anti-Faithfulness constraint requiring an o~ert 

difference between singular and plural forms. In particular, the plural suffIxes 
are analyzed as pre-accenting and the change brought about in the plural is ~hus 
due to the base-mutating effects of the T AF constraint yielding pre-accentuatiOn. 
For example, in the pattern D mutation, the singular form has default endi~g 
stress, as in kolbas-d, because that is the default position for stress in words With 
unaccented stems, as determined by POST-STEM-PROM. The TAF constraint 
therefore requires a minimal difference in the plural, which correctly predicts 
stem-final stress in kolbds-y as a minimal violation of POST-STEM-PROM. The 
same principles of morphological opposition are at work ~n the analysis of 
pattern C mobile stress, except this pattern is treated as a dommance effect. The 
singular has lexically specified initial stress, as in kolokol. I~ the plural,. the T ~ 
constraint -,OO-MAX-PROM is activated and therefore reqUIres a deletiOn, WIth 
the result of giving ending stress, e.g., kolokol-d, as a means of satisfying POST
STEM-PROM. To summarize, the same constraint that is operative in the analysis 
of default ending stress also has a role in the analysis of these unproductive 
patterns of mobile stress, which provides further support for the RCA approach. 

In contrast to the RCA analysis, the connection between the accentual 
defaults in the productive and unproductive stress patterns is unexplained within 
the Post-Accenting analysis. For example, pattern D mobile stress is analyzed as 
evidence for an additional rule, Stress Retraction, which targets an accent shifted 
to the inflectional ending, and moves it back to its lexical stem-final position, a 
'Duke of York' derivation in the sense of Pullum 1976. The derivation for the 
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plural. form kolbds-y runs as follows: /kolbas + y/ -7 [kolbas-y) -7 [kolbas-y). 
Why IS stress retracted specifically in the plural, and why is it retracted only one 
syllable? These are questions that arise in the Post-Accenting analysis but 
receive no explanation. In contrast, a straightforward response to these 
questions is given in the RCA analysis sketched above. The stress is mutated in 
the plural as a means of supporting a morphological contrast; the shift is only 
one syllable because this shift minimally violates POST-STEM-PROM. 

. . The overall argument here is thus that the Post-Accenting analysis is 
mfenor to the Root-Controlled Accent analysis because the latter explains a 
wider range of data with a cogent analysis. The superiority of the RCA analysis 
therefore vitiates the assertion that Russian counter-exemplifies the application 
of the thesis of Strict Base Mutation to pre- and post-accentuation. 

5.3.3.2 Dominant/Recessive Pre-Accentuation in Tokyo Japanese 

The next set of implications to be examined involves the treatment of 
dominant pre- and post-accenting affixes. The languages studied thus far, 
namely Cupefio, and tangentially Russian, all involve a non-uniform pattern of 
pre-accentuation in which the pre-accenting suffixes only induce an accentual 
change in words with unaccented roots. However, PPA may apply across the 
board in some instances, causing deletion of a stem accent in derived fonns. 
Thus, one finds cases of dominant, pre-accenting suffixes, such as the suffix -ke 
in Tokyo Japanese,25 where both accented and unaccented stems receive an 
epenthetic accent. 

(77) Dominant Pre-Accenting suffix -ke (Poser 1984: 55) 

a. /yosida + kef -7 yosida-ke 'the Yoshida family' 
fono + kef -7 o:(1o-ke 'the Ono family' 
fmatumoto + kef -7 matumoto-ke 'the Matsumoto family' 

b. fnisfmura + kef 
fandoo + kef 
fsatoo + kef 

nisimura-ke 
andoo-ke 
satoo-ke 

'the Nishimura family' 
'the Ando family' 
'the Sato family' 

25Th' 'bl al . al' . ere IS a POSSI e tematlve an YSIS of dommant pre-accenting suffixes as 
the second member of a compound: short second members typically give final accent in 
the first member (see chapter 3, section 3 for data and analysis), which is consistent with 
th~ observed pattern here. Recessive pre-accenting suffixes, however, cannot be treated 
~IS ~ay, as compounding is generally insensitive to the accentuation of the first member, 
I.e., It deletes the accent if there is one. Since this fact shows that there are at least some 
pr~-ac~e~ting su~fi~es. I follow Poser 1984 in assuming that dominant pre-accentuation is 
a ImgUIStIcally slgmficant morpho-accentual pattern in Japanese. 
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The introduction of dominant pre-accenting -ke leads to a situation of 
constraint conflict that must be resolved through constraint interaction. Thus, it 
is a consistent fact that accent is culminative in Tokyo Japanese in that every 
minor phrase has at most one pitch accent. In §3.3, this fact is treated as a 
consequence of the building up of prominence structure, but here we will simply 
refer to the generic constraint CULMINATIVITY to account for the 'one accent per 
phrase' fact (see § 1.2.2.3 for the formal details). Because this constraint is 
undominated in the language, attachment of -ke leads to the following question: 
should accented stems preserve their inherent accent, or should this accent be 
lost in favor of the epenthetic accent called for by the pre-accenting suffix? As 
illustrated below, this competition for the unique word accent can be 
successfully resolved by ranking ..,OODom-DEP-PROMEdge-cr (an abbreviation of 
the complex constraint in (73» above the 10-Faithfulness constraint calling for 
faithful realization of stem accent. 

(78) D ommant k ( . h P A re- ccentmg - e WIt accente db asemSlmura ) 

fnisimura + kef CULMIN ..,OODom-DEP-PMEdge-cr IO-MAX-PMRoot 

a. nisimura-ke *! 

b. nisfmura-ke *! 

c. --7 nisimura-ke I * 
The loser in (78a) attempts to satisfy both of the constraints that call for a 
surface accent, but by doing so, this candidate violates the high-ranking 
constraint in the language requiring a unique accent. The remaining two 
candidates have a single accent, but only the form in (78c) satisfies the TAP 
constraint requiring an accent adjacent to the pre-accenting suffix, and since this 
constraint is ranked above the 10-Faithfulness constraint, this candidate is the 
winner. 

Applying the same logic, pre-accentuation is predicted in forms with 
unaccented stems. Thus, if the TAP constraint outranks the anti-insertion 
constraint in roots, an inserted accent will appear on the stem-final syllable, 
despite the fact that this candidate violates a different form of Root Faithfulness. 

(79) D omman t f . h k ( 'th tP A re- ccen ua IOn WIt - e WI tdb unaccen e 'd ) ase YOSl a 

fyosida + kef --,OODom-DEP-PROMEdge-cr IO-DEP-PROMRoot 

a. yosida-ke *! 

b.~ yosida-ke I * 
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This ranking is of course crucial in the account of pre-accentuation with accented 
stems because stems receive an inserted accent in these contexts as well 

h' .The summary ranking for dominant pre-accentuation is giv~n below 
w lch wI~1 later be subsumed in a larger ranking accounting for recessive pre~ 
accentuatIOn. 

(80) Dominant Pre-Accentuation in Tokyo Japanese 

CULMIN, ..,OODom-DEP-PROMEdge_cr » 10-MAX-PROMRt, IO-DEP-PROMRt 

In this .ra~ng, words may only have one surface accent, and since the TAP 
constram~ IS. rank~d above the two Root Faithfulness constraints, re-
accentuation IS predIcted across the board. p 

. . A differe~t pattern of p~e-accentuation is observed with the suffix -si, 
whIch ~s character.Ized as receSSIve pre-accenting because it fails to insert an 
accent m. words WIth accented stems. Consider the following examples which 
are orgamzed by accentual type. ' 

(81) Recessi~e Pre-:,-ccenting suffix -si (Poser 1984: 54) 
a. fyosida + sil ~ yosida-si 'Mr. Yoshida' 

lono + sil ~ on6-si 'Mr.Ono' 
fmatumoto + sil ~ matumot6-si 'Mr. Matsumoto' 

b. fnisimura + sil 
fandoo + sil 
fsatoo + sil 

nisfmura-si 
andoo-si 
satoo-si 

'Mr. Nishimura' 
'Mr. Ando' 
'Mr. Sato' 

. The dif~erent phonological behavior observed with -si is further 
eVIdence th~t. aff~x classes may be defined by OO-correspondence relations. 
Thus,_ th~ dIstmctIOn between pre-accenting and non-pre-accenting suffixes in 
Cupeno m~olves subcategorization of distinct OO-correspondence relations 
Here too, It appear~ that different correspondence relations define two affi~ 
clas~es, both of wh~ch happen to be pre-accenting. Thus, in contrast to the 
dommant pre-accentmg suffixes such as -ke, which subcategorize for OODom
correspondence, there pre-accenting suffix -si selects OOR -correspondence 
When properly ranked in relation to the IO-MAX-PROMR :hce TAP c tr' t' . '. oot, ons am 
SenSItI~e to words WIth -si will give the correct output. As shown in the 
foUowm~ tableau, only derived words with unaccented stems will receive an 
epenthe~Ic accent (82a), cf. (82b) (the base forms here correspond to the 
underlymg forms for each stem). 
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'th 82) Recessive Pre-AccentuatIon WI -Sl 

Base Output IO-MAX-PMRt -.OORec-DEP-PMEdge-cr 

a. yosida == yosida-si 

*yosida-si *! 

b. nisimura == nisimura-si ... 

*nisimura-si *! 

On a par with the analysis of a parallel set of facts in Cu~efio, the ~omination of 
a T AF constraint by IO-MAX-PROMRoot gives the receSSIve behavIOr of the pre
accenting suffixes. Thus, the root-controlled nature of Jap~ne~e surfaces here, as 
Root Faithfulness also has a role in blocking pre-accentuation m so~e fo~ms .. 

To summarize, the ranking for recessive pre-accentuatIOn IS gIVen 
below. 

(83) Recessive Pre-Accentuation in Tokyo Japanese 

CULMIN, IO-MAX-PROMRt» -.OORec-DEP-PROMEdge-cr» IO-DEP-PROMRt 

Incorporating the rankings argued for above gives the following totally ordered 
ranking. 

(84) Summary Ranking 

CULMINATIVITY 

I 
-.OODom-DEP-PROMEdge-cr (sensitive to dominant -ke) 

I 
IO-MAX-PROMRoot 

I 
-.OORec-DEP-PROMEdge-cr (sensitive to recessive -si) 

I 
IO-DEP-PROMRoot 

I 
-.00-DEP-PROMEdge-cr (sensitive to non-pre-accenting affixes) 

The suffix -ke triggers OODom-correspondence, and as a. result. of. the ra~ of 
-.OOD -DEP-PROMEdge-cr, above IO-MAX-PROMRoot, thIS suffIX IS dommant 
pre-ac~:nting. The suffix -si subcategorizes for OORec-c~rrespo~dence, :::d 
thus because of the intermediate rank of the T AF constramt defmed. on IS 
rela;ion, -si is recessive pre-accenting. Finally, some affixes subcategorIze for a 
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generic OO-correspondence relation, and since -.OO-DEP-PROMEdge_cr is so low 
in the constraint system, these affixes do not trigger accent insertion in any 
environments. 

5.3.3.3 Factorial Typology 

It is worth considering a wider range of possible rankings at this time to 
see what kinds of patterns T AF theory actually predicts. It turns out that we 
have already encountered all of the predicted patterns in the discussions 
developed thus far in this section and in §5.2. To prove this assertion, however, 
it is necessary to construct a factorial typology with all of the relevant 
Faithfulness and Anti-Faithfulness constraints, which we turn to below. 

To Simplify the constraint permutations, I will limit the re-rankings to 
four constraints, namely OO-DEP-PROM and OO-MAX-PROM, and their 
corresponding Anti-Faithfulness constraints -.OO-DEP-PROM and -.OO-MAX
PROM. While certainly the relative ordering of other prosodic well-formedness 
constraints is relevant in predicting the precise character of an accentual process, 
the rank of these constraints will only give the default patterns (or possibly 
certain kinds of blocking effects), which are not the focus of this experiment. 
The Prosodic Faithfulness constraint OO-NO-SHIFr-PROM and its corresponding 
T AF constraint are also relevant to studying the range of affix-controlled 
accentual processes. Because of the nature of these constraints, however, they 
do not interact crucially with the MAX and PEP constraints examined here. 
Concretely, accentual shifts are only possible when a lexical accent has been 
preserved; since reversals of MAX-PROM and DEP-PROM require deletion of 
accent and insertion of a non-lexical accent, constraints on the migration of a 
base accent do not enter into the factorial typology of these constraints. Thus, 
these two sets of constraints can be studied separately. 

A factorial typology with four constraints yields twenty-four possible 
grammars. It is unnecessary to examine each grammar in detail, however, as 
there are certain regular patterns that emerge from the constraint rankings we 
have already examined. The schematic rankings for pre- and post-accentuation 
and dominance effects discussed previously are given in (85a) and (85b) below. 
The remaining rankings order an Anti-Faithfulness constraint relative to MAX
PROM, which determines whether or not an Anti-Faithfulness effect is found in a 
word with a lexical accent. Thus, a process is characterized as dominant if MAX
PROM is dominated (85c), and so the lexical accent is deleted. By contrast, if 
MAX-PROM is ranked above a T AF constraint (85d), the process is recessive, 
and accordingly is blocked by the presence of a lexical accent. Of course, if the 
Anti-Faithfulness constraint in (85d) is -.MAX-PROM, then there is no process at 
all, but the affix in question is still characterized as recessive in this typology. 
As all Anti-Faithfulness effects are derived in surface-to-surface correspondence, 
I wiIlleave out '00-' because it is redundant. 
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(85) Decisive Rankings for Prosodic Faithfulness and Anti-Faithfulness 

a. -,DEP-PROM » DEP-PROM -7 Accent Insertion 

b. -,MAX-PROM » MAX-PROM -7 Accent Deletion 

c. -,JF »MAX-PROM -7 Process is Dominant 

d. MAX-PROM » -,JF -7 Process is Recessive 

With these characteristic rankings, we may describe all of the ~atte~ns p:ed~cte~ 
in the factorial typology, which are shown in the followmg ImphcatlOna 

statements. 

(86) Typology of Morpho-Accentual Processes 

a. If (S5a) and (S5c) -7 Dominant PPA 

b. If (85a) and (85d) -7 Recessive PPA 

c. If -,(85a), and (S5b) -7 Dominant Default 

d. If -,(85a), and ..,(85b) -7 Faithful Mapping 

S . 'th (86a-b) if the ranking for accent insertion holds, namely tartmg WI , . tho th 
-,DEP-PROM » DEP-PROM, then in all the grammars generated m .1S eory, 
the result is pre- and post-accentuation. This statement holds, .ev~n if :MAX~ 
PROM is top-ranked in the constraint system. The reason for thIS 1S that ~EP 

. fl' 1 nt while -,MAX-PROM reqUlres PROM demands an insertion 0 a non- eXlca acce , . 
a deletion. In a language where both are top-ranked, the two c?nstramts work 
together to achieve a deletion in words with a lexical .accen~ m the base, as 
shown in (87a) below. Furthermore, in a lang.uage m ~hlCh (85a) holds, 
unaccented bases will receive an epenthetic accent m the denved f~rm, as shown 
in (87b). The indices here show the correspondence relatIons between 

prominences in base-output pairs. 

T 
I 
I 
\ 
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(87) Obligatory Accent Insertion: -,DEP-PROM and -,MAX-PROM Top-Ranked 
Base Output -,DEP -,MAX DEP MAX 

a. Xl '" x2 * 
root root + af 

Xl Xl *! * * 
* root root + af 

, 
Xl *1 * 

* root root + af I 

b. '" X2 * 
root root + af 

*! 
* root root 

Examination of the base-output pairs in (87) reveals an interesting property of 
the constraint interaction with these two T AF constraints: a violation of ..,MAX
PROM always entails a violation of -,DEP-PROM. Thus, the rank of the Anti
Faithfulness constraint ..,MAX-PROM is not relevant in distinguishing the 
different types of PPA, as the effects of -,MAX-PROM are eclipsed by ..,DEP
PROM, a point which will be returned to below. The differences in the type of 
PPA thus derive exclusively from the rank of -,DEP-PROM relative to MAX
PROM. If MAX-PROM is ranked above -,DEP-PROM, then a recessive pattern of 
PPA is predicted (86b), as we have seen in the case study of Cupefio and with 
certain suffixes in Japanese. If, on the other hand, the reverse ranking holds 
(86a), the predicted outcome is dominant PPA, as with pre-accenting -ke in 
Japanese. In sum, if -,DEP-PROM » DEP-PROM, then an accent is inserted in 
the base, and the rank of MAX-PROM determines the dominant or recessive 
nature of the affix triggering the insertion. 

The remaining twelve grammars have DEP-PROM » ..,DEP-PROM, and 
as a result, an accent is not obligatorily inserted. As shown in (86), there are 
basically two types of patterns that can result in such a scenario. First, if the 
accent deletion ranking holds (85b), then the result is a 'dominance effect', i.e., 
deletion of an accent with the emergence of a default pattern, as we have 
encountered in Russian and Japanese in §5.2. In this type of system, the rank of 
DEP-PROM is irrelevant because ...,DEP-PROM is crucially dominated, so new 
accents do not have to be introduced (though they may, for phonological 
reasons). Furthermore, the dominance effect here is the deletion of an accent, so 
the anti-insertion constraint has no role in defining the morpho-accentual 
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process. Of the twelve remaining grammars, six will have --.MAX-PROM ranked 
above MAX-PROM, and all of these grammars will exhibit dominance effects. 

In the last six grammars, both of the Anti-Faithfulness constraints are 
dominated by their related Faithfulness constraints, and so these grammars will 
always give faithful treatment of the prosody of the base form. Thus, the 
remaining quarter of the rankings have no process at all. The following chart 
summarizes the patterns that are possible by the typology developed here and 
relates them to particular examples that we have seen so far. 

(88) Typology of Morpho-Accentual Processes 

a. DominantPPA Japanese -ke (§5.3.3) 

b. Dominant Default 

c. Recessive PPA 

d. Faithful Mapping 

Russian -ac (§5.2.2), Japanese -kko (§5.2.3) 

Cupefio -nuk (§S.3.2), Japanese -si (§S.3.3) 

Russian -ic (§5.2.3), Cupefio -em (§5.3.2) 

The first pattern examined above is dominant PPA, as exemplified by Japanese 
-ke. This type of affix-controlled process is analyzed as the result of a grammar 
with --.DEP-PROM ranked above the related constraint DEP-PROM, and MAX
PROM is crucially dominated. The second affix-controlled accentual process 
involves de-accentuation with an accentual default, i.e., dominance effects as 
observed with some derivational suffixes in Russian. This pattern of Anti
Faithfulness is accounted for by a grammar in which --.MAX-PROM dominates 
MAX-PROM, and additionally, --.DEP-PROM is ranked below DEP-PROM (if the 
reverse ranking holds, the result is dominant PPA). The third affix-controlled 
process is recessive pre- and post-accentuation, as observed with many suffixes 
in Cupefio. This non-uniform pattern of Faithfulness and Anti-Faithfulness is 
approached as a consequence of ranking --.DEP-PROM above DEP-PROM, but 
below MAX-PROM, an interspersing of constraints which is unavoidable in this 
theory. Lastly, the final kind of morpho-accentual phenomenon is not a process 
at all, but rather a fully faithful mapping from the base to its derivative. This 
common pattern of output-to-output Faithfulness is accounted for with the 
complement set of rankings, i.e., those rankings in which both Faithfulness 
constraints outrank their related Anti-Faithfulness constraint. 

5.3.4 Discussion of Alternatives 

Now that the implications of the T AF theory of affix-induced accent 
insertion has been outlined, we may consider a set of alternatives to this theory. 
Two important issues in the discussion that follows concern how these 
alternative theories account for grammar dependence and Strict Base Mutation 
effects. Also, while some alternatives successfully account for these properties 
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of ACA, they do so in a way that fails to make the connections with other affix-
controlled accentual processes. Thus similar to the I' . 
§5 2 5 h T ,conc USlOn reached III 

. . , t e AF theory of pre- and post-accentuation (PPA) '1 h It', preval s over t e 
a . ehrnatt.ves on theorettcal grounds by relating a heterogeneous body of facts 
WIt an mtegrated theory. 

. A common appr.oach to accent-inserting morphemes in metrical stress 
theory IS that they are leXIcally specified for a structure that would cause a tr 
(or a tonal accent indirectly) to appear on a nearby syllable Th' I s ess 
fl' . . IS genera mode 

~d a~. y:~~~s ~sumed by many (HV, Kager 1989, Halle & Kenstowicz 1991 
sar.l '. cCarthy 2000a, ItO, Kitagawa, & Mester 1996, amon others)' 

and .sIllce each Im~lements the basic idea differently, it is necessary to ;xamine ~ 
~~ttcularh theory. III order to develop a careful argument. Therefore I will 

ISCUSS t ~ LeXIcal Edge Marking (LEM) theory of Idsardi 1992' as the 
rthepreshentattve of this group, though the same basic arguments can be made for 

e ot er approaches. 

. In Idsardi 1992.' lexical edge markings for certain morphemes cons ire 
W1t~ other rules.that aSSIgn ~etrical constituency to give the effect of PPAP In 
particular, a leXIcal bracket IS posited for pre-accenting suffixes which g 'd 
th~ co~struction o~ other higher level metrical constituents assi'gned by ~~:: 
ru es 0 edge ~arkIll~ and head specifications. Applying these ideas to Cu efio 
the pre-ac~ent~ng suffIxes -nuk and -Ci are pre-specified for a left bracket toP thei; 
l~f~ ~o~ldenng t~e example in (89a), root-final stress is derived by building a 
ng t- ea ed constItuent at the next level as shown in (90) F th 

I l'k h . ' . ur ermore, an 
examp. e 1 e. t at m (89b), with an inherently accented prefix and a re-
~cc~ntIllg suffIX, shows that an additional layer of structure is needed in ord! to 
enve the preference for stress on the rightmost head, as shown below. 

(89) a. Iwena + nUkpn/ 

b. Ine + rna + ciprt/ 

wena-nuk 

ne-ma-ci 
'having put in' 

'With my hands' 
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(90) Cupefio Pre-Accentuation with Lexical Edge Marking (after Idsardi 1992) 

LEM 

Head: Right 

Edge: RRR 
Head: Right 

Output Form 

x x ) x 
wena+ nuk 

x 
x x ) x 

wena + nuk 

x 
x ) 

x x ) x 
wena+ nuk 

[wemi-nuk] 

x) x ) x 
ne+ rna + ci 

x x 
x) x )x 

ne+ma+ ci 

x 
x x) 
x) x ) x 

ne + rna + ci 

[ne-ma-ci] 

The assumption that metrical constituents are right-headed, together with a ~nal 
pass of End Rule Right (= the edge marking parameter RRR), correctly descnbes 
the observed facts.26 

A significant problem with LEM theory is that it does not account for 
Strict Base Mutation effects. Thus, if pre- and post-accentuation is the result of 
a lexical edge marking, nothing stands in the way of positing a bracket at the 
edge of a stem, yielding a post-accenting or pre-accenting stem (as is eu:ployed 
in the analysis of Russian oxytones, Idsardi 1992 §4.2; see arguments m §3.2 
and §5.3.3.1 in the present work, however, that Russian post-accenting stems are 
spurious). Such effects are ruled out in TAF theory as a matter of principle, and 
so this theory makes a substantive restriction on this morpho-accentual 'process 
that is not made in LEM theory. To develop this point further, consIder the 
assumptions that need to be made to account for pre-. and post-accent~ation in 
Japanese. Recall from §5.3.3.1 that the post-accentmg prefix ma- YIelds an 
accent on the first syllable of the stem, as in ma-pputatu 'exactly half', while ~he 
pre-accenting suffix produces stem-final accent, e.g., yosida-ke 'the Yos~l~a 
family'. Assuming the necessary lexical edge markings shown below, It IS 

impossible to describe both pre- and post-accentuation in .the same sy~tem 
without extra derivational steps.27 Thus, if right-headed constItuents are bUllt at 
the next level then ma- incorrectly yields stem-final accent (as indicated with the 
".1-" arrows);' conversely, if a left-headed constituent is built, then ke- yields 
stem-initial accent (shown by the "i"arrows), contrary to fact. 

261 will ignore the problem posed by predominant root accent here, which 
introduces an additional complication, because it is orthogonal t~ the argumen.t. 

27 And further, other lexical edge markings will not bnng more straI~tfo.rward 
results here; if a right bracket is switched for a left bracket, or vice versa, this wIll not 
bring about the desired effect of placing an accent on the stem. 
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(91) Pre- and Post-Accentuation in Japanese with Lexical Edge Marking 

x( x x x x x x ) x 
LEM rna + pputatu yosida + ke 

Head: Right *.J.- .1-
x( x x x x x x ) x 

Head: Left 
rna + pputatu 

i 
yosida + ke 
*i 

Succinctly. since pre- and post-accentuation is a combination of the 
edge markings of a particular morpheme and the head parameters of higher level 
structure, a single specification for the head parameter cannot account for the 
conflicting edge properties of these affixes. It is of course true that additional 
mechanisms can be introduced to rectify this situation. For example, a bounded 
constituent can be built at the next level with an opposite specification for the 
head parameter at the level below it; or alternatively, these affixes could be 
handled with additional representational levels, making different metrical 
constituents possible. However, the analysis of Strict Base Mutation effects such 
as these in T AF theory presents a simpler alternative. As shown by the account 
given in §5.3.3.1, both affixes must mutate the base of affixation, so the fact that 
accent appears on the stem in both cases, follows from the assumptions inherent 
to T AF theory. The only additional step needed in this analysis is to limit this 
mutation to the syllable neighboring the base-mutating affix. The tool for 
describing this type of locality effect, Local Conjunction, is shown in §4.3 to 
apply to a variety of affix-controlled processes, both accentual and non-accentual 
ones, and thus it is clear that this mechanism is needed independently. To 
summarize, LEM theory does not account for Strict Base Mutation as the 
assumptions of this theory do not rule out pre- and post-accenting stems, nor 
does it give a principled account of post-accenting prefixes and pre-accenting 
suffixes in the same language. 

A different approach, which solves some of the problems clarified 
above, involves the assignment of the property of Invisibility to a morpheme, 
making it outside the domain of an accentual process (see Poser 1982, 1984, cf. 
Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1984 and Barker 1989). As shown in Poser 1984, this 
mode of analysis provides a means of characterizing processes that apply 
specifically to the base of affixation, in effect deriving what I am calling Strict 
BaseMutation effects. Thus, suppose that the pre-accenting suffix ke- and the 
post-accenting prefix ma- discussed above are invisible to processes assigning 
accent. The insertion of accent triggered by these affixes - however this is 
achieved - must be base-mutating, because the affix itself is invisible, as 
illustrated below. 
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(92) Pre- and Post-Accentuation in Japanese with Invisibility 
a. /(ma) + futatul ~ (ma)-pputatu 
b. /yosida + (ke)! ~ yosida-(ke) 

Some further details are needed to account for the fact that the inserted accent 
appears on a neighboring syllable, but if the affixes themselves are inherent~y 
accented, then substantive restrictions on the migration of this lexical accent wIll 
account for the observed locality effects (see Myers 1997a, Bickmore 1996, and 
the case study of Aguaruna in §5.4.4 for some leading ideas). To summarize, 
there is an interesting point of intersection here between the T AF theory of PP A 
and a theory that espouses Invisibility: both derive base-mutating accent 

insertion from their inherent assumptions. 
The role of Invisibility does not extend to Strict Base Mutation in 

dominance effects, however. As discussed in detail in §5.2.4, the TAF theory of 
dominance effects rules out the possibility of a root idiosyncratically triggering a 
deletion of accent in a nearby affix; since T AF constraints are transderivational, 
accent deletion must be within the base of affixation. In contrast, the 
observation that the base is always targeted in dominance effects does not follow 
from the lexically idiosyncratic assignment of Invisibility. Concretely, lexical 
assignment of Invisibility will not preclude a deletion of affix accent caused by a 
root; to do so would entail marking every affix as invisible, which is clearly not a 
valid option.28 From these considerations, it appears that Invisibility does make 
an interesting connection with base-mutating T AF constraints, but it does not 
provide the basis for a restrictive theory of affix-controlled accentual processes 
in general, excluding certain logically possible insertion or deletion pr~cesses. 

As discussed throughout this section, pre- and post-accentmg affixes 
tend to show locality effects: the inserted accent is often on a nearby syllable.

29 

A recent approach to pre- and post-accentuation derives this fact from. the 
alignment of prosodic and morphological categories (McC~thy. & Pnnce 
1993a). In particular, Kager 1996 proposes that pre-accentuatlOn IS due to a 
lexical marking for an alignment property, namely alignment to a base-final 
stressed syllable. Spelling out these assumptions for Cupeno entails a complex 

constraint like the one given below. 

(93) PRE-ACCENT == ALIGN(Afxpre' L, Rt, R) &or ALIGN(Afxpre' L, PM, R) 
The left edge or pre-accented suffixes (a lexically marked class) must 
coincide with both the right edge of the root and the right edge of a 

prominent syllable. 

28Though certain cases can be ruled out as Extended Invisibility effects - see 
the discussion of Turkish stress in Poser 1984 for details. 

29Thanks to John Kingston for encouraging me to consider this alternative. 
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In add~tion to being suffixes, i.e., affixes which appear to the right of a root, pre
accentmg suffixes must be aligned to the right edge of a prominent syIlable.30 

When ranked properly in the constraint hierarchy (see §2.4.3 for more details), 
this constraint derives the desired result of ensuring the attachment of pre
accenting suffixes to a root with final stress, as depicted below. 

(94) P A ·C re- ccentuatlOn m upeno through MCat-PCat Alignment 

/wena + nukpref PRE-ACCENT ALIGN-R(PEAK. PrWd) 

wena-nukpre *! 

~ wemi-nukpre * 

The Alignment theory therefore accounts for one of the basic properties of PPA, 
namely that the inserted accent appears on a syllable close to the affix. 
Furthermore, a natural extension of this idea can account for pre-pre
accentuation, as is found in Japanese (Poser 1984) and some limited contexts in 
Getxo Basque (see Hualde & Bilbao 1993); requiring the affix to attach to a 
trochaic foot gives the effect of pre-pre-accentuation. 

The Alignment theory therefore seems to have a possible advantage 
over the T AF theory of PPA because it derives locality effects with its most 
basic premise, namely that morphological and prosodic categories must coincide 
(though the Alignment theory has some problems with non-local morpho
accentual phenomena, discussed below). Furthermore, the Alignment theory 
makes do with constraints that are independently needed elsewhere in morpho
phonology. For example, the subcategorization-type Alignment constraints are 
needed in the characterization of the alignment properties of affixes. Likewise, 
the se~ond MCat-PCat Alignment constraint appearing in the complex 
constramt, ALIGN(Affixpre, L, PROM, R), is also motivated by the existence of 
infixes that seek out the stressed syllable in a word, as found in Samoan 
(Broselow & McCarthy 1982) and the Nicaraguan language Ulwa (see McCarthy 
& Prince 1993b for discussion and analysis). The Alignment theory is therefore 
equal to the TAF theory of pre- and post-accentuation in this respect (see §4.3 
for motivation of Anti-Faithfulness outside the domain of accentual systems). 

The Alignment theory does not account for two basic properties of pre
a~d po st.-accentuation, however, which distinguishes it from the T AF theory. 
FIrst, AlIgnment does not exclude pre- or post-accenting stems or roots. The 
distinction between pre-accenting and normal affixes in this theory is established 

30Th bO. f· . . . . e com matIOn 0 reqUlrements here IS the meanmg of the 'or' in the 
conjUnctIOn of these two constraints; if either of the two constraints are violated the 
conjoined constraint is too (Hewitt & Crowhurst 1996, Crowhurst & Hewitt 1997, cf. 
Smolensky 1993). 
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with a lexical marking for the two affix classes. The assumptions inherent t~ this 
theory, therefore, do not rule out the same lexical distinction. in ~he analysIs ?f 
pre- or post-accenting roots or stems. Indeed, such a constramt IS employed ~n 
§3.2 in the analysis of stress in Russian inflections, though the effec~s of thIs 
constraint are not lexical. Thus, while the Alignment theory can descnbe base
mutating PP A by specifying the proper arguments in an Alignment constraint, 
the theory does not provide a basis for ruling out certain unattested types of 
PPA, as T AF does, which is a major flaw of this theory. 

Second, the Alignment theory does not account for grammar dependent 
accent insertion. The site of accent insertion in this theory is purely the result of 
the forced alignment of an affix with a root-final stressed syl~a~le: The 
connection with other constraints in the grammar is not made, as It IS m T AF 
theory through the use of independently needed constraints on the distrib~ti?n of 
accent. In the analysis of Cupefio pre-accentuation sketched above, It IS ~n 
accident that the accent contributed by the pre-accenting suffix is rightmost m 
the root. In other words, PPA has very limited scope in the Alignment theory, 
essentially restricted to an adjacent prosodic category, or two units from the 
accent-inserting affix through the use of metrical structure discussed above. If 
there is an overlap between the location of the inserted accent and the Alignment 
properties of accent found elsewhere in the language, this .result doe~ not follow 
from the assumptions inherent to the theory, and this constItutes a major problem 
for this approach as well. 

In connection to this last point, there is a clear dividing line between the 
Alignment theory, on the one hand, and the three other theories ~iscussed here, 
namely, T AF, LEM, and Invisibility. The former does ~ot pr?vlde a ~eans. of 
describing non-local accentual insertions, i.e., affixes WhICh trIgger an m~ertIon 
of accent in a unit that is not restricted to the morpheme boundary separatmg the 
base and affix. If PP A is due to the alignment of an affix and a prosodic 
category, then the affix in question must be bound by that pros~dic categor~. 
This requirement does not hold, however, of the other three theones, though.m 
the T AF theory, non-local accent insertions occur under very spec~al 

circumstances. Specifically, if an accentual change is not subject to locahty 
conditions, then it will arise as a consequence of the independently motivated 
constraints on the distribution of accent. Thus, a logical possibility in this 
theory, as with LEM and theories with Invisibility, is a suffix that triggers an 
insertion on an initial syllable, regardless of the size of the base. Other 
possibilities are prefixes that trigger insertion of an accent on the ~enul~imate. or 
final syllable. It is crucial, however, in the TAF theory that the SIt~ of msertion 
be a default position in some sense. This is because when affIx-controlled 
accentual processes are not local, they must be grammar dependent. . 

At present, a robust set of examples in accent systems showmg the 
'opposite-edge' effects described above is not forthco~ng. !he~e are a few 
relevant examples, however, which suggests that further mvestlgatton may turn 
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up a larger set of examples. For example, Hill & Hill 1968: 236 mention two 
~uffixes, namely -w~e 'present imperfect (plural subject)' and -weene 'past 
Imperfect (plural subJect)', which specifically trigger an insertion of stress into 
the first syllable of the root. Also, Melvold 1990 discusses one unproductive 
suffi~ in R~ssi~n, -En, which is claimed to bring about stem-initial stress (though 
see dISCUSSIon m §5.3). While these examples are not solid, one clear case of an 
OPposit~-edge effect brought about through affixation involves certain length 
alternatIOns commonly found in Wakashan languages. In Nuucha'anulh, for 
example, certain suffixes trigger a lengthening of the word-initial syllable, 
regardless of the distance separating them from the beginning of the word. As 
suggeste~ ~o m~ by Douglas Pulleyblank and Darin Howe (personal 
commumcatIOns), It appears that this pattern of lengthening makes sense in the 
systen: as a whole because independently needed constraints on initial prosodic 
feet dIctate that a long vowel on the initial syllable is a preferred quantitative 
pattern. It seems, therefore, that a more careful look at the edge effects brought 
about by special affixes may lead to the discovery of the predicted patterns here, 
and so I leave this empirical issue for future research. 

5.4 Accent Shifts as Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 

Up to this point, we have studied two patterns of Anti-Faithfulness: 
dominance effects brought about by the T AF constraint -,MAX-PROM and accent 
insertion due to -,DEP-PROM. The proposal is thus that two of the Prosodic 
Faithfulness constraints have corresponding Anti-Faithfulness constraints, and 
that these constraints explain the properties of two known morpho-accentual 
proce.sses. If the T AF theory of affix-controlled processes is ful1y symmetric, 
meamng there is an Anti-Faithfulness constraint for every Faithfulness 
constraint, it follows that there should be a third pattern of Anti-Faithfulness, 
na~n.e1y a shift in a~cent predicted by the negation of the remaining Prosodic 
FaIthfulness constramt, No-FLap-PROM. In this section, I show that some accent 
systems do indeed exhibit this pattern, and that this type of affix-induced 
accentual process therefore provides further empirical confirmation of the 
overaIl approach taken here. 
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5.4.1 The Problem 

Affixes may trigger a shift of the accent in the base to which they 
attach. For example, in Tokyo Japanese, certain suffixes require a shift of the 
base accent, as shown by the words in (95a) formed with the suffix -mono 
'thing'. In (95b), the same suffix is used with an unaccented stem and the result 
is an unaccented word, showing that the suffixes specifically shift a lexical 

accent. 

(95) Accent Shift in Tokyo Japanese (McCawley 1968, Poser 1984) 
a. /kiiki + mono/ ~ kaki-mono 'scroll' 

y6mi + mono/ ~ yomf-mono 'reading matter' 

b. /nori + mono/ ~ 
/wasure + mono/ ~ 

nori-mono 
wasure-mono 

'vehicle' 
'forgotten item' 

A second example of this morpho-accentual process is found in the Jivaroan 
language Aguaruna. This language has a large number of 'acce~t-sh~fting' 
suffixes that shift the lexical accent of the stem one mora to the nght III the 
derived form. The accusative and possessive forms in (96) illustrate this 
morphologically triggered shift, which can be seen by comparing the position of 
accent in these derivatives with its position in the related nominative base forms. 

(96) Accent Shift in Aguaruna (Payne 1990) 
Nominative Accusative Possessive 
nuka nukii-n nukii-nuu 

kawiiu 
kiisai 

kawau-n 
kasiii-n 

kawau-nuu 
kasiii-nuu 

'leaf 
'parrot' 
'paca' 

The accent shifts illustrated above in Japanese and Aguaruna have all of 
the properties of affix-controlled accentual processes laid out in §5.1. ~irst, t~e 
accent shifts are lexically idiosyncratic: certain suffixes trigger the ShIft, whde 
others do not, e.g., the negation suffix -cuu in Aguaruna is not accent-shifting: 
nuka-cuu 'not a leaf'. Second, the accentual shift is morphologically triggered; 
it correlates with the application of the morphological process of affixation. 
Thus, these shifts differ from stress shift in English which is governed purely by 
phonological principles. Third, they are base-mutating in that they shift t~e 
accent of the base. Fourth, Aguaruna provides good evidence for a lOCalIty 
requirement on accent shift. As noted in Payne 1990: 181, the base accent must 
be 'close enough' to the suffix in order to trigger the shift; compare the forms 
above with the nominative-accusative pair, amuntai and amuntai-n 'buzzard', 
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where the base accent does not shift because it is further from the suffix than is 
acceptable to condition the process. 

A fifth important property of accent shift in these languages is that it is 
grammar dependent. In Japanese, the shift is to the rightmost syllable of the 
stem, which is the default edge for accent, as the analysis of noun-noun 
compounds given in §3.3 demonstrates. Likewise, in Aguaruna, the direction of 
the shift triggered by suffixation is to the right, and there is additional evidence 
in the language that accent is oriented to the right edge of the word. Thus, when 
accented vowels are deleted by the regular rules of syncope, the accent typically 
shifts to the right, as in /ulJusi + nurni + sakaml ~ u!Jus-num-sakam 'tree 
species'. The fact that accent shift in the derived words above patterns with 
accent shift under syncope shows that the same principles are at work, which is 
the definition of grammar dependence. 

These facts show that the morphologically triggered accent shifts in 
Japanese and Aguaruna have all of the formal properties of other affix-controlled 
processes like dominance effects and pre- and post-accentuation, and the central 
goal of this section is to provide a principled explanation of this finding. The 
larger theoretical framework for achieving this result is already in place: 
morphologically conditioned shifts are due to Transderivational Anti
Faithfulness. The only new element in the theory is to propose that the Prosodic 
Faithfulness constraint No-FLOP-PROM has a counterpart in the set of T AF 
constraints, which is clearly an expected consequence of the theory of Anti
Faithfulness. The application of this new constraint to Aguaruna is sketched 
below. 

(97) A ccent Sh'f' A I t III ~guaruna as Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness 

Base !kawau + na/ -.OO-No-Fwp-PM OO-P-FAITH ALIGN-R 

a. kawau kawau-n *! 

b. kawau kawau-n * **! 

c. -7 kawau kawau-n * 

The accusative suffix is accent-shifting, and thus triggers an OO-correspondence 
relation upon which high-ranking ...,OO-No-Fwp-PROM is defined. This high
ranking T AF constraint rules out the fully faithful base-output pairing in (97a) 
because the two related outputs have identical prosody. The remaining two 
candidates therefore satisfy -.OO-No-FLOP-PROM by shifting the accent in the 
derived form, but only the form in (97c) satisfies this constraint at the same time 
that it satisfies the lower-ranking constraint ALIGN-R. Since this constraint also 
has, a role in the analysis of shift under syncope, the outcome here is predicted by 
an Illdependently motivated constraint in the grammar. In this way, the analysis 
of morphological accent shifts in T AF theory explains the properties of this 
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affix-controlled process on par with the same explanation offered for other 
grammar dependent affix-controlled processes. 

The remainder of this section is structured as follows. In the next 
subsection, a peculiar pattern of tone retraction in Limburg Dutch i~ studied a~d 
used as a means of motivating the basic constraint formula that IS at work In 
accent shifts. Subsequently, §5.4.3 looks at various accent-sh~f~ing suffix~~ in 
Tokyo Japanese, and it is argued that this case provides addItiOnal empmcal 
support for the overall approach because of the grammar dependent nature of t~e 
morpho-accentual process. Finally, an extended case study of accent ~n 

Aguaruna is given in §5.4.4, and an analysis of grammar dependent accent shIft 
is presented as further support for the T AF approach. 

5.4.2 Dragging Tone Mutation in Limburg Dutch: Evidence for ...,No-FLOP 

The two examples sketched above involve rightward accentual shifts 
that are triggered by suffixation. While a purely phonological. account of these 
shifts is highly problematic (discussed in detail below), thIS perhaps more 
standard approach has not yet been ruled out. In the case s~udy that fol~ows, an 
affix-controlled process in Limburg Dutch is examined WhICh actually Involves 
retraction of an accent with suffixation. I show that this pattern of accentual 
mutation is an expected pattern of accent shift, given that the T AF constraint 
responsible for accent shifts does not specify a directio~ for the shift. I ~en 
discuss the problems that arise if one treats this pattern In purely p~onoiogical 
terms and compare this pattern with some other types of accentual shIfts that can 
be attributed to negations of No-FLOP constraints. . . 

The morpho-accentual process in Limburg Dutch IS clearly tonal In 
nature, and so the analysis requires the use of Faithfulness and Anti-Faithfulness 
for tone structure that is independent of prominence structure. However, the 
same basic principles are at work in this case as those that will be empl~yed in 
Japanese and Aguaruna below, and so it is appropriate to compare these dIfferent 
accentual systems. A final word before we begin: all of the data and m~ny 
important analytical insights into the system come from Hermans 1991, WhICh 
presents and analyzes the results of extensive fieldwork on the Maasbracht 
dialect of Dutch Limburg. 

5.4.2.1 Data and Observations 

Most dialects of Limburg Dutch (LD), including the Maasbracht dialect 
discussed here, show a contrast between a 'falling tone' and a 'dragging tone', 
which is exemplified in (98). Phonetically, the falling tone has a high t~nal target 
at the onset of its syllable, and after this target is reached, fO falls SWIftly. The 
realization of the dragging tone is context-dependent. Utterance-medially, it is a 
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level high, but utterance-finally it has a 'concave' structure, meaning that the 
first component is falling, while the second component is rising. 

(98) Contrastive Accent in the Maasbracht dialect of Limburg Dutch 

a. Falling Tone 
b. Dragging Tone 

bfi 'bee' M 'at' 
vrti 'to court' vrff 'free' 
zua 'right!' zua 'like that' breI 'to ring' bref 'last name' dren 'fir' dren 'then' 
pfip 'to squeak' pffp 'pipe' 
wfis 'melody' wffs 'wise' 

The main constraint on the distribution of this tonal contrast that is relevant here 
is that falling tones only contrast with dragging tones if the syllable has at least 
two sonorants beyond the onset cluster. In the examples above, the contrast is 
observed in syllables with two vowel slots or in syllables with a vowel plus a 
sonorant, but not in syllables with a single sonorant. Hermans therefore 
characterizes LD as a 'mora-accenting' language like Lithuanian because the 
distribution of accent in moraic subconstituents of the syllable is distinctive.31 

In underived words, therefore, one observes a contrast between falling 
and dragging tones that is subject to certain phonological restrictions. This 
contrast is also governed by a morphological restriction. As exemplified below 
in (99a), certain suffixes cause the dragging tone of the base to become a falling 
tone. These suffixes include the masculine singular suffix -a, which is added to 
adjectives (Masc.), the feminine counterpart to this suffix (Fern.), which is often 
segm~ntally nulI,. and the comparative suffix -or. The mutation affecting the 
draggIng tone IS blocked, however, when the stem-final consonant is 
(underlyingly) a voiceless obstruent, as shown by the examples in (99b).32 

311 ddit· hi '. 
. n a IOn to t . s .restnctlOn, there are a number of distributional gaps that 

~how certam ~egmental restnctlOns on the different tones. For example, the falling tone 
IS not found m syllables ending in consonant clusters in which the final member is a 
(voiceless) obstruent. As these restrictions do not bear directly on the matters at hand, I 
refer the r§~ders. to Hermans' discussio~s, W 300: 30~ ff., 312.ff. 

. While. ~any of the endmgs m this dialect tngger the tonal mutation 
exemplIfied here, It IS not a consistent property of inflectional suffixes. For example, 
Ben Hermans (~ersonal communication) states that the two overt allomorphs of the plural 
su~fi~ do, ~ot tr:?~er ~e ch~ge from a dra~ging to a falling tone, as shown by the word 
paIr~. blaatlblaaJ-or leaf (smgular/plural) and buurlbuur-o 'peasant (singular/plural)'. 
So, It appears that whether or not an affix triggers the mutation is a property that must be 
lexically specified. -
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(99) Accent Shift in Derived Environments 
Masc. Fern. Camp. 

a. wfis wiiz-a wiis wfiz-ar 'wise' 
stiff stiiv-a stiif stiiv-ar 'stiff' 
kaal kaal-a kaal kaal-ar 'bald' 
laam laam-a laam laam-ar 'paralyzed' 
bruun bruun-a bruun bruun-ar 'brown' 
mn ffin-a ffin ffin-ar 'refined' 
taam taam-a taam taam-ar 'tame' 

b. rilk riik-a rflk-a rilk-ar 'rich' 
zaat zaat-a zaat-a zaat-ar 'drunk' 

An important point is that this mutation is one-way. That is, while. the dragging 
tone becomes a falling tone in this morphological context, the fallmg tone does 
not become the dragging tone, or a different tone, in the same context. Also, 
Ben Hermans (personal communication) points out that there is a locality 
restriction on the dragging tone mutation: in inflected nouns, the dragging tone 
only mutates to the falling tone if it appears in the stem-fi~al syllable. Thus, ~n 
disyllabic nouns such as v66Xai 'bird' and ktiamar 'room', mfle~ted. for~s.r~tam 
the dragging tone because it is not stem-final.33 This observatl.on IS slgmflc~nt 
because it classifies the morpho-accentual process here WIth other afflx
controlled accentual processes that may also exhibit locality effects. To 
summarize the larger set of patterns, the inventory of underived words 
countenances a contrast between falling and dragging tones. This contrast is 
neutralized, however, in certain derived environments because of the mutation of 
the dragging tone in stem-final syllables. 

5.4.2.2 Tone in Monomorphemic Words 

Hermans' analysis of this mutation assumes that the accent-shifting 
suffixes have an underlying low tone that shifts to the second mora of the 
preceding syllable, effectively accounting for the loss of the draggi?g to.ne in 
exactly these contexts. While Hermans' analysis has its merits, especIally m ~he 
analysis of the segmental restrictions on the mutation, I will pursue an alternatlve 
to this analysis here which establishes a relationship between the dragging tone 
mutation and the accent shifts found in Japanese and Aguaruna.Furthermore, 

33Though there are some noun-verb pairs which show tonal ~lip on a non~final 
syllable; for example, the minimal pair vAErs'/l 'difference' and. vAErs'/l 'to dIffer' 
contrasts only in the tonal event in the stem-initial syl.lable. . ~s morpho-accentual 
process is clearly distinct, however, from ~he cases ~nvolvmg mflectIOn~ suffixes 
examined here, as it is derivational. Further, It does not mvolve overt affixatIOn, so the 
difference in the locus of the mutation does not come as a surprise. 
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there is another, more substantive, reason for developing this alternative. I seek 
to develop an analysis of LD accent which does not require a lexical contrast for 
low (L) tones, with the obvious advantage that lexical accent in LD would be 
comparable to other pitch accent languages that are described purely in terms of 
the d.istribution of a high (H) tone (as argued in Pulleyblank 1986, Myers 1987a, 
Blevms 1993, among others). The analysis I develop here makes crucial use of a 
!AF constrai~t that requires an overt 'flop' of an existing tone that is employed 
m the analYSIS of tonal contrasts. Since this analysis is transderivational in 
nature, however, it requires first an analysis of the falling/dragging tone contrast. 
I present t?is analysis directly below, followed by the analysis of the dragging 
tone mutatlon. 

In the analysis of the tonal inventory, I assume that the basic contrast is 
represented through the association of a H tone. Thus, following BIevin's 1993 
analysis of Lithuanian, the falling tone has a H tone over the first sonorant, as 
s.hown below. On the other hand, the dragging tone is represented as a doubly
lInked H tone, a structure argued for in many Bantu languages (see Odden 1995 
and references therein) and in the Kyungsang dialects of Korean (Kim 1996). 
The tone-bearing units (TBUs) here are moras, and so I assume that sonorants 
which receive a H tone are moraie. 

(l00) Tonal Inventory in Underived Words 

Falling Tone 

H 

I 
cvvc 

Dragging Tone 

H 
/ \ 

cvvc 

Concerning the context-dependent realization of the dragging tone, I assume that 
the observed concave structure utterance-finally is due to a boundary tone, 
presumably a phrase-final H, which accounts for the elevated pitch curve phrase
finally. 

One type of accentual pattern commonly found in mora-counting 
languages such as Greek and Lithuanian is missing in LD, namely a 'rising' 
accent in which an H target appears only on the second TBU of an accented 
syl.lable. The following constraint, formulated in the theory of Generalized 
AlIgnment (McCarthy & Prince 1993a), accounts for this distributional gap. 

(101) ALIGN-L(H, 0) 

The left edge of every H tone must coincide with the left edge of some 
syllable. 
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The representations for the falling and dragging tones will not violate ALIGN
L(H, 0) because both accentual types have a left-aligned H tone. On the ot~er 
hand, rising tones such as cvvc are systematically ruled out because they reqUl~e 
an initial mora without a H tone. This same constraint is probably at work m 
Tokyo Japanese, where accented syllables always have accent on the initi~l 

mora. In mora-accenting languages that have rising tones, I assume that thIS 
constraint is dominated by the relevant Tone Faithfulness constraints. 

The tonal specifications yielding the contrast here are tropic to a single 
syllable in a word - call it the tonic - and so in polysyl~abic :o~ms th~re is 
only one contrast between falling and dragging to~es. Whl.le thlS Issue IS. not 
central to our chief concerns, I follow Hermans m assurrung that there IS a 
separate constraint in the language which requires an accent \re~lized tonally) on 
the tonic, which is the head of the main stress foot. Thus, wlthm the framework 
of ideas in Hermans 1991, accent in Limburg Dutch is 'composite' in nature; an 
independent constraint requires the head position in the word to have a tonic, but 
the actual realization of the accent is characterized by the tonal structure of the 
head position. Also, it is clear that there is a role for head syllabl~ Tonal 
Faithfulness here (see Alderete 1995, 1999, and Beckman 1997 [1998]), m order 
to account for the fact that it is specifically this syllable that supports a tonal 
contrast, but non-head syllables do not. Following Yip 1999, who accounts for a 
related pattern of tonal reduction in Chinese dialects, I assume without argument 
that the Tonal Faithfulness constraints are relativized to the head of a stress foot, 
and that this accounts for the privileged Faithfulness properties of these positions 
in the word. 

The analysis as it has been sketched thus far is consistent with a number 
of analyses of Bantu languages (see e.g., Pulleyblank 1986, Myers 1987a, 1997~, 
Bickmore 1996, 1997, Zoll 1996b) in which the tone structure of a form IS 
described purely in terms of high tonal targets, with L tones, if need.ed at all, 
being filled in 'by default'. Conceived in terms of Markedness and Fmthfulness 
constraints, a language with only surface H tones entails that L tones are more 
marked than H tones, as derived by the following Markedness subhierarchy. 

(102) Tonal Markedness Subhierarchy (see Zoll 1996b and Myers 1997a) 

*L » *H 

The grammar of a tone system with only surface H's is constructed by ra~ng 
the Tone Faithfulness constraints between these two Markedness constramts 
(illustrated below for LD). The Tone Faithfulness constraints (TONE-FAITH) 
which are ranked relative to these Markedness constraints are given below, 
following some leading ideas in McCarthy 2000b's formulation of Moraic 
Faithfulness constraints. 
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(103) Tone Faithfulness (see Myers 1997a, Yip 1999, Zoll1996b, Bickmore 1996) 

MAX-TONE: 'No deletion' 
Every tone in SI has a correspondent in S2. 

DEP-ToNE: 'No insertion' 
Every tone in S2 has a correspondent in St. 

NO-FLOP-ToNE: 'No loss oflinks' 

'tIx 'tIy 'tIz, x E tone, y E sponsor, Z E link, if x and y are associated by z in Sl, 
then 3x' 3y' 3z' s.t. (x, y, z)R(x', y', z') and x' and y' are associated by z' in S2. 

NO-SPREAD-TONE: 'No insertion of links' 

'tIx 'tIy 'tIz, x E tone, y E sponsor, z E link, if x and y are associated by z in S2, 
then 3x' 3y' 3z' S.t. (x, y, z)R(x', y', z') and x' and y' are associated by z' in Sl. 

The first three constraints are familiar since they have counterparts in the family 
of Prosodic Faithfulness constraints used throughout this thesis. A substantive 
difference between prominence structure and tonal structure, namely that tones 
may spread and be doubly linked, requires an additional constraint, NO-SPREAD
TONE, which militates against the spreading of tone. 

The rankings of these constraints required for Limburg Dutch are given 
below. 

(104) Rankings for Limburg Dutch 

a. *L » MAX-ToNE: no lexical contrast for L tones. 

b. MAX-ToNE, No-FLop-TONE » *H: lexical associations for H 
tones are faithfully mapped onto output forms (in head syllables). 

c. ALIGN-L(H, 0) » NO-FLop-TONE: H tones not linked to the first 
mora of syllable will be linked to the first mora in the output. 

The effects of these constraint rankings are illustrated in the large tableau in 
(105). First, with the Tonal Markedness constraint *L ranking above TONE
FAITH, specifically above MAX-ToNE, surface forms only have H tones. 
Therefore, if an input has a lexical L tone, as in (105a) below (L tones here are 
marked with a grave accent), then this tone is deleted in the output because of 
high-ranking *L. Second, the Alignment constraint ALIGN-L(H, 0) rules out 
s~llables without an initial H tone, as shown in the la-mapping in (lOSc). 
Fmally, the ensemble of TONE-FAITH constraints outrank *H, and as a result, 
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doubly associated H tones (i.e., the dragging tones), are faithfully mapped onto 
related outputs. In particular, because No-FLOP-ToNE dominates *H, the 
association of the lexical H to the second TBU is lost in the surface form, as 
shown in (105b).34 

(105) Illustration of Results for Inventory 0 fU d . d W d n enve or s 

Input Output ALIGN-L(H, 0') *L TONE-FAITH *H 

a.lbfi! ~ bfi *(MAX.ToNE) '" 
*bfi *! '" 

b.lbfiJ ~ bff *'" 
*bfi *(No-FLOP-TONE)! * 

c.lbif/ ~ bfi i "'(NO~FLOp· TONE) 
.. ~. 

*bif *! '" 
To give an interim summary, an accent is required in the head syllable 

of the main stress foot, which accounts for the observed distribution of accent. 
The realization of this accent tonally is governed further by ALIGN-L(H, 0'), the 
Tonal Markedness constraints, and a set of Tone Faithfulness constraints. The 
interaction of these constraints, shown in (105) above, accounts for the inventory 
of tonal contrasts in the head position of the word. 

5.4.2.3 Tonal Mutation in Derived Environments as -.No-FLOP-ToNE 

Now that I have given the constraint rankings necessary for the tonal 
inventory in underived words, we can move to the treatment of derived forms, a 
problem which is relevant to the character of the Anti-Faithfulness constraint 
employed in accent shifts. As illustrated below, the tonal inventory in certain 
derived words is more restricted because of the mutation of the dragging tone. 

34This last ranking argument assumes that multiple associations of a single 
feature can lead to multiple violations of the related Featural Markedness constraint. If 
Beckman 1997 is right, and this type of association leads to a single violatio.n of Fe~tur~ 
Markedness, then this constraint ranking is unnecessary. A different constramt ranking. IS 

nonetheless required, in which the Tone Faithfulness constraints outrank the constramt 
prohibiting double association. 
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(106) Tonal Inventory in Derived Words (with Accent-Mutating Suffixes) 

a. CVVC 

b. cvvc 

CVVC-V (Mutation: Dragging ~ Falling) 

cvvc-v (No Mutation) 

Any analysis of accent in LD will therefore need to account for the observed 
neutralization of contrast in these derived forms. 

. The phonological operation observed in the dragging tone mutation is 
th~ oblIgatory lo.ss of an autosegmental link. Since NO-FLOP-TONE governs 
FaIthfulness to thIS tone to sponsor affiliation, it follows that the negation of No
FLOP-ToNE will give the desired outcome, as spelled out below. 

(107) -.No-FLOP-ToNE 

-.[\fx \fy \fz, x E tone, y E sponsor, z E link, ifx and y are associated by z in S!, 
then 3x' 3y' 3z' s.t. (x, y, z)R(x', y', z') and x' and y' are associated by z' in S2'] 

While -.No-FLop-TONE can be satisfied by a complete shift of a tone to a 
neighboring TBU, this constraint is also satisfied when a doubly-linked structure 
loses a link, which is exactly the observed pattern in LD. This result is 
illustrated below with explicit representations of the base-derivative mapping. 

(l08) Structural Characteristics of Dragging Tone Mutation 

Base Derivative 

H H 
!\ I / / 

CVVC cvvc-v 

The second mora (dominating the second vowel) in the base stands in 
correspondence with the second mora of the derivative. The H tones likewise 
stand in correspondence; thus, since the base H is associated with the second 
mora, the loss of a link to the corresponding mora in the derivative violates No
FLOP-ToNE as defined above. Therefore, this loss of a link to a base H tone 
satisfies the negation of this Tone Faithfulness constraint, ..,No-FLOP-TONE. 
Another important role for correspondence of links is that it allows for non-overt 
satisfaction of a T AF constraint, as needed in the analysis of accent shifts in 
Japanese (discussed in §5.4.3). 

.For.mulat~d as a TAP constraint, -'OO-No-FLOP-ToNE will operate on 
base~denvatl~e paIrs. Using the usual ranking logic, the following schematic 
rankmgs predIct the presence or absence of a tone flop mutation. 
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(109) Schematic Rankings 

a. Obligatory Tone Flop: -,OO-No-FLOP-ToNE »OO-No-FLOP-ToNE 

b. No Tone Flop: OO-No-FLOP-ToNE »-,OO-No-FLOP-ToNE 

The dragging to falling tone alternation can thus be explaine~ by stipulating that 
the accent-mutating suffixes shown above subcategonze for an 00-
correspondence relation, and upon this relation, the ranking in ~109a) holds .. As 
noted in §5.4.2.1, the dragging tone mutation is only found m the stem-fmal 
syllable, showing that the Anti-Faithfulness effect is restricted to t~e syllable 
adjacent to the base-mutating affix. In the framework for. l?~ahty effects 
developed in §4.3, this restriction is described by locally conJommg the ~AF 
constraint with ANCHoR(Stem, PrWd, R) in the domain of the syllable, l.e., 
(-,OO-No-FLOP-ToNE & ANCHoR(Stem, PrWd, ~»cr, which I. will abbreviate as 
-,OO-NO-FLOP-TEdge-cr' This result is illustrated m the followmg tableau. 

(110) Tone in Derived Words Part 1: Mutate Dragging to Falling 

Base IcVvc + vi ALIGN-L -,00-N 0-FLOPEd2Ce-cr OO-No-FLOP 

a.-t cVvc cvvc-v * 
b. cVvc cVvc-v *! 

c. cVvc cvvc-v *! 

The faithful mapping shown in (110b) is ruled out because it violates the TAF 
constraint -,OO-No-FLOP-TONE, and this constraint dominates the OO-Tone 
Faithfulness constraint OO-No-FLOP-ToNE. The remaining candidates mut.ate 
the tonal structure of the base in different ways: candidate (1 lOa) loses the lmk 
between the H tone and the second mora, while candidate (110c) loses the 
association with the first mora. The latter option can be ruled out in a principled 
fashion because this candidate violates an independently attested constraint in 
the grammar, namely ALIGN-L(H, cr). In other ~ords, ~he mutation of the 
dragging tone to a rising tone is ruled out because thIS ~appmg would produce a 
structure that is generally avoided in the language. Fmally, words that have a 
dragging tone on a non-final syllable do not experience a chang~ be~ause the 
tonal unit in this case is outside the scope of the complex AntI-FaIthfulness 
constraint. 

The next step in the analysis is to account for the lack of mutation in 
mappings in which the base has a falling tone. The same basic con~traints ar~ at 
work in this case too, except a lower-ranking OO-TONE-FAITH deCIdes ~he fmal 
outcome. Thus, given a base with a falling tone, the deriv~tive ~annot ~~Ift the H 
tone one mora to the right, as in (lllc), because this mappmg gIves a nsmg tonal 
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contour, and such configurations are not allowed. In particular, the absence of 
such a mutation shows that ALIGN-L(H, cr) dominates the T AF constraint in this 
system. The remaining two candidates, (IlIa) and (1Ilb), fail to mutate the 
derived form in the required way as neither brings about a loss of an association 
with the base sponsor of the H tone. Lower-ranking Tone Faithfulness therefore 
decides the competition between these two candidates, favoring the faithful 
candidate because it avoids a violation of the anti-spreading constraint for tones. 

(111) T . D . dW d P 2 D 'M onem enve or s art on t utate Falling to Dragging 
Base /cvvc + vi ALIGN-L -,OO-NOFLOPEde:e_cr OO-NOSPREAD 

a. -t cvvc cVvc-v * 
b. cvvc cvvc-v * *1 
c. cvvc cvvc-v *! 

. 
* 

In other words, this ranking of the T AF constraint relative to the Tone 
Faithfulness constraints yields a flopping mutation only when the change felt in 
the base-derivative pair does not violate the high-ranking Alignment constraint. 
When the mutation would require a violation of this constraint, the system opts 
not to change the derivative at all. The analysis therefore shows another type of 
grammar dependent mutation in that high-ranking constraints in the grammar 
predict both the pattern of Anti-Faithfulness observed in the system, as observed 
in the tableau in (llO), and, whether or not the mutation takes place at all, as 
shown in (111). Thus, in addition to governing the ultimate outcome of a 
process, a top-ranked constraint may actually block a process altogether. These 
results are reflected in the constraint rankings given below in which the 
Alignment constraint is top-ranked in both subsystems. 

(112) Summary Rankings for Accent Shift in Limburg Dutch 

Rankings for Derived Words Rankings for Underived Words 

ALIGN-L(H, cr) 

I 
-,OO-NO-FLOP(TONE)Edge_cr 

I 
OO-TONE-FAITH 

ALIGN-L(H, cr), *L 

I / 
IO-ToNE-FAITH 

I 
*H 

To summarize the results reached above, I have proposed an analysis of 
a morphological pattern of tonal mutation with the use of Faithfulness and Anti
Faithfulness constraints for tone structure. The proposed analysis explains all of 
the basic properties of this morphological pattern, i.e., that it is lexically 
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idiosyncratic, morphologically triggered, base-mutating, grammar dependent, 
and subject to locality effects. Furthermore, the same basic mech~nisms at wo~k 
in the analysis of tone flop in Limburg Dutch are also employed III the analysIs 
of accent shifts in Japanese and Aguaruna developed below, and so the proposed 
analysis explains these properties in a way that extends to other languages. 

Before bringing this case study to a close, it is important to contrast the 
analysis of accent shift given here with a purely phonological analysis of the 
problem. Hermans 1991 proposes that the suffixes w?ich have. the effect of 
mutating the dragging tone are specified for a L tone, whIch, when It docks to the 
second component of an accented syllable, triggers a de-linking of the doubly
linked H tone, as sketched below 

(113) Phonological Account of Dragging Tone Mutation 

Input 

H L 
/\ 

cvvc + v 

Output 

HL 

I I 
cvvc-v 

It is difficult to compare Hermans' actual analysis with the one made here as 
they are formulated in ~ery ~ifferent f~ameworks, and ,so I wil! n?t enter int~ the 
formal details. The chIef dIfference IS that Hermans analysIs IS phonologIcal, 
while the T AF analysis treats the dragging tone mutation as a morphological 
phenomenon. This larger theoretical difference between the two theories le.ads 
to a substantive formal difference, however, which is that the phonologIcal 
account entails lexical specification of a L tone to account for the retraction of 
the doubly-linked structure. The analysis presented here acc~u~ts. fo~ acc~nt 
purely in terms of H tones, and as emphasized above, the analYSIS IS III lIlle WIth 
recent approaches to tonal accent systems like the one given in Pulleyblank 1986 
for Tonga. The advantages of the pre-linked H tone analyses of accent therefore 
apply to this case, tipping the scales in favor of the T AF analysis. . 

A second point in favor of the T AF analysis is that it relates a WIde 
range of morphologically triggered shifts as effects of a specific type of Anti
Faithfulness. Thus, the loss of a link in the dragging tone mutation is treated on 
a par with the obligatory shifts found in Japanese and Aguaru~a. Both Of. these 
cases are modelled as responses to a constraint type that reqUIres a sevenng of 
the ties between a suprasegmental and its sponsor, namely -.No-FLOP. This 
analysis differs from the phonological account, which is clearly designed for 
Limburg Dutch alone. For example, purely phonological accounts of Japanese 
involve the insertion of an auto segmental link with affixation (Poser 1984), 
which is clearly inappropriate for the dragging tone mutation. 
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A final argument in favor of the account of the accentual mutation in 
terms of Anti-Faithfulness is that it explains the relation between the properties 
of the accent shift with independently needed constraints. The Anti-Faithfulness 
constraint ..,No-FLOP says literally nothing about the output of the accentual 
shift; it simply states that an existing accent must change in some way. As is 
common in ACA, the rest of the grammar then kicks in and determines the actual 
shape of the mutation. In LD, we have found that independently needed 
constraints had a role in both predicting the outcome of the change and blocking 
another logically possible shift. This aspect of the analysis truly distinguishes 
the T AF theoretic approach to accent shifts from purely phonological analyses 
which simply posit the necessary elements to get the facts right. In summary, the 
T AF approach clarifies the role of the larger grammar in the process, while the 
phonological analysis masks this fundamental property of accentual shifts. 

One interesting question that arises in the comparison of these two 
analyses is whether or not one finds a morphological construction in which 
accent is shifted in two different directions. The phonological analysis, with a 
lexical L tone, predicts that shifts will only flop, or be retracted, in one direction, 
basicaUy shifting away from the lexically specified tone in the affix. In the 
morphological analysis, on the other hand, the uni-directional pattern is only due 
to the language particular ranking of ALIGN-L(H, 0') over the T AF constraint. If 
""No-FLOP-TONE is undominated, a shift in both directions could be possible 
because the Anti-Faithfulness constraint does not specify the direction of the 
shift. The existence of a morphologicaUy triggered bi-directional shift would 
therefore constitute a further argument in favor of the theory proposed here. 

Stress shift in two related consecutive constructions in Tiberian Hebrew 
appears to be a case in point (see McCarthy 1979a for discussion and analysis of 
the relation between these shifts and other phonological patterns in Hebrew). In 
imperfect consecutives, stress shifts from the final to the penultimate syllable, as 
in wayyaaqom 'and he arose', from the related jussive yaaq60m 'let him arise' 
(the final vowel is underlyingly short); this shift is blocked, however, if the 
penultimate syllable does not contain a long vowel, as shown by wayyabdeel 
'and he divided'. In perfect consecutives, stress shifts from the penult to the 
ultima if the penultimate syllable has a short vowel, as in wakaatgbttia 'and you 
will write', cf. wCJqaaraataa 'and you will read' (the underlined vowel shows the 
position of stress in the basic finite verb). While these are not identical 
morphological constructions, they are related in that they both produce verbs 
with consecutive meanings. Therefore, the fact that they exhibit similar 
phonological patterns, yielding a shift in stress and showing sensitivity to vowel 
length in the penultimate syllable, suggests that they should be treated as the 
result of the same morpho-accentual process. If both the perfective and 
imperfective consecutives are subjected to the T AF constraint ...,NO-FLOP-PROM, 
both shifts can be understood as a forced breach of Faithfulness for 
morphological reasons. Furthermore, as with the case of Limburg Dutch, the 
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Anti-Faithfulness constraint is dominated, presumably by a constraint akin to 
Prince's 1990 Weight-to-Stress Principle, to account for the triggering and 
blocking of the shift in words with heavy penultimate syllables. Thus, while 
there are further details of the analysis to be worked out here, this case appears 
to represent a bi-directional shift of the type predicted by the T AF theory of 

accent shift. 

5.4.3 Case Study: Accent Shift in Tokyo Japanese 

As pointed out in the introduction, certain suffixes in Tokyo Japanese 
trigger a shift of the lexical accent of the base to which they are attached. 
Furthermore this shift is to a default position for these affixed structures, 
showing tha; the morphologically triggered shift is grammar dependent. In this 
case study, I develop an analysis of this affix-controlled process as an effect of 
the Anti-Faithfulness constraint ..,No-FLOP-PROM, similar to the analysis of the 
dragging tone mutation in Limburg Dutch and other grammar dependent affix-

controlled processes. 
The suffixes of interest here pattern in certain respects like compounds 

as they attach to an uninflected stem. These suffixes are mentioned in passing in 
McCawley 1968: 166-67 as oddities for his rules of noun-noun compounds. 
Later, Poser 1984 takes these cases head on, incorporating them into a complete 
typology of morpho-accentual rules as 'dependent affixes', so-called because 
they only trigger a process when they attach to an accented stem. So~e 
examples of two representative suffixes are given below (from Poser 1984, WIth 

some additions). 

(114) Accent-shifting Suffix -mono 'thing' 

a. /kaki + monol ---7 kaki-mono 'scroll' 

y6mi + monol ---7 yomi-mono 'reading matter' 

b. Inori + monol ---7 nori-mono 'vehicle' 

Iwasure + monol ---7 wasure-mono 'forgotten item' 

(lIS) Accent-shifting Suffix -ya 'keeper, seller of/house of X' 
a. /kana + ya! ---7 kona-ya 'flour seller' 

Inomi + ya! ---7 nomi-ya 'bar, saloon' 
Ikuzu + ya! ---7 kuzu-ya 'junk man' 
Is6ba +ya! ---7 soba-ya 'noodle house' 

b. Ikabu + ya! ---7 kabu-ya 'stockbroker' 

Itoma + ya! ---7 toma-ya 'mat seller' 

Itindon + ya! ---7 tindon-ya 'traditional Japanese band' 

lunsoo + ya! ---7 unsoo-ya 'forwarding agency' 
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The salient observation here is that these suffixes cause a shift of the lexical base 
accent to the stem-final syllable, as in (114a) and (llSa). On the other hand, 
when these suffixes attach to an unaccented stem, the stem is left unaccented, 
creating unaccented words, as in (1l4b) and (llSb). 

A variation on this pattern is exemplified with the agentive suffix -te 
which, like the two suffixes above, triggers a shift of a lexical accent. However: 
the shift of this accent is to the suffix itself, as shown in (116a) below. 

(116) Agentive Suffix -te (Poser 1984: 50) 
a. Ikaki + tel ---7 kaki-te 'writer' 

ly6mi + tel ---7 yomi-te 'reader' 

b. Ikatari + tel ---7 katari-te 'narrator' 
Ikiki + tel ---7 kiki-te 'hearer' 

McCawley's description of the particle nagara 'though, in spite of', also fits this 
pattern, as it induces a shift of the accent of the base to the first syllable of the 
particle, as in: linoti + nagara! ---7 inoti-nagara 'in spite of life', cf. lmi yako + 
nagara! ---7 miyako-nagara 'in spite of the city'. I will argue below that this 
class of suffixes is different in an important way from -mono and -ya because 
they involve a banishment of the lexical accent from the stem, which invites an 
analysis in terms of dominance effects discussed in §S.2. 

Exploiting the full power of auto segmental representations, Poser 1984 
treats the accent-shifting suffixes above as triggering an insertion of a link over a 
designated syllable. The fact that the shift in accent depends on the presence of 
an existing accent therefore follows from the assumption that no accents are 
inserted. Accented stems will undergo a shift, docking their accent to the 
inserted auto segmental link, but unaccented stems will be left unchanged. In 
what follows, I develop an alternative to this account which is more restrictive. 
This analysis also accounts for the fact that the shift is only found in words with 
accented stems, but more interestingly, it predicts that the shift will be towards 
the language particular default pattern for accent. Thus, in the case of the 
accent-shifting suffixes above, I will argue that it is no accident that these 
suffixes trigger a shift to the stem-final syllable or the first vowel of the suffix; 
these are the default positions for accent in compounds, and since these affixed 
words are compound-like, these are the predicted patterns of Anti-Faithfulness. 

To be more concrete, I posit an analysis for the affixed structures that is 
akin to the structures given in §3.3 for noun-noun compounds. In particular, I 
propose that the words containing accent-shifting suffixes have a recursive 
PrW d, as shown below. 
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(117) Proposed Structures for Words with Affix -Shifting Suffixes 
a. [[ kaki ]PrWd [mono]PrWd ]PrWd b. [[ kaki ]PrWd [ te ]PrWd]PrWd 

These words are not structurally identical to compounds as they are not 
dominated by the higher level category used in the analysis of compounds, 
namely P-Comp. This difference is important, as these structures pattern 
differently than compounds in one important way: they may be unaccented. The 
absence of a superordinate P-Comp predicts this difference because the 
obligatory accent found in noun-noun compounds is due to a requirement that 
the PrWd head of the P-Comp must have an accent; these structures do not have 
an analogous head, and so they do not trigger an insertion of accent in words 
with unaccented morphemes. . . .. 

But words with affix-shifting suffixes have some important snmlantIes 
with compounds, and the related structures for these words provide a means of 
explaining these similarities. To begin first with a morphological fact, many of 
the suffixes above attach to the uninflected, or conjunctive, form of the verb, 
which is also observed in compounds. If we assume that these suffixes have the 
same basic morphological collocation as compounds, presumably attaching to 
morphological words, then the fact that these affixed words and ~ompounds 
attach to the same verbal form can be tied to their similar morphologIcal frame. 
A second important point is that the accentual defaults in words with acc~nt
shifting suffixes are paralleled in compounds (as described in §3.3, followmg 
Kubozono 1995). Thus, in compounds with short second members, accent falls 
on the final syllable of the first member, as observed above in words with -mon.o 
and -ya. When the second member of a compound is long, however, acce~t IS 
assigned to this member, with default initial accent on N2. Both of the affixed 
words above which have accent on the suffix, i.e., words with -te and nagara, 
have accent on the initial syllable of these morphemes (though -te is sub-minimal 
for the purposes of accent assignment in compounds, a point ,:,hich I retur.n to 
below). It is clear therefore that some of the assumptions made m the analYSIS of 
noun-noun compounds will apply in words with accent-shifting suffixes, which 
will become apparent in the analysis of particular affixes given below.. . 

The phonological operation observed with suffixes like -mono IS a shIft 
of the base accent. Words with unaccented stems, however, are unaffected by 
these suffixes, showing that the accent shift is not an insertion of accent itself, 
but a mutation of an existing accent. Since one of the Prosodic Faithfulness 
constraints developed in §1.2.2.1, No-FLOP-PROM, specifically bans this type of 
phonological activity, it is natural to model this accent~al process as a forced 
violation of this type of Faithfulness. Thus, the negatlOn of NO-FLOP-P~OM, 
using the formula for Anti-Faithfulness constraints given in chapter 4, YIelds 
exactly the right tool for the job, as shown below. 
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(ll8) -.No-FLOP-PROM 

..,[Vx Vy Vz, X E prominence, y E sponsor, Z E link, if x and y are associated by Z in S1> 
then 3x' 3y' 3z' s.t. (x, y, z)R(x', y', z') and x' and y' are associated by z' in S2.] 

To paraphrase this constraint, -.No-FLOP-PROM entails that it must not be the 
case that corresponding prominences have corresponding sponsors, or 
alternatively, that corresponding prominences have corresponding links. The 
inclusion of autosegmental links is crucial in the definition, as it allows -.No
FLOP-PROM to be satisfied by just the deletion and insertion of a link. This 
assumption will allow the non-overt satisfaction of -.No-FLOP-PROM, which is 
necessary in Japanese, as shown by input-output mappings like !kona + yaJ ~ 
kona-ya. Thus, the analysis of the apparent lack of shift in these cases is handled 
in a similar way as non-overt Anti-Faithfulness in pre-accentuation. 

As with all Anti-Faithfulness effects, they derive from Transderivational 
Anti-Faithfulness, and thus, the important constraint rankings will involve 00-
Anti-Faithfulness, as shown below. 

(119) Schematic Rankings 

a. Obligatory Accent Shift: -.OO-No-FLOP-PROM » OO-No-FLOP-PROM 

b. No Accent Shift: OO-NO-FLOP-PROM » -'OO-No-FLOP-PROM 

When the T AF constraint -.OO-No-FLOP-PROM is ranked above its 
corresponding Faithfulness constraint, the result will be an obligatory accent 
shift. When the reverse ranking holds, no shift is predicted. In the now familiar 
way, these two rankings can be incorporated in the same constraint system using 
mUltiple correspondence relations, as shown below in (120a). The accent
shifting suffixes observed above subcategorize for OODom-correspondence, as 
shown in (121), which predicts that words with these suffixes will undergo a 
shift, because -.OODom-No-FLOP-PROM is top-ranked in the constraint hierarchy. 
A second important set of rankings, carried over from the analysis of compound 
accent given in chapter 3, is given in (l20b). This ranking gives the PrWd-finaI 
default for accent in compounds with accented initial members and initial accent 
on finally-accented members - an accentual default which is important in 
determining the landing site for shifted accents, as I will demonstrate below.35 

35The NONFINALITY constraint here is somewhat different than the one used 
~n §3.3 as .it is r~l~tivized to any prosodic compound, not just P-Comps, which will be 
Important m denvmg the avoidance of final accent in these words when the suffix is 
accented. 
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(120) Accent Shift in Tokyo Japanese 

a . ...,OODom-No-FLOP-PM » OO-No-FLOP-PM » ...,OORee-No-FLOP-PM 

b. NONFINALITYComp » ALIGN-R(PM, PrWd) » ALIGN-L(PM, PrWd) 

(121) Lexical Entries for Accenting-Shifting Suffixes 
-mono N [[Noun]OODom _] 
-ya N [[Verb]OODom _ J 

While non-accent-shifting suffixes are not listed above, most Japanese suffixes 
do not pattern with -mono and -ya, showing that this morpho-ac~e~tual process 
is lexically idiosyncratic. Accordingly, the non-accent-~hlftmg ~uffixes 

subcategorize for OORee-correspondence and therefore do not trigger a shIft. 
The assumptions developed thus far yield precisely the pattern of acc~nt 

shift observed above for suffixes like -mono, as I will now demonstrate. Startmg 
first with words with accented stems, the attachment of -mono in such contexts 
triggers a shift to the stem-final syllable. This is because words with -mo~o are 
evaluated by ...,OODom-No-FLOP-PROM, and this constraint is to?-rank~d m the 
constraint hierarchy. Thus, if the accent of the base does not shift, as m (12~a) 
below, such an output incurs a fatal violation of the top-ranked T AF constramt. 
A second alternative, shown in (122b), is also ruled out by ...,OODom-No-FLOP
PROM because this candidate does not mutate the base in the relevant way. 
Succinctly, the T AF constraint requires a shift of the lexical accent within ~e 
base in the output. Given that the base kdku only stands in correspondence WIth 
the stem of the suffixed form (see §4.2), the candidate in (122b) has only 
undergone deletion of accent, not accent shift, and so it does not mutate the base 
in the right way (a point which is also crucial in words with -te discussed bel~w). 
The winner then is the form that shifts the base accent to the default PrWd-fmal 
position. 

12 ( 2) A ccent Sh'f 'th A t d Base ltWI ccen e 

Base Ikaki + mono/ ...,OODom-No-FLOP-PM OO-No-FLOP-PM 

a. kaku [[kaki]-[mono]] *! 

b. kaku [[kaki]-[mono]] *! 

c. ~kaku [[kaki]-[mono ]] '" 
Words with unaccented stems will not undergo a shift for the simple 

reason that the T AF constraint ...,OO-No-FLOP-PROM is not relevant here. In this 
case, there is no accent in the base to shift, and so the condition specified in the 
antecedent to the implication of the constraint in (118) is not met. Thus, the two 
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structures shown below are equal on the T AF constraint, and so the decision falls 
on the shoulders of the Faithfulness constraint IO-DEP-PROM. In other words, 
the insertion ef an accent into a default position does not lead to satisfaction of 
...,OODom-No-FLOP-PROM because this is not a flop. Since this insertion gives a 
gratuitous violation of Faithfulness, it is ruled out in favor of the unaccented 
word, as shown below. 

(123) No Accent Shift with Unaccented Base 

Base /nori + mono/ ...,OODom-No-FLoP-PM IO-DEP-PROM 
a. nori [[nori]-[mono]] *! 
b. ~ nori [[nori]-[mono]] 

This peculiar behavior of accent-shifting suffixes therefore receives a direct and 
natural account in T AF theory. The constraint ..,OODom-No-FLoP-PM requires a 
mutation of an existing accent, but in unaccented words, there is no accent to be 
mutated, and so the T AF constraint is vacuously satisfied. 

Finally, the tableau below shows the role of the Alignment constraint in 
deriving default PrWd-final accent (with a hypothetical example).36 The first 
two options (124a-b) are ruled out in the same way they are above in (122); these 
structures lead to a fatal violation of the TAF constraint ...,OODom-No-FLop
PROM. Thus, the accent of the base must shift within the stem, but the T AF 
constraint says nothing about the landing site of the shifted accent (other than it 
must stay within the base). The decision in this case therefore goes to lower
ranking constraints in the grammar that are responsible for the accentual default 
pattern for these structures. As argued in detail in chapter 3, PrWd-final accent 
is the default position for compounds with accent on the first member. Since 
these structures are also compound-like in that they have two components 
wrapped by independent PrWds, this is the accentual default here too, as 
determined by the Alignment constraint ALIGN-R. So, contrasting the PrWd
penultimate and PrWd-final accents in (124c) and (124d) respectively, the latter 
is the winner because it fully satisfies ALIGN-R. 

36Ikuyo Kaneko (personal communication) points out that stems that would 
show a long distance shift of the type predicted here may in fact not be attested. For 
example, in some words with trisyllabic stems and initial accent, the result is an 
unaccented word, as shown by lkisetu + mono/ ~ kisetu-mono 'seasonal thing'. If 
further investigation shows that this pattern is indeed a systematic gap, then a locality 
restriction on the position of the lexical accent, presumably foot-based, may need to be 
posited (see §5.4.4 for a similar locality restriction on shifts in Aguaruna). This finding 
would not refute the claim that these shifts are grammar dependent, however, as shifts in 
disyllabic stems are rightward, to a stem-final syllable. 
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( hL A tdB 124) Accent Shift wit ong ccen e ase 

Base ltititi + monol -.OODom-No-FLOP OO-No-FLOP i AUGN-R 

I, 

.. I ... 
a. tftiti [[tftitij-[monolJ *! 

b. tititi [[tititij-[mono]] *! I 
[[titftij [mono]] * \ *! 

c. tititi 
* 

d.~ tititi [[tititij [mono]] 

This result shows that the morphologically triggered accent shifts are grammar 
dependent because the independently attested constraints on the distribu~on of 
accent predict the ultimate resting spot of a perturbed accent. As I s~o~ d.Irectly 
below, when a shifted accent lands on the first vowel of the SUffIX, It IS also 

grammar dependent but in a different way. 
Suffixes like -te trigger a shift, but not to the final syllable of the stem 

which sponsors the accent. Instead, these suffixes trigger a shift to the ~irst 
syllable of the suffix itself, as shown by the behavior of nagara above. .aI

.
ven 

the paucity of suffixes showing this pattern, it is not clear whether thIS IS ~ 
linguistically significant pattern or just a quirk of these two suffixes. However, .It 
is striking that these suffixes have the second accentual default pattern found m 
compounds, namely initial accent in the second member. To devel~p the parallel 
with the suffixes -mono and -ya above, I therefore treat thIS pattern as 

significant. . ' 
Accented, accent-shifting suffixes hke -te are dIfferent than ~e 

unaccented ones, however, because they trigger a shift that is non-base-mutatmg 
by -.OOOom-NO-FLOP-PROM: the shift goes outside the stem itself. (re~all that 
this is crucial in the analysis of -mono). Clearly, this T AF constramt IS not at 
work in words with -teo However, its cousin, -.OO-MAX-PROM, can be at play 
here, explaining the shift as a shunning of the base accent from the stem, i.e., a 
dominance effect in the framework developed in §5.2 for such processes. 
Furthermore, the preservation of a lexical accent can be attributed to other 
factors, presumably the 10-Faithfulness constraint MAX-P.ROMR?ot. In oth~r 
words, the behavior of -te involves a peculiar set of factors, mvolvmg both Antl-

Faithfulness and Root-Faithfulness, as depicted below. 
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(125) Accent Shift as Dominance Effect with Root Faithfulness -
Base IIdki + tel -.00-MAX-PM , IO-MAX-PMRt NONFINAL 

a. kaku [[kaki] -[te ]] *! t 
h. kaku [[kakf] -[te JJ *! r , , 
C. kaku [[kaki]-[te]] , *! 

d. --t kaku [[kaki]-[teJ] ; * 
The fully faithful form is ruled out because it violates the constraint requiring a 
deletion of base prosody, namely -.OO-MAX-PROM. The base accent is not 
simply shifted to the preferred base-final position because this does not satisfy 
the T AF constraint either (125b). Furthermore, the accent of the base cannot be 
deleted because this would violate an operative constraint here, namely IO-MAX
PROMRoot, as shown in (125c). The end result then is accent on the suffix itself 
(125d). This result is certainly marked in compounds because of the role of 
NONFINALITY in these cases, but as shown explicitly above, there are no other 
options here. A final important point here is that this effect is only possible 
under Stem-to-Stem correspondence (argued for in chapter 4, section 2), because 
the accent shift observed in (l25d) can only be viewed as a deletion under this 
conception of OO-correspondence. 

In the case of the accented, accent-shifting particle nagara, the analysis 
is similar to that of -te, but the size of the morpheme permits satisfaction of 
NONFINALITY and, accordingly, gives leftmost accent in the second member. 
This pattern is of course the same pattern observed in compounds where the 
second member receives an accent, as in iminami + amerikal ~ minami
dmerika 'South America'. Since these affixed structures are, by hypothesis, also 
compound-like, the predicted default here is initial accent on the second PrW d 
as shown below. ' 

(126) Default Initial Accent in Second Member 

Base !fnoti + nagaral -.OO-MAX-PM - NONFIN ALN-R ALN-L 

a. fnoti [[fnotij-[nagara] ] *! § 

b. fnoti [[inoti]-[nagafll] ] i *! * *! 

c. ~fnoti [[inoti]-[nagara] ] ~ * 

The appeal to NONFINALITY to get the PrWd-initial default here involves a minor 
inconsistency with the analysis of compounds, as this constraint was relativized 
to the P-Comp in §3.3, and these suffixed structures have no P-Comp 
(necessarily, because they may be unaccented). I assume therefore that the 
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relevant prosodic category referred to by NONFINALITY is the highest prosodic 
category above the innermost PrWd, which generalizes to both compounds and 
these pseudo-compounds. 

The treatment of this peculiar pattern of accent shift as a dominance 
effect is different from the usual type of dominance discussed in section §5.2, 
e.g., in words with the dominant unaccented suffix -kko, as this type crucially 
preserves the accent of the root. I take this fact to be evidence for t'":o co
existing T AF constraints: one is ranked above IO-MAX-PROMRoot, whIle the 
other is not, as shown below. 

(127) Dominance Effects in Japanese 

.,OODom2-MAX-PROM (sensitive to words with -kko) 

I 
IO-MAX-PROMRoot, .,OODoml-MAX~PROM (sensitive to words with -te) 

\ / 
OO-MAX-PROM 

I 
.,OORec-MAX-PROM 

Thus, the top-ranked T AF constraint yields unaccented words be~ause it 
dominates the Root Faithfulness constraint. On the other hand, this ranking does 
not hold with .,OODomrMAX-PROM, and so this T AF constraint only involves a 
deletion of the base accent from the base itself, an expected consequence given 
the theory of Stem-to-Stem correspondence employed here. In sum, the range of 
affixed structures in Japanese represent different kinds of dominance effects that 
are negotiated via a fundamental tenet of the theory, constrai~t ranking. , 

To summarize the larger set of results, I have gIven an analYSIS of 
accent-shifting suffixes in Japanese that is consistent with all other types of affix
controlled accent. Suffixes like -mono, which induce a flop of an accent, and 
suffixes like -te, which cause a deletion, are both modelled in T AF theory as 
effects of an appropriate Anti-Faithfulness constraint. Thus, suffixes like -m~no 
involved the Anti-Faithfulness constraint, .,OODom-No-FLOP-PROM, WhICh 
specifically requires a shift of accent in the derived forms. Suffixes ,like -te,. on 
the other hand, trigger a dominance effect, which is due to hIgh-ranking 
.,OODoml-MAX-PROM. As with all other types of ACA, these effe~ts are 
lexically idiosyncratic and morphologically triggered: they correlate WIth the 
attachment of special suffixes. Furthermore, both of these effects are base
mutating, which as I have shown above, is an absolutely crucial factor in the 
analysis of these affixed words. Finally, both types of effects are f~und ~o be 
grammar dependent in the sense that independently necessary constramts dIctate 
the outcome of the affix-controlled process. This property stems from the 
treatment of these affixed structures as compound-like, an assumption which 
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appears to be unavoidable given the observed parallel with compounding 
morphology. With this assumed structure, the two accentual default patterns 
observed in these words followed from the assumptions made in the analysis of 
compounds. When the first member of the compound is accented, as in words 
with -mono, the shifted accent is to the PrWd-finaI syllable. However, when the 
accent is on the second member, i.e., on the suffix itself in words with te, the 
default pattern is for PrWd-initial accent, which again is consistent with the 
observed data. The conclusion is thus that the properties of accent-shifting 
suffixes are explained in the same way as other affix-controlled phenomena. 

5.4.4 Extended Case Study: Accent in Aguaruna 

As illustrated in the introduction, the Jivaroan language Aguaruna 
exhibits a pattern of accent shift that is triggered by special suffixes. This 
morpho-phonological pattern was shown to display all of the properties of affix
controlled accentual processes, including grammar dependence. In this section, I 
construct an analysis of accent shift in Aguaruna that explains these properties as 
an effect of the TAF constraint .,No-FLOP-PROM. This case study therefore 
provides further support for the claim that morphologically triggered accent 
shifts are grammar dependent, and offers further empirical support for the 
overall approach taken here, 

This section is organized as follows. I start with a description of the 
distribution of accent in underived words in §S.4.4.1 and give an analysis of the 
inventory of these accentual patterns in terms of constraint interaction between 
Prosodic Faithfulness and various prosodic well-formedness constraints. The 
interaction between accent placement and a rhythmic pattern of vowel deletion is 
then studied in §5.4.4.2, as this pattern bears directly on the analysis of derived 
words. Finally, §5.4.4.3 examines morphologically triggered accent shifts and 
proposes an analysis within T AF theory. 

5.4.4.1. Distribution of Accent in Underived Words 

Aguaruna is a 'pitch accent' language in the sense that accent correlates 
with a rise in both fO and intensity37 and that the distribution of accent is 
lexically governed, As illustrated in the following list, the accented vowel may 
be the first, second, or third vowel from the beginning of the word. It is also 
clear from these examples that accent can appear on either the first or second 
component of a syllable, e.g., waSiimau, cf. apuupuu, which shows that 
Aguaruna is a mora-accenting language. Furthermore, the constraints on the 
distribution of accent (discussed below) typically only make reference to vowel 

37Wh'I 'h d' , ak 
" ,I e Plt~ an mtenslty pe S do not coincide perfectly, the distribution of 
mtensity peaks IS predIctable from pitch peaks (see Payne 1990: 166), 
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slots. I assume therefore that the mora is the accent-bearing unit in Aguaruna, 
and that consonants are not dominated by moras. Accented moras are 
represented here with a 'M' in the left-hand column. 

(128) Frequencies for Accent Patterns (Payne 1990, from vocabulary in Larson 1963) 

Mm mika 'leaf' 224 
mMm kawau 'parrot' 297 

'paca' 157 Mmm 
mmMm 
mMmm 
Mmmm 
mmMmm 
mMmmm 
Mmmmm 
mMmmm 

kasai 
wampukai 
maakai 
amuntai 
apuupuu 
wasfimau 
aal]kias( a) 
agaikiam(pa) 

'tadpole' 82 
'mud' 123 
'buzzard' 45 
'dolphin' 34 
'ocelot' 
'palm spear' 
'catfish' 

24 
14 
5 

The assertion made above that accent is phonemic in the language, and therefore 
marked in the lexicon, is in fact a contentious issue. While Pike & Larson 1964 
assume that accent is phonemic, Payne 1990 argues that accent is assigned on the 
peninitial mora by rule, and that a set of minor rules account for first and third 
mora accent. For concreteness, I follow Pike & Larson in assuming that accent 
is marked lexically, but the analysis of accent shift presented below is fully 
compatible with the hypothesis that accent is assigned 'by rule' (in input-output 
mappings). If it turns out that Payne is correct, therefore, this assumption does 

not affect the overall argument. 
The distribution of accent in bare substantives is subject to two over-

arching constraints. First, as alluded to above, the accented mora is always 
within the first three moras of an underived word. Thus, while one finds words 
like apuupuu, forms with accent beyond the third mora, e.g., *apuupuu, are 
systematically ruled out. A second important restriction is that the accented 
mora is never the (underlyingly) final mora of the word. There are no words 
such as nukci or kawai which have accent of the last mora of a word. This last 
restriction is not always apparent from the surface form, however, as vowel 
deletion may create words with final mora accent, as in /Suuta/ -7 suut 'large 

cockroach' . 
Consistent with the assumptions for Tokyo Japanese, I assume that 

pitch accent languages such as Aguaruna have a lexical prominence as the 
representation of accent, which at the surface is aligned with a high tonal target. 
This assumption is not critical in the analysis in any way, however, because the 
principles of Faithfulness and Faithfulness reversals can be .applied wit~ equal 
force to other types of prosodic structure. The constramts govermng the 
realization of lexical accent in Aguaruna are therefore the same constraints 
employed in the analysis of stress-accent languages like Cupeno and Russian, 
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namely the Prosodic Faithfulness constraints. The distributional gaps discussed 
above may be accounted for by ranking the Prosodic Faithfulness constraints in 
relation to other prosodic well-formedness constraints, which are given below. 

(129) Constraints Governing the Inventory of Underived Words 

a. Constraint Encapsulation: PROS-FAITH == DEP-PROM, MAX-PROM, No
FLOP-PROM 

b. ACCENTWINDOW: An accentual prominence must occur on one of the 
first three moras of a surface form. 

c. NONFINALITY(I!): An accentual prominence must not appear on the final 
mora of a word. (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993) 

I assume for concreteness that the limitation of accent to the first third moras is 
du~ to the constraint ACCENTWINDOW (though this constraint is obviously not a 
senous proposal; see Green & Kenstowicz 1995 for more substantive ideas). 
Specifically, when ACCENTWINDOW is ranked above the IO-Prosodic 
Faithfulness constraints, lexical prominences that are outside of the accentual 
window will lead to an unfaithful mapping, as shown in (130b). Another 
import~nt constraint ranking involves the domination of IO-PROS-FAITH by the 
constraIllt NONFINALITY(I!), which is defined above. With NONFINALITY(I!) 
ranked. above the Prosodic Faithfulness constraints, if a lexical prominence 
occurs III the final mora of a word in the input, the IO-mapping will also not be a 
faithful one (130a). The presence of a positional contrast in accent, however, 
shows that the Alignment constraints are dominated by IO-PROS-FAITH. Thus, 
as d~picted ~n (130.c), a medial prominence in the word has a corresponding 
medIal prommence III the output, as shifting the prominence to an edge position 
violates Prosodic Faithfulness. 

(130) Results for Inventory of Un derived W~rds (v -lexically accented position) 

Input Output NONFINAL ~ WINDOW P-FAITH ALIGN-R 

a./cvcvcvl -f cvcvcv I '" '" 
----~~----~------~~--~--~ 

*cvcvcv *! i 
i 

b. Icvvcvvcvl -f cvvcvvcv '" '" 
--~~------~---4----~~~ 

*cvvcvvcv *! '" 
c./cvcvcvl cvc.Ycv *'" 

*CVCVCV *! '" 
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A final point concerns the effects of NONFINALITY(~) on forms like suut(a) , 
which have a deleted final vowel. I argue in the next subsection that these forms 
actually have covert structure word-finally, essentially a mora which does not 
dominate a vowel, i.e., [Suiiti1); thus, these forms do in fact conform to the 

generalization that accented moras are never word-final. . . . 
To summarize the above results, the followmg partIal ordenng of 

constraints accounts for the inventory of accentual patterns observed in 

underived words. 

(131) Ranking for Underived Words 

NONFINALITY(~), ACCENTWINDOW » IO-PROS-FAITH » Alignment 

This set of rankings accounts for the fact that the position of accent is generally 
unpredictable, as the IO-Prosodic Faithfulness constraints outrank the ~lignment 
constraints that require accent to appear at a designated edge (the ordenng of the 
two Alignment constraints with respect to each other is taken up dire~tly belo~). 
This contrast in the position of accent is restricted, however, by two hIgh-ranking 
constraints. Thus, because NONFINALITY(~) dominates IO-PROS-FAITH, accent 
may not appear on the final mora of a word. Furthermore, the ranking 
ACCENTWINDOW » IO-PROS-FAITH limits the range of the accentual contrast 

to the first three moras of a word. 

5.4.4.2. Vowel Deletion and Accent Shift 

Aguaruna has a phonological pattern of accent shift triggered by the 
application of vowel deletion. Since the edge orientation of the shift beru:s 

directly on the treatment of the morphological shifts, I examine and analyze th~s 
pattern first. The data and description of vowel del~tion in Aguaruna IS 

presented directly below, followed by the proposed analysIs. 
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Let us start with Payne's description of vowel deletion.38 

(132) Description of Syncope (Payne 1990) 

a. Syncope has a rhythmic basis: "Basically the elision rule looks at the 
third vowel from the beginning (or left) of the word, and elides that and 
every alternate vowel bounded [=surroundedJ by consonants. At the 
end (or right) boundary of the word, Syncope stops short of eliding a 
penultimate vowel. Instead the final vowel is elided, if that vowel is 
immediately preceded by a consonant." (p. 164) 

b. Synchronically, syncope makes no reference to accent placement. 
Historically, however, it may have developed from a vowel reduction 
process. Indeed, some vowels to be syncopated are retained as 
devoiced vowels in related dialects. (see p. 179, 163) 

c. When the accented vowel is deleted, accent is shifted one mora to the 
right if there are three or more following vowels (underlyingly); 
otherwise accent is shifted one mora to the left. (see p. 179-80) 

Like many other languages, for example Southeastern Tepehuan (Willett 1991, 
1982), syncope in Aguaruna has a rhythmic basis, as it deletes vowels in 
alternating syllables. This pattern is illustrated by the following examples 
(vowels to be deleted are underlined in the underlying representation). Forms 
like iCinkayminak show the preference for dropping a final vowel over the 
penultimate vowel, even when the latter is predicted by the binary pairing of 
vowels. The two shifts in accent observed when the accented syllable is deleted 
are exemplified in (133b). Thus, while the pattern of leftward shift, as in 
ugusnum, is very common, it is clear that the 'default' pattern is to shift the 
accent to the right because the environment for leftward shift is more specific, as 
I demonstrate below. This move is somewhat different from Payne's statement 
above, but this account is largely based on frequency (and not on the 
phonological composition of the string), as words with third mora accent and 
more than two following moras are rather rare. 

38D 'd P . . aVI ayne pomts out (personal communication) that the vowels in much 
prevIOUS work have been inconsistently transcribed, sometimes resulting in the treatment 
?f a word-~nal lo~g vowel a~ short (presumably to protect it from syncope). The reader 
lllterested m ~ro~lllg further lllto the details of the system is thus referred to Payne 1990 
for the authontatlve statement of this process, where this inconsistency is ironed out. 
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(133) Exemplification of Syncope in Aguaruna 

a. Deletion of an Unaccented Vowel 
licinakiJI 
licin~a + niJI 
licin,gka + lJl! + mi + niJI 
liCin~a + lJl! + mi + na + kif 

iCinak 
iCinka-n 
icinka-lJ-mi-n 
icinka-lJ-mi-na-k 

b. Deletion of an Accented Vowel 
/uhaIJ! + kitif uhcilJ-kit 
/uhalJ! + kiti + niJI uhalJ-kfti-n 

/ulJUSl + numif 
/ulJusl + numi + niJI 
IUlJus! + numi + sakaml 

ulJus-num 
ulJus-numi-n 
ulJus-num-sakam 

'clay pot' 
'clay pot (Acc)' 
'your clay pot (Acc)' 
'only your clay pot (Acc)' 

'palm species (Compound)' 
'palm species (Comp, Acc)' 

'tree species (Compound)' 
'tree species (Comp, Acc)' 
'tree species (Also)' 

To summarize, syncope in Aguaruna follows an alternating pattern, with a 
preference for deleting final vowels. Further, when the accented vowel is 
deleted, accent shifts to the left if there are less than three following vowels 
underlyingly; otherwise accent shifts to the right. 

The rhythmic pattern of vowel deletion suggests a role for metrical 
structure in the analysis, as argued in detail in McCarthy 1998 for a similar body 
of facts in Bedouin dialects of Arabic.39 If we assume that Aguaruna words are 
parsed left-to-right into iambs, it is possible to motivate vowel deletion as an 
effect of principles of rhythmic organization, i.e., the IambiclTrochaic Law of 
Hayes 1995 and Grouping Harmony of Prince 1990. Sketching the analysis 
informally below, in a sequence of CV syllables, the third vowel in the 
underlying representation in (134b) ends uP' in the weak position of the final 
iamb. The loss of this vowel can hence be explained as a need for a durational 
contrast in right-headed feet: the outright deletion of the vowel in the weak 
position satisfies this constraint, rather than the more usual strategy of 
lengthening the strong member of the iamb. In the input-output mappings below, 
the symbol 't.' represents a mora that does not dominate a segment. 

39See also Kager 1997 for a different approach to rhythmic vowel deletion in 
terms of the minimal violation of the constraints governing the prosodic organization of 

syllables. 
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(134) Metrical Analysis of Syncope 

a. licinak.w 

b.licin~a + n~ 

c. IUlJus! + num! + sakaml 

(. x)( x .) 
(i.ci)(na.kt.) 

(. x)(. x) 
(i.Ci)(nt..ka)-nt. 

(. x)(. x) (x .) 
(ulJu)(M.-num)-(sakam) 
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The fact that syncope only affects vowels that are surrounded by consonants also 
has a coge~t explanation on this account. VV sequences will always either 
support theIr own fo~t or occupy the right member of a branching foot in 
standard foot typologIes, and so they will be systematically ignored by the 
process. Furthermore, the fact that, in some final feet, the weak member is not 
deleted .may. be captured as a foot-type reversal to satisfy NONFINALITY(Il), as 
argued m Pnnce & Smolensky 1993 for Latin. In just those contexts where the 
head of the iambic foot would appear in the final position of the word the 
can~nical iamb switches to a left-headed trochee, as shown in (134c), ~hich 
?bVlates the need for a durational contrast because the foot is a trochee, not an 
lamb. The m.etrical account is of course not the full story, since the complex 
patterns descnbed above show some language particular intricacies that demand 
an ~~p1ic~t treat~e.n~. ~or example, the initial vowel is never lost, despite its 
positlOn m the mltlal lamb, and so something else needs to be said here. 
Furt~ermore, the final vowel in the input-output mapping in (134a-b) is not 
p~edlcted to ~rop out in the metrical analysis just described - a problem that 
WIll also receIve our attention below. 

In addition to the theory-internal motivation for this analysis, the 
assumed structures help in describing two important facts. First, as noted in 
§5.4.4.1, accent is not allowed in the final mora of a word, but words that have 
los: the wor~-~inal vowel yi~ld apparent exceptions to this generalization, e.g. 
/Suuta/ ~ suut. However, If forms such as these have a final Ct. syllable, then 
these forms are consistent with final mora extrametricality. If final syllables 
have a mora, but are vowelless, then the accented mora in [suli.tt.] is not final. 
Sec?~d, syncopated forms aside, only nasal consonants are allowed in the coda 
pOSItIon (Payne 1990: 166). If the consonants which appear before the deleted 
vow~l~. are re-syllabified with the preceding syllable, as in IiCinak.w 
~ [l.c~.nak], then syncope creates exceptions to an otherwise exceptionless 
constramt on coda c.onsonants. Of course, if these underlyingly pre-vocalic 
consonants are syllabIfied as onsets at the surface, as assumed in (134), then this 
problem does not arise. McCarthy makes this same argument with different facts 
from Arabic. 

. Movi~g now to state these assumptions more formally, the constraint 
that IS responsIble for the durational contrast in iambs is given below. 
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(135) RHYM-SYNC 
Avoid full vowels in the weak position of an iambic foot. 

With this constraint top-ranked in the hierarchy, specifically outranking the anti
deletion constraint, MAX-V, and the constraint banning vowelless syllables, 
*EMPTY-NUC, rhythmic vowel deletion is the predicted outcome, as shown 
below. 

(136) Rh h . V lyt rruc owe 1 D I f e e IOn 

ICVCVCVCV ... I RHYM-SYNC MAX-V , *EMPTY-Nuc 

C. x)(. x) *! I (CVCV)(CVcvj .,. 

(. x)(. x) '" I '" 
-; (CVCV)(CLlCV) .. , 

The loser here has a full vowel in the weak syllable, in violation of RHYM-SYNC, 
leaving the candidate with an elided vowel in the third syllable as the win~er. 

The first vowel of the word is never deleted, however, showmg that 
initial syllables are special in some way. Following Beckman 1997 [1998]: I 
treat this fact as evidence for a high-ranking Positional Faithfulness constramt 
which gives preferential treatment to initial syllables. Thus, ~ith a positi?n
sensitive MAX-V constraint ranked above RHYM-SYNC, deletion of the fIrSt 
vowel is not predicted, as shown below. 

(13 hI' . 1 S II bl 7) No Vowel DeletIOn m t e mba Syl a e 

ICVCVCVCV ... I O"l-MAX-V RHYM-SYNC 

( . x)(. x) *! 
(CLlCV)(CLlCV) ... 

(. x)(. x) * 
-; (CVCV)(CLlCV) ... 

The metrical analysis employed thus far does not account for the 
preference for dropping the final vowel of the word when it can, e.g., lici~~kf!! 
-; [(ici)(nakLl)], since the fourth vowel here does not fall into a strong pOSItion. 
Furthermore, one cannot appeal to a foot-type reversal word-finally to account 
for the deletion of the final vowel in the weak member of a trochee because the 
final vowel in cases like licin£!ka + nf!! -; [(ici)(nLlka)-nLl] is not footed (or 
alternatively, it is not in the weak position if it supports a degenerate foot). It 
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appears, however, that a different constraint is at work which handles these facts 
by favoring words that end in consonants. This constraint, called FlNAL-C in 
McCarthy & Prince 1993b, receives independent motivation from some 
additional distributional facts in the language. David Payne notes (personal 
communication) that the only vowel-final words in the language are those with 
just two vowels in the word or words which end in a VV sequence. Thus, if 
FlNAL-C is ranked above MAX-V, the generalization that words tend to end in 
consonants can be treated with the same machinery used for describing the 
preference for apocope in the vowel deletion. This tack of course requires an 
analysis of the two classes of V-final words, but these cases also lend themselves 
to a cogent analysis. First, the avoidance of apocope in CV(C)V words is 
straightforwardly handed as a two-vowel minimal word requirement, a constraint 
which is generally obeyed in the language. Furthermore, the lack of deletion of a 
VV in words that end with this sequence can be treated as an effect of stress: 
word-final VV will invariably be parsed as the head of an iamb, and because this 
is the preferred head of a light-heavy iamb and a monosyllabic iamb, these 
vowels will be protected from deletion as well. 

Putting all of the pieces together, both RHYM-SYNC and the phonotactic 
constraint FINAL-C are necessary in Aguaruna vowel deletion, as illustrated in 
the following tableau. The winner here satisfies both constraints by deleting the 
third and fifth vowel, which contrasts with the two other candidates, which 
violate one or the other of the two high-ranking constraints. 

(138) Rh h . lyt rruc an dN Rh on- lythmic Vowel Deletion 
lieinaka + naf FINAL-C , RH-SYNC MAX-V *EMPTY-Nuc 

a. 

i (. x) (. x) *! '" * (i.ei) (na.ka)-n<1 , 
b. 

1 
, (. x) ( . x) *! '" '" (i.ei) (n<1.ka)-na j , 

c. 

I (. x) (. x) 
*'" ** -; (i.ei) (n<1.ka)-n<1 , 

The ranking arguments made thus far are summarized in the partial ordering 
given below. 

(139) Ranking for Rhythmic Vowel Deletion 

FINAL-C,O"l-MAX-V » RHYM-SYNC » MAX-V, *EMPTY-Nuc 
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Relating this grammar to Payne's description given in (132), the third vowel 
from the beginning of the word deletes because it is the weak member of an 
iamb, and, by RHYM-SYNC, it must drop out. Only vowels that are surrounded 
by consonants undergo syncope because a VV sequence is always parsed as the 
strong syllable of an iamb, and so, it is not targeted by RHYM-SYNC. 
Furthermore, syncope only affects post-pen-initial vowels because when a single 
vowel appears in the first syllable, it is protected from RHYM-SYNC by the 
Positional Faithfulness constraint O"l-MAX-V. Lastly, the independently 
motivated constraint FINAL-C accounts for the observed preference for deleting 

final vowels. 
Moving now to the question of what happens when an accented vowel 

is deleted, let us review the following facts. 

(140) Vowel Deletion with Accent Shift 

a. IUlJus! + numi + nw ulJUs-numi-n Shift to Right 

b. IUlJus! + num!/ ulJus-num Shift to Left 

When the accented vowel is lost, the accent typically shifts to the right, unless 
there are less than three underlying moras to the right of the accented vowel, in 

which case accent shifts to the left. 
This type of observation (i.e., accent shifts triggered by deletion of the 

sponsoring element), is commonly attributed to HV's Faithfulness Condition, 
which, roughly speaking, entails that heads of feet be preserved throughout a 
derivation within the metrical constituent structure enclosing them. An initial 
problem with this approach to accent shift in Aguaruna is that lexical accents do 
not reliably fall in the head positions of the independently motivated syncope 
feet, and so a second metrical plane is required to account for the observed facts. 
Furthermore, the derivational implementation of this idea entails a unitary 
direction for the shift, but the facts of Aguaruna show that the accent of a deleted 
vowel shifts in two different directions. A final problem is that an analysis in 
terms of the Faithfulness Condition requires intermediate stages in the mapping 
from lexical to surface forms that are otherwise unmotivated, which I take to be 

fatal for this approach. 
The alternative I propose is that the edge orientation is described 

directly via the Alignment constraints, with an additional requirement that the 
prominence may not appear in the final foot. This result is achieved through the 
following constraint ranking, which builds on the constraint system given above 
for the basic accentual patterns by ranking the Alignment constraints with 
respect to each other, and by adding another NONFINALITY constraint relativized 

to the stress foot. 
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(141) Constraint Ranking for Accent Shift with Vowel Deletion 

NONFINALITY(Ft) » ALIGN (PM, R, PrWd, R) » ALIGN (PM, L, PrWd, L) 

W~ile prominence typically does not shift because of high-ranking Prosodic 
F~Ithfulness, when the deletion of the sponsor of a prominence precludes a 
falt~ful mappi.ng, ~ shift must take place. Because ALIGN-R dominates ALIGN-L, 
a ShIft to the nght IS preferred over a shift to the left, as illustrated below. 

e au t (142) D [, I R ightward Shift 

luhal]i + kiti + na/ ALIGN-R ALIGN-L 

(uha)(lJ~-ki)(ti-nA) ****! '" 
",'> ;',,7 

~ (uha)(l]~-ki)(ti-nM ** "''''''' 
~owever, when a shift to the right would entail positing a prominence in the 
fmal fo?t of the word (i.e., when the deleted vowel is followed by just two 
~nderlymg moras), the accent instead shifts to the left because NONFINALITY(Ft) 
IS ranked above ALIGN-R. 

(143) Accent Shift with Fin 1Ft E t . r a 00 x rametrlca ltv 

luhalJ! + kiti! NONFINALITY(Ft) ALIGN-R 

(uha)(l]~-ki)t~ *! '" 
~ (uha)(lJ~-ki)t~ "''''* 
. The foot-based analysis here extends to all of the cases of leftward shift 

descnbed b~ Payne. The only accented vowels eligible for deletion are the 
vowels dOffil~at~d by the third mora because syncope starts with the third vowel 
from the .b~gmnmg of the word, and lexical accent never goes beyond this third 
mora (thIS IS the acce~tual window effect). Focusing on the vowels following 
the accented vowe,l (I.e., those following the third vowel), words with two 
subsequen! unde~lymg vowels or less may drop these vowels, as observed in the 
form [(uha)(l]Qki)M] ab?ve., I! any vowels remain, however, they will be in the 
final foot and therefore mehglble for receiving the accent by NONFINALITY(Ft). 
If, on the ot~er hand, the following vowels are protected from syncope because 
they appear m a VV cluster, then the final two vowels are likewise ineligible for 
accent because they are parsed as the strong member of the iamb '. 
Ie 

"/ " ' as In. 
vevey-evv --t [(evev)(eQ-evv»). 

, The proposed analysis thus accounts for the 'default rightward shift, 
otherWIse leftward shift under duress' through the constraint interaction justified 
above. However, the analysis does not yet account for the observed 
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boundedness of accent shift, i.e., the fact that the widowed accent only shifts one 
mora to the right or the left. Since the morphological shifts examined below are 
also bounded in this sense, it is necessary to have an analysis of this fact as 
well.40 As currently stated, No-FLOP-PROM does not require bounded accent 
shift, since any shift is a violation of this constraint, whether the accent shifts are 
bounded to the moraic sponsor or not. We therefore require a constraint that 
ensures that the shift will be local, i.e., to an adjacent mora rather than a non
adjacent one. I express this intuition with the following constraint, though ot~er 
analyses are possible (see Myers 1997a and Bickmore 1996 for some leadmg 
ideas). 

(144) Loc-FLOP-PROM 
\;Ix \;Iy \;Iz, x E prominence, y E sponsor, z E link, if x and y are associated by z in Sl, 
and 3x' 3y' 3z' s.t. (x, y, z)R(x', y', z') and x' and y' are not associated by z' in S2, 

then 3y" 3z" S.t. x' and y" are associated by z" and y' and y" are adjacent in S2' 

Satisfaction of Loc-FLOP-PROM is only relevant in structures where the link 
between a prominence and its sponsor is severed in the IO-map, as stated in the 
second clause of the antecedent of the implication. The logic of this constraint 
entails that if there is a shift of a lexical prominence, then the result must be to a 
sponsor which is adjacent to the correspondent of the sponsor in the input. 
Applying this reasoning, if a lexical accent could be shifted more than one mora 
to the right (because the subsequent moras do not appear in the final foot), the 
ranking of Loc-FLOP-PROM above ALIGN-R predicts a shift exactly one ~ora to 
the right. Thus, when a candidate attempting to improve on edge ahgnment 
shifts the accent more than one mora, it incurs a violation of Loc-FLoP-PROM, 
and is thus ruled out in favor of the candidate with a bounded shift, as depicted 
below. 

(145) Bounded Accent Shift 

/CVCVCV + cvvcvcv/ Loc-FLOP-PROM ALIGN-R 

(CVCV)( C.1.-CVV)( CVC.1.) *! ** 
~ (CVcv)( C.1.-CVV)( CVC.1.) I *** 

40Furthermore, we require a phonological analysis of this fact because it 
cannot simply be assumed that the accent shifts observed here are ~mI?-0bile phon~logical 
accents whose H targets are somehow delayed in the phonetlc l~plementat~on (as 
cogently argued for Chichewa in Myers & Kim 1998). The pho~ologlcal ShIftS mter~ct 
with other phonological constraints, i.e., the Alignment const~aIllts and the constr~nt 
responsible for leftward shift when the accent would appear III the final foot, which 
shows that the shifts are phonological in nature. 
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The same result holds with the leftward shifts because LOC-FLOP-PROM also 
dominates ALIGN-L. In the mapping from /uhalJ!-kitj! to [(uha)(lJ.1.ki)t.1.], the 
competing candidate which defaults to initial accent is ruled out because it also 
incurs a violation of this top-ranked constraint. 

To summarize, the rankings needed for bounded accent shifts are given 
below. I have also carried over the rankings from the previous subsection to 
present the complete constraint system. 

(146) Summary of Rankings 

NONFINALITY(Il), ACCENTWINDOW 
\ I 

IO-PROSFAITH 

I 
NONFINALITY(Ft), Loc-FLoP-PROM 

\ / 
ALIGN-R 

I 
ALIGN-L 

With Loc-FLOP-PROM ranked above the Alignment constraints, accent shifts will 
always be bounded to the mora that is the counterpart of the lexical sponsor for 
accent. Also, ALIGN-R dominates ALIGN-L, describing the fact that a shifted 
~ccent typically goes to the right. If, however, the shifted accent would end up 
m the final foot of the word, then it shifts to the left because of high-ranking 
NONFINALITY(Ft). This constraint hierarchy will be directly relevant to the 
analysis of bounded rightward shift in the morphological environments examined 
in the next subsection. 

5.4.4.3. Accent Shift in Derived Words 

We may now proceed to the central facts of interest in this case study, 
namely the morphological pattern of accent shift. As illustrated in the 
introduction to this section, certain suffixes trigger a shift in the accent of the 
base. Since this affix-controlled accentual process has all of the properties of 
ACA, it may be explained in a general theory of Transderivational Anti
Faithfulness. I start first with the analysis of the basic distinction between 
accent-shifting and accent-neutral suffixes, and then move to extend the analysis 
to the behavior of a more complicated set of accent-shifting suffixes and the 
treatment of the locality conditions on accent shift. 

. .L~rson 1956 and Payne 1990 distinguish a wide range of suffixes, each 
WIth a dIstmct morpho-accentual behavior. For the present purposes, however, 
we only need to contrast the behavior of two classes, the accent-neutral and 
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accent-shifting suffixes. The accent-neutral suffixes are like str~s~-n~utral 
suffixes in English in that they leave the accentuation of the base as It IS m the 
underived form. This type of accentual behavior is exemplified below for the 
predicate-forming suffix -i, which Payne glosses a~ 'is an X. (o~ject not 
present)'. The derived form is compared with the sImplex nommattve base, 

which forms the base for many suffixes. 

(147) Accent-neutral -i 
nuka 
ca1Jkin 
sU1Jkaim 
kampaanak 
aaIJkias 
taataanc 

nuka-i 
ca1Jkina-i: 
sUIJkaima-i 
kampaanka-i 
aa1Jkiasa-i 
taataanci-i 

'leaf 
'basket' 
'bird (arrendajo)' 
'kind of palm' 
'palm spear' 
'water spider' 

Other suffixes exhibiting accent-neutral behavior include: -a 'is an X (object 

present), , the negation suffix -cuu, and -¢u 'maybe X'. 
Accent-shifting suffixes, on the other hand, cause the accent of the base 

to shift one mora to the right. This class of suffixes is actually a heterogeneous 
class, involving distinctions depending on the lexical prosody and syllable mak~
up of the base. However, since all accent-shifti~g. suffixes have the .basIc 
properties of the suffixes discussed directly below, It IS cl~ar ~hat our pomt of 
departure should be with these. In the closing remarks, .1 wIll dIscuss one of the 
variations on the basic pattern as it relates to the analysIs and sketch an account 

that is consistent with the analysis given here. 

(148) Accent-shifting Suffixes 
-na Accusative 
-hai- Comitative (Ii-I is a nasalized vowel) 

-nuu Possessive 

The behavior of these suffixes is exemplified below, again opposing the simplex 

nominative with the derived forms showing the shift. 
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(149) Derived Words with Accent Shift 
Nominative Accusative Comitative Possessive 

a. nuka nuka-n nuka-hai- nUka-llUU 'leaf 
kawau kawau-n kawau-hai- kawau-nuu 'parrot' 

kasai kasai-n kasm-hai- kasm-nuu 'paca' 

h. wampukm wampukai-n wampukai -hai- wampukai-nuu 'tadpole' 
maakai maakai-n maakai-hai- maakai-nuu 'mud' 
amuntai amuntai-n amuntai-hai- amuntai-nuu 'buzzard' 
apuupuu apuupuu-n apuupuu-hai- apuupuu-nuu 'dolphin' 

As shown by the contrast between (149a) and (l49b), the accent of the base only 
shifts in the derived form if the base is three moras or less. This fact is 
significant, as it is observed in one form or another in all the accent-shifting 
suffixes. Payne suggests that this is a locality effect on the distance of the accent 
from the accent-shifting suffix, which further diagnoses this pattern as an affix
controlled process. But because locality effects of this kind are linked in an 
important way to the constraint requiring the shift, I need to set it aside for the 
moment while I develop the analysis of the basic distinction between accent
neutral and accent-shifting suffixes. 

Before presenting the analysis in T AF theory, it is necessary to consider 
an alternative in which the shift is due to an inherent phonological property of 
the affix itself. After all, English has similar patterns of stress shift induced by 
suffixation, e.g., electric/electricity. Since the rightward shift here also 
correlates with suffixation, perhaps the shift is simply a matter of the 
phonological composition of the suffixed structures. This parallel is clearly 
inappropriate, however, because the shifted accent does not conform to any 
generalizations counting from the left or right edge of the word. Suffixation 
triggers a shift of the lexically determined accent, which may occur on any of the 
first three moras; since the accent shift is bounded to the lexical accent, the 
position of the shifted accent in derived forms is not predictable in terms of mora 
count. 

A different idea is to say that the accent-shifting suffixes contribute an 
accent, or alternatively, that they simply add a link which is somehow merged 
with the base accent if it is close enough (as in the approach to accent-shifting 
suffixes in Poser 1984). Such an analysis is certainly possible here, and indeed, 
this is essentially the idea mentioned in passing in Payne 1990: 181. As with the 
case of Japanese, however, 1 develop an alternative here that is consistent with 
the more restrictive T AF theory of accent shifts. Thus, accent shift must be 
rightward and bounded because this is the independently motivated pattern of 
accent shift in the language. I do not see how the purely phonological account of 
these shifts would explain this fact, and as grammar dependence is a natural 
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consequence of the theoretical model developed here, the T AF account has a 
clear advantage over the phonological analysis. F~the~ore, a pure~y 

phonological analysis of the retraction of tonal accent m LImburg Dutch IS 
highly undesirable (see argumentation in §5.4:2): a~d I p~opos~ to develop an 
analysis of accent shifts in Aguaruna which IS mIme WIth thIS clear case of 
morphological shift. . .. . 

In the now familiar way, the idiosyncratic dIstmcbon between whether 
or not an affix conditions an accentual process is derived through 
subcategorization of OO-correspondence relations in the lexicon. Thus, 
assuming the lexical entries in (151) below, the accent-n~utral suffixes a:e 
sensitive to the T AF constraint ...,OORec-NoFLOP-PROM, whIch, because of ItS 
low rank in the hierarchy in (150), does not condition a shift in the base
derivative mappings. The suffixes in (151b), in cont~ast, trigger OODo~
correspondence, and since the Anti-Faithfulness ~o~stramt defined upon thIS 
relation is high-ranking, these suffixes are accent-shIftmg. 

(150) Rankings for Accent-neutralJAccent-shifting Distinction 

...,OODom-No-FLOP-PM » OO-No-FLOP-PM » ...,OORec-No-FLOP-PM 

(151) Lexical Entries for Accent-neutral and Accent-shifting Suffixes 
a. -i Predx(pres.) [[Stem]OORec _] [Accent-Neutral] 

-a PredX(not pres.) [[Stem]OORec _ ] 
-cuu NNeg [[Stem]OORec _ ] 
-¢u NPutative [[Stem]OORee _ ] 

b. -na 
-hai-
-nuu 

NAcc 
NCom 
Nposs 

[ StemoODom _ J 
[ StemoODom _ ] 
[ StemoODom _ ] 

[Accent-Shifting] 

Applying these assumptions to a particular exa~?le, the ~ccent-shifting 
suffix -na (which loses the final vowel in syncope) condItIOns a ShIft of the b~se 
accent because forms with this suffix are evaluated by the T ~ c.onstramt, 
...,OODom-NoFLOP-PROM, which is ranked above the OO-ProSOdiC FaIthfulness 
constraint banning the shift. 

( 52) M hI· 1 A ce t Shift 1 <2!2! 0 QKlca c n 

Base Imika + nat ...,OODom-NOFLOP-PM OO-NoFLOP-PM 

a. mika mika-n *1 

b. -7nuka nuka-n * 
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The predicate-forming suffix -I, on the other hand, does not trigger the shift, as 
shown below. This suffix subcategorizes for OORee-correspondence. Since the 
T AF constraint operating on this type of correspondence is so low-ranking, it 
cannot have an effect. 

(153) N M h I 0 ~rp, ooglca IA ccent Sh·f 1 t 
Base fnuka+ if ...,OORee-NoFLOP OO-NoFLOP ...,OO-NoFLOP 

a. -7 nUka nuka-i 
* b. nuka nuka-i *! 

Therefore, as with dominant and pre- and post-accenting affixes, the presence or 
absence of a shift is due to the rank of the T AF constraint associated with a given 
suffix. 

Returning to the behavior of the accusative suffix -na, which is accent
shifting, this suffix triggers a flop of the base accent, which is bounded and 
rightward, i.e., the same basic pattern for phonologically triggered accent shifts. 
This fact shows that the morphological ac~ent shifts exhibit grammar 
dependence and the analysis of this fact stems from the same basic principles 
applied in the analysis of grammar dependent ACA generally. Thus, an 
independently needed Alignment constraint, specifically ALIGN (PROM, R, 
PrWd, R), determines the edge orientation of the mutated accent. This result is 
illustrated in the tableau below, in which the competition between the two 
patterns of Anti-Faithfulness is determined by the Alignment constraint. 

(154) G rammar D d ~en ence P 1 R h dA art Igl twar ccent S ·t hI t 
Base !kawau + nat ...,OODom-No-FLOP OO-No-FLOP ! ALIGN-R 

a. kawau kawau-n *! I 
b. kawau kawau-n * **! ! 
c. -7 kawau kawau-n * ~ 

Another type of grammar dependence observed in the morphological 
shifts is that the mutated accent always shifts one mora to the right, but not all 
the way to the end of the word. This fact is also explained with the 
independently motivated constraint hierarchy: Loc-FLOP-PROM dominates 
ALIGN-R, so the shifted accent will not migrate too far from its lexical sponsor. 
As illustrated below, the T AF constraint ...,OODom-No-FLoP-PROM requires a 
phonologically overt difference between the base and its derivative, but the rest 
of the grammar, specifically the ranking of LOC-FLOP-PROM relative to 
Alignment, ensures that the shift is bounded to the lexically accented mora. 
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(155) Grammar Depen d P t 2 B d d Acc nt Shift ence ar oun e e 

Base Ikasai + na/ .,OODom-No-FLOP 1 Loc-FLOP-PM AUGN-R 

a. kasai kasai-n *! l ... 

b. kasai kasai-n I **! 

C. -7 kasai kaslii-n I * * 

The boundedness of the morphological shift is thus explained with the same 
constraint interaction used for the boundedness of phonological shifts, namely as 
the domination of ALIGN-R by Loc-FLOP-PROM. 

There is an apparent problem with the analysis concerning the grammar 
dependent nature of the shifts. Shifts due to syncop~ are t~ the right by default, 
but to the left if such a shift would yield an accent m the fmal foot of the word 
(see discussion above). Morphological shifts appear to be e~clusively to the 
right, however, which is in conflict with the default-to-opposlt~ natur~ of the 
phonological accent shifts. It turns out that this appar~nt inconsIstency IS really 
due to a combination of independently needed constramts that accounts for the 
absence of leftward shift. Recall that the morphological shift is only triggered in 
words with three moras or less (the crucial data is in (149». This restriction, 
combined with the general avoidance of final mora accent, has the effect of 
precluding shifts from the third mora of a word. In or~er to have third mora 
accent, it is necessary to have a fourth mora, but bases WIth four moras or ~ore 
generally do not shift. Returning to the main po.i~t, the onl~ phonologlc~l 
context which yields a leftward shift under the condItions stated m the analY~Is 
of syncope is a word with third mora accent and two mor~s beyond the t~Ird 
mora' but such a context would produce a shift from the fIrst foot to the fmal 
foot 'which is ruled out by NONFINALITY(Ft). Furthermore, in words with a 
mo~hological shift, the shift of the base accent is al,:"ays in a non-final fo~t, 
necessarily, because of the size requirement on the ShIft, as shown below WIth 
some nominative-possessive pairs repeated from above. 

(156) Foot Structures for Words with Accent Shift 
(nuka) (nuka)-(nuu) 
(kawau) (kawau)-(nuu) 
(kasai) (kasai)-(nuu) 

These shifts therefore do not incur a violation of NONFINALITY(Ft), and so the 
shift is toward the default edge in the language, namely the right edge. Note also 
that words with a monosyllabic suffix, e.g., the accusative suffix -na, will also 
not trigger a leftward shift because all the words with the requisite size to 
undergo the shift, such as the three mora base, /kawau + nal -to [~kawau)-n8.], 

will always be parsed by a single prosodic foot. Therefore, a shIft mto the final 
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foot is unavoidable because there is only one. Since any shift will violate 
NONFINALITY(Ft), the default edge orientation kicks in again to give the 
observed shift to the right. 

As for the size requirement on accent shift, I am only prepared to put 
forth a speculative analysis that makes use of the prosodic foot. To start, Payne 
makes the interesting suggestion that this restriction is a kind of locality effect. 
The idea here is that smaller nouns will bring the accent of the base 'close 
enough' to the suffix in order to trigger the shift. But in longer forms, the base 
accent and the suffix are too far apart, so there is no shift. If this is the correct 
way to analyze this pattern, then Aguaruna is indeed a strong case for the theory 
of accent shifts proposed here, as affix-controlled processes are generally subject 
to locality requirements. But as far as I can tell, the implementation of this idea 
will have some difficulties with contrasts like the following. 

(157) a. kawau kawau-nuu Base is :::; I!I.,lJt: Accent shifts 
kasai kasai-nuu 

b. wampukai wampukai-nuu Base is:::: I!I!I!: No shifts 
maakai maakai-nuu 

The lexical accent in the base forms here are identical in terms of their proximity 
to the suffix, and yet only the smaller nouns have a shift. 

A different idea, in the spirit of Payne's original insight, is that the 
suffixes specifically mutate the accent in the main stress foot of the word, and 
that the suffix must be close enough to this primary accent. Thus, employing the 
foot structures argued for above in the analysis of syncope, we can characterize 
the initial foot as the main stress foot (realized as a pitch accent in this 
language), and if the suffix is close enough to the accent of the main stress foot, 
it can trigger a shift. To be more concrete, if the T AF constraint is conjoined 
with the Stem: PrWd Anchoring constraint in the domain of the prosodic foot 
(see §4.3 for the details of constraint formulation), then the accent of the base 
will only shift if it is in the stem-final foot. Thus, this approach accounts for the 
cases in (157b) because the accent of the base is either not in the initial foot as 
in the case of [(wampu)(kai)-nuu], or the accent of the first foot is not cl~se 
enough, as in [(maa)(kai)-nuu], the latter effect being crucial to the analysis of 
locality here. 

Furthermore, the foot-based approach leads to an attractive approach to 
a different class of accent-shifting suffix, which is identical in all respects to the 
suffixes discussed here, except that in four mora words with third mora accent, 
the lexical accent is actually shifted. For example, the first person possessive 
suffix -g(u), behaves this way. It shifts an accent in all of the three mora nouns 
shown above for other accent-shifting suffixes, but in addition, it shifts an accent 
in cases like: Iwampukai + lJu/ -t wampukaf-g 'my tadpole', with stems with 
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four moras and third mora lexical accent. A loosening of the req~irement that 
the shifted accent be in the first foot yields a shift in precisely thIS .conte~t.' .as 
shown by: [(wampu)(kaf)-lJ). The important point though is that a ShIft of mltlal 
or peninitial accents is still banned because th~ ~oot contai?ing ~he.se a~cents 
would not be adjacent. As the details involved m Implementmg thIS Idea ill ~he 
current framework are too cumbersome to present in detail here, I leave the Job 
of working out this problem formally for future research .. T? s~m ~p, a fir~t pass 
at an analysis of the size restriction is encouraging, as It fIts m mcely WIth the 
model of affix-controlled accentual processes laid out in §4.3 to account for 
locality conditions on the application of the process. . 

To summarize the results established above, the proposed analysIs 
achieves one of the central goals of this chapter, namely to account for the 
properties of accent shifts with the same basic toolbox used in the treatrne~t of 
other affix-controlled accentual processes. The use of subcategonz~d 

correspondence relations sensitive to different T AF cons~aints is fundamentalm 
distinguishing affixes by their morpho-accentual be~avlOr. Furthermore, the 
explanation of this behavior via the T AF cOnS~aI?t ...,OO-No-FLOP-PROM 

accounts for three additional properties of accent ShIft m Aguaruna, namely ~hat 
it is morphological (it distinguishes a derivative from .its base), base-mutatmg, 
and subject to locality conditions. Finally, the mdependently ~ec~ssary 

constraints Loc-FLOP-PROM and ALIGN(PROM, R, PrWd, R) are. cruCIal l~ the 
analysis of the boundedness and edge orientation of the shIft, effectIvely 
characterizing the process as grammar dependent on par with the other types of 
ACA analyzed in this chapter. 

CHAPTER 6. 

Conclusion 

This chapter is a recapitulation of the results of the previous chapters, both 
descriptive and analytical. These results have been fleshed out in a series of 
case studies, including studies of Cupeiio (Uto-Aztecan), Modern Russian, and 
Tokyo Japanese, as well as some selected languages for which there is sufficient 
documentation. As the results from additional languages are assessed, this 
recapitulative summary may serve as a guideline for testing the hypotheses 
repeated below on a larger scale. 

6.1 Descriptive Categories 

This thesis has argued for the existence of two types of morpho
accentual processes, given below. 

(1) Two Types of Morpho-Accentual Processes (§l.l.l, (1)) 

a. Root-Controlled Accent (RCA): inherent accent in the root precludes the 
realization of accent elsewhere in the word. 

b. Affix-Controlled Accent (ACA): the attachment of an affix correlates 
with a mutation of the accent in the base of affixation. 

Root-controlled accent is a specific pattern of Accent Resolution; it involves the 
loss of all accents but those sponsored by a root. Since RCA specifically retains 
a root accent, it establishes a parallel with other phonological patterns of root
retention, e.g., root-controlled vowel harmony and dissimilation. Affix
controlled accent, on the other hand, is a different process altogether, involving 
an accentual change in the base of affixation. ACA is motivated by the 
morphological need to enhance contrast between different word classes, and so 
affix-controlled accentual processes often produce alternations that make 
morphological distinctions more salient. 

These underlying differences in motivation are correlated with other 
observational differences, as the chart below shows. 
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(2) Observational Differences between RCA and ACA 

Root-Controlled Accent 

phonological (culminativity) 

systematic 

base-preserving 

DNA 

non-local 

Affix -COJilJtmUed Accent 

morphological (contrast-enhancing) 

lexically idiosyncratic 

base-mutating 

grammar dependent 

subject .to locality conditions 

The motivations for RCA are phonological in nature; they involve culminativity 
requirements on prosodic and tonal structure. As such, RC~ is systemati~ and 
applies across the board. ACA, on the other hand, IS morphologIcally 
motivated, and therefore has the sporadic distribution characteristic of lexically 
listed attributes. RCA and ACA are also fundamentally different, indeed, 
directly antagonistic in many contexts, in their treatment of the base of a 
morphological process. RCA is base-preserving in the sense tha~ it ~ssigns a 
privileged status to roots, protecting these typical bases of affixatlOn from 
phonological changes. ACA, by contrast, is base-mutating: it always causes a 
phonological change in the morphological base. A fo~rth diffe~~nce between 
RCA and ACA is that only ACA is subject to locahty condItions. Affix
controlled alternations are often required to be 'close' to the triggering affix, but 
the target and trigger of RCA are never subject to such requirements. A fifth 
property of ACA, which is not directly relevant to RCA, is that a~ix-controll~d 
processes are often grammar dependent in the sense that the resultmg change IS 

dictated by the larger grammar of accent. 
If the descriptive categories proposed in this thesis are the correct ones, 

phonologically motivated accentual processes should have the properties giv~n 
above for RCA, and morphologically motivated processes should pattern WIth 
ACA. 

6.2 Theoretical PrinCiples 

The analysis of RCA and ACA builds on a number of theoretical 
assumptions, which I will review here as a way of clarifying the consequences 
of this model for other languages. 

Root-controlled accent is treated as a special case of the cross-linguistic 
tendency for roots to have privileged Faithfulness properties. This privileged 
Faithfulness status is achieved by the fixed ranking given below. . 
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(3) Morphologically Dispersed Faithfulness (McCarthy & Prince 1995; §2.2, (6» 

Root Faith » Affix Faith 

This ranking has two consequences for accentual systems. First, it predicts that 
root accents always take precedence over affix accents, as spelled out by the 
RCA Hypothesis: 

(4) Root-Controlled Accent Hypothesis (§2.2, (11» 

In lexical-to-surface mappings of a word with more than one inherent 
accent, if accent is deleted, accent in the root is realized over accent 
elsewhere in the word. 

This hypothesis can be falsified by a mapping in which affix accent system
atically wins out over a root accent, e.g., Ir60t + afl ~ [root-afJ. In evaluating 
such cases, it is important not to confuse such patterns with ACA, where affixes 
may. idiosyncratically cause a deletion of the base accent. For example, 
dommant accented -pp6- in Japanese appears on the surface to contradict the 
RCA Hypothesis, but when dominant unaccented affixes like -kko are brought 
into the picture, it is clear that this is a morphologically motivated pattern of 
deletion quite distinct from RCA. 

Another prediction of (3) is that morphological factors take precedence 
over directionality in Accent Resolution. The factorial typology developed in 
§3.1 illustrates that edge effects are only observed when the morphologically 
dispersed Prosodic Faithfulness constraints have nothing to say about the 
realization of an underlying accent, as stated below: 

(5) Restricted Edge Orientation (REO) (§3.1, (4» 

Edge orientation for accent is only observed in contexts where 
PROS-FAITH is indecisive. 

REO prohibits mappings in prefixed structures like laf + r60t! ~ [af -root], 
where the prefix accent systematically takes precedence over a root accent (and 
this system does not also have initial syllable accent across the board). As 
discussed in §3.4, if such a pattern of directional Accent Resolution is found in 
some language, this fact will require a modification of Positional Faithfulness 
Theory such that the morphologically dispersed Faithfulness constraints in (3) 
are replaced by the Root Faith and context-free Faith, and that these constraints 
are unordered. Therefore, further research will help to clarify the nature of 
Positional Faithfulness constraints. 
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The analysis of affix-controlled accent is developed within 
Transderivational Correspondence Theory (TCT). The core tenets of TCT are 

given below. 

(6) Theoretical Assumptions in TCT (Benua 1997 [1998], (§4.2.2.1 (10)) 

a. Transderivational (00) Correspondence: morphologically related words 
stand in correspondence; phonological similarity is regulated by 00-

Faithfulness constraints. 

b. Base Priority: recursive constraint hierarchies simult~n~ously. e~aluate a 
word and its immediate morphological derivative, glVlng pnonty to the 

former, called 'the base'. 

c. Affix Specificity: subcategorization frame~ specify the. 0<:>- . 
correspondence relation that links the affIXed form WIth Its base m a 
paradigmatic identity relation. 

Morphologically related words stand in corres~onden~e,. and Tra~sderivational 
Faithfulness constraints govern the identity relatIOns wlthl~ a paradigm. Af~xes 
may select a specific correspondence rela~ion for these Fal.thfulness constramts, 
which leads to a strong prediction concernmg affix classes m TCT. ~ffixes may 
only differ in their faithfulness properties, i.e., ~he degree .to. WhICh they are 
similar to their bases. A second prediction of thIS model, hffilted b~ Stem-to
Stem Correspondence (see §4.2.2.1), is that Faithfulness. effects wIll only. be 

bserved in the base of the morphological process. Faithfulness constramts 
o overn identity between correspondent elements, and, since only ?ase ele~ents 
~tand in correspondence, it follows that Faithfulness may only be m force m the 

morphological base. .' d 
The selection of the base in an OO-correspondence relatlon IS governe 

by Base Optimization: 

(7) Base Optimization (§4.2.2.1, (11» 

If a set of words created by some morpholo~ical process stands in the 
correspondence relation R, then the base for R IS the membe~ of .the base
output pair which is most harmonic with respect to the constramt hIerarchy. 

The base is the member of an output-output pair that is unmarked ~ith respect to 
the constraint hierarchy, often unmarked morphologically. Thus, sImpl~x forms 
are the base for complex forms, because of their alignmen~ pr?pertles, and 
singulars are bases for plurals, bec~use they are more harmOnIC WIth respect to 
morphological Markedness constramts. 
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The properties of morpho-phonological operations, phonological 
processes that correlate with a morphological process, call for a constraint type 
that is distinct from Markedness and Faithfulness. It is argued here that this 
constraint type is Anti-Faithfulness, defined as follows: 

(8) Anti-Faithfulness (4.3.2.1, (30» 
Given the Faithfulness constraint P, --JF is the related Anti-Faithfulness 
constraint that is satisfied in a striJp.g S iff S has at least one violation of P. 

Anti-Faithfulness is the logical negation of Faithfulness. Anti-Faithfulness 
constraints therefore motivate morpho-phonological operations as forced 
violations of Faithfulness constraints. Modelled on OO-correspondence, 
Transderivational Anti-Faithfulness (T AF) Theory predicts that affix-controlled 
alternations, which encompass ACA, have a number of properties. 

(9) A Clustering of Properties in T AF Theory (see §4.3.3 and §5.1) 

a. Lexically idiosyncratic: the application of an affix-controlled process is 
unpredicable and must be specified in the lexical entry of individual 
morphemes. 

b. Morphologically triggered: affix-controlled processes correlate with the 
application of a morphological process. 

c. Base-mutating: affix-controlled processes affect the base of a 
morphological process. 

d. Grammar dependent: the output of an affix-controlled process may be 
predicted by the larger grammatical system. 

Like similarity effects within a paradigm, affix-controlled processes are lexically 
idiosyncratic, because they are triggered by T AF constraints, which, in TCT, are 
subject to affix specificity. Affix-conditioned processes are also morphological 
in nature. Because they involve mappings between a base and its immediate 
morphological derivative, the phonological differences will always be correlated 
with the application of a morphological process. The transderivational nature of 
T AF constraints also predicts that affix-triggered processes will be base
mutating, i.e., they will always affect the base of a morphological process. T AF 
constraints only assess base-derivative pairs, and so only changes within the 
interval of the derivative that is shared with the base can satisfy a T AF 
constraint (compare with principle of Base Priority). Finally, TAF constraints 
do not specify all of the ways in which base-derivative pairs should differ 
phonologically. As a result, the output of an affix-controlled process is grammar 
dependent; it is dependent on the larger constraint system in which the T AF 
constraint is embedded (but see the qualification given below). 
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Affix-controlled processes may also be subject to locality conditions: 
they may only occur in the proximity of the base-mutating affix. Following a 
proposal in Lubowicz 1998, this type of locality effect is argued to be the result 
of Local Conjunction (Smolensky 1993 et seq.), a process which conjoins a TAF 
constraint and an MCat-to-PCat Anchoring constraint (McCarthy & Prince 
1995) and produces a T AF constraint whose application is bound to a particular 
edge, as described below. 

(10) Local Conjunction of -JF and ANCHOR (§4.3.2.3) 

(-JF & ANCHOR(MCat, PCat, P»D: do not violate MCat-to-PCat anchoring 
in position P of a unit in Domain D and also fail to violate F in said 
unit in D. 

The conjoined constraint here specifically requires a phonological change (i.e., 
satisfaction of Anti-Faithfulness) in the phonological unit that is de-anchored 
through affixation. For example, Local Conjunction of -,DEP-AcCENT and 
ANCHoR(Stem, PrWd, R) in the domain of the syllable predicts pre-accentuation 
in the stem-final syllable, i.e., an insertion of accent in the syllable that is de
anchored by suffixation. 

This theory makes a prediction about how locality conditions are 
evaluated, and also it leads to a qualification of the assessment of grammar 
dependence: 

(11) Predictions of Local Conjunction in T AF Theory 

a. Boundedness: when an affix-triggered alternation is local, it is bound to 
either a prosodic or morphological constituent adjacent to the affix. 

b. Grammar dependence: when the location of an affix-triggered alternation 
is not fully predicted by a locality requirement, it must be grammar 
dependent. 

Because of the domain specification in Local Conjunction, the combined force 
of the T AF and ANCHOR constraints must be localized in some morphological or 
prosodic domain, hence the boundedness to some PCat or MCat in (lla). It is 
possible, however, that a T AF constraint is unconjoined, or that the locality 
conditions do not fully predict the location of the phonological change. In such 
a context, the actual change that satisfies the T AF constraint is dictated directly 
by the larger constraint system, i.e., it must be grammar dependent CUb). In 
summary, affix-triggered alternations may be local, in which case they are 
bound to the affix by a particular morphological or prosodic unit. When locality 
is indecisive, however, the location and structure of the phonological change is 
predicted directly by the ambient phonological system. 
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ablaut, 161, 170 
accent 

diacritic theories of, 21 
locality conditions on, 22, 32 
metrical theories of, 21-22 
minor rules, 296 
phonemic accent, 26-29 
phonetic correlates, 19-20, see 

also phonetic correlates under 
Japanese accent, Russian 
stress, and phonetics of tonal 
types under Limburg Dutch 

pitch accent, 16, see also 
Japanese accent, Aguaruna 
accent, and Limburg Dutch 

as pre-linked tone, 21,277,278, 
285 

properties of, 17-20 
representational issues, 20-23 
restricted tone systems, 16 

accent resolution 
definition, 1, 73 
directional asymmetry, 81 
phonological versus root-

control, 7, 71-72 
in selected languages, 78-79 

accent shift 
in Aguaruna, 304-07, 307-14 
autosegmental analysis of, 284, 

286 
bi-directional shifts, 285-86 
in English, 151, 309 
examples, 3,142,272-74 
grammar dependence, 273, 282-

83,285,287-88,292,311-12 
in Japanese, 272, 286-95 

in Limburg Dutch, 275-76, 280-
85 

phonological types of, 187 
affix-controlled accent 

definition, 1-2 
examples, 3, 142 
properties of, 11-12, 185-90 
root-controlled accent, contrast 

with, 3-4, 7-8, 189-90 
stress-neutral affixation, 

comparison with, 190-91 
affix-triggered markedness, 236-39 
Aguaruna accent 

accent resolution, 79, 80 
accent shift in derived words, 

307-14 
accent shift via syncope, 304-07 
accentual contrasts, 295-96 
accent window, 296, 297 
boundedness of accent shift, 

306-07,311-12 
foot extrametricality, 304-05 
foot-type reversal, 301 
frequencies of accent patterns, 

296 
locality conditions on accent 

shift, 181,309,313-14 
minor rules, 296 
mora extrametricality, 297-98, 

301 
phonetic correlates, 295 
representation of, 296 

Aguaruna affixes 
accent neutral affixes, 308 
accent shifting affixes, 272, 

307-09 
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-lJu (first person possessive), 
313-14 

Aguaruna grammar 
causative prefix, 80 
coda conditions, 301 
suffixing preference, 80 
syncope, 298-304 

alignment 
categorical interpretation of, 

116,120 
default-to-opposite in Japanese, 

114-15 
default-to-opposite in Cupefio, 

66-68 
inflection stress in Russian, 86 
initial lowering in Japanese, 87 
pre- and post-accentuation, 

theory of, 57, 268-71 
syllable-to-tone, 277-78 
sub categorization-type, 57, 86 

anchoring 
in Cupefio stress, 65 
definition, 173 
locality, analysis of, 173-76 

Anderson & Browne's 
generalization, 167, 168, 173 

Anti-Faithfulness 
definition, 10, 165 
learnability, 168 
limitation to 00-

correspondence, 168 
logic of constraints, 166-67 
in reduplication, 167 

anti-paninian ranking, 136-37 
Arabic 

coda conditions, 301 
stem vocalism, 161, 170 
syncope (in Bedouin), 300-01 

auto segmental phonology 
analysis of accent shift, 287 
locality, problem of, 171 
representation of accent, 21-22 

Bantu 
accent resolution, 79, 80 

tone, 277, 278 
base mutation, see Strict Base 

Mutation 
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Base Optimization, 149-50, 202, 
214,216 

Base Priority, 147 
Basic Accentuation Principle, 73 
Basque (Getxo) 

accent resolution, 79, 80 
dominance effects, 220 
pre-accentuation, 249 
pre-pre-accentuation, 240 

Berber (Tashlhiyt), 40 
blocking effects, 

in Limburg Dutch, 282-83 
of Positional Faithfulness, 226 
in pre-accentuation, 2, 56, 57-

58,180,249,259-60 

Cahuilla, 25-26, 27-28 
Chaha, 159 
Chamorro, 177 
Chichewa, 306 
Chukchee, 70 
clash avoidance, 231 
coalescence, 170 
consonant mutation, 160 
constraint conjunction, 269, see also 

Local Conjunction 
co-phonologies, 232-34 
correspondence, 23 
culminativity 

accent resolution, in analysis of, 
140-41 

formulations of, 18-19,30 
role of prosody in, 30 
of underlying representations, 

33-35 
Cupefio affixes, see also lexical 

entries 
accented prefixes, 48 
accented suffixes, 48 
-i (nominalizer), 58-60 
pre-accenting suffixes, 55-56, 

56-58, 244-50 
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Cupefio stress 
default initial stress, 49-50 
default-to-opposite, 65-68 
in habilitative construction, 46 
historical background for, 44 
initial-peninitial contrast, 43-46, 

46-47 
long vowels, influence of, 44, 

47 
nominalizer -i, 58-60 
pre-accentuation, 55-58, 180, 

240,243-52 
rightmost edge orientation, 49, 

54 
root-control, 48-51, 52-54 
in Spanish loans, 44-45 

cyclicity 
in Cupefio stress, 63-65 
in dominance effects, 234-36 
in stress-neutral affixation, 144-

45 

Dagaare,66 
default-to-opposite, see also 

'opposite edge' effects under 
pre- and post-accentuation 

alignment theory of, 65-68, 
114-15 

anchoring theory of, 65 
in Cupefio, 65-68 
in Japanese compounds, 110, 

114-16 
derived environment effects, 172 
diacritic accent, 21 
Dieguefio, 160 
directionality, 7, 71, 73-74, see also 

edge orientation and edge 
tropism 

dissimilation, 40 
Diyari,253 
dominance effects 

as affix-triggered markedness, 
236-39 

as co-phonologies, 232-34 
as cyclicity, 234-36 
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definition, 194 
examples, 3, 141-43, 194,220, 

222 
formal problem of, 162-63 
factorial typology, 261-64 
grammar dependence, 204-05, 

219-21 
as grid prominence, 230-31 
in Japanese affixed structures, 

124-25, 194, 197-205,292-95 
in Japanese compounds, 109, 

115 
language survey, 220, 222 
locality conditions on, 223-26 
as Positional Faithfulness, 231-

32 
in pre- and post-accentuation, 

257-61,261-64 
in Russian, 205-18 
sequences of dominant affixes, 

226-29 
strict base mutation, 205, 221-

23 
'Duke of York' derivations, 256-57 
duplication problem, 29 
Dutch, see Limburg Dutch 

edge orientation, 18 
edge tropism, 18 
English 

in derived words, 153-59 
in monomorphemic words, 152-

53 
in sequences of affixes, 229 
stress-neutral suffixes, 144, 

151-52, 156 
stress-shifting suffixes, 144, 

151, 155-56 
exchange processes, 10, 161, 163, 

168-70 
extended invisibility, 268 
extended paradigm, 227 
extrametricali ty 

of feet in Aguaruna, 304-05 
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in Japanese compounds, 109, 
110-12 

of moras in Aguaruna, 296, 
297-98,301 

in Salish roots, 222-23 
factorial typology 

for edge effects, 74-78 
for morpho-accentual processes, 

261-64 
Faithfulness, 5, see also Root 

Faithfulness, Stem Faithfulness, 
Tone Faithfulness, and 
Transderivational Faithfulness 

Faithfulness Condition, 304 
featural affixation, 160, 161 
featural markedness, 280 
Finnish,71 
floating features, 240-41, see also 

Jeatural affixation 
foot-type reversal, 301 
Fore, 240 
fusion, 170 

Generalized Alignment, see 
alignment 

grammar dependence 
in accent shifts, 273, 282-83, 

285,287-88,311-12 
in affix-controlled accent, 179, 

187-88, 191 
in dominance effects, 204-05, 

219-21 
in pre- and post -accentuation, 

247,251,270 
Grouping Harmony, 300 

Hare (Slave), 255 
Hausa,231-32 
Head Faithfulness, 59, 231-32 
Hebrew 

secondary stress (in Modern), 
32 

stress shift (in Tiberian), 285-86 
Huariapano, 32-33 

IambiclTrochaic Law, 300 
Igbo, 39,40-41,71 
Ifiapari, 160 

Index 

invisibility, 241, 267-68, see also 
extended invisibility 

Irish, 161, 176, 177 
item and arrangement morphology, 

240 

Japanese accent 
accent resolution, 78-79, 99, 

135-36 
accentshift,272,286-95 
accentual contrasts, 100, 103-

06, 197 
in adjectives, 101 
default-to-opposite, 1l0, 114-16 
devoiced vowels, influence of, 

101 
dominance effects, 194, 197-

205,292-95 
enclitics, influence of, 202 
extrametricality, 109, 110-12 
initial lowering, 101 
in loans, 100-01 
in noun-noun compounds, 106-

19 
phonetic correlates, 101-02 
phonological phrasing, 101-02, 

134 
post-accentuation, 124-25,240, 

252-54 
pre-accentuation, 252-54, 257-

59,259-60 
pre-pre-accentuation, 240 
representation of, 103 
restrictions on surface accent, 

100-01,278 
root-control, 105-06, 120-21, 

132-35 
in verbs, 10 1 
word-internal phrase 

boundaries, 134 

Index 

Japanese affixes and enclitics, see 
also lexical entries 

accent-shifting suffixes, 272, 
286-95 

aoyagi prefixes, 133-34 
dependent affixes, see accent-

shifting affixes 
dominant affixes, 198-99 
enclitics, 202 
han- 'anti-', 129 
hi- 'non-', 130 
hi- ('passive noun'), 131 
hu- 'non-', 130 
-ke 'family', 252-54, 257-59 
-kko (toponym), 194, 198,232 
ko- (diminuative), 125-27 
ma- 'true', 124-25,240,252-54, 
mi- 'not yet ... ', 130 
-mono 'thing', 286-87, 290-92 
mu- 'lacking, un-', 130 
nagara 'in spite of', 287, 293 
no (genitive, copula), 223-26 
00- (augmentative), 127-28 
-pp6- (adjective), 194, 198,201-

02,231 
-si 'Mr.', 259-60 
sin- 'new', 122-24 
Su- 'barely', 128-29 
summary of prefix classes, 132 
-te (agentive), 287, 292-93 
-ya 'keeper, sellerlhouse of', 

286-87,290 
zi- (reflexive), 130-31 

Japanese Grammar 
affixation, 102 
compounding, 102-03, 121 
prosodic compounds, 110-11, 

287-88 
Rendaku, 102, 121 

Javanese, 9, 161-2, 167, 170-71 

Korean (Kyuugsang), 277 
Kubozono's generalization, 107 

Latin, 301 
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Latvian, 160 
level ordering, 61-63, see also co

phonologies 
Lexical Edge Marking 

in lexical stress, 33, 35 
in pre- and post-accentuation, 

265-57 
lexical entries 

accent-shifting/neutral suffixes 
in Aguaruna, 310 

accent-shifting suffixes in 
Japanese, 290 

dominant/recessive distinction 
in Japanese, 201 

dominant/recessive distinction 
in Russian, 212 

pre-accenting/normal distinction 
in Cupeno, 246 

stress-shifting/neutral 
distinction in English, 154 

Lexicon Optimization, 34, 149 
Limburg Dutch 

accent shift, see dragging tone 
mutation 

blocking effects, 282-83 
dragging tone mutation, 275-76, 

280-85 
locality conditions, 276, 282 
phonetics of tonal types, 274-75 
stress-to-tone alignment, 278 
tonal inventory, 274-75, 276-80 
tone retraction, see dragging 

tone mutation 
Lithuanian 

accent resolution, 79 
dominance effects, 220, 222 
tonal analysis, 277 

Local Conjunction, see also 
constraint conjunction 

formulation, 165, 173 
in Japanese dominance effects, 

225, 
in Japanese pre- and post

accentuation, 252 
in Polish palatalization 174 
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locality 

Luo 

in accent shifts, 181, 309, 313-
14 

in affix-controlled accent, 188 
domain specification, sorted by, 

181 
dragging tone mutation in 

Limburg Dutch, 276, 282 
foot-based, 249-50, 313-14 
in Japanese dominance effects, 

223-26 
in Luo voicing exchange, 174-

76 
mora-based, 223-26 
in pre- and post -accentuation, 

240-41,249-50,252-54 
in root-controlled accent, 22, 32 
segment-based, 174-176 
syllable-based, 252-54, 276, 

282 
in Transderivational Anti

Faithfulness, 171-77 

voicing exchange, 10-11, 160-
61,163-64,169-70 

locality conditions, 174-76 

Markedness 
featural markedness, 280 
general characterization, 5 
morphological markedness, 

149-50 
for tone, 278 

metathesis, 160, 170 
Montafies Spanish, see Spanish 
morpheme realization, 162 
morpheme structure constraints, 28-

29 
morpho-phonological operations 

diversity of processes, 160-61 
examples, 8-9, 159-60 
morphological function of, 159 
principle of contrast, 159 

Nancowry,70 
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Nisgha,70 
non-uniformity, 157-58, 179-80,249 
Northern Tepehuan 

accent resolution, 79, 80 
development of tone, 16 

Noun Faithfulness, 59 
Nuucha'anulh,271 

obligatory inflection, 148-50 
Output-to-Output Faithfulness, see 

Transderivational Faithfulness 

phonemic accent, 26-29 
pitch accent, see accent 
Polish, 172-74 
Positional Faithfulness Theory, see 

also Head Faithfulness, Root 
Faithfulness, and Stem 
Faithfulness 

blocking effect of, 226 
in initial syllables, 226, 302 
locality, consequences for, 171, 

176-77 
post-accentuation, see pre- and post

accentuation 
post-post-accentuation,240 
predominant root accent, see root

controlled accent 
pre-accentuation, see pre- and post

accentuation 
pre-pre-accentuation, 240 
pre- and post-accentuation 

alignment theory of, 56-58, 
268-71 

in Basque, 249 
blocking effects, 2, 56, 57-58, 

180,249,259-60 
counting 'by twos', 240 
in Cupefio, 55-58, 180,240, 

243-52 
definitions, 239 
dominantlrecessi ve contrast, 

257-61,261-64 
examples, 2, 3, 239-40 
in factorial typology, 261-64 

Index 

grammar dependence, 247, 251, 
270 

as invisibility, 241, 267-68 
in Japanese, 124-25,240, 252-

54,257-59,259-60 
as Lexical Edge Marking, 265-

67 
locality conditions, 240-41, 249, 

250-54 
'opposite edge' effects, 270-71 
in Russian, 216-17, 249, 254-57 
strict base mutation, 241, 252-

57,266-67,268,269-70 
priority of the base, see Base 

Priority 
Prosodic Anti-Faithfulness 

constraints, 192-93 
Prosodic Domination constraints, 

30-31 
Prosodic Faithfulness, 23-25, 26-29 
Prosodic Hierarchy, 30 

Restricted Edge Orientation, 75-78, 
78-81 

Richness of the Base, 29,87,90 
root-controlled accent 

definition, 1-2 
examples, 2, 37 
Root-Controlled Accent 

Hypothesis, 43, 140,228 
root-controlled vowel harmony, 39, 

71 
Root Faithfulness 

linguistic evidence, 39-41 
psycho-linguistic evidence, 41 
universal ranking of, 6,40 

Russian affixes, see also lexical 
entries 

-a (plural), 209-10, 231 
-ac (derivation), 179,208-09, 

215,229 
-lC (feminine nominalizer), 207, 

215,228-29 
prefixes in nouns, 83, 97-98 
postpositions, 98 
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-ux (derivation), 208, 214-15, 
229 

vi- 'out', 96-97 
Russian grammar 

athematic nouns, 83 
athematic verbs, 92 
canonical root shape, 82-83 
inflectional morphology, 83, 92-

93 
prefixation, 83,97-98 
root size, 83, 226 
suffixation, 83 
theme vowels, 92 
vowel reduction, 83 

Russian stress 
accent resolution, 79, 80 
in adjectives, 91-92 
dominance effects, 205-218, 

256 
frequencies of dominant 

patterns, 84-85 
metatony, see pre-accentuation 
in nominal paradigms, 83-85, 

85-91 
'pattern C', see dominance 

effects 
'pattern D', see pre

accentuation 
phonetic correlates, 83 
pre-accentuation, 215-17, 249, 

256 
prefixed nouns, 97-98 
'post-accenting stems', 254-57 
postpositional phrases, 98 
root-control, 85-92, 94-99 
in verbs, 92-94 

Saanich, 160 
Salish (Interior) 

accent resolution, 79, 80 
dominance effects, 220-21, 222-

23 
extrametricali ty, 222-23 
root size, 226 
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stress in sequences of affixes, 
229 

syncope,223 
Samoan, 269 
Sanskrit accent 

accent resolution, 78-79 
dominant affixes, 63-64 
dominance effects, 220, 222 
obligatory inflection, 148 
oxytone stems, 86, 91 
restrictions in affixes, 37-38, 

42-43 
in sequences of affixes, 229 

secondary stress, 32-33 
Slave, 159, 160, 162, see also Hare 
Slovak,160 
Southeastern Tepehuan, 299 
Spanish 

lexical stress, 28 
loans into Cupefio, 44-45 
non-structure-preserving 

processes (in Montafies), 162 
spreading to stressed syllables 

(in Montafies), 177 
stem-delimited stress, 70-71 
Stem Faithfulness, 41-42, 140,212-

15 
stem formation rules, see morpho

phonological operations 
Stem-to-Stem Correspondence, 150, 

246,293 
Stress Erasure Convention, 63-64, 

234 
Strict Base Mutation 

explanation of, 191 
in dominance effects, 205, 221-

23 
general characterization, 187 
in pre- and post-accentuation, 

241,252-57,266-67,268-70 
theorem of, 177-78 

Strict Layering, 30-31, 61 
Strong Domains Hypothesis, 233-34 
structure-preservation, 9, 10-11, 

161-62,170-71 

Index 

subcategorization, see also lexical 
entries 

alignment effects, 57,186,268-
69 

of correspondence relations, 
147-48, 154,200-01 

subtractive morphology, 9, 11, 160-
61, 170 

suffixing preference, 81 
syncope, 223,298-304 

Tahltan 
restrictions in affixes, 38, 42-43 
root size, 226 
stem stress, 70 

Tepehuan, see Southeastern 
Tepehuan and Northern 
Tepehuan 

Terena, 159, 160 
Tiberian Hebrew, see Hebrew 
Tone Faithfulness, 278-79 
Transderivational Faithfulness, 11-

12,147 
Transderivational Correspondence 

Theory 
as alternative to cycle, 145 
arguments for, 146, 156-59 
core assumptions, 147-48 

Transderi vational Anti-Faithfulness, 
see Anti-Faithfulness 

Tiibatulabal, 32 
Turkish 

reduplicative dissimilarity, 167 
vowel harmony, 71 

Ulwa, 269 

word binarity, 1l0, 113 

Yupik, 164, 176 


